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Foreword

We Oance round in a ring and suppose,
But the Secret sits in the middle and knows.

Robert Frost

A reader should "suppose" that any publication on the results and
conclusions of research in "a ring" of academic specializations around
sport and physical/education will fulfill a dual purpose. The content
will 'contribute significant knowledge to one of the specialized links in
the circular discipline around sport and physical education and it will
also relate that knowledge to an issue which "sits in the middle" of the
field. Earle F. Zeigler is a scholarly writer who fulfills that dual purpose
uniquely alid with distinction.

The research teehniques wiiich Dr. Zeiglevuses are from philosophy,
history and 'administration. His studies are designed to reveal, analyze
and draw conclusions on significant central problems in sport and
physical education. He views problems from within the context of educa-
tion and culture and as influenced by personal and societal values. Some
problem issues with which Dr. Zeigler deals in this book include: the
specific .social forces which influence the direction of society and there-
fore of sport and physical education; the-diverse philosophies of fitness,
sport,,physical recreation and athletics; redefinitions of amateur, semi-
professional and professional sports and their relationships to education,
community agencies and society; and the investigation of intrinsic and
extrinsic, values from Olympic competition. Dr. Zeigler also defines and
analyzes the relationship of active participation in exercise, dance
and physical recreation to life.enrichment; the concept of progress in the
field; the forecasting of the future based upon the profession's past;
and much more.

The personal attributes which affect Earle Zeigler's scholarly work are
a sensitive inquiring mind, human compassion, an optimistic outlook,
a solid formal education in the litieral arts and sciences, a zest for pro-
ductive professional work, rich experiences as a coach and physical



educator, and successful leadership as an administrator. He has had
years of experience in teaching and guiding graduate students in physi-
cal education who have become successful spjecialists in history, philoso-

phy and a.dministration.

You will become directfy involved with Dr. Zeigler as he challenges
and guides you in this book. "Man is a problem solvirig organism in
process of tvolution on earth," Dr. Zeigler assents, and "Hold to the
ultimate achievements of human progress." You must work out your
own ideal of sport and physical education.. To do so it is essential to
examine "your philosophic foundations as they relate to the values and
norms of North American society." The ideas and beliefs you express
should be identical with your practices. "Sport and physical activity
under highly professional leadership can be a powerful social force."
You can count in the shaping of that force..

Reading this book will giVe you renewed zest for sport and physical
education as an academic discipline and for its professional prictice.
You will feel closely associated, with this leader and Alliance Scholar
Lecturer who wants you to care for the field of sport and physical educa-
tion as much as he does.

LAURA J. HUELSTER
Professor Emeritsi of Physical Education,

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Past-Chairperson of Physical ExIcation

Division, American Associatiiin of Health;
Physical Education and Recreation

e
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Preface

4

This volume presents selected papers prepared and delivered f om
1973 to 1977. These presentations were made largely in North Amen
and cover a number of the vital issues or problems Confronting the field
of physical education and sport in the 1970s.

Part I includes papers discussing the role of sport andphysical activity
in the so-called good life, a model for the optimum de4lopment of
sport, an analysis ofsome of the implications of existentialism for
physical educaition and sport, and the development of university centers
for the promotion of the history, philos.opliy and international aspects of
the field.

The ihree pipers in Part II relate to the development of management
theory and practice -in physical education and sport. They discuss the
need for theoretical approaches to administrative action; analyze the
present status and possible future orientation of intramural sport; and
finally present the advantages of a totally unified organizational
structure for physical eduCation and sport in a university setting.

vii
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Because of the opportunity to work in Canada in both the 1950s and
the 1970s, I turned next to some of the issues or probleriis faced by Ca-
nadians in physical education and sport. Part In begins with the con-
sideration of an evolving Cagadian tradition that is rapidly placing
Canada in the forefront of the "new world" of physical educatiOn and
sport. This is followed by a discussion of Canada at the crosSroads in
international sport, still seeking to involve a greater'number of Canadian
citizens in_healthful phisical recreation at home. The remaining two
papers cover a preliminary analysis of expressed values within the
Olympic experience by a stratified population and (lhe results of a sur-
vey of programs of health, physical education, recreation and compeel-
tive Vort in the community colleges of Ontario.

In Part IV attention is shifted to the United States, and a plea is made
to put "soul" in sport 'and physical education. This iS followed by a
comprehensive analysis in historical pe pective of the contrasting
philosophies of professional preparation or physical education in the
United States. Anoftier chapter deals wi the phenoMenon of competi-
tive sport at the university level in_ United States and spells out ,a .

definition in which a concept of indi dual freedom can be carried out ,
for athletes in competitive sport situ ions.

Part V includes three papers that employ methoddlogicil techniqu4
'called conceptual and language analysis by some colleagues. The first fs
an analysis of the ylaim that physical education has become a "family
resemblance" term, including our present use of the term "physical
education" in six different but overlKoping ways. The second selection
might be called ordinary language analysis in which the Austinian tech-
nique of analyzing ordinary language is applied to the terms typically
employed in the professional preparation of coaches and teachers. The
final chapter in this section iso type of conceptual analysis in which
the concepts of :work' and 'play' are analyzed in relationship to the
current scene in sport and/6r athletics in North America,

With the onset of a disciplinary emphasis in physical educatiym and
sport in the early 1960s, social forces caused the field to becoie con-
cerned with the social science and humanities aspects of its endeavors.
The first of two chapters is concerned with a viewpoint from history and
philosophy, followed by a reaction from the standpoint of the teacher-
coach. The second chapter represents an attempt to provide supporting,
evidence from the behavioral sciences for the work of the p4sical edu-
cation profession. Although quite a few people in our field pay lip service
to the importance of behavioral science investigation within physical

viii
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education, very few have dive anything tangible to iMprove the present ,
situation. .

.

The final sectionrOf the book, Part VII, is prospective in the sense that.
all four chapters look to )he future and urge careful planning in the
present so that people may bring .about a better tomorrow. The first
selection asks the question, "Should 'East Meet West' in Physical Edu-
cation Philosophy?" T response is affirmative, but such a meiting
should be carried out ery carefully because of possible pitfalls. The
second paper inquire', as to. how ecological man and woman should
relate to sport and physical education, and what responsibilities the

N. ecological crisis has placed. upon us as professicinal educators. The fol-
lowing chapter discusses the enigmatic statement "the future:as history
in sport and physical education." Heilbroner's conceim of 'the future as
history' is presented, and it is argued that sport and physical activity
under highly professional leadership can be a powerful social force for
the good. The final chapter offers a plan of action which consists of an
orderly progression of stages whereby the individual and his/her
colleagues can Olen for the years ahead. The hope is that such plans
will be carried out carefully afid thoughtfully, and the profession of
physical education and sport will develop soundly while making the
truly significant contribution of which it is capable.

Before concluding this preface, I would .4ike to rtmitiisce just a bit.
Shortly I will be completing my fourth decade in physical education and
sOort, and I hope 'to be around for a fifth oneand conceivably a
sixthbefore concluding my work. Although we are still fighting for ac-
ceptance and recognition, this is an exciting and rewarding field. It is in-
teresting to note how certain professional objectives have loomed larger
on my personal horizon with each passing decade. Simply because of the
nature of our field's defielopment, I have had 'the opportunity to be
involved professionally in many different ways. Then, too, I wish I had
understood the theory and practice of human- motor performance
in sport, dance and exercise mueh more thoroughly when I myself was
taking part in football, swimming, wrestling and track and field. We
are making strides here, but there is still a long way to go. This body-
of-knowledge question is undoubtedly the missing link at present in
our professional quest. We simply do not seem imbued with the neces-
sity to arrange our disciplinary efforts into ordered generalizations and
then provide the necessary mecbanisni whereby prowective.practitioners

4haye' the opportunitiesand presumably the motivation as wellto
master the knowledge and skills necessary to carry out their duties at a
high professional level.

ix
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*Fhis volume represents an effort 'to present members of the profeSsion

with a series of statements aboui ma s, the timely issues and problems

honor of being named Alliance Scholar Of the Yar for 197h, an award
of the day. I am truly gratettill tO professional -Colleagues for the

which I accept thankfully on behalf of all those who are working .foi
our field's betterment through scholarly endeavor in the s-ocial science

and humanities aspect of the profession. I also want to thank most sin-
cerely all those people from whom I have learned (albeit not as well
or as much ag I would ,have wished). To Dr. 6eorge Anderson and the
'headquarters staffp=land especially to those who have assistectwith this,
book's production (William Cooper); Constance Lacey and Louise
-Sindler)1 express gratitude for their dedication, on our behalf over the

, years. Finally, I sayethank you mo§t sincerely to my wife, Bert, who puts

upt with me, who has an intellectual life and,social concerns of her
own, and w<ho edits just abOut all of my writing.

Out profession with its disciplinary components is uniquely different
from any other subject matter in the curriculum. It affects an aspect of

a person's life untouched by any other field. We neglect our bodies and

moveme-at our own peril. We help people of all ages to move ef-,,

ficienty--and w th purpose in such -activities as sport, -dance, play and
exercise. We hve a lofty purpose indeed, and we must lAarn to praCtice

our profession ore.effectively and with greater dedication in the years
ahead.AN.,

7

EARLE F. ZEIGLER

January 1978.
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I

Ch'apter 1

Sport and Physical Activity's
Role in the .

pehavioral Science Image
of Man and Woman

Nicholas Murray Butler, foi-mer president of Columbia University,
once said: "There are three kinds of people in the world: the few who
make things happen; a much larger group who watch things happen;
and theast majority who don't 'even know that anything is going on!"
hut the vast majority"of people do know that change is taking place;
what they don't understand is that the rate of change is accelerating.
This lack of understanding is causing consternation among educated
people who are-pondering the implications of change for themselves and
their society.

There is no doubt thlt a certain amount of figure shock has affected .
all of us, and in many inItances it has caused 'people to seek the dubious
security of a return to the good old days. For example, a recent article
in Time inquired as to when the best of times was--1821? 1961?,1978?
Fortunately, the conclusitm reached was not definitive in the sense that
the reader was urged to seek a return to the past. While granting that
"the question -does involve large-scale subjectivity," the article concluded '
that "the matter with our times is not so much a question of impossi-
bilities but of complexities that can be faced only if public trust and will

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented at the "Vivre soit corps" Symposium.
University of Ottawa, Mar. 2, 1977. The paper appeared originally in Physical Education:
A View Toward the Future. Raymond Welsh, editor, published by C. V. Mosby Company,
St. Louis, 1977.

14
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are restored" (Griffith 1975, p. 61). Such d recommendation is actually

nothing more or less than positive meliorism, a position that affirms that
society has an innate tendency to improve and that people should
strive consciously to bring about that improvement. This makes much
more sense than subscribing to either blind*optimism or debilitaling

pessimism.

Historical Overview of the Nature of Man

There have been a number of attempts to define the nature of man
and woman on a rough historical time_scale. Van CleveMorri s presented

a fivefold chronological series of definitions inchfding Analyses as a
rational animal, a spiritual being,. a 'receptacle of knowledge,. a 'mina
that can be trained by exercise, and a problem-solving organism (1956).
Within such a sequential pattern, the task of physical education 6uld
be to help this problem-solving organism move efficiently and with pur-

pose in sport, dance, play and exercise. Of course, such experiente
would occui within the context of their socialization in an evolving world

(Zeigler 1975, p. 4Q5).

In the mid-r1960s, Berelson and Steiner traced six images of man and

woman throughout recorded history, but more from the standpoint of
behavioral science than from Mortis' philosophically oriented defini-
tions. The first of these images was the so-called philosophical image
(1964, pp. 662-667). in which ancient man and woman distinguished
viitues through reason. This was followed by the Christian image which
concerned the concept of original sin and the possibility of redemption
through the tiansfiguring 'love of God for those who controlled their
sinful impulses. The third delineation was the political image during the-
Renaissance when man and womari, through power and will, managed
to take greater control a the social environment. In the process suf-
ficient energy was liberated to bring about numerous political changes,

the end result being the creation of embryonic national ideals which co-
existed with earlier religious ideals. Dulling the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries an economic image emerged which provided an under-
lying rationale for 'man and woman's economic development in keeping
with the possession of property and material goods along with improved
monetary standards.. There were early efforts to equate the *individual
good with the common good. At the same time, class divisions Were
'more sharply delineated and understood.

The early twentieth century saw the development of the psychoanablic
image which introduced another form of lovethat of self. Instinctual

-impulses were being delineated more carefully than ever before. Efforts

4
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were made to understand how childhood experiences and other non-
conscious controls often ruled peoples actions because of the frequently
incomplete gratification of basis 'human drives related te libido and sex.

-Finally, because of the rapid development of the behavioral sciences,
Berelson and Steiner postulated the behavioral-science image of man
and woman. This view of the human characterized himilier as a creature
continuously adapting reality to his dr her own ends. In this way the
individual is seeking to make reality more pleasant and congenial-t-to

4
the greatest posisble extent his own or her own reality.

...)Claskilftween Ecologi and keanornIcs

It must be Made quite, clear that the United States-(find soon Canada
too) will need to decide between a continuous-growth economic policy
and a no-growth policy. In'the eyes'of B. G. Murray, an ecolOgist, it is'
,not even an either-or matter (1972, p. 38). However, the large majority
of people not,haye the _slightest inkling about the urgent need' for
such-a decision. Even if they understood *that scholars are recommending
a nd-growth policy, they would, probably not pay much heed to such
advice. After all, the United States is a land of capitalism and democ-
racy where a steadily increasing gross national product is one of the
best indicators of economic prosperity. One wonders, therefore, if it
is simply a case of the optimists saying, "full speed ahead ,if we ever
hope to reduce poiertp in the United States," and the pessimists ,.re-
sponding with "population and economic growth must become steady
by the next century (if that isn't too late)." This brings us back to the
concept of positive meliorism, which most certainly would urge
careful investigation of this topic along with awarenes of this planet's
ecological plight. Interestingly enough, the number of offspring per of-
ficially married couple declined to 1.8 children in 1976 in the United
States.

Murray examines the concepts of :growth,'''movement of matecials,'
and 'competition' in his comparison of conflicting models. The ecolo-
gist's rule in regard to growth implies that a system,will eventually col-
lapse unless it stops growing at some point and recycles. In additidn,
he is concerned with the bio-geochemieal cycles operative within na-
ture"the movement within ecosystems for life" (1972, p. 38). Here the
serious difficulty created by modern man is that both his food require-
ments and the demands of his vast technological progress are simply
not recycled so as to sustain even a steady-state situation indefinitely.
In other words, the movement of materials is almost all in one direc-
tionfor the temporary service of a population that appears to be ex-
panding exponentially!

5
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The other fucidamental rule f ecokgy relates to the concept of 'com-
petition.' The implication here is that sooner or later competition _ex-

cludes some di the competing.agencies (or species). This means that if
two organisms are competing for an exhaustible resource, one of the
cOmpetitors will be dispensed with by its rival "either by being forced out
of the ecosystem or by being forced to use some other resource" (Murray
1972,12.64). Thus, we must ask how long' the human race,can expect to
proceed with a basic contradiction belween the economic theory exl
plaining that "competition is supposed to Maintain diversity and
stabil:1g systems" and an opposing theory ,b4sed on the ecological._

model described above. ,

Other warning notes.could ke\sounded at this point, but most of us
haveiiçard and re0 so ,inuch,ab tit local, regional, 'national and...niter-i
natio al problems ?hat we'are act ally beginning to reject such negative
I7itaTtnation subconstiously. Of courge, _this could be highly unfoe-
tunate, especially if all the warnings, have not thotivated,t?s to do some-
thing abczat the obviously deterioratingNsituation. Once again we are
faced, wilth the efficacy of positive rneliorismstriving( consciouSly .to
bring, about a steadily improving societal condition. :Norman Cousins
appeared-to have sounded just the right note when he argued that per-

. haps-"the most important factor in the complex equation of the future
is the way the human mind respowls to crisis" (1914,1pp. 6-7)2Citing
Toynbee's famous "challenge and response" theory, Cousins stressed
that it is now up to the world culture, and the individual nations and

.a, societies within it, to respond positively, intelligently and strongly to
, the *lenges that are besetting it in the last quarter of the twentieth

_.._
century. He concluded by declating that vitle biggest task of humanity

*in The next fifty. years will .,be to 'prove the experts wrong" (Ibid., p. 7):

Me Status of Education

ShitIting the focus from sOef4ety in general to education in particular
is anything but encouraging. Something seeinS to have happened to the
learning-Akess that is taking place within the schools and universities.
Youngsters at the ige of six (or sooner), invariably- eager and ready to
learn, have their desire to learn quite thoroughly blunted within a few

short years. They are indoctrinated into what is called, for lack of a
better term, the "modern way:" Thls usually involves excessive drill,
speed, compdition, -dull lectures, tests, quizzes, memorization, final
grades and various types of discipline. All along the way there is a work-

.hard-to-grt-ahead approach l3bing instilled, the idea being that somehow
this will pay off financially when the young adult emerges from the
formal educational system. Thik enablelhe man or woman to buy,

41b*4
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sooner or laterusually sooner if one listens to the easy credit arrange-
ments availableall of the good things that presumably characterize
good living. In this way he or she will bc able to keep up with friends
and business associates who are sgeking the same goals---the ability to
purchase all of the modern conveniences now available. All of this has
supposedly added up to one of the highest standards of living in the
world. Somehow all these advantages are going to improve the quality of
life, although most of us vCould be hard pressed to explain just how

'this conspicuous consumption is going. to achieve ttlis.

My own analysis. of this situatipn is that we have lost track of what
education is'all about.. Tfie deficiencies of the educational +system, often
based on poor Curriculum content and teaching`methodology, -point up
the overall inadecluacy "of niodern education. Take the ease bf the uni-
versi ; for example,In 1V9 Gould told us that "the modern university

-has ever been ,inoie necessary and central to our national li than it
is oday," and let "we must also say in the next breath tha no other
niajor institution in this country' is now so open to disbala e and'
so precarious a state of health".(1969). These words were spoken at the
end of a very difficult decade. for the universities (the 1960s), but who is
going to argue that we are much better off today? Msuredly, the stu-
dents have become less surly and rebellious; but they are certainly not
blissfully happy. 'about ,the university experiences they are having, and.
public support has been dwindling: lye could -complain loudly, but we
really 'don't dare. The politicians know that the' public woUld not
pay muCh attention to us, no matter how loud the protest might be.,

What Gould was recommending above was that our Universities be-

come more democratic, more 'concerned with social proPleins, more re-
sponsiVe to students' justified demands and more critical of their own
perforn3ance. Some of these suggestions have been heeded, but
the educationpl pendulum has again swung in the direction of so-called
eaucational- 6Sentialism. This is a highly disturbing movement, but
the social forces are so great that one hardly dares speak in favor of
educational progressivism, a concept that was never really understood or
implemented. This old argument aside, Toffler's\prognostication abput
"education in the future sense" 1j970, pp. 353-378) is of significance

.now. He affirths that "one of our nt critical subsystemseducationis
dangerously malfunctioning. Our,schools face backwards toward a dying
system, rather that forward to the new emerging society" (Ibid.,
pp. 353-354). The people preparing for tomorrow's world, those "who
must lives in super-industrial societies ... will need new +Hs in three
crucial areas: learning, relating, and choosing" (Ibid., p. 367). The rub
comes when we ask: learning what, relating td whoni, and making what
choices?

Ib
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The Status of Sport and Physical Education

As 'might be expected, the field of sport and physical education has
not escaped from the serious 'malaise that permeates the very fabric of
society today. We in this field have one of e most blurred images
in the entire educational system. This . fobably occupted originally
because of the 'many conflicting educationa hilosophies( in each of the

.60 state and provincial educational systems ori this North American
continent, and it continues today for essentially the same reason. In ad-
dition, there is- considerable indMdual and collective confusion within
4he field. To understand the origins of this dilemma we must look at
both our heritage and our present philosophical foundations.

For the first time in the history of the profession some scholars in
physical education and sport have become aware of the urgent need to
turn to the social sciences and the humanities for assistance in historical
and descriptive analysis. More specifically, the behavioral sciences
within the social sciences have a truly important contribution to make
in the nearfuture. Further, there is an urgent need for the techniques of

'normative and analyticalsphilosophy to be applied to sport and physical
activity. Such an endeavor is long overdue when we eonsider the con-
glomeration of terms presently used to describe our fieldmovernent,
health, leisure studies, sport and iihysical education, recreation, parks
administration, rehabilitation education, applied life studies, dance,
kinanthropology, recreology, safety education, driver education, physical
fitness, movement education, human motor performance, ergonomics,
physical fitness, exercise studies, sport studies, human kinetics, kinesi-
ology, anthropokineticology, andlast but not leasthomokinetics. If
we in the field can laugh at this sampling of terms, think what people
in other disciplines and the general public must think.

Couple the problem of an adequate name for what we do with certain
other facts, and we can begin to comprehend some of our problems. For
example, the field of athletics in the Unitesl States seems to be as poorly
prepared as any in- the educational system to help young people get ready
for the futurcunless we are talking about the minute percentage who
might make it to the pros and sign lucrative contracts.that extend for up
to five years. This is largely due to overemphasis on cbmpetitiim (as op-
posed to cooperation), winning at any cost, and extreme commercialism:
In our pluralistic, highly differentiated society we appear to be so torn
by warfare between physical education and athletics in the United States
(as opposed to Canada) that it would be a joke even to think about ap-
proximating the Greek ideal in physical education and slice today.

Only recently, and then only because of Title IX legislation, have



the men in the profession wanted much to do with the women. Con-
versely, and often for good reason, the women have not been overly
Impressed with the image of the male -physical educator; -especially
that of the coach. Excesses and poor educational practices .abound in
interscholastic and intercollegiate athletics, and many physical educators
quake at ihe thought of a confrontation with the "athlettcs establish-
ment" on their campuses. Educational administrators in the United
.States (not in Canada) are generally of little or no help in this struggle
and conveniently manage to look 'the other way or speak platitudes to
avoid displeasing the press, the public, the umni, or the state legis-
lators. At a recent convention I asked a gi43iaof physical education
administrators about the status of this problem. Their blithe, and yet
disheartening, response was, "Oh, we don't have any problems-With ath-
letics on our campuses; we are completely separate froM them!" Ideally,-
there is nothing wrong with athletic scholarshiO for bona fide university
students, who have proven financial need, but I .have yet to see a plan
that.would safeguard Canada from the problems of the U.S. sport scene.
This is why I have misgivings about.tle advisability of Canada's-moving,

in this direction.

With developments such as this taking place in the states, is it any
'wonder that students, teachers and parents at all educational levels indi- .

cate serious misgivings about both athletics and physical education? They
certainly do not look to us for creative educational innovations. Some;
how we must provide opportunities for the' large majority of youth to
commit themselves *to values and to people, using sport and physical
activity as the medium. We should be helping all children and young
people to "actualize" themselves much more effectively. The traditional
distinctions between the concepts 'ot 'work' and 'play' vshould be com-
bated. Quite obviously, regular exercise has life-preserving qualities,
and we must devise techniques whereby the psychological order of learn-
ing can assume greater importance in our programs, eliminating our
present 'artificial curriculum content and teaching methods.

Sport and Physical Activity in the Good Life

Citizens of Canada and the United States are pione to think they
-

have the highest standard of living in the world. Others state that the
Scandinavian countries hays surpassed us both. Then there is the wag
who.remarked, "Oh, that's true; Canada and the United States do haie

- the highest standards of lOw living in the world." This thrusts us im-
mediately iiito-a -debate as to what is meant by high, and what is meant
by low, and how all of this has been measured. Any attempt to respond
to this problem accurately is iMpossible at,this time. Nevertheless, state-

,
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men-ts such as these should cause us all to take stock as we imagine what
the spirit and tone of life on this continent swill be between now and
the year 2_001.

Obviously, we need to think very seriously about the character and
traits for which Canadians and Americans will educate in the years
ahead. George Kateb, writing about "Utopia and the Good Life,"
considers the problem of ihcreased leisure and abundance very care-
fully (1965, pp. 454-473). He sees no fixed pattern of future perfec-
tion such as that often foreseen by others, but he does suggest a pro-

- gression of possibilities or definitions of the good life as (1) lailsez-
\ fake, (2) the greatest amount of pleasure, (3) play, (4) craft, (5) political

action, and (6) the life of the mind. His final conclusion is that the life of
the mind offers the greatest potential in the World as we know '117w or as
we may know it.in the future.

Whatever conclusion Lone.may come to regarding the good life, or how
one will seek- to improve the quality of life for oneself, family, and

_

associates, it should now be apparent to all that Much planning will
be needed shortly. We simply must prepare youth to learn how to adapt
to change itself, an art tliat will not be acquired with the same faciliti
that these words are written. DiscussiOns about the future afe entered
into quite readily by many People, but when an attempt is made to get
them to do some concentrated and complex planning for the future,
one discovers how cheap words really are.

Admittedly, Kateb's recommendations concerning the six possible ap-
proaches to the good life have definite merit. However, it should be
possible in an evolying democratic society to strive for a very high quality
of life through the correct blending of these various approaches in such
a way as to correspOnd to the hierarchy of values which the individual
determines'for shimself/herself in a changinglworld. If this change and
novelty means in 'the final analysis that there are no imnA.table and un-
changeable values in the universe (a debatable point, of course), we

.. must all keep open minds to avoid rigidity, stultification and decay.
-

My response to Kaeb's definitions of alternatives for the good life
would be tO state that the individual in our society should be allowed
the greatest amount of freedom consistent with that encroachment upon
personal freedom that seemingly has to be made within the context of an
-evolving democracy. This would have to be the 'amount of laissez-fiire
that can be allotted to any one person at this time. Second, we should
understand that there are different kinds of pleasure ranging from the

10
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sensual to the more refined and aOiding types, and the kreatdt antiount
of pleasure will probably result from active and creative participation in
the various facets of activity that life has to offer. Here we should under-
stand that the concept of 'a unified organisni' implies that tile human
being has the inherenk capacity to explore successfully so-called physical
activity interests, as well as social, aesthetic and creative, communicative
and learning interests (educational hobbies).

Third, the idea that play represents one approach to the good life is
momentarily appeallng, but then ode is faced with the prospect of de-
termining what is meant by play. Some 20 years ago I stated, "let play
be for childien, and let recreation be for adults," implying that recrea-
tion was some form of mature play in which intelligent adults engaged.
Now a more analytic apProach to this topic has shown t at the term
"play" has approximately 70 differentlineanings. Obviou y, this term
merits serious analysis because ,of the confusion creited y what defi-
nitely appears to be a family- resemblance term (philosop ically speak-
ing). In our society we speak of the play -of kittens, and w also use the
word "play" to describe the cdlitest that takes place each fal between tht
Chicago Beatf and the Detroit Lions. Therefore, it can be drgued that
all of us should seek to preserve some of the spirit of kittens' play in our
daily lives in order to broaden^our life's experiences and improve its
quality. On the other hand, lifeand accident insurance rates 'would rise
unbelievably if we s9ught to play games with our families an& friends
employing the same spirit evident in professional football games.

4

In addition, Kateb stated that craft represented a fourth approach to

the good life. By this, it is presumed he meant that craft is an art or
skill, and also that a person might use such craft as an occupation to
make money. Staying with the basic nature of Ihe definition, it can be
argued that craft belongs in each person's life for the enrichment and
satisfaction that it can bring. .

Fifth, Kateb presented the concept of 'political action,' which is

probably the only one of the six that bears no relationship to sport .and
physical activity (although there may be some who approach politics as
a game with rules, strategy, goati, etc:). Political action belongs in the
life of each citizen in an evolving democratic state, for without the
enlightened, responsible political action of every mature person in a
democracy, there is every possibility that this form of political state will
not survive beyond the twentieth century.

The sixth and final approach, and that vihich Kateb asserted is the
St

. :
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best, was that entitled the life of the mind. He felt that "the man pos-
sessed of the higher faculties in their perfection is the model for utopia
and already exists outside it ..." (Ibid. p. 472). Once again, such an
approach to lifethat is, the pursuit of the so-called life of the mind
should be part and parcerof the life of each person in our society. Many
intellectual& in university circles go about their lives as presumably dis-
embodied spirits in pursuit of the life of the mind. Such an attitude
implies that the findings of psychology and closely related disciplkes
concerning the human being as a unified organism were never nr-
roborated. that such a theory is not tenable. Of course, it is possible to
make a case for the position that the life of the mind can be improved in
many ways, if such activity takes place within a healthy, physically fit
body.

Viability of a Transcending, Multiple Approach

Men and women now and in the future should combine all six of
Kateb's approaches into one viable, multiple, all-encompassing al)-

. proach. At least five of these six approaches to the good life afe directly
or indirectly related to the-role that sport and physical actii%ity can play
in a society generally, as well aS in the lives of,people specifically. Here is
the way to truly "live in your body" as yod begin to comprehend and
then do full justice to.the vital importance of human movement with
purpose in sport, dance, play and exercise.

Fine educational experience is usually related to the mastery of variou
subject matters; we do not expect it to fully encompass all of the changes
that take place in individuals based on their total life experience's. Some-
how the movement experience, the quality human motor performance ex-
perience aspect of education, of recreation, of all Jife has been slighted
historically and at present. This must not be the case in te "future. Huxley
designated this as the "education of the non-verbal humanities," the
education of the "psycho-physical instrument of an evolving amphibian"
(1964, p. 31). If the kinesthetic Sense of man and woman was prepared
more efficiently by the educational priNess, the effects of such experience
would inevitably influenCe subsequent behavior for better or Tor worse.
Thinking (and who can deny that we think with our efitire body?) has
generally been characterized best as symbolic experience, the assumption
being that the formation of habits results from-direct expetience. For ex-
ample, thinking tends to be facilitated when-there is a general increase in
muscle tone. In addition,,as thought becomes more concentrated,seneral
.muscle tension becomes even greater.

12
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e.

The Unique Role of Sport and Physical Actkvity in the Education
of Ecological Man and WoTan

The field of sport and physical education must become fully aware as
soon as possible of the environmental crisis confronting humanity. The
field of education must play a vital role in the development of ecological
awareness. Although this educational duty should fall to the teachers
at all educational levels who are specialists in different subject matters,
the physical educator and sport coach has a general educational re-
sponsibility, inasmuch as he/s1,4s directly concerned with the human
being's relationship with himsa4/herself, his/her fellows, other living
creatures, and also the physical and biological environment. Specifically,
the physical educator/coach and the recreation director are confronted
daily with a population that has a very low level of physical fitness,
with a resultant decrease in overall total fitness.

In the next 25 years it will bp necessary to affirm the priority of
peopleover athletics and other prevalent, detrimental physical activity.

The late Arthtq Steinhaus once explained that "sPort was made for
nian, not man fbr sport:" This dictum should never be forgotten either
by the physical educator/coach or the recreation professional. It has
:been 'forgotten often in the United States, and to a lesser extent in
Canada. Behavioral science man and woman cal) adapt and shape
reality to-their own ends. Sport and physical activity can help to make
our reality more healthful, more pleasant, more vital, more life-en-1
riching. By "living full); in your body," you can earn a full share in the
world of tomorrow. You can be one of the vital people who make this
dream a reality.
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Chapter 2

A Model for' the
OPtimum Development of a
ocial Force Known as Sport

The social phenomenon knoNvn as sport, whether it be highly organized
or disorganized, has beconie a potent social force within the past 100
'years. It is a vast enterprise that demands wise and skillful manage-

,. ment. In Canada, for example, increased intetest and emphasis on
sport at both the provincial and national levels has been an important
development of,the 1970s. During this period qualified coaches on all
levels of competition in Many sports were not readily available: Provincial
and federal officials have been forced in many instances to seek qualified
coaches and technical p.euonnel from other countries. To what extent
the field of physical educatiOn (and/or kinesiology) will be able to pro-
vide the:nkessary, highly skilled services to the rapidly developing pro-
fession of coachhig remains:to be seen. The opportunity for physical
education and its related disciplines to be 04 direct and inimediatO
service is apparent. Whether the colleges and universities will rise to
this challengeand do so rapid,4--depends on many factors, some of

1,4which ill be discussed here.

The main conn of ihis chapter will be the presentation of a model
for the optimum development of the focial force 'mown as sport. The
discussion will also include exploratory and preliminary answers to the
following ciuestions: (1) /what are some of the persistent historical

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented at tOPHPER Pre-Convention ("Learned
Society") Program sponsored by the Philosophy of Sport and Physical Activity Committee,
Saskatoon, aslilitchewan, June 25, 1975. The paper appeared origitially in Physical Educa-
.tion and Sport Philosophy published by Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1977.
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problems of sport? (2) how may a disciplinary approach to sport studies
be conceived in regard to its recommended composition? (3) what types
of questions seem to arise as a result of this analysis and proposal? and
(4) what reasonable conclusions can be drawn at this time?

Before attempting to answer the above questions, the following
definitions are offered so that the reader will understand how certain
terms are. used here:

Culturethe characteristic attainments of a people or social order.

Leisurethe time that a person has free from work, aqd which is not
needed.for sleep or bask survival activities.

Playtypically an instinctive form of self-expression through pleasur-
able activity which often' seems to be basically aimless or objective-free
in nature.

Sportan outdoor pastime, as hunting or fishing, done for recrea-
tion, or an outdoor athletic game, as baseball or lawn tennis; extended
also to cover such indoor games as bowling, rackets, etc.

Disciplinethe subject matter of instruction; a course of study; a
branch of knowledge.

Professionthat of which one professes knowledge; vocation, if not
purely commercial, mechanical, agricultural, or the like; calling,: as of
the profession of arms!' The three professions, or learned professions,
are, esp., theology, law, and medicine.

Social Forcea, power that influences human relations in a society to a
greater or lesser extent.

Modela diagrammatic structure indicating postulated relationships
among the designated components of said structure, some or all of
which may be aldomatic in nature.

Sport's Persistent Historical PrOl;lems

Over a period of years, this author has been concerned with the
delineation . and description of the persistent historical problems of
pllySical education and sport. These efforts have represented an adapta-
tion of the uhique approach deVeloped by John S. Brubacher, 'retired
professor of the history 'and philosophy of education. What appears

16 .
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here is a further adaptation of this approach as related specifically to
the social force known as sport.

An approach such as this does not represent a radically different
approach to history. The typical major processes of investigation em-
ployed for traditional historical concerns are the same for sport history.
However, this appfeach does differ markedly when the organization of
theecollected data is_ considered: it is based completely on the problem
areas of the present with a concurrent effort to illuminate them for
those interested in sport history. In this fashion, a conscious effort is
made to keep the reader from thinking that the subject is of antiquarian
interest only. The reader' moves back and forth from early times to the
present as different aspects of various Social forces or professional con-
cerns are considered. This might be called a longe,tudinal or vertical
approach as opposed to a horizontal, chronological view, which is
typically employed. These persistent problems, then, have recurred
throughout history and will probably continue- to occur in the future.

These problems have been divided into .two categories: (1) social
forces of a pivotal or lesser nature, and (2) so-called professional and
general educational concerns for the person involved professionally with
sport orathe individual concerned from the standpoint of general educa-
tion and7or interest. The-social forces identified ,are as follows:

1. Values (aims and objectives)
2. Influence of politics (or type of political 'state) ,

3. Influence of nationalism
4. Influence of economics
5. Influence of religion
6. Ecological concern (a ersatz persistent problem?).

,

Some of the professio and/or general education concerns tha{ have
been identified are:

7. Relationship tot the use of leisure
8. R6lationship to the concept of the healthy body
9. Classification of amalteurism, semiprofessionalism, and profes-

sionalism
10. Relationship of women to sport
11. Management theory and practice applied to sport
12Cur4culum for professional preparation and for general edOca-

tion
13. Teaching and/or coaching methodology
14. Ethics of coaching

17
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15. Concept of progress in sport
16. Others (Adapted from Zeigler 1968).

Model for Optimum Development of Sport

The social force known as sport has gathered momentum steadily
during the twentieth century. The field of physical educationafter an
initial disenchantment with sport's many excesseshas begun 'to under-
take a diiciplinary type of scholarly endeavor and research in regard to
sport, but there are still many forces within the field atternpting to
move in the opposite direction for fear that they may become further
tainted and disenfranchised unless they establish a separate identity.
Thy is particularly true in the United States, but there are similar
feelmgs in Canada. The otganizational structure of sport within many
other countries, wit'h the possible exception of Japan and a few others,
is such that the concept of 'sport in education' as a highly competitive,
interinstitutional matter has not demanded investigation.

In an effort to clarify wha beenAa muddled matter tor the past.
15 years, the author has devi moael for the optimum development
of ,,,social force known as sp.ort (see -Figure 1). This mpdel can be
adapted to other social forces or professions (e.g., religion and economics
or priest (minister) and economist). It includes five subdivisions: (1)
professional% semiprofessional, and amateur involvement -in theory and
practice; (2) professional preparation and general education; (3) dis-
ciplinary research; (4) a developing theory embodying assumptions and
testable hypotheses; and (5) an operational`philosophy.

Professional, semiprofessional, and'amateur involvenient in theory and-
practice can be categorized further as public, semipublic, and private.
Professional preparation and general education involves the education of
the performer, teacher/coach, teacher of teachers/coaches, scholar and
researcher, and all people in the theory and practice of sport generally.
Di.;ciplinary research includes the physiolbgical; sociological;
psychological; biomechanical; historical, philosophical and international
aspects of sports; and other unexplored subdisciplinary areas (e.g.,. an-
thropology).

The assumptions and testable hypotheses of theory ileadily evolving
should comprise a "coherent group of general propositions used as
principles of explanation for the phenomena" (Random House Diction-
ary 1967) exhibited in human movement or motor- performance in
sport. Tinall inclusion in the model of the philosophy of sport as an
over-arching ntity is based on the belief that a''society value system

18
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Figure 1. A model for optimum development of a social force known -as sport

will be realized in the final analysis, albeit gradually and unevenly.
This means that decisions regarding the development of the profession
by its professional practitioners, or regarding the control or influence
of sport as a social phenomenon, are usually based on prevailing social
values. Stresses may bring about pressure to change these social ues
or their arrangement. This might occur as the result of new cientific
evidence or other factors that could lead to social unrest and/or up-
heaval.

A Disciplinary Approach to Sport

The recommended composition of sport studies as a developing
discipline can be perceived reasonably well at this point, but it will
undauntedly evolve and expand in the years ahead. This author has
tentatively devised a disciplinary definition of a sport studies areathe-
::
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study of the varioui aipects of sport in a culture. For purposes of
curriculum development and discussion, this discipline is viewed as
.containing an arts and social 'science division and a natural science
division (set Table 1). The development of sport studies is in an early
stage because physical education has not been geared up for such
investigation and because the more well-established disciplines have
not been farsighted enough to realize the impact of culture on sport
or, more recently, the impact of sport on culture. Such an unwilling-
ness to be concerned with the impact of sport is not unique to sport
studies. Sociology and other fields have also been extremely slow to
recognize the impact of leisure on society either as an influence or
as being influenced by society and its social forces (Zeigler 1972).

Many articles in the past decade have analyzed the situation in phys-
ical education, kinesiology and related disciplines insofar as disciplinary
orientation is concerned. The late Arthur Daniels envisioned this ap-
proach in the 1960s; he was followed by Loy and Kenyon (1969), Shee-
han (1968), VanderZwaag (1973), Cosentino41973), and others abroad
(notably Hans Lenk in Germany). It is misleading to list names to
whom credit should be given without a careful investigation. Certainly
Paul Weiss's effort in sport philosophy deserves mention (1969), as
does Harold VanderZwaag's definitive Toward a Philosophy of Sport
(1972). Obviously, all of these scholars were significantly antedtted by
Seward Staley who was t king about sport and sports education more
than 40 years ago (1 1)1

Despite these noteworthy efforts, sport or sport studies from a dis-
ciplinary standpoint is still a multidiscipline on the, way to becoming

a crossdiscipline (see Figure 2). Speaking about physical education as
a discipline in the late 1960s, Cyril White, Irish sport sociologist, postu-
lated that physical education hdd .many characteristics of a multidis-
cipline and some characteristics of a crossdiscipline. His point was
that physical education's "future development to interdisciplinary level
will require a far greater degree of sophisticated research abilities and
orientations than the field at present possesses" (White 1968). Despite
the paucity of intradisciplinary research efforts, where scholars from
one sub-disciplinary area within sport studies work together actively
and cooperatively on joint scholarly endeavOrs, sport studies still seems
destined to become a crossdiscipline.

Questions 41iat Arise with This Analysis

If sport has become an importantindeed integralaspect of cul-
ture, certain changes in how sport questions are analyzed will need

20
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Table 1. A Disciplinary Definition of Sport Studies Based on Descriptive Aspects of the Subareas of Study (with Related Discipline
4.Affiliation) r

: Is.

Arts and Social Science.Division
5#Natural Sac:Ince Division

-

Description Related Discipline Description Related Discipline N.

Meaning and Significance History, Philosophy, Interna-
tional, etc. .

Biomechanical Analysis Physfcs, Anatomy

Social and:Cultural Aspects Sociology, Anthropology Anthropometry Anthropology, Physical
Medicine

Aesthetic Aspects Fine Arts. Motor Learning and Develop-
ment

Psychology, Medicine

Behavioral Aspects Social Psychology Physiological Aspects Physiology, Medicine
-

Administration and Manage- Administrative Science (and Health Aspects (including in- Physiology, Medicine (Physi-

ment Related DiSciplines) juries and rehabilitation
through exercise)

cal), Psychology, Public
Health .

Curriculum Development and Education
Instruction

Measurement and Evaluation
(through research techniques
employed in related
disciplines as well as in sport
studies)

Mathematics Measurement and Evaluation Mathematics
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Figure 2. Sport Studies: A multidiscipline on the way to becoming a cross-
discipline* -

°Courtesy of Cyril M. White, Ph.D., Ireland, adapted by Earle Zeigler.

to occur very soon-. In the first place, sport should be officially declared.
an integral component of physical education departments, divisionsv,
schools, and faculties. Names and titles should .be changed to include
the term "sport" as soon as possible. (Fot exampleA this author has
for some/ time recommended that the term "physical education" be
supplemented by tke words "and sport." This could be an interim
approach while the profession and the public decide which term will
be ultimately acceptable.) ..,Jk=

Further, it seems absolutely necessary that the research components
of the various college and university units be greatly improved over
present norms. This is not to say that outstanding teachers of sport perfor-
mance and teachers of coaches should not be available in each insti-
tution. It does mean, however, tHat the present quantity and quality
of research endeavor leaves a great deal to be desired. It would be a
tragedy to lose our birthright by defaultthat is, to see other disci-
plines gradually assume the responsibility for sport-related research.
This is not to say that this possibility will not occur anyhow, but as-
suredly thg study of sport as In integral aspect of culture is presently
much more closely aligned wifil departments of physical education and
athletics. Thus,' it seems highly desirable for the study of sport to be
planned through these educational tinits, with joint appointments in
related disciplines Where it seems desirable and appropriate.
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Chapter 3

Persistent Problems of Sport
and Physical Activity in
Education: An Agnostic,

Existentialistic Interpretation

This writer has exhibited a strong pragmatic orientation and inclina-

tion over the yearsa philosophical stance that has been satisfying,

and which includes the belief that the search for truth involves never .

ending scientific investigation as it is wrought through 'experience.

It has become increasingly obvibus,. however, that what is best called

existential philosophy has something truly worthwhile to offer to, edu-

cation in these difficult times.

The results of this investigation are offered cautiously because it is

dangerous to state unequivocally that "a metaphysical and/or episteMo-

logical position has logical implications for educational theory and

practice" (Hook 1956, p. -145); because it has been stated that exis--

tentialism is not a philosophy but a label for several widely different

revolts against traditional philosophy" (Kaufmann 1956, p. 1); and

because this writer always approaches his work with what C. S. Peirce

has designated as an' attitude of "fallibilism," the underlying -belief

that knowledge is never absolute.

In this difficult and trying-V129, there is an uneasy mood pre-
.

,

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented to the Eighth 'Annual Meeting of the

Canadian Association of Sport Sciences, Edmonton, Alberta, Oct. 2, 1974. The paper ap-
-

peared originally in Personalizing Physical Education and Sport Philosophy; published by

Stipes Publishing Company, Champaign, IL, 1975.
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vailing in education at all levels. The importance of a sound general
or liberal education has been decried, and its ideals have seemingly
been deserted by -the young. The -revolutionary mood of the 1960s may
have subsided, but the relatively placid contentment of the 1970s is
equally frightening Today's students seem imbued with a sense of
urgency regarding the transmission of types of professional knowledge
that will bring about quick assimilation into the community and a
reasonably high-standard of living.

The West, with its increasing emphasis on participatory democracy,
is struggling for its very existence against large world cultures in which
the schools provide a type of historic dynamism based on dictatorial
and didactic philosophic and/or religious thought. This thought pre-
scribes the route to establishing a broad integrating culture that in due
time would rule the world: In the face of these present juggernauts
with supporting authoritarian ideologies (such as Russia and China),
Kaplan states that he has discovered certain recurring themes of ration-
ality, activism, humanism, and preoccupation with values in the leading
world philosophies today, (1961, pp. 7-10). In the 1970s, however, it
seems increasingly difficult to make a case for ideologiCal unity in
the Western world. If people in the West wish to preserve their in-
dividual freedom, they will need to devise educational Methods and
techniques that will succeed in inculcating democratic values in the
minds and hearts of their youth.

Could a carefully planned and seriobs encounter with existential
philosophy engender a desire for the preservation of individual freedom
within the society? Would it be possible to provide some guarantee
of an ideal societal mix resulting from just the right amount of op-
portunity for self-realization with the necessary social constraints of
evolving participatory demoeracy? Whether it would ever be possible
to systematically -overcome the problem of the uncommitted akd the
alienation of a goodly percentage of intellectual youth has been the
object of sociological investigation by various social scientists (e.g.,
Keniston 1965), but formal education has never been the testing ground
for the serious introduction of this type of social planning. Far too
often it has merely reflected the status quo orientation of the cultural
heritage,' and change has been forced upon the educational systempom
the outSide. Of course, the serious problem of such alienation does
not apply to the majority' of youth who have fair success in adapting
to society's values, norms and constraints. Nevertheless, a very small
percentage of youth today has a deep commitment to work throughout
their lives for the realization of the prevailing values and norms of
Western culture. As a matter of fact, most intelligent people would
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experience some difficulty in identifying the major values and norms;

if so, where does that leave the vast percentage of the population who

have never given the problem the slightest thought?

Background and Present Status
/

To write about the background and present status of existentialism

is difficult becaue it has not been one of the long-standing, mainstay

philosophie positions or schools. In fact, "two writers who would admit

to being existentialistic in their 'orientationor who might be -included

in someone's historical summary of this approach to philosophy
might be in complete disagreement on the majority of the 'main tenets

of a philosophical stance. Thus, one so-called exgtentialist is never

a direct.descendant of another, and it is often impossible to place them

anywhere on a philosophical family tree.

Somewhere in the triydition of social philosophy one can find specific

ideas in the writings, of great Western philosophers which bave been

echoed by advoc ates of existential philosophy, but the typical precursors

within the modern era have been men like Pacal, Kierkegaard and

Ortega y Gassett. As Kauftnann indicates (1956, p. 1 li, "The three
writers who appear invariably oirevery list of 'existentialists'-4aspers,
Heidegger, and Sartreare not in agreement on essentials:" He goes

on to name others such as Rilkei Kafka and Camus and explains' that

the "one' essential feature shared by all these men is their perfervid

individualism." How can this approach therefore be characterized .as

a philosophY?

Alasdair MacIntyre(1967, pp. 147-149) provides one answer to this

rhetorical question by relating all of these people trouglt six recurrent

themes that are typically associated in a number of different ways.

First, reality for the existentialist cannot be comprehended 44thin a
conceptual system. The second theme is the "doctrine of intention-

ality"the idea. that the object of belief or emotion is internal to the

belief or emotion and cannot be explained in the naturalistic term's-

of the .associationisfpsychologist. Third, one encounteri time and -again

the thought that human existence is fundamentally itbsurd in it flawed

vniverse that seems to be lacking basic purpose---althougt such a flaw

guarantees mancfreedom of action. The fourth theme-of existential

philosophy is that"the possibility of choice is the central fact of huivan

nature," and that man makes choices through action or inaction.

p. 149). Such choices,are often controlled by irrationflly selected cri;

teria. Fifth, in human existence the c ncepts of `an,ierty,' 'dread,: and'
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'death' loom very, large because of this freedom and our fragile exis-
tence in the universe. Lastly, dialogue and argument between reader.
and author that involves deductive logic will -serve no purpose unless
them is agreement on basic premises. Thus, plays and novels are often
employed as the most viable forms of expression by existentially oriented
philosophers or authors.

Although knowledge of these six recurrent themes may be helpful,
the reader will still find it necessary to remain exceptionally alert when-
ever the term "existentialism" is used. Unfortunately it seems, to have
gone the way of other unfortunate philosophical terms such as "ideal-
ism," "realism," "pragmatism," and "naturalism.". In other words,
it has been the- victim of bastardization, and wherever it appears in
popular literature, care should be taken ta examine the source and
usage. As DeMott says,. "a foreign entry, heavy, hard to pronounce,
fast in the forties, faded in the fifties. . . .Despite the handicaps,
though, .`existential' is breaking through. Improving its place steadily,
unfazed by cheapening,- inflation, or technical correction, it's closing
once again on high fashion . . .!' (1969, p. 4).

Despite these difficulties, it is relatively simple to explain a few basic
truths about existential philosophy to teachers and intelligent laymen.
Many people recognize quite fully the long list of unanswered questions
of the day. The clergy have had increasing difficulty in answering many
of these questions satisfactorily, and most college students have dis-
covered that in the past few decades many philosophy professors have
not been triing to answer them in acceptable and interesting ways.
Thus, it seems really important when a philosopher such as William
Barrett explains:,

Existentialism is a' philosophy that confronts the human situation
itits totality to ask what the basic conditions of human existence
are and how man can establish his own meaning out of these
conditions . . . .Here philosophy itselfno longer a mere game
for technicians or an obsolete discipline superseded by science
becomes a fundamental dimension of human existence. For man
is the one animal who not only can, but must ask himself what
his life means (1959, p. 126).

Such an approach makes this type of philosophizing absolutely vital
in the life of man because he is actually offered a way of life, in con-
trast to other leading philosophical positions in which he is confronted
with a depersonalized Nature, a transcendent Deity, or a State seem-
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ingly possessing both of these qualities. As Kaplan explai "The

meaning of life lies in the values which we can find in it, and values

are the product of choice" (1961, p. 105). Thus, the direction of move-

ment within selected concepts is from existence to choice to freedom!

Unfortunately such wonderful freedom is not what it might appear to be

initially. This opportunity for choice and freedom places an awesome
responsibility upon us: we are ultimately responsible for what happens

to others too! In a sense "I am determining through my choice what

all mankind everywhere is forever to become" (Ibid., p. 108). Kaplan,

in describing Sartre's position, explains that there are two kinds of

people in the world (other than true existentialists, of course): "those

who try to escape' from freedom and those who try to deny responsi-

bilitycowards and stinkers" (Ibid., p. 109).

Such an outlook or life philosophy is not an easy one to follow.

-Accordingly, men and women should chOose their life patterns freely

and with integrity; then they can become "authentic" people by ac-

cepting full responsibility for their choices. Actually, what is being

offered is that men and women should responsibly choose one world or

another for tomorrow; then they will have to be shaped so that they can

somehow cope With such a world; and each person adhering to this pro-

cess of living defines his/her own being and humanity. This is the only

way that this absurd world can acquire meaning!

Nature of Reality (Metaphysics)

The world of material objects extended in mathematical space with

only quantitative and measurable properties is not the world we live

in. Ours is a human world, not a world of science. It is from the con-

text of the human world- that scientific abttractiqns ultimately derive

their Meaning. Man is first and foremost a concrete involvement within

the world, and we distinguish the opposed poles of body and mind.

Existence precedes essence; man decides his own fate. His self-transcen-
dence distinguisheS. him from all other animals, and he cannot be
understood in his totality by the natural sciences. Truth is expressed

in art and religion, as well as in science. Time and history are funda-

mental dimensions of human existence. Man:s basic task is to blend

the past, present and future together so that the 'world--2the human

world--assumes meaning and direction. In this way man can be au-
ihentic. 'He stands .opet) to the future, and the future stands open to

him. Life's present conditions can be transformed so that responsible

social action will result (Parrett 1959).
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Educational Aims and Objectives

It does not seem possible to refute the position that existential
philosophy raises serious questions about man and his life on earth.
Consequently, considering the importance of education as a social in-
stitution, the problems raised by existential thought inevitably relate to
schools and universities and the programs and experiences they provide.
.As Susanne Iknger has indicated, "In philosophy this disposition of
problems is the most important thing that a school, a movement, or an
age contributes. This is the 'genius' of a great philosophy; in its light,
systems arise and.rule and die. Therefore a philosophy is characterized
more by' the Prmulation of its problems than by its solution of
them..." (Langer 1964, p. 16). Existential philosophy has confronted
the problems that man faces generally and that he meets specifically in
his educational institutions. Many of these problems were critical 30 or
40 years ago on a national basis, but now they must be resolved inter-
nationally, that is, if solution is still possible (e.g., overpopulation,
pollution). "Designs for the education of man living on the planet earth
ought to produce diversity, Nr there must be many paths to this goal"
(Redefer 1974).

Does existential philosophy offer any positive implications for educa-
tion? If educators can bring themselves to accept Bedford's interpreta-
tions and, conclusions regarding existentialism's implications, then this
philosophical stance deserves serious consideration:

1. Man can always turn, reform, or rechoose. ,

2. Man has worth -... either derived front God or he makes his own
worth (value).

3. Each new person plays a decisive role in history.
4. Man is never permanently degraded. .
5. Man Can create meaning out 'of.his existence no matter whataits

circumstances. 11,ii

6. Man has everything to gain and nothing to lose by risking himself
in life (1 .1 p. 47).

Thus, an existe tially oriented teacher and coach 4s aware that students'
social develop ent4s equally as important as their intellectual develop-
ment. fie is Most concerned because many educational theorists see
men as "things to be worked over in some fashion to bring them into
alignment with a prior notion of what they should be." Even the
experimentalists could be challenged for having failed to bring "the
learner.into a self-determining. posture." Even if there is general agree-

, ment that a set of fundamental dispositions is to be formed as a result
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of the educational process, the existentially oriented teacher would in-
,
quire whether the criterion used for the evaluation of the worth of
individual dispositions should be "public rather than a personal and
private criterion." As Van Cleve Morris states, "If edudation is to bp
truly 'humgn, it must somehow awaken awareness in the learner
existential awareness of himself as a single subjectivity in the world."
Students should "constantly, freely, baselessly, and creatively" choose

their own individual patterns of education. The subjectivity of the
existentialistically oriented learner can and should thrive in the arts
(music, painting, poetry and creative writing), but it should not be' for-
gotten that similar possibilities for. studying human motivation are
available in the social sciences and, to a lesser extent, in:the natural

N.

sciences (Morris 1961).

The Educathe Process (Epistemology)

Great emphasis has been placed on the teaching7-learning process,

but it is extremely difficult to Mcribe the essential ingredients of the
.educative process:The languagernalyst would inquire whether the sub-
ject ,matter Was being considered; the teacher's actions were being
analyzed; that which takes place within the student was being assessed;

or the end result was being evaluated. The existentially oriented teacher
would view the task in a leSs systematic manner and from, a different
perspective.. For this teacher childhood is characterized as a' pre-exis-
tential phase of human life. AbOut the timi of puberty, there is an exis-
tential moment in the young person's iubjective life. This is- the time of

the onset of the self's awareness_ of its own existing. For the first time,

the individual sees himself as responsible for his own conduct. Then,
and only then, education must become an act of discovery. The learner's
experience should be such that he gets personally implicated in the nib-
ject matter: Knowledge must be chosen, i.e., appropriated, before it

can be true for that consciousness. It is never something that is purely

objective, nor is it somewhat purposeful in the person's life. Knowledge
becomes knowledge only when a subjectivity takes hold of it and puts it

into his own life. -

It could be argued, of course, that the existentialist has little to offer

in the way of a _method of knowing. And yet, whether logic, scientific
evidence, sense perception, intuition or revelation is being considered, it

is the indiiidual self which must make the ultimate decision as to what

is true. Perceptually and cognitively, the individual is aware of the ob-
..

jects of existence, but there is something morean internal, subjective
awarenessthat enables him to know that he knows. Up to the present
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time psychology has given very few answers about this latter phase of
Ole epistemological process (Morris.1966, 1%1).

_

Sport, Physical Acdvity? Health and Recreation

What does all of this mean for sport and physical pducation, not to .>

mention health and recreation? The field of physicil education and
sportand the allied professions of health education and recreation
should strive to fulfill a significant role in the general educational
pattern of the arts, social sciences and natural sciences. The goal
postulated for the individual should be total fitness, not just physical
fitness, with a balance between activities emphasizing competition and
cooperation. The concept of universal man should be highly regarded
as an educational aim, but it is absolutely necessary for the student to
have the opportunity to choose for himself/herself based on his/her
knotTledge; skills and attitudes. An important question in sport and
athletics, of course, is how to lrlp preserve the individual's authenticity
in individual, dual and team (ports where winning is often overempha-
sized. It should be possible to help a young athlete personally select the
values sought in the activity. The young person is playing and taking
part for actualization of self in that he/she is trying to ise sport for his/her
own purposes. Because the opportunity for creativity is so important
and should be available wherever possible to young people, physical
activities such as modern dance should be prominently included in the
program.

The educational process used by the physical education teachei and
sport coach should be as natural as possible under the circumstances; a
give-and-take situation would be ideal. The student should be allowed
to observe and inquire freely. Freedom is very important, of course, but
the teacher is needed since the student cannot teach himself/herself
skills as effecfively as an excellent teacher. A good teacher shows passion
but is not strongly egocentric or biased about a system or point of view.
If the aim of the program is a student who can move his/her body with
purpose and meaning in sport, play, dance, or exercise, the teacher
should 'be dedicated to the search for truth in these aspeep of life. It is

'Vitally important that the end result be a -self-moving individual both
literally, and figuratiVely. In existential philosophy the search for truth
is an individual r, but majority opinion should be tested when
action is needed ii oup 'situation. The student should try to develop
an "orderly mind" within' an organism that seeks to move purposefully
and with definite meaning: The student should be willing to debate
issues and should,,be encpuraged to strive for creativity. A physical
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education program, like all educational programs, is unsuccessful if the
student becomes a carbon copy of the teacher. Such an inclusive
methodology with accompanying specific techniques should characterize
the existentially oriented physical educator's teaching and coaching.

Much of what has just been stated should also apply to thealth educa-
tion and recreatiOn education, professions that have been allied with
physical education in the past. For example, the child must develop ail
awateness a, the need for Self-education tout various aspects of
personal and community health. Controversial issues should never be
avoided. All types of recreational needssocial, aesthetic and creative,
communicative, learning and physicalshould be met through a program
of recreation education in the schools durini the day and in evening
community school offerings. One function of play is personal liberation
and release. All sorts'of .group recreational activities are important, but
opportunities for individual expression should not be downgraded and
should be made available regularly (Zeigler 1966).,

Some Persistent ilistorice, Problems

In addition to the question of values in relation to general education,
a number of other persistent problems have been treated both historically
and philasophically (Zeigler 1968). For example, there is the question
of the influence of politics that is, the,type of political state--vn the
educational system of a country and on the pattern of physical educa-
tion and sport within that educational system or society generally.
Existentially oriented writers rarely focus their attention on the question
of the ideal political state. They characterize twentieth-century man as
a homeless creature seekingtnew and different kinds of recognition,
since the earlier stability within society seems to have vanished. Existen-
tialists feel.completely out of place in a totalitarian regime. Any author-
itarian situation requires blind allegiance, and this negates the develop-
ment of individual personality and rights.

Life in democratic states also leaves mud) to be desired. The explod-
ing population in many countries, democratically oriented or otherwise,
tend4 to make man more lonely than ever, even though he may be
rubbing shoulders with the masses daily: The era.of the organization
man within democratic, Capitalistic society has further destroyed man's
identity as an individual. The.democratic ideal within a republic does
offer him an opportunity to be a vocal, enlightened citizen, but few
seem ,to take advantage of this chance for individual expression, which
guarantees anyone a certain amount of immediate recognition and
*resultant identity.
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Transposed to the educational system, the existential philosopher
would be/listurbed by the failures of present-day programs to produce
a sufficient number of young people who show evidence of "self-deter-
mining postures. How can educators awaken the awareness of the
learner so that he or she will demand a more individualized pattern of
education? This shoukt be possible with the pluralistie philosophies of
education that exist on the North American continent. Carried one step
further into physical education and sport, the task becomes that of
helping the child who is authentically eccentric to feel at home in 'the
typical physical activity. Certainly standardized class routines and
insistence upon measuring up to physical fitness norms or standards are
not ways to enhance the quality of individual freedom in an evolving,
democratic country.

A second persistent historical problem in education and in:physical
education and sport is the extent to which nationalism may be employed
by government officials in a democratic country. Presently there is a
strong current of nationalism evident in Canada, and the basic question
is which agencyschool, family, private agency, or state--should exert
the-greatest influence on the young person. The answer to this question
becemes more obvious as the state becomes more totalitarian. The
existential philosopher would -not be particularly disturbed by the
presence of a healthy type of nationalism in a society, but he would, be
violently opposed to overriding nationalism that destroys individual
human aspirations. He would argue that it is up to the individual to
make something out of himself, but the individual must choose his own
values in 9yder to give his life meaning. However, the existentialist
would not wish man to shirk the responsibility of making decisions that
might affect the final outcome of civilization for all mankind.

11,

The profession of physical education should evaluate continually the
extent to which the federal government, or even provincial Or state
governments, attempt to employ athletic competition and physical fit-
ness activities to promote unhealthy nationalism or an excessive amount
of chauvinism. The Olympic Games have been criticized in the past for
allowing violations of its rules in this regard. Of course, it is very diffi-
cult to prevent-the news media frodi keeping track of how many medals
are won by a particular nation from the so-called free world. But why
are national anthems played every time award ceremonies are conducted?
In the Western world the newi media and other groups can and do criti-
cize particular governments for the promotion of excessive nationalism.
Within the Communist bloc, on the other hand, such criticism wduld
undoubtedly be quelled.
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It is not possible here to consider every persistent historical problegn
that has been identified -in the light of existential philosophy. However,
several persistent problems of a professional nature for physical
educaitors will now be treated so that the flavor of existential philosophy
in such matters may be identified.

The place or role of dance of all types in the field of physifal educa-
tion has been of concern to the profession for some time. What are its
possible implications from the existentialist point of view? Keep in
mind that the existentialist views Man as a unique historicak animal;

that this philosophical tendency emphasizes that man should involve
himself concretely in the human world; and that man is urged to obtain
the truth from life in whatever way that he canigurthermore, the exis-
tentially oriented teacher would have man search himself as he becomes
involved with the finite world prior to choosing his values freely in an
attempt to transform himself and yi e world in the future ahem) of him.
This personal involvement and free choice of educational valuek implies
that there should be a solid foundation in the arts or humanities where

the s subjectivity and-an, opporamity to explore the human world.

If the education of the young man or woman should he generally
liberal,-including experiences in poetry, painting, music and creative
writing, then modern dance could contribute in an unusually fine way
to the growth of creativity in the individual. Here the student has the
opportunity to fully explore moveimnt patterns in an attempt to ex-
perience the feeling of being at home in his/her own body. As the
student becomes aware that he/she is truly free in this medium, he/she
is able to use dance activity as play Of the finest type. Such dancing
can.provide a sense of release and personal liberation along with crea-
tive self-expression. True artistic creation provides the opportunity to

"dinvey one's innermost feelings in patterns of creative movement.
IFICi9esthetic awareness is enhanced; one tends to find oneself through

thit medium; and appropriation thrtiugh dance occurs..

Two other persistent historical problems of a professional natUre for
physical educators are the use of leisure for physical recreation and
sport activities and the perennial issue of amateurism and professionalism.
What are some of the basic implications from existential philosophy?
Basically, the type of play in which personal liberation is a fundamental
characteristic would be viewed most favorably. In sport the individual

t can be free only if he selects his own values and achieves self-expression.

At an earlier age it is obvious that the child creates his own world of
play and thereby eventually realizes his true identity. Conversely, unless
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more planning in this direction is undertaken by varsity coaches, 'the
typical varsity athletics experience in Canada could well move in the
direction of U.S. intercollegiate athletics with its misdirected emphases
and resultant -dehumanizing effects.-This writerls not -against-excellence
in sport at the university level, but he is dedicated to the preservation
of the athlete's authenticity and under no -circumstances could accept
the exhortation to win at any cost. Thus, the coach is confronted with a
great dilemmahow to -encourgge, excellence; how to preserve the
athlete's authenticity; and how to satisfy those who:view victory as the
only desirable outcome for the team.

The above problem is closely hnked with the issue of amateurism and
professionalisman issue that'somehow has become linked with sport
more than any other area of cultural endeavor.' Russian amateurs play
hoekey with Canadian proftssionals on an equal basis. Obviously; the
terms "amateur" and "professional" have different meanings fpr both
countries'. New criteria for the determination of amateur or professional
status must be explored. The old idea that taking money or any article
worth money hmnediately disqualified the participant as an amateur
has been interpreted so many different ways by sports-governing:bodies
around the world that it has become a travesty.

Conclusions

While recognizing that this examination of the agnostic, existentialistic
philosophic stance in regard to sport and physical activity in education
has been limited in scope, one cannot escape the conclusion that physi-
cal education teachers and sport coaches would be well advised to
seriously consider the implications of this phihisophical position for
their professional endeavors. The future is too uncertain and frightening,
and the warning lights are flashing too strongly and too regularly
against so many prevailing educational practices to be ignored.

The above statements are made with the full recognition of the fact
that "there-is not one philosophy called existentialism .... There is no /
set of principles common. to the [many] beliefs of the various existen- /
tially oriented philosophers .... Though their answers are not identi-/
cal . t . the terni 'existential' points Ito a certain state of mind ...

. spiritual movement ... which is alive" (Heinemann p. 165).

The position of physical education and sport hi the educational
hierarchy is not so strong that it dare ignore the implications of exis-
tential philosophy. What dedicated professional ,i)erson in any field
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would not attempt to answer the vital questions raised by this philosophic
stance as he or she faces the serious challenges of the 1970s and there-
after?
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Chapter 4

Proposal for the
Establishment of

University,Centers for the
History, Philosophy and
Comparative Aspects of

Physical Education and Sport

There are reasonably strong indications that there is a need for, and
developing interest in, improved teaching, research and service in the
areas of history, philosophy and comparative aspects of physical educa-
tion and sport. Establishment of centers for these areas in the field
would be appropriate within the framework of most universities in
Canada and the United States.

Few would deny that many culturll advances have been made in the
world in the last quarter of a century, and- there has been significant
advancement within the field of physical education and sport as well.
It has become increasingly apparent that many historical events, social
influences and scientific discoveries--and inventions all hold implications
for this field. It is also true that sport, physical activity and dance
human movement phenomenahave had a significant impact on indi-
viduals and culture. The knowledge explosion has caught up with

This chapter is adapted from a paper coauthored with R. G. Glassford of the University
of Alberta, Edmonton, and presented at the Third Canadian Symposium on History of
Sport and Physical Education, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Aug. 19-21,
1974.
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physical education and sport just as it has with other developing dis-
ciplines, and the increase of such knowledge is fast making it impossible
to keep up with retrieval through what have been' normal channels in

-the past.

It should be mentioned parenthetically that the potentialities for
both pure and applied research in physical education and sport are
limitless. Many well-informed people do not understand how it is pos-
sible for physical education to be related to the humanities, the social
sciences and the natural sciences at one and the same time. This is
true because of the unique nature of the fielda man-moving or man-
in-motion approach that asks_an endless variety of questioni about the
nonverbal humanities aspects of the human-animal. All of this means
that there are possible relationships with physiology, -anatomy, psy-
chology, sociology, history, philosophy, anthropology, economics,
political science, administrative science, biochemistry, physics, scientific
medicine and others not yet envisioned.

Reasons for thls Proposal

The main reason for urging the estaWishment of university centers or
institutes is to insure that the history, philosophy, and comparatke or
international aspects of physical education and sport as a grTwing
profession and discipline are faithfully recorded, investigated, analyzed,
interpreted and compared. In the past, historical investigation, espe-
cially insofar as master's and doctoral theses are concerned, has been
reasonably popular and well executed, but studies relating to philosophy
and the comparative aspects of the field have 'been insufficient and
sporadic. Philosophical studies have been largely normative in nature,
and very few have been analytical or critical. Comparative and/or inter-
national investigations in this field have been dominated by what might
be called "travellers' tales" and "educational borrowing." This era was
followed by one in which international cooperation and harmony were
stressedas long as a certain political philosophy prevailed in all coun-
tries, beihg considered. It is time that more careful analyses were fhade of
the educational and social phenomena of different countries. There is
also a need for additional investigation backed by the developing re-
search methodology and techniques of the social sciences.

Scholarly Endeavor Mast Be Upgraded

The field of physical education and sport is faced with the necessity
of upgrading its research efforts in the areas being discussed. In the
process, graduate programs will need to be structured so that the field
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will be able to cope with the knowledge becoming available both within
the field and from closely related professions and disciplines. In ad-
dition, there is a need for postdoctoral fellowships so that young scholars
and researchers in the sub-disciplinary areas under discussion will have
the opportunity to gain greater research competence. Within yea-
sonably short time, these men and-women should be placed in teaching
and research\ positions at all educational levels throughout the world.

Suggested Subdivisions for the Centers

There wOuld be five subdivisions within the proposed centers:

Teaching and Research Subdivision (see Append4 1). Steady relation-
ships would be maintained with professors teaching courses relating to
each of these areas at the undergraduate and graduate. levels (in both
professional and disciplinary curricular tracks or areas of concentra-
tion). In the academic programs of physical education and sport, the
disciplinary and professional courses would be in the areas of history,
philosophy and comparative and/or international aspects. Further,
undergraduate and graduate students undertaking term papers, special
projects, individual research, master's theses and doctoral dissertations
would find such centers with their various subdivisions most useful.

Oral History Research Office (see Appendix 2). This office would ob-
tain valuable source material and raw historical data through tape-
recorded interviews with persons who have made important contribu-
tions to physical education and sport. There would be an Oral History
Research Committee with a chairperson who would also be known as tbe
oral history research dffice director or supervisor. Efforts would be made
to acquire information that could be used as primary source data in
the investigation of persistent historical problems in the field and also to
obtain biographical accounts of the people interviewed. The Oral History
Collection would be open to all master's and doctoral students, as well
as faculty members of the university. Further, no serious student of
history would be denied access to this collection, except as stipulated by
a specific individual in connection with his or her personal memoirs.

Sports Museum (see Appendix 3). The establishment of a sports and
physical education museum would be an important part of the work of
the proposed center. Such a museum would 'provide an excellent oppor-
tunity for cooperation among physical education, intercollegiate ath-
letics and the various sports-governing bodies. A knowledgeable curator
would be appointed On a part-time basis and would be Mvolved in teach-
ing, writing and research in the area of sport history. Such a museum
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could be limited to the university itself, or it could be. expande4 to in-
clude artifacts and other historical memorabilia from the city, bounty,
province, region or nation. There are many ways in which such a
unit could relate to the teaching, research and service functions of
today's complex university structure. The curator appointed would
obviously relate to a campus coordinating committee on museums
(where such existed).

Physical Education and Sport Review and/or Journal (see Appen-
dix 4). This center for the history, philosophy arid comparative aspects
of physical education and sport could sponsor a semianmial review or
journal that would feature articles relating to the three areas in which
the center would specialize. The format for such a magazine should be
carefully established during an orderly period of planning. (Foe ex-
ample, it could be a popular magazine for the general public or a
scholarly journal for the profession.) There should be a board of as-
sociate editors with a chairperson and a managing editor. At this time
the idea .. of making available another refereed journal is important to
the profession. Budgetary estimates would need to be prepared, and
the possibility of a grant to get such a journal started should be ex-
plored. Editorial and distribution policies would need to be developed as
well.

Documentation Division (see Appendix 5). A fifth subdivision would
be a documentation division. As various library materials..were gathered
and as the oral history collection developed, this division would provide a
documentation service in the designated areas of interest to nearby
public schools, community colleges and perhaps other universities.
Eventually such items as slides, films,., filmstrips, sound slides and other
teaching aids could be added to this service. Such mateFials would be
made available at a reasonable profit to the division of the center.
Further, a system for collecting and abstracting published articles would
be started, and this matedal would have to be stored in some electro-
mechanical fashion Tor instant retrieval.

Identification of a Theme

The establishment of a theme for the center offers considerable ad-
vantage to those relating to this project. For example, one approach
would be to concentrate on the 15 persistent historical problems that
have been identified over a period of years. All of these problems
have been related to physical education and sport:

1. The influence of a society's values
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2. The influence of politics
3. T-he inflUence of economics
4. The infltiende of religion
5. The influence-of-nationalism
6. Ecology
7. Professional preparation
8. Methods of instruction
9. The role of administration

10. The concept of the healthy body
11. Sport and physical activitylor women
12. The role of dance
13. The use of leisure -

14. Amateurism, semiprofessionalisin and professionalism
15. The concept of progress.

These 15 persistent problem, or various aspects thereof, could be

i
,% traced historically, delineated philosophically, and/or compared from

I
country to country. Thus, the work of the center or institute would be

/ on a continuing, possibly never-ending basis. It is quite possible, of

% might be eliminated.
course, that 'new problems might be added to the list or that some
present ones

The following appendixes outline how the various subdivisions of the
proposed center might function, and what the work of each might entail.

APPENDIX I

Teaching and Research Subdivision

_ This subdivision would be available to both undergradliate and gradu-
ate students of the university. Professors teaching courses in the history,
philosophy and international aspects of physical education and sport
would be invited to affiliate with the center. There is every reason to
believe that certain faculty members and a number of students from
other disciplines within the university would make some use of the fa-
cilities, equipment and services of the center. It can reasonably be as-
sumed that interdisciplinary relationships would develop with those
functioning in history, history of education, 'phiksophy, philosophy of
education, comparative and international education, sociology, edu-
cational sociology, anthropoloiy, economics, political science and other

related subjects.

The teaching, research and service functions of the center would be
significant for students whether their interests were primarily profes-
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1
sional or disciplinary in nature. There would be courses and oppor-
tunities for the teacher and/owcoach who wants to understand the
historical background of his or her field, the present beliefs and prac-

--ficit-of professional colleagues and associations, and also-the compark
five and international aspects of physical education and sport. The
discipline-oriented student would find innumerable approaches to
scholarly work leading to the MA., M.S., and/or Ph.D. degrees.
Thus, there would be courses available for those who wished eventually
to add to the body of knowledge in the respective sub-disciplinary areas,
as well as for teachers and coaches who wished to follow the M.A.T.,
M.S.T., and Ed.D. programs in the general area of professional edu-
cation with specialization in the field of phisical education and sport.
Obviously, there would be some common core of courses in which stu-
dents pursuing either of these approaches could study together profit-
ably. Also, &number of these courses could be offered to students from
other academic units or schools.

The following series of course offerings gives an indication of the type
of education experiences that could be made available: ,

Undergraduate

1. Introduction to (and History of) Physical Educatio Sport
(freshman or sophornOre year)

Note: Some historical material could also be included in a first course
in physical education in an attempt to introduce the student to the
discipline of physical education as well.

2. Physical Education and Sport Philosophy (sophothore or junior
year)

3. Comparative and International , Physical Education and Sport
(junior or senior year)

,!

4. Special Problems in Physical Education and Sport (junior or senior
year)

5. Honors Seminar (junior or senior year 'for honors.students)

- Grailuate

1. Physical Edvcation and Sport History. An analysis of the riSearch
literature related to the historical foundations- of physical education and
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sport; discussion of selected persistent problems such as the influence of
economics, politics, nationalism and religion; also, the influence of other
problems such as type of curriculum, methods of instruction, the role of
administration, the concept of the healthy body, the use of leisure, the
role of dance and music, amateur and professional sport, aims and
values, the concept of change, Itc. Research papers and a compre-
hensive review of the literature would be required. The undergraduate
course in this sub-disciplinary area would be a prerequisite. Prior courses
in history and history of education would be desirable.

2. Physical Education and Sport Philosophy. An analysis of the
literature related to the philosophical foundatiens of physical education
and sport. Discussion of normathie and analytiCal approaches to sehol-
arly endeavor in philosophy and educational philosophy as this discipline
and sub-discipline might apply.. Review of the leitling philosophical
tendencies of the Western world with their possible implications. for

physical education and sport philosophy. Would include an attempt to ,

delineate one's own personal philosophical stance.%Undergraduate pre-
requisites: one course in philosophy, one in philosophy of education, andli.
one in physical education and sport philosophy.

3. International Physical Education and Sport. An analysis of the
literature related to the comparative and international aspects of phys-
ical education and sport. Historical examination of the five identifiable
stages in the development of this subject matter in education and
physical education. The application of scientific method to the study of
persistent and characteristic problems of various societies on a cross-
cultural basis as they are related to physical education and sport.
Hypotheses, theory-building, model formulation, and individual investi-
gation. Undergraduate prerequisites: one course in comparative physical
,education. Prior courses in regional geography (or other related dis-
cipline) and comparative education would be desirable.

4. Setninar. Discussions, critiques of completed research and thesis
prospectuses, and basic problem solving relative to scholarly writing and
rdNarch in the history, philosophy and comparative aspects of physical
education and sport. Presentation and criticism of completed student
theses, as well as studies by faculty members and visiting professors. A
course in research methods and techniques would be taken prior to the
seminar experience. Students.would be encouraged tq enroll in Seminar
continuously while in residence.

. 5. Special Projects. Independent research and analysis under the
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supervision -of a grafkuate faculty member. Could be taken for credit
several times, although special approval might be needed.

Note: This course could be offered summers as a special group pray-
ticum (each of at least three weeks' duration) or during the regular
academic year for courses that are in the process of development, that is,
prior to permanent adoption after successful evaluation.

6. Methods and Techniques of Research in ihe History. Philosophy'
and Comparative Aspects of Physical Education and Sport. Introduction
to, review of, and appraisal of research methods and techniques particu-
larly as these might apply to these areas of interest. Emphasis would be
placed on relating students to'professors with a higlt degree of research
competence in these subject matters. Students would be expected to
develop a variety of proposals for research projects, all of which would
be subject to constructive criticism by all concerned. Prerequisite ex-
periences would include courses in the history, philosophy and com-
parative aspects of physical education and sport and an elementary
course in statistics. .

7. Thesis Research. Planning and preparation of theses and disser-
tations under the supervision of a graduate professor (and committee).

It is important that the reader understand that a pattern is emerging
regarding types of degrees awarded, and program sequences elected, in

_ the master's program. Thus, it is recommended that a two-track ap-
proach be followed: The emphasis in one track mould be on the
preparation of 4rocholiir-teachers and scholar-administrators, while the
emphasis in the second track would be On specialization .or research
curriculum (probably culminating in the Ph.D. degree). There seems to
be no reason why the work of the proposed centers for the history,
philosophy and comparative aspects of physical education and sport
could not serve the needs and interests of students in both curriculum
tiacks, since a common core of- knowledge and experience is needed by

. both groups of stlidents.

APPENDIX 2

Oral History Research in Physical FAlucation and Sport

The idea of oral history research in physical education and sport is a.
relatively new one, although as far back as 1948 the late Allan Nevins
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conducted the first i9terview for the embryonic Orai History Collection
of Columbia University. The first research office in physical education
was started in 1965 when Marianna Trekell was asked to assume the
post of Oral History Research Office Director by this author, then
Executive Officer of the Graduate Department of Physical Education at
the University of Illinois.

Oral history has been defined as "a spoken reminiscence which has
been recorded with the aid of a trained interviewer-historian in ac-
cordance with recognized ethical and procedural standards and type-
written under his supervision" (Bornet 1955). Basically, the idea of oral
history research is to obtain facts, half-facts and opinions from people
who were part of significant events that hapPened in a particular field of
endeavor. Ideally, these statements should be gathered while the inter-
viewee is still able to recollect accurately what transpired. Much his-
torical data of this type has been lost in the past. Now it will be
increasingly possible to make this information available for future *

investigators as part of the library collection of the particular university

concerned.* 4

The .purpose of the oral history r;search program is, therefore, to
obtain valuable source materialraw historical datathrough tape-
recorded interviews with persons who have made important contri-
butions to the field of physical education and sport. In this instance an
effort could be made .to relate their thoughts to one or more of the
persistent historical problems that have been identified or some portion
'about which they may have particularly strong feelings or with which
they may have actually, played a part., In addition, an effort should be
made to gather significant data from those leaders in physical education
and sport relative to their own personal memoirs. This might result in
data that has not previously been recorded in any form elsewhere.

The executiefti a project of this type on a conthwing basis is not a
simple task, but it could be a most satisfying one to those involved.
Obviously, the oral historian must develop a fine working unit from the
standpoint of personnel, facilities and equipment. The oral historian,
any associates or assistants and secretarial staff must be competent and
interested in the work. AdminiStrators and others may find it difficult at
first to comprehend why such a research office does not seem to be
Koducing more results. The point should be made continually that the
results of the work of such an office are part of a developing library of

*Some of this material has been adapted from the work of Professor Trekell. at times

with the assistance or advice of the author.
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oral history, which will make data.available for historians an4 others
to examine and use if needed.

A public relatiOrit-effort will be needed to key people infornied ahout
the availability of such data. Annual reports explaining,the accretion of
historical data concerning the designated persistent problems, the
availability of the information, and the conditions under which such
material can be used should he developed. A small brochure explaining
The office's basic functions should be made available, and occasional
publicity releases featuring a human interest story about the work of the
service would help greatly. A good relationship with the university
archivist would be of mutual benefitto both parties.

The oral historian cannot just say to a visiting dignitary in the field,
"why don't you stop by the office so that I can tape a conversation with
you?" To do the best possible work, which means to be prepared to
ask the right questions, the oral hiitorian should ,do a great deal of
planned reading in advance. Such reading might:include what the man
or woman has written, what has been said about the person, and other
selected materials describing events in which he/she may have been
involved. The interview schedules should be developed in keeping with
the particular persistent problems being discussed at the time of The
interview(s). This says nothing about what happens after the interview;
how the material is franscribed, proofretid and edited; and how decisions
are made about how and when such material will be made available to
historical scholars.

An operating manual containing the policies and procedures tltat are
to be employed by the Oral History Research Office should be developed
by the director and advisory committee (presumably with student rep-
resentation). Broadly speaking, it might cover the following aspects of the
work:

1. Purpose
2. Organization and administration of the program: Oral History

Research Committee; ii;terviewers; transcriber
3. Selection of people to be interviewed preliminarily
4. Restriction on use of memoirs
5. Action guidelines; pre-interview; interview; post-interview
6. Use of memoirs
7. Conditions of use
8. Equipment
-9. Budget
10. Reports and evaluation.
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APPENDIX 3

Suggestions for the Development of a Sports Museum

The concept of a sports museum is neither unique nor new. There
have been such developments in professional sport in the United States
and in amateur sport in such countries as Czechoslovakia ,atid Switzer.
land. What is new is the idea of viewing this subject from an inter-
national, national, regional, provincial (or state), urban and institu-
tional standpoint and then locating such a museum within the scholarly
environment of a 'university. Here is a plan, therefore, to inaugurate an
integrated program of artifact collection, verification, documentation
and display. It is important to initiate programs like this within a
number of universities before more of our cultural heritage is irre-
trievably lost.

Purposes of the Program

The development of a sports musetim of t he type envisaged would
have a twofold purpose, both of which relate well to a university-based
center:

1. Such a museum would serve as a repository for objects that should
be preserved because of their aesthetic, historic or scientific importance.
Once gathered, the objects could be fully documented-their history
developed in the greatest possible detailso that their value for scholars
and students would ,not be lost.

2. A museum of- this type would provide data for developing tiseful
educational aids. Filmstrifis, slide sequences, and sound-on-slide se-
quences, complete with sou'rces, could be developed for distribution. In
addition, many typical, commonplace objects, accurately identified and
documented so as to demonstrate physical characteristics, associations,
principles oi processes, could be preserved.

Subsidiary Areas for Development

Coupled with a strong national orientation, it would be possible to
organize several subdivisions of an international natu within the
museum. The following lisf serves only to provide an indication of the
many areas that could be developed:

Sports and Games in Traditional Cultures. Games amd sports are
universal and transcend history. A valuable addition to a sports museum
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would be a collection of artifacts, copies of artifacts and photographs
that reflect the sporting praciices of early civilizations. Two civilizations

i that have had a- marked effect upon -Western cultureGreece and
RiSmq--45ffer unlimited possibilities. in addition, there are numerous
other societies whose game patterns and game equipment have had a
significant influence upon North American culture (e.g., rubber was
first introduced into Biro-North American cultur4in the form of a
rubber ball which was used by the Mesoamericans \in an elaborate ball
game).

$

Comparative Aspects of Games and Sports. An increasing 'mount of
research is being carried out on Vari us comparative aspeets .of sports,
but a sports museum would offer a u ique opportunit to display 'picto-
graphically, as well as with concrete- examples, the changes in a game
due to cultural or technological impa4, ,

1

Regional and thuversitfi-oriented Aspects of Sport and Games. Where-
ever the museum is located, special emphasis should be placed on
beginning subdivisions relating to sport in that particular urban area
and/or region. If the museum is housed at i 'university, it, would be
most appropriate to preserve the athletic traditiOn of men's and *omen's '
sports at that institution. ,

Accomplishments of Ethnic Mihority Groups in Sport. In Canada the
sporting traditions of both Upper Canada and Lower Canada need to be
preserved, not to mention the games and sports of the Canadian
Eskimos and the Canadian Indians., Such a subdivision of a sports
museum could feature exhibits aboutthe athletic achievements of these
groups-of citizens.

Organization of the Museinn

Legal Status: Such a museum would have to have, legal status So that
it could enter into contracts ind hold title to its collections, equipment
and real property. In addition, it should be able to collect and disburse
fund.k. Directly or indirectly, a museinn must be chartered or incor-,
porated according to the laws of-the province/state in which it is

situated. As A nonprofit, educational organization, a musetim fits well
within the univetsity structure.

Governing Board. The dean or director of the educational unit under
which the museum is constituted wouldbe the administrative officer to
whom the administrative head of the museum would be, responsible. The
museuin should have an advisory board which would be responsible for.
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the formulation of management policies. Members could be selected
from both within the field: of physical education' and sport without.

Director of the ltfiisetpti..Ther museum director would be directly
responsible to the administrative' head of the larger center of wihich it is a
sub-division. The museurn.dlrector wOuld administer the policies estab-
lished by the museum's governing board. Other responsibilities would
include the following:

1. Acquisition of artifacts, copies of artifacts, photographs, etc.
2. Organization of records related to the acquisition of these materials
3. Submission of an annual, budget
4. Organization and development of educational -aids taken from the

materials available at the museum
5. Completion of accurate documentation for all objects' or artifacts

available
6. Supervision of the graduate students- and part-time employees

involved .in research . and Other, duties pertinent to the museum.
.

. Physical Plant: The museum wobld be pail; o1 the:icenter
histot,,, philosophy and'com.parative aspects ofspoil -and pliyficid ecin4
cation, and as such it. would share space with, othet. rutt
included in the center. The ares in which thiPin#,Otn wonid be houSed-
should be readily accessible to visitors. In tf*ing..kfte articturi0..!.
features of tie area, consideration should be iiVett to traffic paftlitnS
the building, fireproofing, display characteristics, itorage, and 4..area,c.;
for filing collection records. A.'good rule of thumb iegardi4 azea
division is 40:40:20. Forty percent of the floor space would; be for
exhibits; 40 percent for collection storage and filing rooms; ;and 20
percent for offices and work rooms (Guthe 1957). .

Operating Budget. The budget would includ,e both capital and ex-
pendable aspects. The capital budget would cover the cost of investment
in real property, such as permanent collections, furnishings, display
cases, tools and instruments and long-term display complexes. The
expendable budget would include administrative expenses, equipment
maintenance, c011ection care, exhibits and mistellaneous.

A.

APPENDIX 4

. -Review of Physical Education and Sport A

AiLother important aspect of the work of the recommended center for
the history, philosophy and comparative aspects of sport and physical

SO
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education would be a ieview or periodical devoted exclusill to the
publication of scholarly papers in these areas of Interest. This should

, probably be. a_ semiannual( publication, which would contain 200.word
-abstracts- of -each iiitioliiiferittior Engi1h óiWciid f.-

9

The articles might' typically revolve around the sporting tradition of
the university, city or region of the province or, state in which the journal
is located. Nevertheless, in each issue there could be one article of a
regional or national character itnd one with an _iaternational flavor.
Through such a medium, the editors would be attempting ta bridge the
communications chasm that exists among these areas, and particularly as
it exists in the field of physical education and sport. In Canada such a
journal could work toward improving the understanding of those living
in regions of Canada where different languages are spoken.

The journal or review would therefore offer -a two-way channel of
communication through the articles- about sport-and phytical 'education
in the geographical region from which the journal emimatcs and through
articles of a national or international character, not to mention the
abstracts in a second language and the occasional article in a second
language.

Each edition of the publication would contain a brief editorial and
from eight to ten articles. Book reviews and other commentaries would
be invited as well. With this type of approach, it is hoped that the
journaliwould appeal not only to those in the field of physical education
and sport but .to those who share a common bond with the field through
the medium of sports and games.

Planning for such a venture should take place over two or three years.
It will take a certain amount of correspondence and discussion to obtain
the volunteer services of a board of associate editors. Selection of a
competenfeditor and a capable printing company is vitally important to
the success of the venture. A large mailing project will be needed to
solicit potential subscribers locally, nationally and internationally, -not
to mention-the libraries of colleges and universities on this continent and
elsewhere._ These individuals and org'anizations should receive a-letter

-from- the designated chairperson of the editorial board and/or the
director of the center, a flyer that can be posted on a bulletin board and
a subscription fqrm.

A publication inch as this should become completely self-sustaining
fairly soon, but a seed grant should be sought for the fust two or three..
years to guarantee'a good start. For this reason the chairperson of `the
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editorial board, the business manager and the various associate editors
should serve on a voluntary basis. It would be helpful if the editor could
be released from some of his/her workload as a faculty member, but this-
might not be possible. Still further, the editor will need competent
secretarial assistance. It would appear reasonable to allot approximately
one-quarter time (10 hours a week) for the secretarial assignmgat in re-
lation to a full workload (40 hours). The annual subscription rate would
depend on current publication costs for a journal of this type and the
estimated quantity of production. This would(be a nonprofit venture and

ihopefully a professional ungertaking of steadily mproving caliber.

APPENDIX 5

The Documentation Center

The world today is undergoing a technological explosion unparalleled
in history. The upshot of this revolution on this continent is that almost
95 percent of the working population has been freed from agricultural or
subsistence pursuits. With so many people available.to carry out vast
numbers of differentiated activities, it is not surprising that scholars and
scientists have generated massive amounts of information. The problem
facing researchers in all fields is the need to develop scientific shortcuts
that will permit them to rapidly and accurately discover, delineate and
organize this information meaningfully so that it can be put to work to
help people solve their pressing inoblems.

Toward this end, .a number of methods of information storage and
retrieval have been devised so that individuals interested in access to
specific information will be able to obtain it without duplicating work.
Information storage and retrieval techniques, which are the heart of a
documentation center, can be justified economically in any discipline
that has its own body of reusable information.

Purpose of the Documentation Center

Within the total structure of a center for the history, philosophy and
comparative aspects of sport and physical education, a documentation
center would form a vital part, functioning as a library, an archive, and an

- information center. -Within the framework of these three- functions, it
could provide the following additional services:

1. A dissemination service for the professionals, scholars, journalists,
sports writers and critics in.the field,
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2. Periodically publish (in the journal or review of the center) special
listings of data on hand and topical bibliographies. .

3. Supply -.answers to all requests for information, so long as tile
request is pertinent to the subjects covered by the center.

4. Acquire periodicals, abstracts, papers, reports pertinent to history,
philosophy and comparative aspects of sport and physical education.

5. Be a permanent repository of such documents.

6. Abstract and index all such documents in such a way that retrieval
of selected items of information can be promptly carried out.

Scope of the Center

The documentation center would be designed to provide service for
individuals in all parts of the world. However, data would be sent out
only in English. (Of course, there would be exceptions, for instance, in
French-speaking Canada.) The primary obligation in this regard would
be to the schools and other agencies within the particular geographical
region served by the center. Because consultation requests would
probably be so varied, careful attention would have to be given to the
development of a user's thesaurus and search request form. The use of
electronic research and retrieval equipment would be a necessity, and
the indexing system chosen would have to be compatible with such
mechanization without upsetting normal operations and/or requiring
expensive reorganization. Bi4liographies or photocopied abstracts of
pertinent articles, papers, etc. would be prepared and mailed to the
user. No attempt would be made to interpret the results of the search.

Kinds of Questions Liely To Be Asked

Since no center of this type exists currently, there tan only be
speculation as to the kinds4)of requests that would be made by the users
However, it is reasonable to assume that the following data would be
demanded of the center:

1. Comprepensive searches for information relative to specific topics
or problems \

2. Biographical data on important individuals

3. Reproduction of abstracts of articles, papers, addresses pertinent
to a specific area of interest
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4. Specid facts or verification of facts.

No doubt other tSTpes of requests would be made, but unexpected search
patterns should be relatively simple to initiate if the retrieval system. is
structured- in accordance with already proven principles.

Parameters of an Ideal System

The following factors should be giyen considerable thought before a
final decision as to the most suitable' storage and retrieval system is

'made.

.1. Low cost. The total cost of the system must be consideredcosts of
input, storage and retrieval. Thought should be given toth.possibiIity
of linking the center's s'ystem into the electronic computeis alread3i
operative on campus and nearby. -

2. Open-endedness (expindability). The system must be capable/of
absorbing normal expansion of data without undtiestress which might
affect its operation.

-3. Simplicity of operation. Most functions should be simple enough to
-comprehend so that clinical personnel caii perform them adequately with
a minimum of instruction.

4. Compatibility. The indexing -system must be designed so that
mechanization of storage and retrieval functions can be introduced
without requiring major changes.

5. :Speed in retrieval. A normal request which involVcs only material
contained in the center's system should be answerable in a few minutes.

6. High.retrieval efficiency. The syStem shouhl be designed to yield a
high ratio of relevant data to extraneous data.
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Chapter 5

Theoretical Approaches to
Administrative Action in
Physical Education and

Athletics

Despite the fact that the task of administrators is steadily becoming
more complex and demanding, and that it is becoming very difficult to
retain the services of administrators throughout higher education for a
variety of reasons, there are many in the field of physical education and
athletics who appear willing to assume administrative responsibilities. No
matter what the reasons may behigher pay, more rewonsibility, the
nature of the field, unwillingness of inability to make a scholarly con-
tribution, more prestige, greater power, a lesser amount of teaching and
coachingalmost all prospective and beginning administrators have only
a vague understanding of the positions to which they aspire. Further, it
soon becomes obvious to the new administrator that some sort of a
managerial.revolution is taking plac*, but he of she is typically unaware.
of the development of administrative theory and research in the behavioral
sciences and related fields. Certainly any examination of the professional
literature available in physical education and athletics prior to 19641
would reveal piactically nothing relative to administrative theory that

-mould be helpful.

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented to a symposium convened op the occasion
of the opening of the Physical Education and Recreation Education Center, State University
of New York, College at Cortland, Nov. 11 1974. The paper was published originally in Ad-
.nanistrative Theory ,and practice in Physical Education Athletics, Prentice-Hail, Engle-
"'mod Cliffs, NJ, 1975.
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Interestingly enough, there has been a proliferation of administration

and/or organization courses in physical education and athletics over the At?'

years at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. However, the

addition of these- new courses can hardly be substantiated by the con-

current development of a body- of knowledge in this aspect of the

fieldthe usual reason why additional courses in a subject are added to

the curricula. It is true that in physical education there have been more

master's and doctoral studies in "administration" than in any other

area of the field,'but_ neither these investigatiOns nor the various texts

and, monographsthai have appeared have gone beyond the listing of

prescriptive policies .and procedures. Furfher, -the identification and

establishment of utilitarian principles in this way have provided prac-

ticing professionals lith material that often has dubious application to

actual situations and very little, if any, predictive strength.

Fortunately, the field of physical education and athletics still has an
opportunity to relate to 'the developing social science of administration.

_Most professionals in the field, and this includes many who are seeking-

to make a scholarly contribution to the field in the bio-scientific aspects

as well as in the social science and humanities aspects, are only dimly

aware that a-Tapidly growing scientific foundation for the profession of

administration has emerged. Physical education and athletics adminis-:

trators should begin to develop such a relationshiei because. organized

efforts in the profession have resulted in a vast enterprise that demands

wise and killful management. At this very moment there is a definite

need for qualified professional administrators in the tield.

Despite this need, until the mid-1960s at least, there has- been an

almost total lack of theoretical Orientation in the design pf research and

the interpretation ofjindings in administrative research in physical

education and athletics. This means that physical education and athletic

adminiStratorv.seeking knowledge- in :this direction now cpuld well be

regarded as parasites even though literally hundreds of thesis studies' of

an administrative nature have been undertaken each year for decades!

However, there is no yalid reason Why a good proportion of investiga-

tions in the future cannot be of a programmatic nature. If tfiis were to

become a reality, individuals struggling with the problem's of administra-

tive leadership would soon have a reaSonably definitive inventory of

administrative theory and research with special applicalion to physical

education and athletics.

.
+$0. An administrator should also employ a type of philosophical analysis

to supplement the body of knowledge generated by administrative theo

and research. This does n% imply that such analysis ought to supPlant
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or. supersede any definitive inventory of administrative theory andlee-
search that becomes available. Such knowledge can and must be made

-available as part of-an-internship experience-based on a problem-solving
approach to all future administrators. The assumption here is that any
such synthesis and integration of knowledge into concepts will also have
practical value in providing administrators with the finest type of opera-
tional basis. Ho%Vever, it must not be forgotten that,value-free scientific
investigation may in time tell us how to bring about a particular effect,
but it will never tell us whether it is desirable to function in a certain
way within -any phase of social life.

The Temporary Society* .

Physical education and athletics administrators need to be aware of
the fact that bureaucratic forms of organizations may not be able to
withstand the varieties of organizational upheaval that are taking place.
"New shapes, *terns, and models are emerging which promise drastic
changes in the conduct of corporation and of managerial practices in
general" (Bennis 1965, p. 31). A new ad-hocracy is being predicted that4, will be consistent with the rise of the temporary organization as a
general collapsing of hierarchy takes place. "It is this combined demand
for mere information at fasjer s s that is now undermining the great
vertical hierarchies so typical o bureaucracy" (Taller 1970, p. 125).
What will this deiielöVment meat to the administration .of physical

---- education and athletics? 4f superindustrial man operates within
temporary systems, how will that influence the administrative task?
Physical edueation and athletics has been used to "organizaitional man"
wIt9 is typically subservient to the organization, immobilized by concerip
for economic security, and fearful Of rikk. Will the field be ready to

Icope with "associative man" who is insouciant to the organization, in-
creasingly takes economic security for granted, and welcomes risk be-

.' cause in a rapidly changing society even failure is transient (Ibid., p.
134)7

The Concbpt of Freedom
A

Within the type of society described above, the concept of freedom
should be discussed more and understood better within the framewotk
of evolving democracy. For example, to what extent $oes the individual

A certain amount of the material in this roction has been adapted from Administrative
Theory and Praoicegin Physical Education aWd Athletics, edited by E. F. Zeigler and M. J.
$paeth. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1975.
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choose goals in life and then have the opportunity and means to attain
them? Is freedom crucial to the good life of the future, or will there be
a social system that leads man to look "beyond freedom and dignity a
la Skinner?" How much freedow, can.man expect to have in a bureau-
technocratic society that is described as "a pattern of social manage-
ment wherein the hierarchized, pyramidal, depersonalized model of
human organization (bureaucracy) is linked with standardized, ra-
tionalized meadS (technology) with the overall aim of achieving control,
flexibility, and efficiency in reaching some commercial or social objec-
five" (Tesconi.and Morris 1972, p. 7)? The fear is that such a develop-
ing situation is against the best interests of man and woman in our
society (Ibid.). Quite obviously, administrators of physical education
and athletics should remind themselves of the pragmatic realities of the
life style that is coming to pass. The ability to cope with the future
must be fostered for survival's sake, not on the basis of whether one
is. liberal or conservative.

Determination of an Organization's Objectives

Perhaps one of the administrator's most neglected areas is the
determination of an organization's objectives._ Everyone,gives lip service
to the need for "managing by objectives" as espoused by Drucker in
1954, but most practicing administrators, when pinned down in this
regard, resOrt to words and phrases that display "the lack of a well-
developed language of organizational purposefulness" (Gross 1965, p.
195). One of the best responses to such a deficitfey would be a plan
based on systems analysis that equld enable an organization to develop
a workable general-systems model. Basic to such an analysis is the
fashioning *of a performance-structure model that explains the operation
of the input-output concept within the particular organization under
consideration (Ibid., pp., 196-208).

Positive Approach to 'Administration

Administrators should be encouraged to think of their responsibility
positively and to make their position a creative one. There is too great a
tendency on the part of educators at all levels to assume the burden of
administration reluctantly. The idea seems to be that a person will take
the post even though it will keep him/her from the primary task of
scholarship and research. This may well be true, but it is a negative
way to view the situation. There is no escaping the fact that 'the
administrative revolution is with us, and, as Gross states, 'it provides
the people of this planet4with their first opportunity of discovering their
vast potentials for self-development" (1964, p. 807). Viewed in this
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light, administration is a social skill that will have to be employed wisely
to help the inhabitants of this earth work their way out of the predica-
ment into which they .have gotten themselves.

Transferred to the educational setting, an inadequiite administrator
of physical education and athletics can soon bring a department or
school down to a level where the program is barely subsisting. Thus,
young men and women in the field should be encouraged to prepare
themselves for the vital task of administrative .leadership. Further, the
assumption of this challenge does not mean that the individual involved
must automatically put scholarship and research aside. He/she should
be equipped to proitote the idea of administration as an emerging
social science and should insist upon arranging his/her schedule so that
he/she can Make a contribution to the developing body of knowledge
upon which the future of the profession rests. As a matter of fact, it is
possible to view administration as both a tangential profession and an
all7encompassing profession depending upon the adminiitrator's in-
tarests and choices. .,.

Need for Action-Theory Marriage

Many say that adminiWative thought is too praOical, while others
avow that it is too theoretical. It is more accurate to say that really
practical administrative thought will have to be based on far more
tenable knowledge and theory than is available. Gross believes strongly

. that "administrative thought cannot attain a truly academic level until
it comes closer to grips with the observable factv of real-life administra-
tion" (Ibid., p. 843). Quite obviously, the practicing administrator is
not faced with a theory but with a real-life situation that may be resolved
by means of a tenable theory. A research strategy is evidently needed,
and it should be characterized by the restoration of a proper balance
between-theory and research; establishment of a better balance between
pure and applied research; introduction of comparative and interna-
tional research in the area; an increase in interdisciplinary approaches
to persistent administrative problems; and addition of multidimensional
aSpects to empirical studies of organizations employing a much larger
number of research techniquft,and tools than used in the past (Ibid.,
pp. 844-856).

The Current Theory Debate

The mushrooming of the behavioral sciences has made it impossible
for a scholar to keep up with the vast quantities of literature being
.produced all over the world. As a result, those preparing for the profes-
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sion of administration have found themselves facing the hopeless task
of keeping up with an information overload as well as retrieving great
quantities of information that form a human behavior inventory. Also
confusing are the conflicting approaches that compete for the attention
of the administrator in the many books, monographs and journals.
These approaches have been defined by .Gordon as the traditional, the
behavioral, the decisional and the ecological. Adherents of the tradi-
tional view see the task of administration as "rationalizing and engi-
neering an efficient means to ends relationship" (Gordon 1966, p. 9).
The behavioral approach analyzes organizations as social systems in
which people act, interact, compete, cooperate, perceive and deceive
others, to name just a few, and the- role of the administrator is to
somehow harmonize the many relationships so that cooperative behavior
will result with subsequent goal accomplishment. The theory that deci-
sion making deserves centrality in organizational operation is more
recent and is heralded by some as a new science. Here the a 'Ili trator
is faced with problem solving under highly competitive conditio and
is provided with information, objectives, plans and probable conse-
quences. The basic task is to so employ his/her intelligence, imagina-
tion and courage through the use of management science techniques
that his/her primary objectives are largely achieved. The fourth current
theory competing for the attention of the prospective administrator is
the most recent and has been tentatively named the ecological approach.

It is concerned with the relationships that develop and are fostered
among individuals in organizations within their internal and external
environments. This tends to be an eclectic, cross-cultural, future-oriented
outlook in which the administrator and his/her associates are held
responsible for making the organization capable of coping with con-
stantly changing environmental conditions. Gordon urges the adminis-
trator not to become trapped by any one approach. Instead he

recommends the development 'of a flexible framework encompassing a
synthesks of the four apprdaches, which may well offer a fuller perspec-
tive 'and a conceptual model for administration, including a variety of
variables susceptible to manipulation.

Human Problems Confronting Organizations

Keepirit in mind the societal changes taking place and h these af-
fect the individual, and the managerial revolution taking place accom-
panied by a concurrent development in the behaVioral sciences, it seems

logical that most of the problems confronting leaders in organizational
management will have to be viewed differently than in the past.
Administrative science should increasingly provide the evidence upon
which the most effective approaches to leadership will be determined.
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Recently, Bennis and Slater enumerated what they felt to be the main
problems or tasks of leadership in contemporary organizations based on
changing twentieth-century conditions (1968, pp. 101-113). The first of
these was the integration of individual needs and organizational goals.
This had not been seen as a serious problem earlier, but in recent years
North American society has shown greater concern for the rights and
aspirations. of individuals.

The second problem was social influence, or the "distributing power
and sources of power and authority" (Ibid., p. 68). The bureaucratic solu-
tion to this human problem was plating final authority in the hands of
the man at the top of the pyramid. Today executive power is being
distributed to a team of leaders or administrators who see things similarly
and who are able to work together cooperatively to bring about the
realization of the organization's objectives. Closely related to social in-
fluence was the third problem of collaboration, or "producing mech-
anisms for the control of conflict" within an organization. The hierar-
chica system often seemed to operate on a "keep them sullen but not
_mutinous" is, and adequate financial rewards were thought to be
sufficiiit to "keep the ship on couite." More recent conditions have
warranted the building of a "collaborative climate" by,the creation of a
flexible structure in which "members of the unit should have a high
degree of autonomy and a high degree of participation in making key
decisions" (Ibid., p. 105). Other human problems in organizations that
require further investigation because of Changing conditions were
identified as adaptation, identity, and revitalization.

New Concepts for Leadership

In this changing organizational environment the interpersonal skills
of the leader(s) will need continual reexamination and study. Certainly
the leader must know himself/herself and those- with whom he/she
associates directly and indirectly. In order to accomplish,this effectively,
the executive needs to create a climate in which associates will collect
information about a prbblem accurately and promptly, bring this data
bask to the decision-making group, and then take part in planning and
execT.ting future actions (Ibid., pp. 114-123).

Generalizations and/or Constants

Quite obviously, organizational management is faced with frieatively
fast-moving social systemone that seems to be changing its course
from time to time but which gives no indication of its ultimate destina-
tion. Such a state of affairs appears to have taken place in the field of
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physical education and athletics. Administrators of physical education
and athletics at all levels shoula understand .that they have been put
"on warning" about the fluid nature of their environments, and they
should avail theMselves of every opportunity to "keep ahead" of their
associates intellectually so that they will be ready to make the necessary
changes that will ensure growth and eventual survival.

'E.
This is not to *ply that there are not a great many generalizations

-or constants that carry over from yesterday and help greatly in main-
taining the structure and vitality Of physical education and athletics.
For example, much of what is known about human nature today will be
similar or identical tomorrow..The great problem seems to be the need
to strength.en the body cif knowledge available to administratilm so that
developments in technology can be matched by the knowle4ge available.
abOut efficient administrative behavior. While thiS" balance is being
establiThed, the tried-and-true generalizations or 'constants from the
past should be used daily and only discarded or modified when there is
ample scientific, evidence to warrant the change.

Increase Oneis Own Knowledge

In addition to relying upon knowledge fro the past, the executive
should make it a habit to, increase both hi er theoretical and practical
knowledge. This should be especially ue if the executive detects an
area of weakness in hiS/her mapaial: knowledge, competencies or
skills. The knowledge explosion tiasen so great that it is a physical
impossibility for any one to digest all of the literature available in his
own specialization. The successful manager must read widely and often
"deeply" and must choose in-service learning experiences selectively.
Inquiring" as to what administrators should learn, Gross classifies his
answer into three categoriesknowledge, abilities and interests. He
implies that it is one thing to obtain a sound general education and a
high Jevel of technical knowledge which includes a substantial under-
standing of administrative theory and pradtke, but it is also vital to
understand the 'requirements of the administrative position and the
nature of the organization involved. Last, and most important, the
administrator should seek to gain knowledge about himself/herself so
that he/she may retain some objectivity when making judgments about
the behavior of others (Gross 1964, pp. 874-880).

Improving One's Communication

Generally speaking, it is quite reasonable to assume that people will
work more enthusiastically with an administrator who communicates
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with them in terins.they understand. Most people would igree with this
Premise, but they would not understand the penalty that must be paid
for the miscommunication that takes place every hour of 'the day all
over the world. Part of the difficulty is that there are many different
definitions of the word ?communication," and`therefore the term must
be defined carefully and specifically before any meaningful investigation
can take place. Obviously, there is d lofig history to the subject, start-
ing with the first gesture or grunt of primitive man.

In recent years there has developed what might be called a science
of communication. Basic to this is the understanding of communicatibn
as a social process between at least two parties (peoples or groups)
which occurs through some type of symbolic behavior. In organizations
there are both fOrmal 'and informal networks of communication, and
very little research has been' carried out in physical education and
athletics on this "ect. The administrator needs to' 'understand that
the informal commuiTetlon structure (grapevine) is quite selective
when it comes to transtMiting information, but he/she should also
understand that the speed of transmission by the informal structure is
typically faster than by the formal structure. Also important is the
fact tliat in order to promote communication within the organization
the administrator must make a special effort to provide an atmosphere
where inter-work unit cOmmunication can take place.

Investing One Sal in the gnyironment

An interesting question to consider is what responsibi adminis-
trator has to the community,*that is, to the internal and, external en-
vironments to which he/she is related. This writer has always felt that
the executive does have a definite community responsibgity and should
'be prepared to "invest himself/herself' at leait to a reasonable degree.
The educator is actually in aoirervice profession to begin with, and if
the administrator of physical education and athletics invests himself/
heiself in the larger educational community in which he/she'is practic-
ing, there will not be much time left to invest in the outside community.
However, the administrator is presumably a mature person who sets an
example for others teaching and coaching in the program. DeMocracy
thrives when people work together freely to solve their problems \at all
levels.

Anticipating Inevitable Change

First it -was death, then taxes, and now the inevitability of change
has been added to the certainties of life. The administrator of physical
education and athletics and his/her associates are going to have to be
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reaay to improvise, adapt, adjust and innovate to solve the many prob-
lems that will present themselves because of changing times. Adaptation
and change mean that all concerned with the program will be faced
with vatying amounts of psychological stress. Thus, the question must
be asked: what knowledge, competencies and skills will the executive
red to keep his/her associates so stimulated that they will continue to
be highly effective faculty and staff members? In the past it may have
been possible to answer this question with a recommendation that the
administrator improve his/her human relations. Now managers need to
be "practical' behavioral scientists" in order "to obtain human ac-
ceptance and support for innovation" (Flor*965, pp. 276, 279). There
are basic human needs that have often been neglected in traditional
management procedures: "improved management stems only from
improved men" (Ibid.).

The ttrengthening of Organizational Democracy

The vaunted simplicity of former times will hardly return, but strong,
directive leadership could return relatively soon eitfkr through erosion
of personal freedom or revolution. It hardly seems possible to slow
down or stop the administrati e revolution that has been taking place
for decades now, but in ksepin *th the value system of the evolving
democratic culture, the new frontier as envisioned by Gross is most
definitely what he terms "organizational democracy" (1964, pp. 812-
822). He foresees "a rebirth of individualism in the administered siaciety
of the future"thus "organizational individualism" (Ibid., p. -814).-
With this type of development in which people have even more mobility,
the opportunity for continuous learning, and a security bise, a new
type of leadership will gradually emerge: "the strong leader, therefore,
is he who strengthéns'organizational democracy by promoting individual
participation, self-development, rights, and responsibilities" (Ibid.,
p. 822). -A.

. NM,

Improvement of the Profession of Administration

-

An examination of the literature indicates that administration is WI

the process of becoming a profession with a disciplinary, base. The term
"profession" usually implies that someone .is professing something on
behalf of others in the society. It used to mean that such service was

"not necessarily vi..!wed in the light of financial rewards: People usually
follow a profession for their entire lives, br at least until they retire.
A profession is based on an inventory of scientific knowledge. In ad-
dition. a profession is promoted and supported by one-Or more profes-
sional associations Uhat develop codes of ethics for practitioners.
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It is immediately obvious that the field of administration has some
of these qualifications, but- not iii.heis---and possibly may never have.
For example, a profession like physical education and sport has per-
foimers, teachers and coaches, teachers Of telacherS, litid scholars and
researchers. Some of these professional people may assume the respon-
sibility of administration for a period of time, and then they return to
practice their profession in one of the aforementioned ways. On the
other hand, sdme people get involved with the administration of phys-
ical education and athletics early in their careers and never relinquish
such an involvement. This seems to imply that administration is a new
and different kind of profession that may be viewed as either a tan-
gential or all-encompassing vocation. At this moment it is not possible
to predict how it will be viewed in the year 2050. Right*now it can
only be hoped that the field of physical/ education and athletics will
be blessed with a high quality of adminiStrative leadership.

.;

Improvement of Administrative Fidueation

One thing is certain: physieal education and athletics will not be
blessed with a highfrAuality of 'administrative leadership in the future
unleis definite stepit are taken to expand and improve the quality of.
administrative edueation currently being offered. At the present time,
with notable exeeptions, administration courses in physical education
and athletics are taught by harried administrators who are too busy
to give adequate time to class prepisratioh. Problem-solving, laboratory
experiences are not the rule, and the texts and readings are often
tontine and far too ifeavily practice oriented. Administrators and teach-
ers of administration (if not the same person) do not seem to be aware
of the tremendous developments that have taken place in the behavioral
sciences. If they are aware, they either do not have thc time to become
knowledgeable about them or do not feel that they are important
enough to include in thitir courses. Quite obviously, the situation must
improve marketand soon.

Education in the Future

The entire educational structure of North America has been chal-
lenged as never before. Is it as bad as some people say it is? Can
it be revitalized by evolution rather than revolution? Do me really cant
"schools without walls?" What are educators going to do about drop-.
outs and stop-outs?

Certainly much of the administrative hierarchy of education gives
every evidence of foundering. Fortunately students specializing in phys-
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ical education and athletics have been relatively happy and satisfied,
but this is no reason for complacency. This field should be sPonsoring
committees on the future in each and every educational establishment.
If the prime educational objective is to "increase the individual's 'cope-

ability' with the social system (Toff ler 1970, p. 357), it is apparent
that many physical education curricula need to be revolutionized and
pointed toward an uncertain future. This means that the standard
organizational structure may well need radical reorganization so that
students can be prepared "in certain common skills needed for human
communication and social integration" (Ibid., p. 366). As adminis-
trators of physical education and athletics will it be possible to organize
and administer programs in this field so that students will acquire the
skins of learning, relating and choosing (Ibid., p. 367) that will help
them lead full, rewarding and creative lives? This should be our goal.
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Chapter 6

Intramurals: Profession,
Discipline, or Part Thereof?

The Current controversy within the field, of physical education and
sport about whether it is a profession or a discipline of necessity applies
to intramurals, itself presumably a subdivision of physical education.
One simple definition of a profession is an occupation or a vocation re-
quiring knowledge and understanding of some department or field of
learning._ Traditionally a professional person serves mankind; follows a
code of ethics; is licensed- or certified to practice; consiaers his work a
lifetime career; and does not consider the amount of money he earns to
be of primary importance. On the other hand, a discipline is a branch
of instrulion or learning. Thus, a professional person bases his practice
upon the knowledge and understanding provide* by the disciplinary
investigator in one or more fields of instruction or learning.

Based 'on a preliminary analysis, intramurals would have to be cate-
gorized as a subdivision within, the profession of physical education
(which is typically thought to be a subdivision of the teaching pro-
fession). 'In responding to the -question, "Is your professional practice
based on undergirding disciplinary knowledge," the intramurals director
would probably hesitate before responding weakly that the field was
moving in that direction. He/she would be referring to physical edu-
cation's effort to orient iiself disciplinarily, but he/she would be hesitant

This chapter is adapted frOm a paper Presented tO the Intramural Atheletics Section of
the National College Physical Education Association for Men, Seventy-Sixth Annual Con-
ference, Pittsburgh, Jan. 8, 1973. Tbe article appeared originally in Intramural Administra-
tion: Theory and Practice'published by Ptentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1976.
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about making any significant claims for the scholarly body of knowledge
developed by "intramurals people" for use by intramurals directors.

Fractionating Influences in Physical Education Today

Before proceeding further with the intramurals case, it is imperative
that a look be taken at the field of physical education is it presently
exists. Whether or not mankind is on a collision course with the future
because the tempo of civilization is increasing so fast that many people
are unable tl,adjust satisfactorily, there seems to be ample evidence
that the field of physical education is on a collision course with itself.
Its professional leaders are gradually being forced to make an effort to
understand what youth mean when they use terms such.as "relevance,"
"accountability" and "involvement." At the same time higher eduption
is facing greater financial expenses with static or declining legislative
allotments. This means that certain subject matters and departments on
campus will have higher priorities than others. This problem is com-
pounded further by possibly indefensible "required" physical education
progranis, academically inferior teacher education curricula, and inter-
collegiate athletics programs that have lost sound- educational prospec-
tive in almost all regards.

4111%,t. Still further, there are major internal problems within the field. These

-nr 1."

are explained as follows:

Specific Focus Approach vs. Shotgun Approach. Shquld the pro-
fession attempt to unite behind the idea that the professional task within
formal and informal education is to teach humans to move efficiently
and with purpose in sport, dance, play and exercise within-the context of
man's socialization in an evolving world, or should the 'present generalist
curriculum be retained?

Physical Education Ts. Athletics Encounter. Does the profession dare
to speak out -in a statesmanlike, forcible manner against practices in
competitive athletics which do not have a rightful place at any educa.-
tional level or in society?

Male-Female Dichotomy in P4sical Education. Can men's and
women's departments at all educational levels be amalgamated equit-
ably, efficiently and rapidly so that greater professional strength will be
gained at the same time that money for the total operation is being
saved?
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of physical education make the adaptation to the newer professional-
disciplinary approach? This means that all who teach in the various un-
dergraduate curricula will be scholifs (with all that this implies).

Bio-Science vs. Humanities-Social Science Conflict. Is it possible for
faculty members teaching in the natural and bio-scientific aspects of the
field to live in peace with colleagues forming undergraduate and gradu-
ate options in the humanities and social science aspects of physical
education and sport?

As if these problems were not enough, the profession is confronted
with a situation in which the field of health and safety education and
the field of recreation are successfully earning separate professional
status (and wou4 rather not have the term "physical education" on their
letterheads). Mo er, the field of physical education cannot even
tlecide what to call its It must also be mentioned that intercollegiate
athletics is "running on a financial treadmill that is set at animpossible
angle" for it to survive in its present form. This brings the discussion
around again to intramural athletics and its state of health.

Intramural AthletlesThen, Now, and in the Future

With all of the woes plaguing the field at present, intramural ath-
letics seems.to be healthy and thriving both ideologically and practically.
No matter which educational philosophy is held by the evaluator, intra-
murals tends to emerge as a program of sport for all, defying the on-
slaughts of campus critics. Since its beginning as an organized entity,
early in the twentieth century, its popularity has never been greater.
The various eitant theories of play seem to allow a significant place for
individual, dual and team experiences in a form of competitive athletics
that is well organized but not overemphasized. Even the use of public
funds for the promotion of intramurals meets witligeneral approval, be-
cause people sense that there is room in the program for all students,
male and female alike.

However, there is a dark side to this.rosy picture. The intramurals
function has been taken for granted in the past, and this also seems to
be true today. lntramurals is regarded as a service program, not an
educational one. There is still the feeling both within the field and with-
out that intramurals can make do with inferior facilities and equipment.
For example, the officials in intramurals offhtests only have to be fairly
goodjust like the players. After all, it's just for fun; whatif the official
makes a few bad calls? Students only take part in intramural athletics to
let off steam, and this provides a safety valve for campuses that might
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be more troublesome/Ake it not for the strenuous physical activity
'provided for aggressive mesomorphs.

And what\ about the status -of the intramurals director and his/her
associates in the athletics or physical education hierarchy? Here the
situation is similar. Intercollegiate athletic coaches and officials rarely
provide more than lip sergice to the present intrainurals ideal, while
often using the provision of intramurals "service" as a good excuse for
the drive to keep up gate receipts. Intramurals organizers do not fare
much better with their academic colleagues in physical,education de-
partments. Promotions and cpmparable salary levels are more difficult
to aehieve because the intratarals director is usually SQ busy managing
the program that- scholarly efforts on his/her part are a rarity. Thus,
when the higher administrative posts within physical education and/or
intercollegiate athletics are to be filled, the good old intramurals direc-
tor is passed-by tr the proven scholar or the successful coach._

It is at this low point that the main thesis of this presentation emerges.
The idea is simply this:,..The development of physical education and
-spoit on this continent has rtached the point whefe the suposed in-
feriority of intramurt can be overcome 'through the use of a revised
definition that will guarantee at least equality of status within the very
near. future to all properly conceived, well-organized, and adequately
financed programs. An explanation about howato arriN7e at this halcyon
state must begin with -the presentation of a coneeptual -model for the-
entire field.

A Model for the Profession

A model for optimum professional development in a field called "X"
his been developed. This model can serve for any given field based on its
broad outline, but here it is designed to encothpass physical education
and sport. For purposes of this discussion, the following definition of the
disciplinary aspect of -Ale field is conceived as follows: "the art and
science of human movement as related to the theory and practice of
sport, danee, play, and exercise." -It is in the best interest of intra-
murals to adopt a similar disciplinary definition immediately and to
begin to conduct its professional practice on the basis of the body of

.
knowledge available.

The model (see. Figure I) includes the follOwing five subdivisipns, all
of which are applicable to intramural athleticsprofessional practice,
professional 'preparation, disciplinary research, a theory embodying as-
sumptions aiid teitable hypotheses, and operational philosophy.
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a Professional practice can_be characterized as public, semipublic, and
.,

private. 'Professional preparatiOn should be designed .to educate the
performer, the teacher-coach, the 'teacher of teachers, and the scholar
and researcher. 'Disciqinary research includes the physiological, socio-
logical, °psychological, bib,mgchanical, and historical, philosophical, and
international aspects ';;( iniman motor performance in sport, dance,
play, and exercise. The isipmptions and testable hypotheses of theory.

-should comprise a '"c9herent, group of gepe91 propositions ilsed as
principles of 1expanation for 'the phenomariff" (Random House Dic- N .. ,
tionary, 1967) exhibited in human motor performance in sport, dance
play, and exercise. 1.astly, inclusibn of the philosophy of "X" as an over-
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waygood reasons for leaving it alone. On the other hand, mere mains-

tenance of the status quo in a period of turmoil is certainly not sufficient
planning for the future. With the current decline in the growth of higher
education, all programs wilf be undergoing continuous evaluation.
Those programs on campus that can stand close scrutiny will be sup-
ported, but those programs that cannot present evidence that certain
educationalOjectives are being achieved will be challenged. The mere
statement that a certain percentage of the student population is taking
part or that so many teams are in various basketball leagues will not
suffice. Evidence could also be Mustered that a certain percentage of the
student population masturbates, but on what basis can the case be made
that one activity is better than the other? Tlierefore, it is high time for
intramurals directors to become highly competent professional people

whose practice is based on disciplinary investigation resulting in a sound
body of knowledge. Uplo now the approach, has been that .of the evan-
gelist ever exhorting his "sheep" to greater involvement with the "flock"
in an amalgam of physical recreational activities..

The essence of this position is, then, that intramurals has the wrong
name and the wrong emphasis; that the old physical education triangle
is ierribly dated; and that the intramunds subdivision of the field of
physical education is somewhat like the Ileadless horseman, ready and
willing to ride off in any one of a nuitber of directions. lntramurals
should probably call itself something like "physical recreation and in-
tramural sport," and the entire area should direct itself to forming an,
aoceptable definition for the disciplinary undergirding of the profession.

'Acceptance of Immediate new, ructionah'and physical recreational
objecfi ivves as ell as long-range Is of a more intangible nature must
become a reality soon. A disciplinary-professional approach stressing
the;art and science_of human movement in sport and play would serve
notigt to the entire fieldand to those outside the profession as well

, that second-class citizenship for intramurals directors and their associ-
ate& iS over...

- . .
. .:

...
..,

I k

Nucational institutions can no longer justify using ptiblic funds for
low-orgrization4, intramural sports programs that 'serve as recess
periodFfor 'those students who presumably are not capable of acceptable
human motor; peiformance. Educators do have the responsibility to pro-
vide instructional and physical recreational programs of the bighest
caliber for the vast majority of the student population. The learning of
solind physical recreational skills for all young people is being recom-,
:mended as part of the good life, to be used whenever desired in later life.
Up to now the:finest instruction, facilities, equipment and the prime
time have been available.to the people who needed it least! This, is not
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to say that the program for the gifted or accelerated student should be
eliminated, but ft is obvious that better balance is needed.

Reeommendations for the Future

Looking to the future, the profession of physi c ,education and sport
should emphasize that human movement under

t
' s' sport, dance, play

and exercise. Understanding the theory, and practice of such move-
ment can only come from knowledge, skill and understanding of a basic
disciplinary core. A department of physical ream\ tion and intramural

- sport can soon demonstrate scientifiCally that acti and creative physi- '...
cal recreation should be part of a way of life during school years and
after. 'Thus, its program can be either instructional or recreational.

A realistic assessment of the current situation will show that there is a
need for improved cost-benefit analysis. Those concerned with the ad-
ministration of these prog4ms should explain clearly to ail concerned
what the objectives of the program are, how these objectives can be
achieved by those taking part, and how th6-results will be evaluated to
justify further, and possibly increased, financial suppOrt.

411

With such an a proa it would be possible to iespond to the opening
'question about th sible isciplinary or professional status of intra-
murals. Physical recreation and intramural sport programs are poten-
tially integral parts of the educational program offered to ail in the
cfepartment, school, or college of physical education and sport. Whether
those concerned with this phase of the program truly achieve such pro-
fessional status based on a core of sound disciplinary knowledge

depend on many factors in the -years immediately ahead. The long-
range goals would mpst certainly seem to warrant the effort of all of us.

-
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Chapter 7

Advantages of a Totally
Unified Organizational

Structure for
Physical Education and

Sport in a University Settin

In a totally unified sprganlizational structure, it is possible to make
lfnore efficient use ofimanpower ("pmsonpower") because It faculty
members may be engaged as teachers, coaches and scholars. Teaching
and coaching may be iiiewed synonymously in regard to promotion,

; tenure and, salary increases. Also,. students can be involved at all levels
of policy formation, and other members of the university community,
including alunini, can be represented on advisory committees which
consider policy formulatiori.

There is an opportunity in a totally unified organization to er three
types of undergraduate programs in physical education and s
theory and practice of human motor Performance III gi3ort, dance d
exercise, (2) teaching of physical education and/or 'coaching of spo
and (3) a disciplinary curriculum in either the humanities and social
.science aspects of physical education and sport or the bio-science aspects

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented to the C611ege and University Adminis-
traiors' Council of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Roc tion,
Atlantic City, New Jersey, Mqch 16, 1975.
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of physical education and sport. There is also an opportunity to move
toward the educational ideal in both the intramurals and physical recre-
ation program ana intercollegiate athletics program. It is even possible
to offer an option in the art and science of the coaching of sport in a
master's program.

A unified structure can provide five sub-units for budget purposes with
"cross-appointments" as follows: (1) undergraduate program, (2) gradu-
ate study and research program, (3) intramurals and physical recreation
program, (4) intercollegiate athletics program, and (5) office of the
dean. Furthermore, there is ample size so that health and safety educa-
tion and recreation and parks can go their own way to other units where
they can "escape" from the field that spawned them.

All of these advantages provide a much better opportunity to improve
the status of physical education within the university. This writer has ob-
served such a unified organizational structure for three years and has
not discerned any disadvantages. The diagram on page 77 illustrates
such a structure. -
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Chapter &

An Evolving Canadian
w Tradition in the New World

of Physical Education and
Sport

7

I believe ibat the ideals and goals of R. Tait McKenzie still hold true
today, albeit in modified fashion because of man's typical lack of
prescience. Quite frankly, I feel quite ,certain that Li man such. as Dr.
McKenzie evidently was would not leave Canada today to work in the
United States. I say this because he was a patriotic man and the oppor-
tunities are -present here to bring any of his high goals to successful
fruition. We knoiv that he became the most rerred leader of the pro-
fession in the United States.

Communication, Diversity, and Cooperation . \
. There is most certainly a need for communication,1 diversity and \

cooperation in- international relations as the world m ves hopefully
toward what Glitsser has theorized will be a "civilized id tity society," \
in which human concern will again focus on such con epts as 'self-

This chapter is adapted from the R. Tait McKenzie Lecture of the Canadian Associa-
tion for Health, Physical Education, atkpecreation Convention, presented at The Mill
of Kintail, Ahnonte, Ontario, May 29, 1074. The original article appeired in the Journal of
ilse CanadiasAsFoCiation for Health. Physical Education.and Recreation. VpL 41,,, No..1,
October 1974. -
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identity,"self-expression,' and 'cooperation' as it did in the so-called
"primitive identity society" (1972).

The concept of 'communication' has now risen in importance to the

point where its significance is paramount if world society as we know

it is to continue. Asimov tells us thafwe are now into a "fourth revolu-

tion" in the area of communications, and he theorizes that the concept
of 'the world as a global village' is forsing us all into a race "between
the coming of the true fourth revolution and the- death of civilization

that will inevitably occur through growth past the limits of the third"

(1970, pp. 17-20). Thus, interpersonal communication must improve

greatly at the personal, family, group, community, regional, national
and international levels as we seek a balance among these various Com-

ponents.

A concept such as 'diversity' is also extremely important to 'all people,

and it is especially significant to men and women in the Western world
where freedom and rgnity for the individual has become a basic aspect

of the worldwide ideological stpuggle. Can we allow the prevailing values

of freedom and dignity to be reinterpreted in order to bring about the uto-
pian society outlined by Skinner (1971)?

Third, it would appear that much greater emphasis needs to be placed

on the concept of 'cooperation' where people work together for a com-

mon purpose or benefit. Healthy tompetition is fme, but there is so
much unhealthy competition around useven in our field at all levels

that we must make a conscious effort to elevate the idea of cooperation

to a much higher level than has been the case in the past. Fortunately,

we will receive assistance from certain "recurring elements in the various

world philosophies that have become apparent" (Kaiplan 1961, pp. 7-

10).

Culture and Canadian Culture

As we work toward an understanding of what might be called Canadian
cultureand specifically toward what that means for those in the field

of physical education and sporta few definitions for theterm "cul-
ture," ge in order. Culture has been defined as "a particular form or
stage..of tiyilization, as that of a certain nation or period: Greek culture"
(Random House Dictionary. 1967). A somewhat more sociological

definition for culture is "the sum total of ways of living built up by a
group of human beings and transmitted from one generation to another"
(Ibid.). Carrying this one step further, the definition of a-"culture hero"

6
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is "a mythical or mythicized historical figure who embodies the aspira-
lions or ideals of a society."

A current position taken quite seriously is that Canadian culture is
taking shape continuously, .rapidly and strongly. Robin Mathews feels
this is not so and is very critical of Canadian apathy nd American
imperialism, while drawing the conclusion that those who own the
econemy control the culture. He also reasons that the Canadian elite
have not done anything about Anterican dominatiOn for a simple rea-
son: "they (the old parties) would skin their grandmothers and make
lampshades out of them to keep power." Further, Canadians typically
do not know enough about their own situation (e.g., their own political
and economic systems). Snell ignorance may be blamed on the govern-
ment for playing power politics, for' not wishing to offend the United
States, and for pits unwillingness to keep American professors and
courses out of Canadian universities. To impmve this situation Mathews
recommends that Canadians be educated extensively about this plight
and that perh ps even a type of revolution is necessary (1974, p. 3).

This type o statement is heard, quite often nowadays. Thus, it is
extr diff ult even for the reasonably well-informed Canadian to
react intelli ntly to the Various charges and counter-charges made
daily. ever, the important thing is that Canadians make their own
de ions on such matters based on the best evidence available. Catchy
slo ans, such as "American imperialism" and "Canada for Canadians,"
oft n engender blind emotion rather than insightful reason. The task
sho Id be to adopt a pragmatic definition of value: if something proves
to b useful as a result of experience, .it becomes a value for that person
or grou This pragmatic test can a,ud should be applied to the intro-
duction of all innovations to Canadian life whether they come from the
United States, Abyssinia, or Siberia. And why should some of these
new ideas and experiments not originate in Canada?

Comparison between Canada and the United States

Available evidence indicates that a precise definition of the Canadian.,
character is most difficult. The bilingual nature of Canada cr_e_ater;

Pspecial problem, and there has not been a great deal of stability in the
population. lv the past 100 years, almost as many people have left
Canada as have arrived from other lands. Canada is typically recognized
as one of the modern nations (i.e., one of those countries with con-
siderable urbanization, much bureaucratic organization, advanced tech-.
nology, rapid growth and extension of the mass media, etc.).
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A perceptive comparison between Canada and the United States was
completed recently by Seymour Upset. This comparative, macroscopic,
sociological analysis employs polarity concepts as a technique to compare
the core aspects of the two societies. Here Lipset bases his effort on
pattern variables established by Parsons as the means for classifying the
fundamental values of social systems (e.g., self-orientationcollectivity
orientation--that is, perceives the separate needs to the defined interests

of the larger group).

Although Canada, and the United States probably resemble each
other more than any other two countries in the world, Lipset is quick to
point out that there does seem to be a rather "consistent pattern of
differences between them" (1973, ptnik3penerally, the United States is

edview as being More achievement orie ted, utliversaliStic, equalitarian
and self-oriented than Canada, but the value differences are really not
great. This makes comparison especially difficult.

The test of the utility of the comparative approach to the two North
American societies depends upon specifying the special differences
that do exist and identifying the historic issues and problems which
sustain the near differences between them.

Though many factors in the history of these nations account for
the variations between them, the following factors may be singled
out: Varying origins in their political systems and national identities,
varying religious traditions, and varying frontier experiences. In
general terms, the value orientations of Canada stem from a
counterrevolutionary past, a need to differentiate itself from the
United States, the influence of monarchical institutions, a dominant
Anglican religious tradition, and a less individualistic and more
governmentally controlled expansion of the Canadian than of the
American frontier (Ibid., p. 5).

Even though there is a sharing of values between the two nations, in
Canada the values seem to be held much more tentatively. Further,
Canada has quite consistently settled "on the middle ground" between
the United States and England (Naegele in Biishen et al. 1961, p. 27).

The twin values of equalitarianism and achievement have been para-
mount in American life, and somewhat less important in Canadian life
(although there now seems to be movement in this direction in Canada

as well) (Lipset 1973, p. 6). \
An important point to consider is that there has been reluctance on

the part "of Canadians to be overoptimistic, assertive, or experimentally,
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inclined" (Ibid., p. 9). Thus, because of many of these so-called na-
Along' characteristics, Canada_has been faced with an identity, crisis. To
make matters worse, the attitude of many Americans has been such,'
that Canadians tend to develop a type of "national inferiority complex."
Americans have taken Canada for granted, and many wonder why
Canadians have not simply joined Americans in forming a united
nation of some 60 states and a few territories. In the past few years
these attitudes have changed as the United States seems to have become
less democratic and egalitarian. Many Canadians now View the United
States as "the leading defender of conservative traditional social formsr
and they view their own country as "more humane, more equalitarian,
mire democratic, and more anti-imperialist than .the Un#ed States
(Ibid., p. 16).

a

North Aperican "Decidophobia"

The profession of physical education, notably in the United States; is
suffering from what Walter Kaufmann has identified as "decidophobia"
the fear of making autonomous decigions without the aid of "crutches"
such as religions, apolitical ideologies, philosophical positions, micro-
scopic deviational-maneuvers and other "band-aids of life" (1973, pp.
1-35). Curiously enough, because of the acceptance of the "future
shock" concept, we should'abandon in many instances the former idea
that everything is either conservative (or even reactionary) or liberal (or
even radical). So many of life's prol?Jems are immediate and urgent and
need to be solved now pragmatically or realistically shnply so that so-
ciety can move forward with no further delay.

The profession of physical education and sport in Cana4 is much
more attuned to the need for breaking away from this deldophobic
state than i its counterpart in the states. By and large there seems to
be a readiness on tlOpart of many Canadians to accept the need for
more relevance, accattability and involvement than has been the case
in the past. Such readiness is not apparent in the field in the states,
except on the part of a small minority.

Comparison in Physical Education arnd &on

There are 10 prevailing "stances" in the field of physical education
that have to be elitpinated if we wish to bridge the present credibility
gap that exists between those in the field and the people whom they
hope to serve. These stances are as follows:

Stance 1A Shotgun Approach to Pmfessional Preparation. The
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public is having difficulty keeping up with the image that ale profession

is seeking to project. There is an urgent need to abandon the idea that

physical education includes health education, physical education,

recreation, safety education, driver education, dance, park administra-

tion, physical fitness and sport. The task right now is to teach humans

to move efficiently and with purpose in sport, dance, exercise and

expressive activities within the context of man's socialization in an

evolving world. A much higher percentage of Canadians appear ready

to accept this disciplinary orientation as a basis for the profession's

development.

Stance 2The Athletics- ilber-Alles Approach. The perennial.struggle

between physical-education-oriented and athletics-oriented people at all

levels in the educational system continues unabated. Poor educational

practices in competitive sport are multiplying almost unchallenged be-

cause materialistic influences and general inertia seem insuperable.

This situation appears to be under control in Canada, although there

are occasional exceptions among universities. On the other educational

levels, the situation appears to be educationally sound. There are a fe

sports in the private or public sectors outAde of educational institution

where abuses are evident.

Stance 3The Women-Are-All-Right-in-Their-Place Approach. Pro-

fessional women plvsical educators have achieved equal opportunity in

various professional associations, and yet in many ways they are still

second-class citizens within our own profession: Often they have clung

to a separate-but-equal arrangement, but now financial stringencies are

forcing departmental consolidations. Title IX legislation has brought

about greatly improved interscholastic and intercollegiate athletics op-

portunities for women. Whether equality with men represents progress

is debatable. A much larger number of women in Canada need to

accept physical education as a true vocation and to prepare themselves

fully for the highest educational opportunities at all levels. .

Stance 9The Body-ofKnowledge Approach. Despite continuing

attacks against physical education over'the past 10 years; only a rela-

- tively sMall percentage of professional physical educators understand

the great need for the development of a body of gnowledge upon which

the profession can base its practice. ...this means that the field is still

being flooded with young teachers and coaches whose scholarship level

is low and whose general education in the humanities, social sciences

and natural sciences is poor. Fortunately foi Canada the transition to a

disciplinary orientation in university programs was quite smooth.

Furthermore, the quality of students entering university programs is
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somewhat higher than in the United States. Whether the graduate can
teach or coach better is debatable, but there appears to be no doubt
that the typical Canadian graduate has a better general education and
a much firmer disciplinary grounding than his/her American counter-
part.

Stance 5The Password-ls-"Treadmill- Approach. There is a strug-
gle going on within many universities between faculty members teaching
and doing research in the bio-science aspects of phygical education and
sport and those attemOting to form undergraduate and graduate options
in the humanities and social science aspects of the field. In a field largely
concerned with the nonverbal arts and sciences, there are many possi-
bilities for unique relationships. Many of these sub-disciplinary -rela-
tionships are hardly recognized at present (e.g., anthropology, especially
the social and anthropometric aspects). Thus, it is shortsighted and
delimiting for any group to attempt arbitrary exclusion of any sub-
disciplinary field (not to mention- the sçidefeating nature of the denial
of academic freedom). Canada seems fo be approaching the question of
disciplinary definition with a- muchj broader outlook, although some
with a dominating bio-science outloca are finding it Ziifficult to view the
topic more broadly. Great care should be tiken before inviting con-
sultants from the United States and elsewhere, because'such individuals
will not automatically have broad outlooks or be free 9f the cultural
bias of other continents.

Stance 6The Name-WaslGood-Enough-for-My-Father Approach.
It is obvious that the term "physiqal education" is causing a considerable
amount of distress to certain university personnel, but the time is not
yet ripe tbr the complete elimination of th.c term. For this reason the
term "physical education and sport" has been recommended as an

'interim solution. Other names are being tried, and this is good. Great
caie should.be exercised-not to condemn those who are innovative (e.g.:
human kinetict, nor should retention of the present term be criticized
too scathingly. For several reasons, notably bilingualism and newer
proginras, Canada seems to be approaching the problem of terminology
boldly and4yith a spirit of equanimity. The problem will undoubtedly
resolve itselfN

Stance 7The Let-Joe-and-Mary-Do-It Approach,. There has- been a
dearth of fine programs of elemen ary physical education for many
Ars, and it has become increasing obvious that the need for program
improvement at this level is desp rate. It is going to take a concerted
effort by all concerned to impri6e this situation. True professionaliza-
tion of the field of physical 9ducation and sport at the state level in
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order to control both the public and private sectors is needed urgently.
Only then will it be possible to exert pressure to solve this enormous-
problem which is holding back the advancement of the entire field. The
Canadian situation is also in great need of improvement. Strong profes-
sional associations may be.able to correct this "educational inequity."

Stance 8The Mickey-and-Minni-Mouse-Curricuhim Approack
Physical education has consistently been relegated to the acklemic

' underworld, and.generally it has deserved much*of the ridicule heaped
upon it. Efforts are being made to improve the situation by raising,
entrance requirements and grading standards and by other ways, but
the financial plight faced by 4nany departments and schools of physical
education has made ,these efforts fruitless. Also, the massive influence
of intercollegiate athletics negates the whole idea of a concerted effort

'to improve profesional preparation (even if such a need were universally

recognized Lly physical educators themselves). Burgeoning Canadian
enrollments in physical education programs have made the physical
education degree a "second B.A. outlet." This has 'provided the field

with an cxcellent opportunity to maintain high standards. Further,
Canada moved Into the,.disciplinary curricular approach with almost no
difficulty whatsoever. There is also growing recognition that there is
much more that needs to be done in the preparation of teachers and
coaches. Still further, if we plan carefully and maintain high standards,
it should be possible' to introduce degree programvs at the university
level where young men and women will be given the opportunity to
specialize in the theory and practice of human motor performance (e.g.,
gymnastics, dance, aquatics, etc.).

Stance 9The I-Must-Haye-My-Pound-of-Flesh Approach. The old

"required progran concept at the college and university.level is under

considerable attack at the present time. Whether it is educationally

defensible matters little when limited funds are needed for more
important offerings elsewhere within the university. It has hecome
almost impossible to defend the "service" program concept when full
academic credit is requested for teaching a sport skill that should have
been learned at the elementary school' level. Many physical edutators
axe greatly disturbedthy the rejection of the required progiam concept

and feel that an "inalienable right' is being taken away. At a few in-
.

stitutions the whole approach to required physical educatir is beitig
thanged, although in many instances the'requirement is merely changed

an tctive with a continuation of the same offerings. When the
c wational pendulum swings back again, it. may be ,possible to reinsti-

tut a required orientation and evaluation.experience for all who enter
the university. With such an approach'the incoming student would be
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required to develop a self-evaluation profile and select courses based on
his/her strengths and Weaknesses. Such 'an evaluation should include
the assessment of knowledge, cOmpetencies and skills in the theory and
practice of physical education and sport. The-concept of the required
program went out sooner in Canada then in the United States, and the
transition to ,a disciplinary approach mide possible 4 greatly improved
elective course experience in the first yeer of university., There is a
'definite weakness in the. prevailing articulation between theory and
practice, however, and this should be rectified soon. The possibility of
electinrother disciplinary-oriented phYsical education courses in Canadian
universities by all undergraduate students has preiented the field of
physical education with a grefit challenge that:must be met successfully.

Stance 10The rnt-Not-ReallyAcadeinicagy-Respectable Approach.
Fof a vari6ty of reasons, physical educatIon has not been, is not, and
will have great difficulty in becoming academically respectable in the
United States. Major pr9grams in physic:ft education arc typically viewed
as a seriet of courses in which gym teachers and coaches are prenared;
where not very bright students are taught sport skills and exercises by
not very bright teachers and coaches; and where athletes are awarded
.high grades for skilled performance by coaches wliose, jobs depend- on
the' continuing eligibility of their charges. The Canadian situation in
thiF regard is distinctly better than the American one. The general
education of students is more complete; the entrance standards are'
higher; the academic standards aretrigher; and the program has a
disciplinary orientation. The Canadian physical education picture is far
from perfect, but the feeling now prevails that those in the ffekihhave
an opportunity to "make it ficst class" within the university. If we are
not equal to this challenge and opportunity, we will have no one to
blame but ourselves. Further, it will not take long before this attitude
is conveyed to the afire tducational enterprise. Such a transformation
can and is taking place.

Summary and Conclusions

There is indeed an evolving Canadian tradition in physical education
and sport that is swiftly moving canada into the vangurd on the world
scene. This world scene is changing rapidly, and there is an urgent
need for improved csmmunication, authentic diVersity, 'and a heightened
emphasis on cooperation as opposed to convetition.

Much gas been said abouAe incomplete devlopment of a Canadian
culture, but admittedly tbe term "culture" needs careful definition.
Obviously, we should analyze carelully "the sum tOtal of our ways of
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living as we search for...the good life in Cana .a. We should make our
decisions about what we like and what we- don't like. Applying the
pragmatic test of value to physical education and sportadopting
something that is prbven to be useful through experienewould enable
'us to experiment and to pick and choose from other cuttures. In com-
paring Canada and the United States, there is absolutely no need for
Canadians to have an "inferiority complex or an -identity crisis," and
this is certainly true for the field of physical edvation- and sport!

Modern man dOes have mitrg difficult choices to malse in a relatively
short period of time. An analysis <if physical education and sport in&
United StattS4ndicates there is a real fear of making decisions, and
this is placing inordinate stress and strain on the profession. Inf regard
to the 10 stances that are 'causing professional trauma in thkstates,
Canada is in a better position in eight o them. AU of this indicates
that Canadian physical education and sport is gradually and steadily
moving into a Most enviable position. There is every reason to believe
that there k indeed an evolving Canadian tradition in the new world of
physical education and sport; that we should be proud of the progress

\ that has been made in the past; and that the future should be bright
we are equal to the task. What is truly important is that we maintain
our courage and vision, and that we do the right as we see it regardless
of so-caned political interests of a self-serving nature.

Such an evolving tradition can only become better and stronger in a
free society where men and women have_no fear to speak their minds
and to carry out their duties. 'Tait McKenzie said, "We need people not
just to gather data and publish it, but to think through the results and
their implications ... Many people will publith the results of research,
but there must .he someone to see it as a whole and draw the conclu-

sions irom it ...- (Steinhaus 1944, p. 64). He chose the following in-
scription placed below his Famous Edinburgh War Memorial'words
aiat cannot fail to stir the hearts of Free men everywhere:

f it be life that waits,x
I shall live forever unconquered.

If death, I shall die a4 last
Strong in my pride and free. (Mackintosh)
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Chapter 9

Canada at the Crossroads in
-Inteihational Sport

No sooner were the Olympic Games of 1952 over when a cacophony of
-voims sought to evaluate Canada's poor showing in Helsinki. Some- top
performers could not compete because of injuries; other teams and/or
performers were handicapped because of poor draws'in their respective
tournaments; and even a number of rowing shells were smashed. Ca-
nadians rationalized their showing on the basis of small population,
climatic conditions and1/4inadequate facilities (e.g., Iraq and field Indoor
structures). In response to these excuses, Paul Thomas, the Canadian
Olympic basketball player-coach, pointed out that Jamaica had a
much smaller population than Canada and yet scored more points; the
clinItte in Finland and Swedep in the winter is even harsher than that of
Canaaa, and both finished in hrgher positions; and Finland had just
completed its first field house for track and field. Thomas then went
on to offer what he felt were the reasons for Canada's_ inadequacies, in
Olympic competition. The first was "the shortage, in this country, of
good cOaches in any of the Olympic sports with.the indication that there
is nothing being done to remedy .the situation." The second was "the
lack, of opportunities for our athletes to actively participate in their
various sports." Last, he concurred with the idea that one signipcant
reason for "Canada's usual poor showing in world competition is the
lack of good facilities" (Thomas 1952, pp. 19-22k

This chapter is adapted from a paper presentea to the International Wations ection,
Amerion Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 'and Recreation, Sehtle, Washington,
Mar, 29, 1977. It was origimallurepared for inclusion In The Modern Olympics, edited

by P. J. Graham and H. Ucherhorst, Cornwall. NY: Leisure Press, 1976.
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At that same time this author 'Wrote an article entitled "Should
,Canada Drop Out of the Olympic Games?" (1952). After repeating that
'Canada had a small population, that the young people had relatively
few opportunities for eompetition, and that )the quality of coaching
could be greatly improved, the article decried tho inadequate state of all
types of athletic- faCilitios bnt postulated that tliere was hope for the
future because:of the continuing development in professionall prepara-
tion for_je,adersyp in physical education- At that thne, one could not
foresee that these prograins would become basically oriented to the
discipIlnary approach to physical education (kinesiology, hnman kinet-
ics)., This meant that the early emphasW in the direction of preparing
oaches wouldsoon be abandoned. However, the article went on to say
that "the greatest stumbling block in the road toward success in world
sport competition is the [mixed] Canadian philosophy toward sports and
games" (Ibid., p. 8). Additionally, the point was made that there was
enough of the Ifritish "sport for sport's sake" attitude in Canada to ward
-off .the influence oi the Ihnted States in the direction of what has been
called "shamateurism" (i.e., a condition in which the organization re-
quires participating athletes to sign deelarations of amateurism while
they are taking money and other compensation "under the table"). What
has happened in, the intervehing 25 years is part of the story to be tol in
this chapter. For a discussion of "Culture and Canadian Culture,"kee
Chapter 8, pages 82-83.

Historic:01 Suinmary

Canada is an autonomous political unit whose confederation govern-
ment draws its authority from the British North America Act of 1867.
This Canadian constitthipn has many similarities to the constitution of
the United States. However, there is an important differende in that all
powers not specifically granted to the 10 provincial governments' are the
concern of the government of ,t)te confedekation in Ottawa. The prov-
inces .have'been designated the right and power .to legislate and ad-
minister the affairs of education, tivil rights, property and provincial
and local affairs generally.

Canada has developed a pattern of living or social structuie, one
phase of which is its politicil organization ara,type of democracy or
repipblic. Such, political organization inevitatry exercises a powerful
infliknce on the other phases of the social structure'. Further, a govern-
mental form is usually a conservative force that is slow to change.

In a totalitarian state only one philosophy of sport is permitted, but
other types of government permit pluralistic philosophies of sport to
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flourish (or at least to exist). Under the latter arrangement the state
could exercise no control.over sport whatsoever, or it could take it vary-
ing amount of interest in the sports and games its citizens pursued.
When the state does take an interest, the question arises as to whether
the state or the province has greater influence through the various agen-
cids each controls.

Canada is a society where pluralistic philosophres exist, and where
the federal government has typically adopted a laissez-faire attitude
toward sport. The resultant product has reflected this lack of concern,
witlk performance in sport uneven from province to province. There

-liave been sporadic efforts in the past by the federal government to get
marginally involved in the area of physical fitness and sport. One such
occasion was the enactment of the National Physical Fitness Act at the
aid of the Second World War. Although a National Physical Fitness
Branch of the Federalsilealth Deplirtment was establiAa to "serve as
a link between Cana,slian sports organizations and the government," this

ctprogqtm no impact despite the efforts of several dedicated civil

servants. . iere was a considerable turnover of directors, inadequate
funding, and an unwillingness on the part of skeptical provincial direc-
tors to grant the federal government carte blanche. with many of its pro-
posals. The public was not influenced to any extent by this effort, nor
were many of the athletes and physical education authorities. It was
no great surprise when the National Physical Fitness Act was repealed
in 1

The 1%1 Fitness and Amateur Sport Act

On December 15, 1%1 the Fitness and Amateur Sport Act was en-
acted, and t1;is was followed by the appointment of a widely representa-
tive National Advisory Council on Fitness and Amateur Spo.rt. Cautious
optimism about this development was yoked by G. A. Wright of the
Canadian Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation
(1962, pp. 5, 36). He expressed a hope that the federal government
would use professional association committees to obtain scientific
and scholarly knowtedye for the National Advisory Council in -the same
way that the Canadian Sports Advisory Council would be assisting the
various sports-governing bodies. Sonic felt that the federal government
was -finally getting around to implementMg the 1943 Act. Others felt
that the 1%1 Act was passed largely because of Canada's poor per-
fortnancep the 1%0 Rome Olympics.

Interestingly enough, a variety of voices on the subject of fitness and
amateur sport gave evidence that a- dual purpose prevailed across the
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land. Just prior to the 1964 Act, M. B. Dymond, Ministy of Hiia ith for
the Province of Ontario, asked whether the "nation piaced too much
emphasis upon particular competitive sports . ).. Have we given too
much thought and attention to the development of a highly selected few,
well-trained and skilled participants to the exclusion of the great mass?"
(1961, p. 6). Conversely, a few months later,. Frank Read, Olympic row-
ing coach, stated that "our athletes are simply not given the support
that other countries are giving to their athletes" (1962, p. 18). He was
referring to the number of coaches and their caliber, the lack of
financial support and facilities, and the few occasions for regular, high-
level comktition. Further, he explained that "athletic superiority in the
Modern Olympics is becoming a political objective" (Ibid.).

I.

W. J. L'Heureux provided a theoretical underpinning for the Ca-
nadian two-pronged approach to fitness and anxtteur sport that is so
characteristic of the Canadian spirit in the modern era. Hc describes
,the sport-as-play-purpose "and sport-as-work purpose that are both evi;
dent in the culture--"two basically different concepts of sport: the one
identifies it as an elementary play form; the othet% conceives it to be a
form of work': (L'Heureux 1963, pp. 7--10). The matter, of whether
Canada shoughave a national sports center was Considered by R. F.
Osborne in 1976. His conclusion was that the purpqses of the 1961
Act needed to be reviewed before, any such major undertaking was im-
plemented. He inquired whether More could not be realized with avail-
able funds in qther ways. Once again we find the recurring theme:
"excellence of perfotmance on the /part of speeialists and large-scale
participation,by the masses of the population" (Osborne 1966, pp. 5;
27-28). During the decade from 1960 to 1970 some progress, was made
through federal involvement in fitness and amateur sport, but there
were many frustrations engendered by the "bureaucratist hurdles" set up
along the way-through the well-intentioned but often counterproductive
effOrtg'of a great variety of people.

Whep John Munro, Minister of National Health and Welfare, pre-
sented his pistorical "Proposed Sports Policy for Canadians," there was
no great surprise. The governmenV evidently felt that Canadians were
ready for more significant support for sport yid fitness than had teen
the case previously. Soon after his appointment in 1968, Munro stated:
"Make no mistake. consider it essential to build Ccnadian excellence
in international amateur athletics" (1969, p. 5). Pointing out further
that "spOrts excellence also boosts our.international stature," he was
quick to add that "success in international sports competition would be
to our national °advantage if it expands the human capacity for self-
fulfillment in our people by involving them more in sports of all sorts on
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a mass participation basis" (Ibid., p. 6). Once again there Is a declara-
tion of the need for sport for the few and sport for the manya position
with which educators inust perforce be In .hcarty agreement.

In 1971, Munro announced 13 new appointments td the National Ad-
visorkouncil on Fitness and Amateur Sport. This was followed by an
announcement that flve sports-governing bodie.s vilould'' receive grants
totaling some $21000. Shortly thereafter Munro announced a one
million dollar National Health and Welfare Program for student-
athletes_ -Subsequently he explained that "one primary 'purpose of the
grants was to assist Canadians who wished to combine both their edu-
cational and competitive careers." The position being taken was that
the "training and competitiVe demands on our best young athletes left
little opportunity for them to raise funds for.eihicatiOnal purposes." It
was also 'hoped that Canadian athletes would attend Canadian educa-
tiomil institutions, but this Was not a requirement. This was a highly
interesting and in9ovative approach for any country in the Western
hemisphere, but in time, at least one problem with this pfan surfaced:
in several instances a cluster of financially supported student-athletes
(both male and female) gravitated to the university where the national
coach was on staff, thus throwing that particular university atOctic
conference out of balance.

Recent Statements

Several authoritative statements made recently will be reviewed to
ound, out tfie pictu ire. Don Macintosh, writing n consecutive issues of
Canada's professional physical education journal, states that

Canadians of all ages, but particularly young adults, *ye looked
increasingly to various types of physical activity to provide outlets
for their desire for social contacts, for family outings, for seW
realization, 'for improved health and, in the case O'fr, outdoor en-
deavours, fovontact with nature and a feeling of relevance to the
natural environinent. (May-June 1973, p. 3)

In this same vein he argues for having "no part in artificially creating
super athletes for the [1976 Olympic] Games be9ause Canadians do not
want nor do they need s'uch means to boost thell,gos or to vent chauvin-
istic emotions" (Macintosh July-August 1973, p. 6). Lest he be mis-

tjudged, however, he goes on to say that Canadians "should make, how-
Never, all reasonable efforts to ensure thilt athletes who have legitimate

claims to compete in international sport Alive access to good coaching,
adequate trainitv facilities, competent medical and administrative sup-

,
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port and care, and ade9uate international competition ... 7).
Here again is evidence of Canada's two-pronged approach to sport.

Shortly thereafter, Kevindones took issue with Macintosh by clahning
that the views of the Canadian public. "are obviously ready fOr govern-
,*ment interventl6 in this area" (1974, p. 18). Jones -asserts that Mac-
intosh "would like to see sport and politics at the opposite ends of the
continuum," and1 this may be "theoretically desirable for.physical edu- '

cationists," but it is "highly impractical" (Ibid., p. 17). Jones makes it.
quite 'clear that his experience as National Secretary of the Canadian
Water Polo Association has convinced him "that this sport could not
have progressed as rapidly as it has done in the past eight years without
the federally sdpported program" (1bp., p. 18).

In still another recent paper, John Pooley and Arthur Webster ad-J
vance the theory thirr today "at the national level, the influerice of
politics on'sport predominates" (1975, p. 11). Further, they state that
."the intent of government politics is to demonstrate power throukh in-
ternational sport" (Ibid., p. 13).

Bryce Taylor aSserts that "one reason that Canadians find
difficult to answer these questions (Le., how their involvement wil
'benefit Canadian society and the sport culture') is our lack of a well
thought out philosophy of sport with its objectives ... the lack of a
philosophical,base for sport in this country can be likened to a hot house
planithat is bein(forced to bloom for* special season" (1975, pp., 3-4).
He reiterates that perennial. Canadian question, "Will the pursuit of ex-
cellenCe be detrimental to the need for participation by the many?" (Ibid.)
However, he ends on a positive note when he asks for a master plan for
sport and summarizes his position with a request for philosophy and ob-
jectives, dynamic leadership, adequate funding, unified and strong
structure and a positive educational program to inform the people (p. 7).

A Model for. Sport

By this time it should be gbite apparent to you, the reader, that
Canada does indeed have a problem.insofar as international sport and
the Olympic Games are concerned. No one knowledgeable would deny
that the social phenomenon of sport, whether it be highly organized,
organized, or disorganized, has become a potent social force Within the
past one hundred years. It can now be characterized .as a vast enter-

, prise that obviously demands wise and skillful management. As we have
seen in Canada, increased interest and emphasis on sport at both the
provincial and national levels is truly a most interesting and important
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development in the 1970s. While' this was occurring, it has become in-
,. creasingly evident that qualified cochcs fOr all levels of competition in

the many sports operative were not readily available. Provincial and
federal officihls have been forced in many instances to sea. the services,
of presumably qualified coaches and technical personnel from other
countries. To what extent the established field of ppysical education
(and/or kinesiology) will be "ready, willing, and able" to providev
the ressary, higtdy qualified service to the, rapidly developing pro-

,fession of sport coaching remains to be seen. The opportunktl for the
profession,of physical education and its related disciplines to be of direct

. and fmmediate set-vice is now most certainly apparentln an effort to
clarify for myself, and perhaps also for othqrs related to university pro-
grams in Canada and elsewhere, I have developed an embryonic model
that could help us to approach the optimum development of this soccal
force which we have termed "sport.' (See Figure 1, page 19.) It is a
model which can undoubtedly be adapted to other social foeces or
influences Of to professions and professionals aswell (e.g., religion and"
priest or minister; economics and economist). The model includes the
following fiv. - subdivisions: (1) professional, semi-professional and
amateur invol ement in theory and practice; (2) professional prepara-

,
tion and gen ral education; (3) disciplinary research and scholarly
endeavor; (4) a developing theory embodying assi,iriptions and testable
hypOtheses; and (5) an operational. philosophy.

Pi-ofessionaCsemi-professional, and amateur involvement in theory
and practice can be categorized further as (1) public, ( ) semi-public,
and (3) private. Professional preparation and general edit

t
-ation involves

the education of (1) the performer, (2) the teacher/coach, (3)the teacher
of teachers/coaches, (4) the researcher and scholar, and (5) all people
interested in the theory and practice of sport generally. Disciplinary re-
search includes (1) the physiological, (2) the sociological, (3) the psycho-
logical, (4) the biomechanical, (5) the historical, philosophical, and
international aspects of sport-, and (6) other sub-disciplinary areas as yet
largely unexplored (e.g., chltural anthropology, etc.).

The assumptions and testable hypotheses of theory steadily evolving
should comprise a "coherent group of general propositions used as
principles for explanation for the phenomena". (Ranciom House Dic-
tionary, 1967) exhibited in human movement or developmental motor
performance in sport. Finally, inclusion of the philosophy of sport as an
"overarching entity" in the model presented is based on my firm belief
that the value system of a society will in the final analysisif humanly
possiblebe realized within a culture. (albeit gradually and nnevenly
because progress is never smooth An(l uninterrupted). Thus, decisions
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regarding the .developmenf of any" profoskil, by its profes.iional prac-
fttioners, or regarding the control or inflnesud. of sport as a 'social
phenomenon, are usually based on the prelpg social valuoi: At
the present time in Canada there seems to be an opportUnity to' impld-
ment the underlying plan described by thE model. This would mean
that universities shOuld offer (1) professional programs. In the theory and
pr ctice of motor performance, (2) in the preparation of teachers and
coa es-of sport, and (3) in the disciplinary snbject-matter areas neces-
sary to provide spoft with a full body of knowledge about its many as-
pects. Laval University in'Quebec City has already introduced a degree
prograM in the theory and practici of motor performance in sport and
physical activity, and this three-Pronged -approach descrIbe4 above
has been adopted in principle at The iyitiversity of Western, ntario
as well. We are meving currently to implement the three strea ex-
plained in the model. To the best of my kdowledge,-only at Laval
versity has such a comprehensive plan been implemented within a um
vcrsity structure, and it remains to be seen v:Yhether Canada can
carry out what seems to bo a logical and prewmably realizable plan.

Concluding gtatements

And so Canada is at the crossroads in international sport. Game Plan
'76 was announced by .the Canadian Olympic Association in October
1972. The goal for the p`lan was to establish Canada in the top 10 na-
tions in the world on a .total point basis. 'Since-that time problems:de-
veloped in conn'ection with the,..offjeial preptiration for:the -GaMes in
Montreal. ,Many,people took sides for.'and tgainst the necessary ex--
penditures, and the original estimates increased- fivefold. There _were-.

:charges of corruption on the part of a variety .of partiek.concerned in
the project. And yet Fernand Lindry, coordinator of tlie _Scientific
Cvngress held in connection with the Games, stated:

am -of the opinion that it is far from proven that the Olympic
movement has not contributed to better understanding between ath-
letes and people of all races and venueS.,1 think that our con-
tet*Orary society can profit tremendously from the gently aggressive,
-optimistic, and Totivated enviromnent brought about periodically
ifc the Olympic -Games. I believe tliat this It'ould continue ... in
spite of the problems ... in Montreal, Canada and afterwards!
.(1973, p. 10)

However; as reported most recently by Rich Baka, "It becomes ob-
vious that if the Canadian 'federal government is to remain involved in
the area' of sport as indicated by the 195i Fitness and Amateur Sport
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Act it cannot Continta to suppoit certain select areas_while adopting a ^

laissez faire polley off others" (1976. p. 59). But, while, stating that
the government bats often treated sport "In a trivial, -haphazard man-
ner," he readily admits that "it has boon a graduallx expanding proc-
ess" (Ibid.). t-

The greatest stumbling block on Canada'syroad toward success in
world sport competition has been its mixed Rldlosophy of sport, which
comprises a series of values or beliefs about what is, important in life.
Responsible citizens at all levels of society should reexamine these
values and norms with greatcare before a concerted pffort is made to
clninge- thein. It would be sheer folly for Canada to attempt to become

a carbon copy of the United States by employing the same methods and
teehniques in an effort to achiftve'a certain amOnnt of sugeriority.
z

In a free country such as Canada, one that is characterized by an
tvolving democraz in which 'individual freedom is valued highly, the
influente of such social fortes as the type of political state, nationalism,
economies, religion and ecology, along w th that of the underlying values
and 'Porms, is so strong that any. e ort to dictate to young athletes
from the federal level would be doomed. to failure. On the other hand,
the Canadian way of .life is capable of producing outstanding athleteS
who are also fine stortsmen and sportswomenyoung people who-can
win their share of medals in world competition. Bringing such an ideal
to fruition.will he very difficult, maybe impossible. And yet it is cer-
tainly worth the effort; this' we should firer forget!

Can a eountiy hope ditchieve'international recognition in competitive
sport and not be placed in a position where the government must curtail
the individual freedom of its athletes? This may not be possible, but the

ie'leaders 4 oliiarchic and monarchical political states do nut Wetly about
such denials. In the Western world we do, however. Car;dian educa-
tional institutions try to employ intelligent, sensitive, hard-working
coaches who appreciate the problem of freedom in competitive sport
and who make every effort to encourage their athletes to think for.them-
selves, to plan their efforts, to pursue their chosen curricula strecessfiilly
and to feel the "joy of effort" that comes from a truly fine individual or
team experience in c9mpetitive sport. Such-athletes aro"self-posturing"
itslividuals, people who assess their own feelings and'attitudes and then
compare them with the kelings'and attitudes of others. As TesConi
and Mgrris stated, these athletes will have made a personal/choice that

a wholesome blending of a personal contract with a soiAal contract.
Finally, if we are able to achieve such an ideal these athletes will
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have acquired a Apit-Wor piis1Oi" iid 11-ii "efiffettive cutiotitr- -to
know more about themselves: and their sport; a desire to achieve a "per-
sonification" of knowledge;., and an opportunity to receive guidance
toward establishing a personal identity 'with a significant amount of
self-esteem (Tesconi and Morris 1972, pp. 208 ff.). ,*

One positIve step that can be taken by Canada is to declare sport
officially Ian-integral component of the educational structure of schools
and universities. The names of departments and schools should be
changed to include the term-"sport" at the first possible moment. If
sach devefopments were to take place, it might then be possible to
rationalize and then to &prove greatly the research components of the
various university units over the present norm. Such _hnpumement is
needed urgently ip the face oflevelopments taking place in the various
Eastern Bloc countries where both pure and applied research on sport
a, proceeding apace, not to mention the necessary increase in reflec-
tive inquiry as well on the part of scholars associated with research
institutes devoted to sport studies. Failure to meet this urgent need for
scholarly endeavor and scientific investigation relative to the increas-
ingly strong social force of sport will result in (1) a steady 'decline iff tja,c,
status of physical education ind/or kinesiology deparments; (2)' a
gradual, but belated, assumption of research responsibilities relative to
sport by other disciplines; and (3) an inevitable assumption of leader-
ship in all phases of sport by the" Iron Curtain countries.

Despite errOrs of TOMIlliSsion and omission, Canada should be proud
of federal and Provincial efforts to improve the quality and quantity' of
athletic participation on the part of a steadily increasing percentage of
young men and women. For these who are fearful, let them remember
that there are checks and balances in this society that will temper the
relatively few fahatics who may turn up.

4

What seems to be lacking at presentin addition to a fully articulated
and integrated federal-provincial effortis a teirable sports theory and a
solid, growing body a knowledge about the task at hand. This is truly a
missing link, and its absence is not even partially undtstood by those
fwith the power to rectify the problem. Such knowledge ean only be ob-
tained through the efforts of adequately supported, dedicated scholars
and researchers who will york with administrators and coaches to pro-
vide answers to the many coaching and administrative problems which
must be solved before performance will- Improve significantly. Such a
plan can be carried out byrmen and women of go4rill and intelligence
working together for the best interests of Canadalnd the world.
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Epilogue

Which way should sport go so that it will remain humane and socially
useful? Canada is searching for the answer to this question, but so far it
has nOt been found. Canada could opt to ticld as professional a team as
could be bought without negating all of die amateur regulations
and without gettnig caught. She could also elect to decry the ex-
cesses of competitive sport, which would les(d swiftly to de-emphasis and
anonity n wetrld sport. But is there a third chokeanother path that

41eads to siguificant recognition on the world scene without indiflidual
ekploitation for national prestige and without the ignominy of bland
mediocritx which denies athletes the opportunity to achieve at high
levels? his author believes that there is and hopes that Canada will con-
tinue to strive for the truly difficult and worthwhile Aristobilean mean,
the middle road that lies somewhere between the two extremes. This is
not the easy path' to take, but it involvesguidnig and persuading a
free people tc), be well represented in sport at the international level, as
well as to provide opporttlnities and incentives for the great mass of citi-
zebs to 'take part regularly in reasonably active recreation and physical
fitness activities.41'n paraphrase Robert Frost, Canada should choose the
path least trilvejed by; it will make all the difference.
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Chapter 10

Values Offered by High-Level
Sport Competifion

At a time when high-level sport competition appears to be increasing in
all cotintrksit seemed appropriate to make sere inquiries as to what
values the athletes themselves felt were obtained through such invqht-
ment. So just prior to the 1976 Olympic Games held in Montreal, I sought
to determine the attitudes q(men and women atpletes from 'The Univer;
sity of Western Ontario (1 who were training for the Games but who .
might not qualify; (2) who- ere definitely scheduled to take part in the
1976 Games; and (31 who had been involved in earlier Olympic Games.

Prior to a consideration of the athletes' values, I revievved briefly the Mi.

portance of the major social forces as determinants of the direction a
society may take at any given moment in history. The complex "theory of
action" or "general action system" developed by Parsons, Johnson and
others offered help at this point. Because this theory Is'so firmly grounded
in the descriptive and experimental group methods of research, it seemed-

. logical to use it as,an underlying social pattern placing individual and
social values in perspective. Parsons' general action system may be re-
garded as an empirical system and is composed of four subsystems (culture,
the social system, the personality and the behavioral organism). These
subsystems conlpose a hierarchy of societal control and conditioning

(Johnson 1969, pp. 46-58).

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented to the Philosophy. Theology, and History
Section at The IMO-national Congress of Physical Activity Sciences, Quebec City, July 11-16,
1976. Parts are Arinted with permission from the 10-Book Series on Physical Activity and
Human Well-Being, Symposia Specialists, Inc., P.O. Box 610397, Wand, FL 33161.
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The-first subsystenrof -the- action -theory-, -oulture,4rovidea-tho-basie-
structure and its componen* and, in a ,sonse, thi programming for thti ao-
tion system as a whole. The structure for the social system has to be there
or less harmoniously related to the fvnctional problems of sotial systems;
the same is true for the structure and ftmctional problems of the per-
soiality and the behavioral organism, respectively. The subsystem of
cultism exercises control over the social system, and so on, up and down
the settle. Legitimation l provided,to the level below or "pressure to con-
form" if there is litconsistency. It can be said, therefom, that there is a
strain toward consistency among the system levels, led and contiolled,
from above do*nward.

If we consider Canada as a sod .sytem within North American
cUlture, we are =fronted ffirther w four apparent levtlIs of structure
within this social system. Moving from the highe41 fo the lowest
tevelrfrom the geneettrto the more- specificthese four levels, aro (I)
values, (2) nolms, (3) the structure of.colAtivities, and (4) th4tructUre

. -of role. All of those levels are normative in that the social structure is com-
posed of sanctioned cultural limits within which certain types of behavior

are matitlatory accaptable.,Most important, the values are the highest
level aud there are indeed many categories of values (sciihitlfic, artistick
and values for personalities, etc.). As Johnson explains, "Social values are
concebtions t-if the ideal general character of.the type of social system in
question" (1969, p. 48). Mott important for us In this connection is that
individual values will typically be conditioned by the social values prevail-
ing in any given culture, and that there will be stiong pressure to conforM.

Values In Philosophical and Historical Perspective

Here we used the term "value" as equivalent to the concepts of 'worth'
ana 'goodness.' Proceeding from this definition, evil was regarded as a
"disvalue." It was helpful also to draw a distinction between two kinds of
valueIntrinsic value where a human experience is go4 or valuable in

itself or is an end for its own sake, and extrinsic value wh* an experience
brings about goodness or value similarly, but such goodness or value
serves as a means to achieve some purpose or material gain.

Ethics is a subdivision of philosophy that treats the question of values
and is known as axiology (the study of values). The term "ethics" is used
typically in three ways, each of which has a relation to the other. It is used:

(l) to classify a general pattern or "way of life" (e.g., Muslim or Christian
ethics); (2) refer to a listing of rules of conduct or a so-called moral code
(e.g., professional ethics) and (1) when describing ingairy about ways of
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life or rules of conduct (e.g.., that subdiVision of philosophy known as
metaethles).

Initially in this paper .our concern is with metaethics and its central
questions. What is meant when one seeks to identify the good-or the bad?
How tiri we be certain that such intent is correct or valid? Can there j)e
right standardst,for use in judging actions or objects to be good or bad?
If indeed suchlvalue judgments are made, how do they differ, if at all,
from iudgments that are value free or neutral? Even further, we soon
discover that it is difficult to know whether to proceed from the general

_

to the specific or vice versa (i.e., from the good in general to the go6:1, in
particular, or in the oppoSite dimetion).

A brief examinatiOn of the history of ethics reveals that it is a descrip-
tion of "irregular progren toward complete clarification of each type of
ethical judgment" (Encyclopedia of Philosophy 1976, p. 82). It could be
argued that the changing political, economic and other social influences
since the early development of Greek ethics required the discovery and in-
stitution of a new way of conduct over the centuriesjust as there seenis to
be a need for altered standards of conduct 'today. ocrates Oegan the
development of standards for the Western world when he gave considera
tion to the qualities of tioodness, justice and virtue. Then Plato gave a
spiritual orieneation to such thought, believing that these qualities were
timeless and had been defined as ideals in a world beyond the ken of man.
Conversely, Aristotle searched for his answers in what now have been
designated as the natural sciences and the social sciences. Thus, Plato's
approach to goodness was through comparison with so-called universal
ideals, while Aristotle's conception of 'happiness' resulted from the ac-
complishment of more natural goals. At that time individual good was
related to social good, but presumably the ideas of moral responsibility
and free will were not viewed with the same importance as in later Chri-
tian thought.

After the ancient Greeks, ethical thOught for the next 2000 years was
oriented more to practice than to theory. Even though moral` codes and

life purposes were regarded quite differently, the meanings of most ethical
terms and concepts were not appreciably changed. Ethical consideration
increased during the period of marked social change of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Scholars began to argue &tat ethics should be con-
trasted with science because the assumption was that the scientific
analysis of nature should be ethically neutral to the greatest extent possi-
ble. Thereafter there was a continuing stniggle between the two great,
traditions of utilitarianism and idealismthe attempt to.distinguish be- -
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-tween. -naturalistic -ethics and maral law irrIf.selibed bOiiW power
greater than man. In the, later nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
James and Dewey "re seemingly able to avoid this almost ageless dis-
tinction betwteh valtiy and fact. They did this by a reinterpretation that
avoided, or at le,st 6Iurred, the controversial issues for those who were
willing to accept ethical Judgment fts a matter of applying human reltson
to the results of scientific (empirical) investigation. This post hoc inter-
praation ascribed value to human acts or results that proved to be
valuable after successful ;xperience demonstrated conclusively that
such was the case..

Until philosophy's "age of analysis" became so strongly entrenched in
the Western world, it was Krgued that the study of values was.the end
result of philosophizing as a proms. Accordingly, a Verson should
develop a system of values consistent with his/her beliefs tnthe subdivi-t eOons of metaphysics, epistemology and logic. some bel ved til values
existed only because of the interest of the valuer (the into t theory). Con-
versely, the existence theory held that values exist independently and a
person's task is to discover the "real" valuesto give existence to their
ideal essence. The pragmalic naturalistie _. (experimentalistic) theory
viewed value differently, again; Vflues that yield results which hive -"cash
value" bring about the possibility of greater happiness through the
achievement of still more effective values in the future. Another theory,
the part-whole theory, postulated that effective relating of parts to the

,whole brings about the highest values.

Axiology, one of the four main divisions of philosophy, has itself ac-
crued varipus speculative domains throughout the ceuries. Its foremost
subsjivtrol, ethics, deals with morality, conduct, gbod and evil, and
ultimate objectives in life. Another important subdivision digkwith the

"feeling" aspects of a person's conscious life: Known as esthetics, the
philosophy of taste inquires as to whether there are principles that govern
the search for the beautiful in life. And, because there has been a need to
define still other values in human life, we now have additional specialized,
departmental philosophies of education, religion, law, sport and
developmental physical activity, and others.

What ValueaDo Athletes Ascribieto Their Experiences?

e, The main problem wikh this preliminary study was to learn which values
athletes close to the 'Olympic experience felt they had gained through
striving for high-level athletic performance. This biased sampling of
Olympic athletesactually, of some 30 athletes responded from among
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the University of Western Ontario's participants in the Games.was
asked Whether the sport values wore intrinsic or extrinsic. They were also

asked whether they believed that values are objecfive or subjectivethat
is, do values exist whether a person is present to realize them or not? Or is

it people who ascribe value to their various relationships with others and

with their physical environment? If a competitive sport program in which

the person strives to earn a place on his/her country's Olympic team
fulfijis long-range aims andnmediate objectives inherently valuable to
youTh, it is probably worthwhile whether the rest of us recognize this value

or not. If, on the other hand, we were able to prov; scientifically that high-

level sport competition has relatively little value (and perhaps ceirtain
disvalues%that the majority of people in thesocial system sees no need
for itthen according to the sulAjective theory of value irshould be
eliminated. .

Despite the inh rent litnitations 0( this teehnique of descriptive
methodology, the iults obtained were very interesting. The responses

were nol tabulate( on a percentage basis, nor has the question of

statistical similari y or difference been considered. Further, the

respondents probabI gave the types of responses that would be expected

of Canadians in an evolving democratic society where there would be no

opportunities for.careers as pthfossional athlet in the particular sports
represented within this study. Thus, for example no hockey players werc

included in the sample.

Interestingly, the intrinsic vMues of the Olym ic experiencewhether it

be as past performer, present qualifier or -sent aspii.;antwere listed
much yore frequently and importantly by athletes whose activities
ranged over the past 25 years. A number of those responding indicated the
importance of "striving for a set goal in lifea reldly tough one to
achieve." They felt that the experience had "Made them betier persons"

by providing the opportunity to impose the scverest kind of "self-
discipline" tiiion themselves. (The words in quotation marks are actual
quotations from the responses.) The Olympic experience had provided

them with a chance for "personal fulfillinent," an opportunity to "live life

most fully." Here was a ready-made "chance to prove yourself," and I
"felt-the needto do so." Actually, the la.rgest number stated literally as in-

dividuals that I was proud that / was involved." The experience gave me

an "added sense of personal worth."

)nly.about 20 tespondents mentioned the idea of "developing loyalties

to people and institutions" and thc opportunity to work "cooperatively"

with others in the possible alschievement of a common goal (victory). One
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indicated that he felt there was a "catryOver value" into later life, and,,that

he has experienced a "continued desire for excellence." '.1:hree par-

ticipants Mentioned they felt keen "awareness of country" because of
the experience. Only one space speeifically of tte training tixperience
loading up,to the competition, although several others implied e value of

StiOliliiining with their comments. Two respondents mentioned they gad

"gainetl knowledge of people from other cultures," .and only one men-
tioned That he felt a "sense of humility" being with the world's greatest
athletes.

Since anonymity was prOMised to each respondent, perhaps it is

unusual that more extrinsic values were not listed. Two respondents said
that the extrinsic'values were.definitely "secondary" to their way of think-
ing. One person stated that tpey were "important, but were greatly
outweighed by the other aspecfs of the expetience." Several mentioned
that their Olympic experience gave them "greater Matut in society," and
one .stated that in Canadian society his winning a gold medal seemed
"more important" to his relatives, friends and colleagues than to him.
Three mentioned that the travel had been' important to them, while one
'indicated that "the lasting friendships" made would undoubtedly mean
much to him in the yt;ars ahead.

Perhips it could have been aid4c1pated, but only three or four people

mentioned a s cts of the experiences that could be identified as disvalues.

One stated t the disvalues were undoubtedly increasing over the years.

Anoquw.cite examples of inclividpal behavior that were distasteful to him
and &hers. Three people were concerned by all of the politics of officials
from their own and other countries. Two mentioned the overemphasis on
nationalism and the keeping of team scores and medal counts by the
media. Only one person went so fier as to say that the Olympic experience

had actually been a detriment to his career because of the time, money

and energy spent.

Discussion Dastd on Findings

It is interesting to make a preliminary comparison between the value
system of Canada and the values mentioned prominentlyAby the Cana-

dians who were involved in "the Olympic sporting experience." The
reader Should keep in mind the point made above that the fundamental
values of social systems have a strong influence on the individual values
held by most citizens in a country. Lipset receqy completed an in-
teresting study-about Canada in which he based his investigation on pat-
tern variables established by Parsons as the means for classifying the fun-
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damental values of social systems (e.g., selforientationcollectivity
orientation or how separate needs are perceived in relation to the defined
interests of the larger group). The findings showed thit there now seems
to be a consistent movement in Canada towarcl the twin values of
equalitarianism and achievement (values which have been paramount in
United States life all along). He foud further that Canadians were
achievement-oriented, universalistic, equtitarian agq., self-oriented, but
were exceeded in these characteristics by U.S. citizens to a degree (Lipset
1973, p. 6). The study also Aowed "Canadians to be overoptimistic,

"assertive, ot experimentally inclined" (1bid., p, 9).
In this study we are dealing with a select group of athletes, of course,

but it is true that they attached the greatest importance of their athletic
fSK perience to the achievement of personal goals. It is quite possible, of
course, that the attitudes of Canacra and Canadians are changing. In the
area of national and international sport, we are now witnessing a strong
effort by federal government to become optimistic, assertive glid ex-
perimentally intlined. Further, it seems that many Canadians are showing
an attitudinal change in the direction of regarding the'United States as
"the leading defender of traditional social forms." A'definitive conclusion
on the basis of this preliminary analysis is not possible, but there seems to
be sonic movement away from an earlier quite consistent "middle ground
position" between the United States and Great Britain on the part of
Canada. This area doc. indeed offer opportunities for further investiga-
tions biy sport historians hilosophers and sociologists.
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Chapter 11

Mapagement of Effective.
Programs and. Services in

Health, Physical Education,
Recreation(an-41

Competitive Sport in the
Community Colleges

of Ontario

r

IntroductionSbclety, School and the Indrvflual

Three propositions form an underlying basis for this report: (I) there
is a "new world" emerging that men and women can shape in their,
best interests if they will but grasp the opportunity; (2) Canadians
should dedicate themselves to an unflagging search fot their own evolv-
ing tradition in a world that is rapidly becoming a -global village,"
but avolti "unreasonable nationalism"; and -(3) those graduating from
colleges and universities can improve the quality of life if they diligently
develop their life purpose. v

This chwter is adapted from a paper pres ntcd to the Committee of Directors of
Athletics and Recreation, Colleg& of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario. Toronto,
December 15, 19M. Appreciation is expressed to Sue Swain, graduate research assistant,
for her careful tabulation of the questionnaire responses.

t
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We must also consider the concept of/Canadian identity, an MR
in which there appear to bo two positions: (1) w should search for
it, discover it, -and, then promote acceptance of it akd what it entails;
and (2) it is already Anown and should be conununicatedao ourselves
and _others. Both groups evidently agree., however, "that are Canadian -1
identity, whether known or not, is threatened by certain forces, some
external, some internal; thus, theTr-argue, the ultimate purpose of
Canadian studies is to combat these forces, be they forces of imperial-
ism, continentalism, regionalism, centralization, federalism, or what-
evet-' (Symons 1975, p. 1 1 ).

.4

The Need for Self Knowledge

Universities' have been able, at least to a reasonable degree up to
now, tolreMain sufficiently detached from their surrouirding Com-
munities, provinces, and country in order "to be able to subject the
values/aid institutions of that community to critical examination,"
but the community colleges have not enjoyed this opportunity (Symons
1975, p. 15).

, In Ontario, only as,recently ,as 1965, the Minister of Education,
William G. Davis, brought Bill 153 to the Ontario Parliament as an
Act to Amend the Department-of Education Act to authorize the early
development of a series of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology
(CAAT). The objectives of these institutions were as follows:

.
1. to provide courses of types and levels beyond or not suited to the

secondary school setting;
2. to meet the needs of graduates from any secondary school pro-

gram, apart from those wishing to attend university;
3. to meet the educational needs of adults and out of school youth,

whether or not they are secondary school graduates. (Ontario
legislature 1965)

Premier John Robarts explained this as "a type of training which
universities are not designed to offer (Commission on Post Secondary
Educ'ation 1971, p. 122). In the 1972-74 Statistical Summary of the
Ministry Of Colleges and Universities (1975, p. 11), we find that there were
22 community colleges occupying some 60 campuses extending from
Thunder Bay in the northwest to Windsor in the so-called southwest.
Their programs are selected from technology, business, and applied arts
and a number of these programs are related to athletics and recreation.
Nine of the &laps offer programs in recreation leadership and there are,
other programs in such endeavors as fitness instruction, outdoor recrea-
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tion, coaching of spOrts, sports administration, and equestrian and facil-
ity management.

A Fortran* for Inapp linen and Same.* in Life

Keeping In mind our fundamental obligation as -eduCators to be
concerned with the relationship among the individual, the school and
the 'society, I would like to offer a formula for happiness and success
in our society. I believe that we -must 'keep this broader perspective
in mind as we seek to improve out efforts in the immediate future.
"Happiness" and "success" are vague terms and we should understand
that they demand careful delineation by each person. For your con-
sideration I would like to recommend- tk folItTing eight cattWries or
ingredients: \,

1. desirable personality traits and/or character
2. a broad educational background, including an inquiring mind

. 1. Intensive, specializeAKofessional preparation (for the highest posi- \
tion available according to the person's abilities)

4. a life purpose that can be fulfilled through one's profession
5, active physical recrt2ation to maintain fitness and health and to

enjoy the benefits of recreational play
6. active and creative recreational participation (to a reasonable degree

in the fulfillment of social, communicative, aesthetic, and "learning"
recreational interests)

7. stiscessful home life and/or relationship with others
8. community service (making a definite contribution to the goals of

community living based on a commitment to the welfare of humanity

110

everywhere)

Present Status and Future Development

Physical education and sport, including the profession of recreation,
are functioning within the field of education, an enterprise ,that has
been noted historically for its great reliance on the wisdom of the ages.
It seems safe to state that the field of physical education and sport
has not typically been regarded as a leader in educational circles.
Accordingly, we can begin to understand where that leaves-"poor old
PE" in the hierarc,hy of educational values.

Whether the present lowly position of physical education and sport
is fully % arranted is another matter altogether. I don't propose to make
a numb r of value-laden claims for the many accomplishments possible
in the curriculum through the implementation of a fine, complete
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prograrn of health, physkal education, 1reereat1on and competitive
sport. However, I will recommend what an excellent overall program
should include qfter I Telma what you have told me about the present
status of programs in the various community colleges. Then I will
suggest a series of steps whereby together you should be able to plan
ahead to lessen the impact of "future shock" on your developing pro-
grams in the Province.

In the final analysis, we all have to answer to some advisory board or
legislative body if it is found that we are not performing our professional
duties well. We al recognize change in so many different aspects of
life, but what is often not understood Is that even the rate of change is
increasing sharply.,Such a development leaves us.no recourse but to be
ready to modify our direction by a considerable number of degrees, if it
seems necessary as we plan for the future. The educational structure at
all levels may be due for a remodelling that we cannot now appredate..
The clock will not be turned back, so we must be ready to recommend
change that will presumably meet the demands of the changing times.

'Community colleges may have had a mandate in t965 that will need to
be altered quite sharply in the 1980s. You will not know about the need
for such changeor at least not fully appreciate its urgencyunless
you act now and plan to be ready for the next decade.

To make matters even more complex, we in physical education, sport
and recreation have one of the most blurred images in the entire educa-
tional system. This occurred ecause it "grew like Topsy," but it is also
true because of the many c

r;
iflicting educational philosophies extant in

each of the 10 provinces in Canada (not to mention Ottawa because of
that unktue amalgam in operation there). We must define what it is
that we do, and then do a better job of carrying out the functions that
we have decided upon. At present we have the public in a state of be-
wilderment trying to understimd what we mean by the many individual
and conglomerate terms that we employ.

Present StatusAthleties and Recreation Program in Ontario CAATs

I prepared a questionnaire for distribution to all of you on a list pro-
vided by Douglas S. Cowan, Executive Director in the Ontario Colleges
Athletic Association. 1 exptained on the questionnaire that it would be
very helpful to me, as an outsider to the Ontario community colleges, if
responses to these questions could be provided to help me prepare the
final report. I explained that I did not intend to base the entire
presentation on the results. The questions could be divided into two
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----`categories: -those -which -deicribed -present-status-and those-which-con-
sidered preferences for futdre development. Responses were received
from 27 Ottt of a possible 28 respondentsthe directors of the programs
in the vailous colleges.

Question #1Do you offer a so-called service program in physical
education (swimming, leisure skills, physical fitness, combatives, dance,
remedial exercise,. etc.)? If not complete. in your opinion, what is
misiing? Rbsponsa-23 (or 85 percent) of the responses indicated that
tiaey hod some sort of service program, althoukh it did not necessarily
@elude all of the activities Mentioned. Some activities mrky be offered

,x by a college, but not under the auspices of the department of athletics
and recreapon. Some of the newer colleges, especially, have a distinct
lack of facilities and staff. In many instances college academic credit is
not given for physical education/sport. One respondent felt that the
program 4vas much too heavily 'oriented to sport. The question was
raised as to whether this should be called a service program (in the
serise that this word is used typically)._

Question #2Do you have a professional program? If so, what posi-
Vons are you preparing people to fill? Would you classify your program
as excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? Nine of the respondents
(34 percent) answered yes to this question, 17 an'swered no. A recrea-
tional leadership course is offered at five cnlleges. Three colleges also
haye a recreational leadership course, imt it is thg responsibility of a
different department, so no r5tings were given. Of the other affirmative
responses, one college,offers a sports administration courselnd rates it
very good; a secorid offers a physical fitness instructor prbgram and
rates it very good; a third offers an athletic therapy course and terms it
excellent; and a fourth college offers a recreation facilities management
course and adjudges. it as good to excellent. Two of the respondents,
who answered "no" to the question, mentioned plans for future
programs to prepare fitness instructors. Another indicated that a
recreational leadership program had been approved by the Council of
Regents, but the course had not yet been formally inaugurated.

Question #3.Do you have an intramurals and physical recreation
program? How extensive is it for both men and women? What percentage
of the totafbudge't is spent on intramurals as opposed to intercollegiate
athletics (approx.)? The answers to this question varied from college to
college mid often were vague. All responses indicated that programs did
exist for both men and women. Fourteen respondents (approx. 51 per-
cent) stated that they-itrad an extensive intramurals program for both
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man and women. In some instances the program for women was.not as
large because of lack of interest, Many of the activities (team sports)
were coeducationfil and many individual sports were offered too.

Elern responses (approx. 40 percent) reported either a poor intra-
mural' program or did not indicate Its extent and merely answered
"yes" to the question. The-responses to the question about the percentage
of money spent on intramurais in relation to the amount spent on inter-
collegiates were so vague that thoy cpuld not be tabulated satisfactorily.
For those respondents who indicat that they had extensive programs,
one indicated that as high as 80- percent was spent on intramurals,
while another stated a 60 to 4okercent relationship in favor Of intro-
murals. The remaining rcsponsel ranged from approx. 45 to 30 pement
expended for intramurals.

For those who stated that intramurals programs were not extensive,
the percentages ranged from 50 to 15 percent of the total budget.
(Obviously, this question would require a much more valid and reliable
reSponse before any credence can be given to these responses.) One
respondent indicated that a sum of money was allotted to a sport (e44,
hockey), for both the intercollegiates and intramurals.

Question #4---Do you have an intercollegiate athletics program? How
extensive is it for both men and women? All responses indicated that
an intercollegiate program of some type was being administered. Sixteen
respondents (approx. 59 percent) stated that the programs offered were
.fizirly extensive and involved at least three teams for both men and
women. Coeducational teams appear to be very popular and in some
instances otitnumber the one sex teams. Ten respondents mentiohed
only "a limited program" (approx. 37 percent). Two of these colleges
were from the northwest portion of the Province and explained that
distance made much competitive sport impossible at present. Other
colleges sponsored teams, but only in local city leagues. They took part
in the program of the Ontario Colleges Athletic Association only in a
very limited fashion. Still other respondents explained that their colleges
only entered into regular league play in individual or tournament play.
Low enrollment and lack of interest were also cited for the poor show-
ing in the number of teams and activities that were sponsored.

Only one respondent stated that there were no women's teams. Other
respondents did not respond specifically to this point. One respondent
had only onç all-male team, but did have seven coed inctividual sports
in the progr m. Three respondents indicated that they had a well-
established lid entensive program. All of the others appeared to have
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weaknesses-in -their-structure,-or-only--partial participation--for-a-variety-
of reasons (named and unnamed)

Questkn /05-11ave you, or Any of your associates, made an effort
recently to determine what your students feel are their needs and
interests in any of The areas mentioned above? If so, what Were some of
the major responses? Nineteen (approx. 70 percent) ioported that they
had "in some way" tried to determine the feelings offstudents about the
program. Students had requested: instructors clubs .CS responses), more
the activity (4), more coed activities (3), expanded intramurals pro-
gram (3), more women's programs (3) better facilities (2), a larger
budget (2). In three instances it was reported that the students were
satisfild with the program. One direc%or reported a lack of interest on
the part of students and another reported that there were too alany
activities for too few people. Some answered yes they had questioned
the students, but then,did not report the response. Another respondent
mentioned that a full-scale survey was underway. Two respondents did
not answer the question. Five asponcients indicated that- no formal
survey had been conducted, but they frit ihnt the students *seemed to
be happy with the program," 'and that their needs were tiring met.

Question ,#6When any of your young people graduate from am
professional course (program) that you offer, aro they (or de they have
an opportunity to become) certified by the Province or any other agency
as professional practitioners for that position/ gieven respondents
(approx. 40 percent) indicated that some type ofArtification was avail-
ableCanadian Athletic Therapists Association; *recreation leadership
graduates can obtain Interim B Certificate from Province; recognition
from Sport Ontario for course in sport administration; and federal cer-
tification of recreation leadership. The remaind7r of the responses ex-
pressed the opinion that this question did not appky to their situation, or
they did not repfy at all.

Question ;Nave any of the colleges Nvorked out some sort of
articulation with any university so that your graduates receive some
credit toward a university degree if they wish to continue (and are
admitted)? If so, how does this work? Ten respondents (approx. 37 per-
cent) answered this question. Two indicated that credit was given toward
university entrance, or t,hat such a plan had just been initiated, Two
others stated that no formal arrangement existed, but graduates were
being considered on an individual basis. One respondent said partial
credit was given and another stated that it depended upon the particular
university which the student wished to attend. Interestingly three
respondents mentioned that credit was granted by certain institutions in
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the United 4tates only. It was pointed out that American universities
gave credit foil) plus grades or better in the first two years, and credit
for the third "year depended upon the major subject selected in the
States. One interesting comment was that it was typieally a simple
matter to transfer to States-side institutions, but impfwfble to do so in
Canada. Nine respondents said that this question was not applicable
to their situations and eight others gave no answer at all.

Question //8Please indicate in a few words some of your current
problem areas. Just about q100 percent) of the respondents indicated
one or more problem areas./ They are in escending order of frequency
mentioned: lack of money (13 responden s); lack of fadlities (12);
shortage of staff (9); lack of administrative support (6); hitt of interest
by women students (6); inability to get credit status for physical educa-
tion (3); lack of staff commitment (2); conflict hi usage of facilities with
continuing education (2); general apathy (2); poor administration; too
rapid student turn-over; government grants do not cover part-time help;
no ice in our arena; poor transportation to and from the college;.lack
of commitment to the intercollegiate program; differing philosophies of
sport among the various colleges; poor communication; difficulty in
finding competent officials; difficulty in finding competition; lack of
equipment; and difficulty in scheduling events because of conflicts with
field trips and evening classes.

Question anything been done provincially toward working
out an integrated and articulated "total set" of professional program
offerings for young people (i.e., to avoid excessive duplication regionally
and to ensure adequate coverage across the Province)? The large majority
of respondents did not answer this question, or indicated that this sort
of planning had not occurred. One person mentioned that e conference
had been held, but that there \as no wbsequent feedback. Another
respondent stated that -voluminous reports as to what should be done
are available. Two respondents said that all new programs are Controlled
by the Council of Regents and this body must give its approval befOre
anything new can be introduced officially.

Results of the Garland Investigation

During the 1975-76 school year, John Garland of the University of
Western Ontario's Graduate Study and. Research Program completed
a master's study entitled "A Study of the Intramural Sport Programs in
Selected Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology in the Province of
Ontario, 1975-76." On the basis of his findings, he drew the following
conclusions:
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In most easetceordinating the -intramural program -wasan-
ancillary responsibility combined with teaching or duties hi the
htter-eollege program of those Individuals interviewed.

2. Those responsible for programming intrtunurals art not. taking
full advantage of invVng the students at the administrative
(dee1sion-1041ng) leveret' the intramural program.

3. Accurate stu,dent participation reeords should be rerded as one
measure of intramural program development. To date, in most of
the community colleges surveyed this has not been the case.

4. 'Based on the analysis of student participation.levels, those intra-
mural directors concerned with intreasing the number of partici-
pants can justify; (1) increasing the amount of thne spent on
intramural responsibilities; (2) increasing the operating budget;

'and (3) increasing the number of activities offered.
5. In general, the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology in

southern Ontario are providing recreational hthietic experiences
for the students commensurate with the facility, staff, and financial
-att,& common to each partieulartcollege. (See pp. 100-109.)

Qarland discoVered what he felt to be supplementary issues: (1) the
homogeneous nature of the total athletic set-up within the Province; (2)
the degree of involvement of students at the administrative level; (3) the
lack of female participation; (4) the development of organized instruc-
tional programs; (5) scheduling difficulties (p. 117).

What Could (Should) Be Done?

In this section of our presentation, we have categorized the various
administrative problem areasin a series of "currently uselld general-
izations" based on the assumption of a one-term program require-
mentthat may be encountered in a complete program of health,
physical education, physical recreation and competitive sport in a com-
munity college. A number of statements will be malle about each cate-
gory from the standpoint of what might be considered a fine program
based on sound professidnal knowledge. Each director is asked to con-
sider each of these headings and thee).accompanying generalizations in
so far as they could (or should).be applied to his/hor, situation.

1. Aims and Objeciivesthe determination of long range aims and
specific objectives is fundamental in tile achievement of a successful
program. It is most often practical to work froni specific objectives
toward general aims. A basic philosgehy outlining such aims and objec-
tives cotild help professionals in physical -activity and sport in 'many
ways at the present time.
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a.. Health educationcomprises experiences wic#ch contribute to
student's health knowledge, habits, and attitudes

b. Physical educationa way of education through vigorous, muscular,
activities selected with due regard to tho student's growth and..
development pattern

c. Recreationall those activities that students take part in ?or.cen.
joyment during their leisure; the activities should be consistent
with socially accepted values.

2. The Medical Exarninationassignment for physical education and
physical recreation is made on the basis of this examination.

3. The Classification of Studentsserves individual needs; promotes .
fair competition between individuals of like interests as well as like
abilities; ensures continuity in the program from year to year.

4. The Individual (Adapted) Program--those with moderOely serk
ous defects temporary or permanent, should receive help in improving,.
their condition if possible. Some form of interesting, modified activity''
(games and sports, if possible) should be provided as well.

S. Health Instructionbesides specific classes designed for health in-
struction, indirect instruction through example and practice can do
much to influence the health practices of studehts.

6. The Conditional* Programif the student has not met the mini-
mum standards of the physical education and sport classification test,
his/her general level of condition ought to be raised. Students should
he exposed to evaluation and counselling, and required or encouraged
to round out their general education in those aspects of the field in

which they appear to be deficient. Areas to be evaluated include
swimming and aquatics, motor fitness, indoor and outdoor leisure skills,
combatives (self-defense), and a movement experience in some form of

dance or rhythmics..

7. The Sports Instruction Programstudents who meet a minimum
standard in an indoor and an outdoor leisure sport skill and who reach
a minimuit standard of physical fitness, will be encouraged to elect
some activity of their choke as offered by the department for instruc-
tion (in both theory and practice).

'kw
8. The Elective Programthis could be part of a onekerm require-

ment; credit should be given for work completed satisfactorily. Definite
instruction in both theory and practice witr continuing supervision and
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guidance-mustte-offertfdlithiiirtnYebligidlittil
the educational proms. This elective -program can continue through
the second term after the one-terra requirement has been met success-
fkilly or the complete classification test has been passed.

9. Intramural Athietiv---every able student should be oncouraged to
participate in competitive sport at his/her level tY/' 1ty; skilled
instruction should be available. .

10. Intercollegiate Athleticsthis high-level participation affords.the
gifted student hn opporthity for advanced physlal, mental tInd social
devokipment; as many as possible should be included in thug phase of
the program. Highly capable coaches with a sound educational back-
ground are absolutely necessary for the best type offprogram..

11. Individual novice' Recreation ProgramrecreatiOn assists Men
and women to become "artists in 1Mng."

12. Evaluation and Measurementadequate measurement and test-
ing should be available at the beginning and throughout the adminis-
tration of the entire program; this is the only way to ensure the
achievement of desired objectives.

Six POSSIble COMIIIM Denominators
. .

In the field of physical education and sport, there is an urgent need
to establish some specific common denominators upon which we can all
agree minhnally. The following are some recommended common
denominators in fitness, sport; and physical recreation upon which we
may all be able to agree.

1. The community college student should have basic hdttith knowledge.
Through cooperative effort of both public and private agthicies .the
young' person should be helped to develop certain attitudes toward his/,
her own health in particular and toward community hygiene in general.

2. MI concerned should work together to help the community college
student develop knowledge, competencies and skills that will help him/
her make worthy use of leisure. Physical recreation is important, but
communicative, creative and aesthetic, social, and learning interests are
basic as well.

3. Physical vigor is thndamental, and activities designed to promote
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it should be encouraged and given a priority in a pattern of total fit-

ness.

4. Competitive sports under educational leadership are desirable ex-
periences for college men and women. The extent of involvement, the
intensity of the actual experience, and the role of coaches need further

clarification.

5. Remedial exercise for physical defects that can be corrected, or
conditions that can be alleviated, should be an integral part of the
total program. Adapted sport activity is a desirable progra feature for

a minority of the students.

6. Character and/or personality development (as a r ship to

participation in fitness activities, sport competition, and physical

recreation, but substantive evidence as to the extent of such develop-

ment has not yet been made available.

What Do You Want to Do In the Near Future?

Three of the questions asked ilythe questionnaire treated their plans

for the future.

Question #./Do you believe that your college ought to offer a com-
plete program of health, physical education, recreation, and competi-
tive sport? If your answer is "yes," is the program moving in that direc-

tion? If the answer is "no," why is that so? Nineteen (approx. 70

percent) of the respondents answered "yes" to this question, six "no"
and three did not indicate their preference. There were,illowever, many
qualifications to the affirmative retponses. For example, So Me had

limited success in existing programs, thus causing slow growth. Many
felt that budgetary allocations were a problem in expanding or developing

a program. It was also pointed out that, althoegh they as directors may

believe in the 'complete program' concept, the college administrator did
not' consider it important, especially if it cost any money.

For those colleges moving in the direction of a complete program, the
recrimtional and fitness programs are s ressed over the so-called physical

educalion and heals areas. General it was thought that lack of sup-

port by the higher administration the college and lack of facilities
were the two main factors keepi programs from expanding. It appears

necessary to mount campaigns to persuade administrators to recognize

physical education as worthy of credit status. Athletic departments
wishing to offer programs often are not permitted to do so; they are
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43 -being strictly administrative tinker-and certain colleges-simply k_
will not contidta adding a teaching component to that unit. POur
respondents said their colleges are offering dredit mines In either
physical education or physical recreation. Only one respondent;thought
that a complete ptogram was Wog offered and three Other resfondents
thought their colleges wore "moving slowly" in that direction. One
respondent gave his own definition of a complete program, said tthat he
was moving in that direction, but didn't state how far along on gis plan
he was at the present thne.

The six "no" responses had different reasons for not havjpg or niov-
htg toward (complete program. Ono stated that the size and availability
of physical education courses at other institutionssuch as uniVersities
have curtailed the development of such programs in the colleges. One
respondent said that his college was strictly technical or mechanical and
physical educations was thought to be too far ont of thb mainstream to
be offered As a course of instruction there. Another college with a
recreational leadership course got no support flor any theory courses in
physical education and sport. Another respondent made the point again
that his program was shnplY thought to be a "service" program, not an
"educational" one; therefore, no such program with an educational
component is being planned. A final response was that no mandate had
been given to them to develop a complete program.

Question #2By tfie end of 1981, what improvementsbeing realis-
ticwould you like to see occur? Seventeen different "improvements"
welr mentioned:

1. more facilities (mentioned by 17 respondents);
2. increase lb staff ualified instructors (8);
3. introductioq of p ofessional program in physical education or

recreation (6);
4. increased nufaber of credit courses, more variety in progiamming

(5);
5. additional funding (5);
6. more administrative support, interest (3);
7. increase in so-called service programming for all students (3);
8. increased recognition of the program (2);

-9. coordination of progranfs throughout the community college sys-
tem;

10. increased emphasis in so-called minor sports;
11. make fitness evaluaabn available;
12. mandate to offer continuing education;
13. a larger intramurals program;
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14. greater community participatiOn;
15. more cooperation with high schools and universities;

16. increased participation (interest) by students;
17. implementation of a required number of hours that each student

would have to be involved in physical education, physical recrea-
tion, or instructional sessions.

Question #3---Are there other points you would like to make? Fifteen
points were stressed by the respondents.

1. comparisons of programs and philosophies between the university
systenk' and .the college system;

2. a strategy for developing a funding base for physical education
and recreation courses in the community colleges;

3. some cost-saving mec)anisms (e.g., purchasing) are needed;
4. opinion on athletic stholarships and recruiting (as applicable to

the Ontario scene);
5. devtlopment of a collaborative approach between the Ontario

colleges and universities;
6. an understanding of how universities view the physical education

and athletk programs of the community colleges;

7. how to articulate the philosophy of the "tote) program in com-
munity colleges";

S. the student-athlete is a second-class citizen if he chooses to go to
a community college;

9. the need to stress Olympic-type activities (e.g., gymnastics, track
and field, cross-country, etc.);

10. a program of in-service professional development for those
administering the women's intercollegiate programs in the OCAA;

11. uniform facility development as to standards and specifications
througho t the community collegesi.

12. better unckstancilng on the part of administrators of the colleges

for athletics rograms;
13. programs through continuing education;
14. determination of why the funding for facilities seems to have

centered in the Ottawa and Toronto regions, While the others are

neglected;
15. a request for examples of cooperation in other institutions (not

community colleges) in regard to the "articulation and integra-
tion" implied in one of the questions asked.

A Plan for Individual and Collective Action

At this point I would like to recommend an orderly plan of action for
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c.

you-1-6 confider botli in your Weil colleges and orDle proThiclei scene.
Following a reasonable approxhnation of these progressively ordered
steps should enaNe any organization to improve efficiency. The series
of recommended reps is as follows:

I. Re-examine your long range aims (1.1K1 specific objectives in the
light of societa values, organizational values, and individual staff
members' values; develop a carefully documented flvelear plan.

2. ReA..ixam et the relationships which exist or may develop among
the various uiIts or populations c8ncerned (I.e., the immediate or in-
ternal envIriment and the general or external environment).

3. Determine what your department's persistent, recurring problems
e (e.g., the influence of values, economid, type of educational unit),

and what the specific professional problems are as well (e.g.', curriculum,
method of instruction, administrative pattern, condept of health, use of
leisure, women in sport, amateurism).

,4. Based on the aims and objectives accepted by administrator and
staff (see #1 above), make decisions as fo how your department will
meet the persistent problems that haikbeen identified both generally
and specificallywhat effect your goalg"will have on the relationships
established and currently operative in #2 above, and how such acCeptance
and understanding ought to influence education generally and the
pattern of programming in health, physical education, physical recrea-
tion and competitive sport that your department may wish to imple-
ment.

5. Spell,out specifically (through departmental meetings based on
accompanying committee action) what program (curriculum) features
your department wishes to introduce at what time, and through what
method "of instruction.the entire program will be implemented.

6. After you have gained the final approval of your policy-making
group, your advisory body (including students?), and professional staff
(with voting rights to thoseemployed 50 percent or more), implement
the revised program as vigorously as possible; remind all personnel
regularly that this program and process is theirs and merits jidl support.
(Note: if staff members are part of the decision-making but do not
demonstrate full commitment, take steps to eliminate -them from the
department.)

7. Evaluate the revised program regularly (annually) from the stand-.
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point of 1ts4 effectiveness in achieving the stated objectIves; place
N-particular emphasis on the realization of personal and social values in

the lives of your students and the society at large.

Cone ludins Shiternent

Finally, what I am recommending to you is a view of you and your
associates as problem-solvers working together as members of a depart-
ment within a comtnunity college unit within the higher educational
system of the Province of Ontario in late twentieth-century Canada. My
belief is tharyou will solve your problems only by increasingly develop:
ing the ability to shape reality to your own ends in a worldwide society
that man has made--and which man can destroy. The individual and
collective quality of Canadian life can be improved as individuals
determine their own personal values within this social setting, mid then
work to bring them to realization through the implementation of their
life purposes in a passionate but not fanatic manner. All of this should
occur, in a soa-J setting characterized by individual freedom and a deep
concern and love for one's fellow man.

As administrators you are finding that human problems are confront-
hig the effective organization and administration of your programs.
These problems can be solved. It may take new concepts qf and ap-
proaches to leadership. You will have to increase your personal knowl-
edge; to improve your communication; to invest yourself in the environ-
ment; and to anticipate the inevitable change that is taking place all
around us. We will continue to make some mistakes along the way,
but we must make the effort and improve our batting averages as man-
agers and administrators. My hope is that your lives will be filled with
purposeful striving in aiee society in a peaceful world.
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Chapter 12

A Time to Put "Soul" in
Sport and Physical Education

As I searched for philosophical persPelpe on the issttes and problems
of our allied professions during this year of study leave after completing
an administrative term, it soon struck me that the overriding problem
facing us is the urgent need to sharpen our focus and improve the
quality of our professional effort. My commentg will be direeted pri-
marily to the profession of sport and physical education, but I will
mention also some issues and p4roblems of our alliedprofessions. Robert
Pirsig stated it so well in his deeply insightfal Zen add the Art of Motor-
cycle Maintenance:

Quality. That's what they'd been talking about all the time. 'Man,
will you just please, kindly dig it,' he remembered one of the Blacks
saying, 'and hold up on all those wonderful seven-dolldr questions?
If you got to ask what is it all the time, you'll never get time to
know.' Soul. Quality. The same? (MS, p. 212)

Make no mistake about it. It is a time to put "soul" in sport and
physical education! Pirsig's ery for quality is powerful. It makes sense
for us in physical education. Too often today we seem to be concerned
only with what's new; perhaps it's time for us to determine what's best!
We have been too superficialjacks of all trades, masters of none; some

This chapter is*adapted from the Alliance Scholar Address, presented at Central
District General Session of the 93rd Anniversary Convention of the American Alliance for

, Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Kansas City, Missouri, April 9. 1978.
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channel-deepening is called for now and On into the future. We must
have quality. We need soul!

Progreu Has Been Made

My words are not meant to be ones of despair., Far from it. Sig-
nificant progress has been made in physical education, health education
and recreation in the United States, and we cm be most thankful fOr
the opportunity we have had to :vork together with the American Al-
liance for Health, Physical Education and Redreation. This is certainly
not the time for our presumed intelligentsia to divide by sub-discipline
and move away from the professional nucleus, mainly because this
is the first time in history that we have had the opportunity to become a
true profession with a firm body of knowledge and theory. Through the
continued development and transmission of this knowledge, we shall
eventually be able to provide the professional service to citizens of which

we are capable.

In the larger scene, it would be relatively simple for anyone to be-
eve discouraged in the 1970s especially in education where public
support appears to be declining. If we look at the situation carefully,
however, we se that education is still supported quite well if we keep
in mind the ejonomic "stagflation" that his set in and the many other
demands be g made on the public purse. One of our problems is that
we haven't teen able to spell out precisely what benefits accrue from a
fine gene l education (as a foundation to a more specialized general
education). Harvard is finally looking into this matter again.

Some of these people would have us return to a simpler existence, but
who among us truly believes that most Of us can or would turn the
clock back? This momentarily appealing fantasy is just thata fantasy.
The world of the past was undoubtedly much harsher and more in-
humane than ours. In most contemporary societies the average person
enjoys unprecedented personal freedom. Nevertheless, because we have
had such remarkable, indeed miraculous, technological advancethent,
we should not be lured into complacency and rest on the laurels of our
present civilization. Many seemingly insuperable problems still confront
ns and there -are elements within our human experience that do not
function in tiponable harmony or cooperation. Religion and science,
even art, Wseemingly disunified. They are "irrational elements
crying for arOmi1ation," and this lack of harmony has resulted in ",tlie
chaotic, disc. nected spirit of the twentieth century" (Pirsig 1975,
p. 251). Barbara Tuchman, the noted historian, states:
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The good life is not an absolute; it ,is subjective and can be defined
only in personal terms. Apart from private affections (mate,
parents, and children, friends) and a reasonable degree of material
-coinfort, whichl takeirare -axiomatii-for everyone,--the two-funda-
mentals without which for me there could be no good life are
freedom of the individualand the enjoyment of art and nature .
1 am gloomy about the prospect for the '70s because it seems tb me
that these things I value are in the process of destruction . . . .
(1970, p, 38).

Granting the reayty of the present situation, therefore, that there are
many hazardouipitfalls in the path before as, we still must recognize
that humankind is forging ahead. But let us return, to our own pro-
fessional problems.

Status of Physical Education and Sport

Thsomas Woody, the late eminent educational historian, said, "Turn
where one will, it is impossiblecoto find physical culture adequatelyo
presented in books dealing with the' general history of education"so he
set ou(to rectify this imbalance (1949, p. vii). Further, "modern.
psychology ,has emphasized the indivisibility of mind and matter. If
history of education were studied from this point of view, if attention
were fixed on the whole of man's past .experiehce, a more faithful
portrait would emerge" (Ibid.).

Somehow the aims &education have rarely included physical prowess
in any hierarchy objectiveswith rare exceptions in ancient times
*lid during the Renais nce. Often lip service has been givenas is the'
case todaybut then the people actually tesponsible for implementing
the educational objectives have not accorded physical education and
sport the high status which their personal philosophies of education
'seeminglY should grant to human movement of a generic, ordinative or
creative nature.

In the twentieth century, physical education (human movement or
motor perforifiance with a purpose in sport, play, exercise, apd ex-
pressive activity) sPawned a variety of aspects involvkg knowledge,
competencies and skills allied to, but perhaps,ultimately not part of, our
fundamental task. I am referring to health edncation, safety education
and recreation. Physical educators seeking respectability allied them-
selves with professional educationtypically a group of people.who have
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been promoting for centuries the primacy of mental and/or religious
training. This has meant automatic second- or third-class citizenship for
the education of human's kinesthetic sense. In my opinion we must
break free from our present position under professional 'education
schools or colleges, but remain closely allied to them ecause of the
service that each unit can give to the other. Sport Ad pliysical activity is
unique both in Society and in the educational system, and we must learn
how to communicate the nature of this uniqueness to all. .

Physical education has a low status within the society at la* and spe-
cifically within the educational system. Thus, all the "chickens" hatched
by good old P.E. have left the roost,or are trying to do sohealth educa-
tion, safety education, recreation, dance, athletics, and -corrective
exercise. I believe that the last three fit neatly into our present disci-
plinary definition, but health education, safety education and recrea-
tion have their own professional problems and issues that are not
truly ours in sport and physical education except indirectly.

To bear out this last point, I asked prominent people in health edu-
cation, safety education and recreation briefly to list their lajor prob-
lems or issues. Dr. John Conley referred to such problems as consumer
health education, preventive care vs. cure, the taking of drugs (including
smoking) and national healtii insurance. Dr. Allen Sapora mentioned
such developments as the coordination of efforts between the AALR
and the NRPA to develop accreditation and the concept of `commanity
education': the National Recreation Association stucQt.on_ Education
for Leisure that will provide a K-I2 program for leisure education; and
the many ramifications of the leisure counselling program. Dr. A. E.
("Jtk") Florio presented such issues as the need for a clear definition
of safety education; how 'to integrate safety more effectively into a per-
son's philosophy of life; ways to improve the competency of safety
teachers; and the low degree of financial commitment for safety at state
levels. Does it not become increasingly clear that these are our allied
fields, and that their professional issues and problems are quite different
from ours?

To this point I have purposely not considered the matter of ath-
letics, dance or correctives (adapted exercise) leaving our profession,
even though many within these areas have already left us or think they
should at the first possible moment. Frankly, I feel that these three
entities fit into the current disciplinary definition that most of us
have adopted"purposeful human movement in sport, play, dance, and
exercise." Accordingly, I believe that we should make every effort to be
of service to athletics, dance and corrective exercise. Athlelics needs
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improved professional preparation programs for coaches and ad-
ministrators; the results of applied research; and better teaching of the
theory and practice of sport skills. Dance needs greater recognition of its

--fundamental worth -ini-putposeful human movement; additional -fi-
nancial supivort to achieve its aims; and to be made to feel at home
within units largely of a physical education and ithletic nature. Exercise
therapy's needs are almost identical to those of dancerecognition of
worth, financial supiiort, and a chance to feel that this aspect of our prd-
fession is a starter when the team takes the floor. In my opinion, it
would be a serious error -to allow'these vital entities to -.move toward in-
dependent professitial status without makilik every possible effort to
retain them within the profession. We need them and, whether they
know it or not, they need us. We should not be sayingokfor example,
`twe have no problem with athletics on our campus; they're' over there."
tWe shouldtio, we musti-say, "Yes, we have problems with them, and
they have problems with us, but we intend, to work our problems out
together!" I

The need for our product in North AmeriCan society is greater than
ever before, LIN will increase in die future. The population will continue
to grow; techlitio-gy will march on unabated; the development of human
kinesthetic awarenessi.e., the non-verbal humanitiesis still being
slighted with its attendant increase in hypokinetic disease. We are facing

, a paradox; on one hand society seems to place great importance on its
apparent need to have spectacles in which others perform with a high
degree of skill in sport, dance and play. On the other hand, the bulk of
the population is not regularly getting the amount and kind of move-
ment experience it needs day in and day out. As a profession, we have
not yet been able to develop the necessary attitudes in most people so
that they will search out daily opportunities for vigorous, purposeful
physical activity.

What Then Should We Do? .

First, we must stop spreading ourselves so broadly and zero in on our
primary taskthe teaching of- human motor performance in sport,
dance, play and exercise. In the process we should continue to support
the Work and endeavors of our allied fields within the American Al-
liance. But we must make it absolutely clear that the objectives of the..
allied fields are important -but are not the primary task of our pro-
fessionpport and physical education.

Second, we should sharpen our focus on professional preparation,
In higher education we should consider the immediate implementation
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of a three-pronged approach: (1) preparation of the individual in the
theory and practice of human motor performance (i.e., opportunity to
specialize in (lance, gymnastics, aquatics, team sports, racquet sports,
and others); (2) preparation of the teacher, coach and/or administrator
and superviser; and (3) preparation of the scholar/researcher in the
humanities, social science and bio-scientific aspects of our profession.
Each of these approaches merits a respected place in higher education.
The difficulty has arisen when for a number of reasons we haven't
maintained high standards of professional conduct and ethics. At this
point I must pause to stress the urgent, indeed vital, need to bend
every effort to provide ourselves with a sound body of knowledge that
will lift our "trade" up to true professional status in keeping with an
accepted disciplinary definition.

Third, we should identify strongly with competitive sport at all educa-
tional levels while understanding that our developin* knowledge about

4- human movement applied to sport and physical a'ctivity will service
professional sport as well. Our task is to join the struggle to keep
athletics educational and viable within the educational system. The
laria's-aety, presumably with help from our profession, must assume
responsibility for the employment of competitive semi-professional and
professional sport in keeping with the values of North America.

As educators we should be very careful with the employment of
competition and cooperation in the -development of young persons. Too
much emphasis on the fulfillment of ego goals in life may he ultimately
more destructive than beneficial. As Pirsig has pointed out so wisely,..,

-.-

Any effort that has self-gloriffcation as its final end point is bound to
erid in disaster. Now we're paying the price. When you try to climb
a mountain just to prove how big you are, you almost never make
it. And even if you do it's a hollow victory. In order to sustain the
victory you have to prove yourself again and again and again, driven
forever to fill a false image, haunted by the fear that the image is
not true and someone will find out. That's .never the way ... (1975,
.pp. 204-205)

We in education must impress upon:young people that competitive
striving is important; that working cooperatively with others in goal ful-
fillment has a basic place in our lives too; and that thcre is significance
and worth in the present that should not be disregarded or forgotten.
If we are here and we want to get thereik we must not forget that "when
he gets there he will be just as unhappy because then it will be 'here.'
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)Vhat he's looking for, what he wants, is all around him" (Pirsig 1975,
f:tp. 204-205)

Fourth, we mUst sharpen our focus and improve the qualityput
l'soul' in it, if you willof our basic curriculum in sport and physickl
activity. We should redouble our effort to guarantee every young person

lan opportunity to have a fine educational experience while striving to
reach his/her potential in sport, dance, play and exercise. Such ex-
perience should be in keeping with the overall educational aims of an
evolving democratic society, and be related to the needs and interests of

I the student whether he/she is accelerated, average or sub-par in motor
performance Ability.

In this connection I have become convinced that we should develop
our K-12 curriculum ever so much better insofar as both integration
and articulation are concerned. Professional leaders such as Ann Jewett ,
aMi Lawrence Locke have been telling the profession this for years, and
now is the time for their message really to sink in. I urge you to con-.
sider, for example, Jewett's Purpose-Process Currieulum Framework in
which each individual may search for 'meaning in a complete physical
education experience in which the person "moves to be aware of and
control the body; to develop movement skills to modify, adapt to, and
control the physical environment; and to communicate it'd interact in
a social environment" (Jewett 1975). This need has been recogniYed and
highlighted in the MarCh 1978 special feature of the Journal of Physical
Education and Recreation devoted to curriculum theory and practice
(edited by Marian Kneer). Another highly interesting and imaginative
"Operational Taxonomy for Physical Education Objectives" has been
deviwd by Anthony Annarino (1978, p. 54).

j.

Fifth, I wish to take this opportunity to urge the women in our pro-
fession to get more involved with the theory and practice of human
mottr performance at the higher levels of knowledge and competency
(an& this is not to say that such advice doesn't apply to men). We also
need more and better qualified women for sport coaching. Moreover,
there is no valid reason why more women should not apply, and be
considered seriously for senior administrative positions in our field.
Further, we should encourage the brightest young women students
to prepare themselves to make substantive scholarly contributions to
the understanding of our professional work. Finally, we should do all
in our power to make certain that opportunities are provided to those
who are qualified regardless of sex or color.

A sixth recommendatioti relates to the development of the disciplinary
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aspect of our profession. We should make as rapid strides as possible to
enhance the quality and quantity of scholarly investigation within our
departments, schools and colleges. Along with the continued analysis
of the physiological responses to human motor performance in sport,
dance, play and exercise, we need a better understanding of human
movement from both a kinematic and kinetic- standpoint. We also need
to investigate the many avenues in psychomotor development and growth
and developmental patterns. However, concurrent with such endeavor
in the bio-scientific aspects, we must work for a balance by encouraging
comparable, solid scholarly work in the social science and humanities
phases of our field. And here I would include the historical, philosophi-
cal, sociological, social psychological, cultural anthropological, political
science, economics, and management theory aspects of sport and
physical education. Interestingly enough, we need people in our pro-
fession too with intuition, imagination and creativity. Scientific method
is the best approach we have for telling us where we have been and
even for letting us know if our assumptions are reasonably valid, but
somehow it is deficient when we begin to wonder where we ought to be go-
int. This is why philosophy and truly scientific futurism should be en-
couraged.

The next recommendation stems directly from the fact that we now
have a National Association for Sport and Physical Education within the
Alliance. Is this the best term for the future? I don't know, nor do
know any one person whom we will allow to speak authoritatively for t!t,v

at present. We should, therefore, strive for consensus on a term to dee..
scribe our profession and its disciplinary aspects. Such a term should
not include our allied fields, or be too esoteric or be based on the
terminology of another discipline. It should delineate our basic function
and not be too general. Keeping these points in mind, the term "sport
and physical education," or perhaps "physical education and sport,"
can be a holding-pattern term. Maybe we should begin to think of our
profession as one whose function is to provide education in "sports and
physical activity."

The Professional Task Ahead

Finally, we should understand why we have chosen this profession as
we search for people with lifelong commitments to help us achieve our
democratically agreed-upon professional goals. We need to determine
much more concisely and more exactly what it is that we are professing.
Our personal involvement and specialization should include a high level

of competency and skill undergirded by solid knowledge about the
profession. The present is no time for imprecise knowledge or unwilling-
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ness to stand up and be counted in debate with colleaguet in other
disciplines and the general public. Our Professional task is as ?mpbrtant
as any in society. If we don't believe that assertisni, and then act in-

----telligently and cburageously-off-it, -our -profession will hot reach its
potential. We have the capability to influence societal norms and values
'positively, through greatly improved, purposeful human motor per-
formance in sport, dance, play and exerciseand thereby improve the
quality of life. But such improvement will happen only through the
efforts of people making quality decisions and carrying them out to their
logical conclusioni. The obligation- is oursto sharpen our focus and
improve the quality -of our proiessional effort. As Ray Charles said,
"What is soul? It's like electricitywe don't really know what it is,
but it's a force that can light up a room." I challenge you today to
be die force that "lights up your professiotial room." This is the time to
put "soul" in sport and physical education.
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Chapter 13

Historical Perspective on
Contrasting Philosophies .of
Professional Preparation for

Physical Education in the
United States

Historical research and so-called philosophical research are carried out
in a wide variety of ways. This chapter, attempts to combine one technique

of historical methoda "persistent problems" approachwith two
techniques of philosophical methoda combination of "structural
analysis" and "ordinary language" approaches. The underlying
hypothesis is that there have been contrasting philosophies of professional
preparation for physical education in the United States. More specifically,

these contrasting philosophies or positions an be classified roughly as
progressivistic, essentialistic, or neither under the sub-discipline known as

educational philosophy.

Historical Review of Professions

Even though the idea of professions and rudimentary preparation for
them originated in very .early Societies, the term "profession" Was not

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented at the Convention of the North Ameri-

. can Society for Sport History, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada,
May 11, 1974. The original article appeared in the.Canadian Journal of History of Sport and

Physical Education. Vol. VI, No. 1, May 1975.
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commonly used until reeently (Brubacher 1962, p. 47). However, centers
for types of professional instruction were developed in Greece and

_Rome as different bodies_ of knowledge became available. In medieval
times universities were organized when the various professional facul-,
ties banded together for convenience, power and,protection. The degree
granted at that time was a license to practice whateven the graduate
"professed." This practice continued until the Renaissance, at which
time instruction became increasingly secularized. Further, training
for certain professions (e.g., la*) gradually became disassociated from
universities, especially in England (Ibid., pp. 42-56).

The term "profession" is usually described as a vocation that requires
specific knowledge of some aspect of learning in order to have the
practitioner accepted as a professional person. As far back as _1915
Abraham Flexner recommended six criteria as being characteristic
of a profession. A professional person's activity was (1) fundamentally
intellectual, and the individual bore significant personal Tesponsibility;
(2) 'undoubtedly learned, because it was based on a wealth of knowledge;
(3) definitely practical, rather than theoretical; (4) grounded in tech-
nique that could be taught, and this was the basis of professional educa-
tion; (5) strongly organized internally; and (6) largely motivated by
altruism, since its goal was the improvement of society (Fleiner 1915,
pp. 578-581). However, the crucial aspect of this analysis was "the un-
selfish devotion of those who have chosen to give themselves to making
the world a fitter place to live (Ibid., p. 590). The presence or lack
of this unselfish devotion, elevated a doubtful activity to professional
status or lowered an itknowledged professiowo a venal trade.

), Professional preparation of teachers, at least to any considerable
extent, is a fairly recent innovation. In early times the most important
qualification for the position of teacher was sound knowledge of the sub-
ject. If the subject matter was deemed important, the status, of the
teacher rose accordingly. For example, when a large percentage 'of the
populace could read and write in the later years .of the Greek and
Roman eras, the status of children's teachers declined, but those who
taught more complex subjects were highly respected (although not
rewarded highly with money) (Brubacher 1966, pp. 466 ff.). Over the
centuries public esteem accorded teachers has been highest when they
were preparing students for what were considered to be the important
demands of life.

The medieval university, with its emphasis on the learned professions
of theology, law, arts and medicine, elevated th teacher in the eyes of
the public. Teachers who possessed backgrou knowledge in one of the
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seven lib6ra1 artsknowledge that laymen could not comprehendwere
considered qualificd to carry on with this art. At this time there was no
professional education prior to becoming a teacher, at least in the sense
that state or provincial certification is needed today in order to teach
in publicly supported institutions at ciwtain levels. However, during
this period there was a type of professional teachers' organization
similar to that of the medieval guild. Butts explains that "in the thir-
teenth century a career in university life became so important that it be-.
gan to challenge a career in church or state as an outlet for the energies
of able young men" (1947, p. 179);

There was evidently a shortage of good teachers at the secondary level
throughout the Renaissance. Despite this fact the status of teachers
remained very.low throughout the eig t eenth century; this can probably
be attributed to the fact that nothi that could be classified as a

I,

science of education developed. It was generally recognized that teach-
ing was an art (a belief that prevails in many circles today), and this

" belief led to the position that the individual either possessed. this
ability inherently or did not. During this period the Catholic Church
made some progress in turning out good secondary teachers, but compe-
tent instructors were in short supply, and conditions were even worse at
the elementary level (Brubacher 1966, p. 472).

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cepturies, Prussia made
the most headway in improving teacher education. The government gave
strong support to this develoAnent pnder Frederick the Great. The
teaching methods of Pestalozzi were later introduced to strengthen this
program still further, and the system was copied extensively in America.
The advancements made in the theory of pedagogy based on his ap-
proach to the child's nature were truly significant. These develop-
Ments were "the product of the reform movement in education which
tended toward realism and away from classicisman effort which had
for its object the practical education of the masses, the fitting of youth
for citizenship and the practical duties of life" (Luckey 1903, pp. 27-28).

The status of teachers in colonial America depended largely upon
whether a teacher taught at the college level or in the lower branches
of education. Once again it was a question of knowledge of subject
matter with no emphasis on theory of pedagogy. Advancement in the
nineteenth century came i the type of professional education offered
to elementary school teachers through the growth of the normal
school ideay J. P. Gordy reports that elements of the German pattern
were adopted in the first normal schools in the United States,'
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but much originality on the part of the early advocates was alga evident
(1891, pP. 20-21): e

The years between. 1830 and 1860 witnessed the struggle for state-
supported schools, and by the end of this period the American, educa-
tional ladder as a one-way system was fairly complete. Once the various
types of schools were amalgamated into state systems, attention was
turned to the quality of teachers. Although the number of state normal
schools increased steadily, improvement in the status of teachers dame
slowly in the period from 1860 to 1890. By the end of the nineteenth
century, the normal school was a -well established part of the American
educational systim.. However, the transformation of this type of insti-
tution from secondary status to college level occurred after the beginning
of the twentieth century. With the tremendous grOwth of the number
of yublic high schools, it became imperative for the normal schools to -V

become normal colleges and to graduiate men and women with degrees
that would be accepted by accrediting associations as comparable to uni-
vefrsity degrees. (Interestingly" enough, colleges and universities werl
uncertain about the role they, should play in the technical phases of
tOaiihing in the nineteenth century; thus, professional education for
,eachers was quite often no better than normal school training.)

4/ The twentieth century has witnessed a number of significant develop-
/
ments in teacher education, primarily for elementary and secondary
school teachers. Normal colleges were subsequently designated teachers'
colleges, and during the.1950s and 1960s most of these institutions were
elevated to university status by the proclamation of state legislatures. In
a number of eases. the declaration was premature, because the scholarly
writing and reliearch of many of these universities has been very slim .

'\ indeed. Also, a full component of schools and colleges reprisenting
the many disciplines and professions has been lacking.

Education as a professional area of study has gradually made an
inroact into most of the leading colleges and universities, but it has yet
to justify the disciplinary status that is claimed' by many. There was
such a demand for secondary school teachers that it seemed unrea-
sonable for these institutions not to make some prOvision in their
educational offerings to meet this demand. Thus, despite the fact that
colleges and universities did not require education professors to present
evidence of course work in professional education leading to certifi-
cation, more than 500 institutions of higher education added programs
between 1900 and 1930 W help prospective teachers ',meet teacher
cectification requirements.
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P;ofessional Preparation for Physical Education

Professional preparation for physical education in the United States
began in 1861 when Dio Lewis started the first..10-week diploma course
(p. 665). The Normal School of the North American Turnerbund began
in 1866 in New York City. In many. instances'these early schools were
owned by the individual or society sponsoring them, but eventually these

schools underwent a transformation. Names were changed; curricula were

expanded; staffs were atly increaSed; degrees were offered; and even-

tually affiliation with coil ei and universities took place (Zeigler. 1962,

pp. 116-133).

The field has been influenced by a variety of societal forces as the
American scene changed. Foreign traditions and customs held sway
initially, but gradually a fairly distinct American philosophy of physical

education emerged. The fairly distinct image eventualry became blurred

as various educational philosophies came into being (Zeigler 1964,

Chaps. 5, 7, 9, 11). Wars and periods ,of economic depression and
prosperity typically brought about sweeping changes.

In the period from 1900 to 1920 educators bega o take the place
of physicians as directors-of professional physical education programs
(Elliott 1927, p. 21). In addition, Many publicly supported colleges and
universities entered the field and were awarding baccalaureate degrees
upon the completiot of. programs with majors in physical education.
Specialized curricula were developed in schools of education, but
physical education programs were organized independently of profes-
sional education schools. The subsequent establishment of separate
schools and colleges of physical education within universities has had a
notable influence on professional preparation ,and on the status of the
field as a whole (Zeigler 1972, p. 48).

Many leaders have urged that a stronger "cultural!' education be pro-

vided for prospective physical education teachers: Further there is kneed
for an improved background ingthe foundation sciences. Until recently
there was a definite trendloward increasing the requirements-for general
professional education courses.. A number of studies have indicated a
lack of standardization in course terminology within the specialized
education area of health, physical.education and recreation (for example,

see Professional Training in Physical Education, 1928, p. 41).

In the decade after Wodd War I, some 137 colleges and universities
joined those already in existence to offer professional education in health
and physical education (Zeigler 1950, p. 326). As a result, school health
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education and physical education were interwoven in a somewhat cot!-
fusing manner in the curriculum. In addition, coiirses in recreation,
camping and outdoor education were often introduced. Gradually
.separate curricula in school -health and.safety education and recreation
leadership were develoiied in many of the leadinviiiversities. A series of
national conferences helped to bring the various curriculum' objectives
into focus (for example, see the National Conference on Undergraduate
Professional Preparation,.1948). Currently there is a strong trend to*ard
specialization which may separate the present three areas still further
(and this seemsgo include dance and athletics as well). The American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, the largest
single department of the National Education Association, has been a
greal unifying force in the total movement; nevertheless it is almost im-
possible to achieve consensus among the various philosophies of
education.

fr

There have iSeen many attempts to improve the quality of profesaional
preparation through studies, surveys, research projects, national con-
ferences and .accreditation plans. Snyder and Scott recommended care-
ful consideration of the "conipetency approach" in the 1950s as i means
.of improving the entire professional preparation process in physical
education (1954). The need for a disciplinary approach and economic
pressures (accompanied by the introduction of higher educational boards
at the state level) have had a 'marked effect on colleges and universities of-
fering professional programs in the field. 'The leaders in the field are
currently moving most carefully as they look to the future. The current
shake-up taking place in higher education- may prove to be beneficial to
physical 'education, but only if wise leadership and dedicated profes-
sional effort are able to persuade the members of the profession to raise
their standards higher than they are at present.

Selected Problem Areas in Professional Preparation History

Since the early divelopment of teacher education in physical educa-
tion, a great number of developments have taken place that either solved

-`--specific problems or created new areas of concern. In a study published
in the late 1920s, five "outstanding developments in professional train-
ing" were listed as follows: the philosophy of physical education has
undergone a change; educators have taken on the place of physicians as
directors; academic degrees, are being granted for major units in
physical education; specialized curricula in physical education are being
offered in schools of education; and the organization has become very
complex (Elliott 1927, pp. 16-23). In the process of this investigation,
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however, finny "interesting problems" presented themselves for further
study:

1. An investigation of the qualifications and functions of the physical
educator.

2. The need of a selective process in the admission of students to pro-
fessional curricula which will not only determine mental and
physical fitness, but personality and leadership qualifications.

3. The organization of a professional curriculum, with a greater free-
dom of election than is now in practice, which will provide the
necessary and desirable professional preparation in physical
education, as well as the cultural bickground.

4. The organization of courses, especially in the foundation sciences,
anatomy, physiology, etc., that are adapted fo satisfactorily meet
the needs of students majoring in physical education.

5. A standardized nomenclature in physical education.
6. Means of coordinating the several departments, schools and col-

leges which contribute to the professional curriculum
7.. The determinktion of the minimum essentials tgr the preparation

of teachers ....
8. The Organization of graduate work in physical education for spe-

cialists, administrators, and directorkof physical education. (Ibid.,
pp.-56-57)

In undertaking a comprehensive history of professional preparation
for physical education in the thid-1940s, this author subdivided the
investigation into a number of persistent problems that confronted those
contirrned with teacher education in physical education since it began in
the United States (Zeigler 1950). The historical development of each of
the following topical headings was described:

Selective Admission, Placement and Guidance. The, first school had
no entrance requirements, but by 1948 complicated proceduresexisted.
The trend in the 1950s was toward generalization of entrance require-
ment working toward a continuous, long-range program of selection.-

CurriculumAims and Methods. The aims and methods of the early
schools varied greatly, but toward the end of the 1800s some leader's
were taking an eclectic and fairly scientific approach. In the period from
1920 to 1950, a unique American philosophy of physical education
developed, and the physical educator was accorded more professional
stature. Although many still think of curriculum primarily in terms of
courses, some are beginning to see curriculum as including all the
experiences provided for the development of the.professional student.
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CurriculumLength of Course and Types of Degrees. The first course
for training, teachers of physical education extended oier a 10-week
period, and the successful student "received a diploma. Now the pro-
fessional- student-in physieal education may be awarded the doctor of
philosophy degree or the doctor of education degree upon successful
completion of a program extending over at least seven years.

CurriculumSpecific Courses and Trends. Early curricula in the field
varied greatly, with some including as much knowledge of the body as
would be expected of an early medical doctor. The program varied de-
pending upon which foreign system of gymnastics was being pro-
pounded. In the twentieth century the outlook gradually broadened, and
there was a fair distribution among the general academic, basic science,
professional education and professional physical education courses. In
the 1920s the most prevalent specialization was athletic coaching, but
in the 1930s the emphasis shifted so that a coach, an academic teacher,
and a gymnasium instructor were desired in that order.

In-service Training of Teachers. In the late 1800s and early 4900s a
nuMber of summer training programs in physical education began (e.g.,
the Harvard Summer School of Physical Educatimi under Dr. Sargent).
This movement expanded in the 1920s and by 1931 the total m(mber of
summer sessions was 654, enrolling about 28 percent of the total number
Of teachers, 273,148 (National Education Association, 1931). In ad-
dition, a number of professional asSociations were organized by .people
with special professional interests in the field te.g., the National College
PhYsical Education Association for Men in 1897), and a number of
professional periodicals were started (e.g., Mind and Body of the North
American Gymnastic Union).

Administrative Problems of Teacher Training. Four other administra-
-five problems were delineataaff evolution; growth in the number of
training programs; a steady77nd toward centralization of certification
in state departments of education along with a progressive raising of
minimum requirements; and professional status and ethics, an area in
which there has been some development within the education profession
(but not among professionals in the public sector).

Contrasting Philosophical Positions Within Professional Preparation:
Broadly speaking, it N possible to delineate among educational
progressivism, 'bitt&ttional essentialism, and a philosophy of language
approach in relation-to professional preparation for physical education.
In attempting to do this, the teacher of teachers should keep in mind
that progressivism is greatly concerned with pupil freedom, indiiidual
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differences, student interest, pupil growth, absence of fixed values, and

"education as.life now." The essentialist believes that there are certain
educational valuei bjr which the student must be guided; that effort
takes precedence over interest and that this girds "moral stamina"; that
the experience of the past has powerful jurisdiction over the present; and

that the cultivation of the intellect is most -important in education
(Zeigler 1963, p. 10). Existentialist "flavoring" in educational philoso-
phy may be viewed as somewhat progressivistic in nature, mainly be-

cause it is individualistic and quite often atheistic or agnostic. A philoso-

phy of 'language approach may be regarded as neitherneither pro-
gressivistic or essentialistic. It is basically concerned with language

and/or conceptual analeisthe former being based on the belief that
much of the confusion and disagreement over philosophy emanates
from misuse of language, while the latter seems to incline toward a. tech-
nique that seeks to define a term or concept (as opposed to how it is
used). Somewhat broader analytic philosophy provides "a rational
reconstruction of the language of science" (Kaplan 1961, p. 83).

.fr

There are 11 aspects of teacher education about which there have been

sharp divisions of opinion historiCally. It has been possible to achieve
some consensus on these problems from time to time through national
conferences on teacher preparation which have been, held in the United
States since the late 1800s. All factions agree that qualified teachers are

the most important determinant of the status of the profession; yet,
there are many areas of disagreenTnt in which conserlsus is a long way

offor may never be reached. Such disagreement will not necessarily.be
-resolved through democratic employment of the ballot box at national
conferences; however, such a technique is Tundamenial in a democratic
society, and the influence of a Majority on a contentious issue should be
helpful but not overwhelming- to the undecided or recalcitrant indi-.

vidual.

Course EmphasisTechnique or Content? The first of the 11 problem

areas , is the question of whether the prospective teacher/coach needs

more or fewer courses emphasizing technique rather than conteift His-

.
torically the essentialist is suspicious of the plue of general professional
education courses: believing that teaching is much more an art than a
science. The idealisticallropiented essentialist would stress the need for
the physical educator to have more of a background in, the huminities,
while the essentialist with- a natural realistic orientation would place
increased emphasis on the foundation science courses (Zeigler 1964,

pp. 263-265).

Competency Approach vs. Courses and Credits Approach. The previous
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discussion leads to a further problem that has plagued teacher educa-
tion. This is the use of the competency approach (ef. page 143) as opposed
to the courses and credits approach that has been with,the field tradi-

--tionally since the first professional-program was-intitidliced in 1861. As
matters stand now, the student takes a certain number of courses while
attending college for a required nuniber of years Upon graduation the
new teacher receives his/her degree for the successful completion of 132
semester hours, more or less, and a proyisional teaching certificate,
which informs local school boards that the/recipient is a competent, edu-
cated person able to teach physical education, However, there is no
guarantee that graduating seniors will be able to function as competent
professionals unless a more effective means of assessing their abilities is
developed. .

'
Over the years the essentialistic teacher educator has not been dis-

turbed about the pattern in which Students take a certain number of
specified courses for a required number of years; earn the required
number of credit hours/with approximately a C+ grade point average;
and then go out to teach. Conversely, the &location progressivist has
been more concerned about what is happening to the individual ars this
processm' goes op; especially insofar as his/her knowledge, skills and
competencies/ are concerned, and specifically as these may be related
to teachin /performance.

Relating Language Analysis to the Competency Approach. When
a special cOmmittee at Illinois related a language analysis approach to
teacher education in physical education in 1963, the members did not
approach their task in either an 'essentialistic or progressivistic manner;
they merely attempted to define the terms typically employed and then to
splice them,in proper perspective. Afterthis process had been completed,
'when a specific ierm (e.g., "competency") wis employed, they knew

, where it fit into the pattern being developed and how the term was
being used. (For our purposes here, therefore, this philosophy of
language approach possesses no value orientation such as is the case
with progressivism or essentialism.)

4

The results of this deliberation, were as follows: the student enrolled
in a professional preparation program in physical education and sport is
afforded educational experiences in a jlassroom, laboratory, gym-
nasium, pool, field or field work settirielThrough various types of edu-
cational methodology (lectures, discussions, problem-solving situations
in theory and practice, etc.), he/she hears facts, increases his/her scope
of information (knowledge) and learns to comprehend and interpret this
material (understanding). Possessing variOus amounts of ability or
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aptitude, the student gradually develops competency and a certain
degree of skill, hopefully certain appreciations about the worth of his/
her profession will be developed and certain attitudes about the work
that lies ahead in his/her chosen field will be formed. To sum it up,
there are certain special duties or performances that the student pre-
paring for the teaching profession should fulfill (functions). Through the
professional curriculum, he/she is exp*ed to specific problems which
must be faced successfully. Through pianned experiences, with a wide
variety of resource areas to serve as "depositories" of facts, the student
develops competencies, skills, knowledge, finderstahding, appreciationS
and attitudes that will enable him/het to be an effective educator.
(Zeigler 1974, pp. 11,13).

Specialization or Geneiralization in the Curriculum? A fourth problem
faced by the field in t is century is the question of whether there
should be a seciaIizedci1rricu1urn or a generalized program that would
include health and safety education (including driver education) and
recreation education. Those with an essentialistic orientation have
felt that the trend toward generalization of function must be halted;
they would prefer that attention be devoted toward turning out a good
physical education teacher, or gymnasium instructoran exercise spe-
cialist. The essentialist believes that the field has spawned many of these
allkd fields, but that they have now grown up and should be allowed
to function on their own. Some with an essentialistic orientation believe
that physical education can be considered curricular, but there is almost
unanimous agreement that all of These other areas are really extra-
curricular. Conversely, the educational .progressivist believedat least
until the disciplinary emphasis of 'the 1960sthat any and all of these
areas (e.g., health and safety education) should be included within a
department or school as part of the physical education major.

Election vs. Requirement in the Curriculum. The pendulum haS been
swinging back and forth in coAection with this fifth problem area ov'er
the past 100 years. Twenty-five years ago a student was allowed one
elective course in the senior year, and even with this elective he/she
was urged to select a basic geography course. Now there is almost, com-

, plete freedom of choice concerning electives, and a student can gradu-
ate without taking anatomy and phisiologyl However, the elective
promiscuity of the 1960s is now being changed, add a bask core of
courses is being established as a requirethent in the humanities and
social science aspect of the curriculum as well as in the bio-science

division.

Influence of Competitive Athletics Most women in .the field of .
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physical education have been appalled by the materialistic influences '.
,that have beset men's athletics sinCe the early 1900s. During the decades
when interscholastic and intercollegi*:. athletics for women were

---zealotttly kePtltnder cOarot 'and 4.4; aNioxy toWlleVel,-Canadian women
physical educators maintained comPetOve;spOri 'for women in educa-
tional perspective and at a slightly hightr level of competition in the
colleges and universities. Now the situatiOn has changed, and there is a
new emphasii'on women's competitive sport ihroughoutthe land. Recent'
Title IX legislation clearly means that ,women should; have the same
opportunities as men in competitive sport, and, one Conjectures whether
the womtn's program will inevitably .lose "sdund'educational perspective
in the process. .Both educational esseittVists and edUtational pro-
gressivists decry the materialistic excessei.operating within competitive
sport in education, but . they seem almost powerlets' to 'combat these
abuses. The essentialist is probably a little less disturbed, because he/
she sees this activity as extracurricular, whereas th i:Togressivist, who :
sees the experience as potentially curricular in !nature; is greatly dis-
turhed. ,

Discipline Emphasis vs:, Professtonal Preparation. The need:;.fOr-..a,
disciplinary oiientation to a body of knowledge -for physicalreducatio
that became evident in the early 1960s has somehow challonicd or
threatened those who felt fhagt the fold's primary miSsionIta,S$.0 'Pre-
pare teachers and coaches of physical education and sport itro. y.

the secondary schools. This need not be an either-or decisibp; hoWelier,.;
because anY true profession needs supporting S'Cholars and retealilieri to'
provide the necessary knowledge required for. successfiil funetioning;:_
For a variety of reasoni the field of physical education has not attracted:
a saficient number of scholars in the past, although the,situation has .

Unproved in the past 10 years. This previous deficiency has resulted in ,

physical education "acquiring a rather missive inferiority complex,"
and, therefore, the theory and practice, of human motor performance (or
human movement) has not been consi4ered acceptable for introduction
into the educational curriculum at any 'level. .

.

Bio-Science vs. Humanities-Social Science Conflict. An eighth prob-
lem that has come into sharp focus recently concerns Those 'Who feel

-that a bio-science 'approach is sufficient for the fullestdevelopment of
the flinch-Their efforts are fully expended in this direction, and they
decry any expendittires for the development of the humanities and social
science aspects of the profession. Further incidents of this type, such as
isOlated efforfs by social scientists to downgrade the humanities aspects
of the field, represent a type of conflict that will inevitably be self-
defeating for tfie eniire field of physical education and sport.
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Accreditation of Teaching-Preparing Institutions. Efforts to improve

the level .of teacher education generally, and physical education spe-
cifically, have resulted in several approaches to the matter of accredika-
tion, Over the past 40 years or so, attempts have been made to stan-
dardize professional curricula with some positive results. Many national
conferences in both general education and physical education have been

held in an attempt to determine desirable practices for teacher education
institutions. From this movement have evolved standards to be used by

teams of professionals serving under ithe auspices of accrediting
agencies. The first step was the establishment, of criteria for rating
professional programs; at this time individual departments were en-

couraged to undertake self-evaluation of major programs. More recently,

the National Council on Accreditation of Teacher Educalion bega* con-
ducting institutional surveys as rapidly and carefully as possible. The
entire field of teacher education is involved in this effort, and accreaa-
tion is being withheld from institutions that do not meet the prescribed
standards. There is a considerable amount of consensus between the
essentialists and the progressivists about this development, even if their

agreement is not always based upon the same reasoning. The prbgres-
sivist supports the concept of self-evaluation and believes that standards
should allow room for flexibility, while the essentialist would vote to
eliminate substandard institutions froni the teacher education field if
their standards were not elevated within a fixed period of time. .

Involvement of Students in Evaluation Pmcess. A tenth problem has
been the extent to which students should be allowed to share in the
evaluation of the professional program. Typically, the progressivist has

seen a great deal of merit in such a process, whereas the, essentialist

has avoided using such an evaluative technique. The student unrest of

the 1960s and public disenchantment with colleges anti universities have

forced essentialistic professors and administrators to accept course
evaluations by students. The publication of course evaluation manuals
by student organizations has met with considerable hostility on the part

of some faculty members. Still further, demands that stich evaluations
be employed by committees on promolion and tenure have brought
sarong negative reactions by professors.

Patterns of Administrative Control. The final problem relates to the
question of whether different approaches to the administrative function
within education play a vital part in achieving the objectives of the pro-
fessional preparation program in physical education. The educational
essentialist tends to see administration as an art, while the progressivist

views it as a aeveloping social sciencethat is, all evidence should 'be
brought to- bear in the administrative process, while the grogram is being
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administered artfully. An educational progressivist serving as an ad-
ministrator would try to conduct the affairs of the department in a
democratic manner and would encourage faculty members to share in
policy fortnation. The chairperson would encourage faculty, staff and
students to offer constructive criticism in a variety of ways. On the other
hand, the essthtialistic adminikrator would fiinction on the basis of his/
her ascribed authority which would be centralized through a line-staff
pattern of "control. Although he/she might-ask for opinions of faculty
membersand indeed there are aspects of the university situation now
where faculty and even students vote on important mattershe/she
would not hesitate to overrule the majority if he/she were convinced that
an incorrect decision had been made. In the final analysis there is -
still no firm understanding as to what constitutes the best type of demo-
cratic process within a college or university's pattern- of administrative
control. Thus, because man is an imitator, and students are not ex-
ceptions to this generalization, it is most important that undergraduates
observe. (and perhaps take part in)-the finest pattern of administrative
control consistent with representative democracy.

Conclusions

On ,the basis of ongoing historical investigation and philosophiCil
analysis of professional preparation for physical education in the United
States, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Physical, education is considered to be part of the teaching pro-
fession, a field of endeavor that has many of the earmarks of a true
profession (although its internal organizational structure could be
strengthened considerably).

2. Professional preparation for physical education has undergone a
process of evolution over the past 113 years, during which time it has
been influenced by a variety of societal forces.

3. Greater -progress may have been madein the United States in the
area of professional preparation for physisal education, but there are
strong influences evident at present that may retard the field's progress
seriously.

4. The most serious problems confronting professional preparation
for physical education in the United States at present are as follows:

(a) The need to graduate competent, well-educated, hilly professional
physical educators and coaches.
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(b) The need to denlop sound options within the professional cur-
riculum in which specialization is encouraged.

(c) The need to control competitive athletics for liOth men and women

in such a way that the entire educational process is strengthened
rather than distorted as it-is at present.

(d) The need to develop a sound body of knowledge in the humani-

ties, social science and bio-science aspects of physicaI education

and sport.
(e) The need to fully implement patterns of administrative control

within 'educational institutions that are fully consonant with a
desirable amount of freedp in an evolving democratic society.

Finally, there are six criteria whereby a philosophy of professionil

education might be developed by any sincere, reasonably intelligent
individual practicing in the field. To be most effective a philosophy of
professional education should include the following:

I. The expression of a position concerning the nature of the universe
(metaphysics). To the extent that such a position is poSsible, it should

be foundediftitlAvIedgerthat is systematically verifiable, or at least

recognition \of nonvtrifiability should be admitted.

2. A statement about the possibility of the acquisition of knowledg
(epistemology). Such a statement should be logical and consistent in

several divisions.

3. A determination of educational aims and objectives in relation to

societal aims or values (axiology). Such aims should be both, broad and

inclusive in scope.

4. A design of action for education. Education should be meaningful

and enjoyable, as well as practical and attainable.

5. A desqgn fbr implementation of general professional education.
This should be based on the achievement of knowledge, competencies

and skills through planned experiences.

6. A design for implementation of- specialized professional educa-

tion. This should also be achieved through the acquisition of knowledge,
competencies and skills as a result of carefully planned experiences.
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Chapter 14

A Brief Analysis Of Freedom
in Competitive 'Sport

5

A brief analysis of the concept of ,Treedom"within the framework of
competitive sport, and espedially as it might relate to so-called educa-
tional sport, is absolutely Vital at this time in North AmeriCan sport
and/or athletics. There is enough evidence and oPinion that many, if
not most, sports (or experiences .in *sports by individuals) need to be
modified by providing opportunities for the participants to make in-

idividual choices and decisions that would enhance the quality of life for.

all. conterned.

Freedom, is used here to describe the "condition of being able to
choose and carry out purposes" (Muller 1961, p. xiv). This concept
will be discussed More fully tater, but for now it will sing* be sta
that the problem of indiAdual freedom in a transitional society 4the
twentieth century) cannot be safely placed aside for future reference.
Even.though much 'progress has been made in achieving civil rights for

men and women on this continent in this century, there have been a
'number of developments recently in both Canada and the United States
which make a person, realize how precarious an individual's freedom

really is. .

lf it is true that the present society is in the midst of a great transi-
.

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented at the Fourth Annual Meeting of ihe
Philosophic Society for the Study of Sport, London, Ontario, Canada, Nov. 16, 1974. Sec-

tions of this article appeared originally in Personalizing Physical Education and Sport
PhilosophY published by Wees Publishing Company, Champaign, 111., 1975.
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don, and that "we must learn to master ourselves as we are learning r.
master nature," then along the way it will be necessary to avoid certam

If we are not able to steer clear of these traps, it is quite_possible
that life as it is presently known on this planet will cease Moulding
1964, p. 24). If sport has become an important Eart of culture, a culture
that is in jeopardy in the years ahead, it should be employed as a "so-
cially' useful servant." Such a purpose for sport is certainly justifiable
for individual man and for social man, whether its place in the formal
educational system is being considered or whether its role in society at
large is in question.

The terms "sport" and "athletics" will be used here interchangeably,
because that appears to be the accepted general practice. This is not to
say that James Keating is not etymologically correct in his distinction

. between these two terms. It is only that -the public does not tend to
recognize sport as the involvement of a "gentleman sportsman seeking
to maximize Thesdeasure of the occasion for himself and his opponent"
and athletics e "prize-hunting athlete with a win-at-all-costs atti-
tude."

rt,
The main problem of this analysis is to posit a workable definition of

the concept of 'freedom' for an evolving democratic society todayone
that may be adapted to the experience of men in cQmpetitive sport in
such a way that they may live fuller lives while at the same time
strengthening the position of representative democracy as a system of
government. Obviously, this is a large task that can be considered only
in an exploratory way here. Further, this discusion will be limited to
men's sport, although the problem is equally as important for women.

Freedom in philosophy

Times are exceedingly difficult, and man'sfreedom is being challenged
and delimited. Keep in mind the definition of freedom as "the condi-
tion of being able to choose and carry out purposes," but consider
Richard Goodwin's qualifying clause which states "to the outer limits
fixed by the mat,orial conditions and capacity of tlfe time" (1974, p. 24).
To this he adds a "social dimension" that some might reject: "Not only
does the free individual establish his own purposes, but they are con:
sistent with the purposes of his fellows. tie seeks his own wants, and
further to cultivate his own faculties in a manner wpich is consistent
with the well-being of others" (Ibid., p. 28). One can see Thoreau
sliaking his heat vigorously at the constraints imposed by Goodwin.

Despite. therouteries that are hears about the loss of, or the possible
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loss of, or even the denial of certain individual freedoms in- North
_America, Walter Kaufmann has recently postulated that the large
majority of people really "crave a life withput 'choice." In Without
Guilt or Justice, he delineates 10 strategies by which modern man avoids
making serious life decisions that would !hake him personally autonomous.
These strategies are (1) allegiance to a religion; (2) drifting by either
adopting a stance of "status quoism" or by "dropping out"; (3) commit-
ment or allegiance to a movement; (4) allegiance to a school of thought
(less politically active than the previous strategy); (5) exegetical think-

, inga "text is God" -approach; (6) Manichaeanism, or an elementary
"Xigood and evil" battleground approach to the world; (7) moral ra-
tionalism, or a position that assumes correct reasoning alone can
demonstrate what a person ought to do in all difficult or fateful situa-
tions; (8) pedantry, which involves continued concern with Minute or
microscopic details "while Rome is burning"; (9) "riding the wave of
the future," a shortsighted position or faith assumed by some to give
support to the acceptance of dogmatic political ideologies (a belief often
connected with a religious faith or similar movement); and (10) marriage,
an extremely popular strategy for women in many societies that delimits

'very sharply their potential for autonomous decisions in their lives (a
fate that often befalls men similarly). Of course, a number' of these
strategies can be co' mbined in one person with an even greater possibility
that the person will not lead an auynomous life. A truly autonomous
perSon would successfully avoid employing any of these 10 strategies or
at the very most would adopt only one or two to a limited extent and
with "conscious foresight" (Kaufmann 1973, chap. 1). -

Throughout the history of the discipline of philosophy, the concept of
freedom has been employed in such a way that it has related to events
that occurred in the everyday relations of men, or it has involved
particufar aspects or conditions of social life. Despite this delimitation,
significant differences of usage still exist, more or less legitimate and
convenient to a .varying extent. For example, the Araditional, liberal
meaning of freedom relates to the absence of constraint or coercion.
Thus, in Partridge's wordsactually a position similar to that defined
by J. S. Mills as "negative" freedom or "freedom from"the following
definition has been typically considered the primary one in the Western
world:
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A man is said to be free to the extent that he can choose his own
goals or course of conduct, can choose between alternatives avail-
able to him, and is not compelled to act as he himself would not
choose to act, or prevented from acting as he would otherwise
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choose to act, by the will of imother man, of the state, or of any
other authority. (1967, p. 222)

Obviously, this is a carefully worded definitioR and is quite complete,
but some wonder if it should not be broadened. For example, there are
often natural conditions that limit man's freedom by preventing him
from achieving his personal goals. Others woul4 carry the ,definition
one step further by stipulating that a man is nof truly free unless he
has the wher&ithal to achieve his life goals. This means that a person
should be proVided with the capability or power to attain a freely
selected objective. Partridke complains that this is stretching the defini-
tion far too much, and that the ordinary language *of this assumption
has been distorted. Being free in his opinion is not the same as possess-
ing the ways and means to achieve the goals that one has set for his/her
life!

Proceeding from tiie above premises, any definition of the term
"coercion" must take into consideration fhe matter of indirect control
of an individual's life style, as well as thou obstacles or hardles that
are overtly placed in his path. For example, a rich person might cov-
ertly employ gifts of money and other articles to deprive another of the
opportunity to be selected as a candidate for some office. Such a tactic
could be carried out very subtly, perhaps even unconsciously, by the rich
person. Still further, a person might not know enough to select the
best alternative leading toward a more sUccessful future for himself
and family, whether or not direct or indirect methods of control or
coercion had been employed to limit his freedom by another person or
group of people: The only conclusion to be drawn here is that if we
wish to guarantee Citizens "full" freedom, a high degree of education
is increasingly important for eachindividual in a society that is steadily
growing more complex.

Up to this point this discussion about freedom has been limited to
the concept of Inedom from' certain impositions or controls in life,
but obvibusly it is vitally important that the concePt of 'freedom for'
certain opportunities or alternative actiOns be introduced. Throughout
the history of philosophy, for 67awmple, a numbs af different possibili-
ties for the ood life have been postulated. Without becoming too
specific abo t what these approaches to the good life might be, the
free person should look forward to a variety of freedoms of to, in,
and from he 'moves throughAite. Here are being suggested such
freedoms as freedom of thought, spegech, association; freedom to as-
semble, worship, move about; freedom in the use or sale of iiroPerty, or
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the choice of occupation or employer; and freedom from want, fear,
etc. Obviously, these ideas are tremendously important in education,
yet the ramifications of the concept of 'individual freedom' have only
been vaguely and occasionally considered seriously in North American
competitive sport. When some individuals and/or groups become too
powerful, other people's freedom is. often curtailed. This situation
occurs in both a negative and positive way in the vatious types of polit-
ical states. If pluralistic philosophical positions are permitted in evolving
democratic societies, what should the concept of freedom mean in
education and in competitive sport (within education primarily, but also
in professional circles)?

Freedom in Competitive Sport

The present pattern operative in competithe sport will be described
with specific reference to intercollegiate athletics in the United States.
The underlying hypothesis is that coaches of competitive sport only
rarely consider the concept of 'freedom' to be an important aspect of
the sport which they, coach, of the methodology 'which the'y employ to
carry out their duties, or, for that matter, of the total educational
experience being provided to their athletes within the university or
college concerned. The prevailing situation will be explored using a
philosophical orientation in which the concepts of 'freedom from' (a
negative approach) and 'freedom of, to, and/or in' (a positive ap-
proach) are considered. The idea of direct or indirect methods of con-
trol will also be kept in mind, but the definition of the term "freedom"
will not be stretched to include all of the ways and means needed to
realize one's life goals. The concept of 'education for personal signifi-
cance' will be kept in focus to deterinine whether competitive sport
provides a "personal encounter" resulting in a subsequent personal
choice that eventually leads to the "affective curiosity" that Tesconi and
Morris refer to as a "get-level passion" to know (1972).

Intercollegiate AthleticsThen and Now. In 1929 the Carnegie
Report entitled Americanr*ge Athletics named two defects of Ameri-

can college athletics: "corNieicialism, and a negligent attitude toward
the educational opportunity fbr which the 'American college exists."
AddiAally, the Report stressed that the amateur eiide was violated
continually; that recruiting and subsidizing was "the darkest blot upon
American college sport"; that athletic training and hygiene practices
were deplorable and actually jeopardized health in many instances;
that athletes were not poorer academically, but that hard training for
long hours impaired scholastic standing; that athletics as conducted
failed in many cases "to utilize and strengthen such desirable social
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traits as honesty and the sense of fair play"; that few of the most
popular sports contributed to Oysical recreation after college; that
many head coaches were receiviii higher pay than full professors, but
that their positions were dependent upon successful win-loss records;
that the athletic conferences were not abiding by the letter, much less
the spirit, of the established rules and regulations; and that athletes
were not receiving the opportunity to "mature under responsibility"
(Carnegie Foundation 1929).

Some 50 years later, there is every indication that only one of the
above areas of criticism has shown imptovementthat of athletic train-
ing and hygiene practices! Even on this point a cynic would be quick
to point out that athletic training has improved because of the desire
to keep expensive athletic talent healthy enough to "earn its keep."
At any rate, in 1974 the American Council on Education declared that
"there's a moral problem in college athletics," and that "the pressure
to win is enormous," facts that had been known in educational circles
for decades (Cady 1974). For example, the New York Times commis-
'sioned a survey of some 40 colleges and universities in 1951 and. re-
ported that the flagrant abuses of athletic subsidization in many colleges
and universities "promoted the establishment of false values"; "are
ihe bane of existence in American education"; "lower educational
standards generally";,force e4icators "to lose out to politiciails"; and
"do further injury to democracy in education" (Grutzner 1951). Ob-
viously, one could enumerate such statements endlessly, but the emph&
sis here will be on how these various abuses impinge on the freedom
of those who are identified as student-athletes.

Athletes and the System. In the United States the talented young
athlete is "caught up with or by the system" which finally negates
just about' every aspect of the philosophical definition of "freedom
from" as explained by Partridge earlier. The young .athlete is pressured
inordinately to accept society's goals, and thereby his course of conduct
is limited. The truly gifted. athlete is so besieged by forceful, hypo-
critical recruiting that it is not possible for him to choose intelligently
between available alternatives. In the final analysis he is compelled to
act 'as "he himself would not choose to act," or, to continue with
phrases taken from Partridge's definition, he "is prevented from acting
,as he would otherwise choose to act." All of this typically takes place
or is forced upon him by "the will of another man, of the state, or
of any other authority" (Partridge 1967, p. 222). Translairtt" the
realm of competitive sport in the United States, this becomes the will
of the coach or coaching staff, the president of the university, the
governor of the state, or any opier authority- who could be well inten-
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tioned, but basically extremely- hortsightd, su
secondary school coaches or frien

rents, alnnini,

To. put these assertions in bett peflpective, Pat Putnam recalls
the statement by Moses Mato e, the outstanding high school basketball
star drafted by the pros: "They dragged me to as many as twenty-four
schools; sometimes they brought me in to meet the president of the
adversity, whoNalked to me like he wanted to be my..father . . .

they tixed me up with dates. Then when I got home those girls called
me long distance and pretended they were in love with me" (1974,
13. 20). As if the above wasn't bad enough, and it most certainly isn't
atypical, Putnam reports that:

.

Perhaps the strangest of these episodes occurred when Oral Robdrts
oshowed up at Malone's home in Petersburg, Virginia Itnd offered
to vure his mother of her bleeding ulcer. Roberts left the Malones
in no doubt but that his university would be a fine place for Moses
to play basketball. (Ibid.)

This sort of ridiculous situation is confirmed by the former great bas-
ketball player and coach, Bob Cousy:

You get a -kid to come to your school nowadays by licking his
boots. It's an unhealthy situation. Once you have committed your-
self to begging him to come, there can never be a player-coach
relationship. The kid is boss. There are plenty of rules that govern
recruiting, yet there are no rules because there is no one to really

enforce them. (Goldaper 1969)

In addition to presure exerted upon the prospective athlete to attend
a particular institution, the freedom of the athlete to choose between
available alternatives is typified by the now-famous statement of Il-
linois' former football great, Dick Butkus: "I wanted.medicine, but
they 'put me in P.E.!" The situation in autkus' case is simply one
of an endless string of infringements upon the individual's freedom of
&mice by coaches eager to, and undoubtedly pressured to, win at
almost any cost. While serving as the physical education department
chairman at a large university, this writer discovered that the athletic
association was paying an undergraduate counselor in the department
,"iinder the table" to help delinquent student-athletes substitute courses
in a way contrary to regulations and to perform other "services" to
athletes who either were dubious scholars or were in scholastic difficulty
for a variety of reasons. The point here in regard to the concept of
`freedom' is that other people are invariably "leading the student-
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athletes around as if they had rings in the oses and rocks in their
helids." Their life decisions are being mad to a large extent by men
whose positions depend !von keeping the athlete eligible in order to
win games and thereby bring in higher gate receipts. As Tee Moorman,
1960 Look All-American,- said: "After you find out the cold facts,
that you're all just there for the same reason, the fun wears off" (Tuck-
ner 1960).

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to separate the various
aspects of Individual freedom from that of man as a social animal in
a Social, setting. Careful anitlysis apeears to verify- the assertion that
the situation has steadily developed in such a way that the social in-
flitences noi almost completqly envelop _the individual in the gate-
receipt sports in the United States, and that the athlete has been con-
fronted by competitive sport's Zwn particular "decidophobia" (Kauf-

.. mann 1973). In other words, the tendered (financially) stwilent-athlete,
largely because of social influences that negate opportunity for self-
autonomy and the-making Of personal decisiOns, is almost forced to
choose one or More of the itrategies described by Kaufmann (but
specifically adapted to the wdrld of competitive sport).

The problem is not so acute in the sports that do not have a direct
gate-receipt relationship to the rise or fall of the intercollegiate athletics
program; yet, there is no doubt that the system takes away the in-
dividual's autonomy at the vewtime that the athlete is in the formative
stages insofar as the development of his personality and chaAeter is
concerned. A tendered athlete mbst never speak too much about-Social
and/or controversial issues. He should always be dressed neatly on
trips with the team. Certain specific regulations apply in regard to
hair length, beards, moustaches, sideburns, etc: The athlete must be
careful about the people with whom he asSociates on campus. He must
be especially careful not to appear nonconformist in regard to relations
with members of the opposite sex of a different race and/or ethnic
background. He should study ,very diligently, or at least give that ap-
pearanceSo as to remain eligible for competition. He should take the
courses that coaches recommend, and even recommended majors and
minors, because the coaches know which professors are "'soft touches,"
favorable to athletics. Woe to that small, insignificant golf player on
scholarship who did not alert his professor about his status, and who
found himself with a D at midterm! Qf course, such a difficulty cali
usually be ,rectified by a coach in one sport talking taa coach in another
sport, both of whom are on the physical education department's roster
part-time; and who happen to have this student with excellent motor
ability in their physical education activity classes.

._
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Freedom Available to Some on the Continent. Not -all college and
university athletes .in the United States are denied their individual
freedom any more than the general population is faced with such cur-
tailment. In the field of competitive sport there are some colleges and
universities where wise leadership has somehow prevailed, and athletes

are relatively free to make choices among alternative courses of action

regarding their individual lives. One has 'to go no further than the
Little Three in New England, most Ivy League institutions, Wayne
State University in Detroit, the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle,
and Springfield College, to name just a few. In the larger universities
there are a number of non-gate-receipt sports for which the amount
of athletic scholarship help is relatively low (and declining) and where

revenues from football, basketball, hockey, etc. keep the entire pro-
gram operational. Despite the hue and cry of many that. educational

progressivism has taken over the schools, competitive sport at both
the ufliversity and high school levels is regarded as extracurricular.
It must fend for itself largely because of this shortsighted educational

philosophy, and this is why many serious ills prevail.
c

Many believe that theconcept of 'individual freedom' for the person
holding an athletic scholarshipin the United States today has been

'hopelessly destroyed. Thosc, pea!** who are vitally interested in the
future of competitive sport in educational institutions must woik their
way out of the prevailing situation. The goal of a "free man living

the good life in a free society"an aim which in itself offers certain
guarantees to the student-athlete--cannot be cast aside as hopelessly
idealistic and impractical.

Freedom In the Future

What is the hope for individual freedom in the future. in an over-
populated world? This question has direct implicitions for the question

of freedom in competitive/sport in North America and, eietifnally,

throughout the world. George Gallup, in The Miracle Ahead, addresses.
the question as to how civilization can be lifted to a new level. In sug-
gesting "new ways to actualize our potential," he recommends a nelf
educational philosophy of individual effort that embraces a plan cover-
ing man's entire life. span. He points out that society has not truly
taken advantage of the great opportunity for collective effort.. Further,
he looks to the social sciences for assistance in the solution of social

problems presently causing slow progress 'or institutional..failure. He
explains that man must develop means whereby the new generation
understands the concept of 'change' and develops ways to overcome
the various resistances to change (Gallup 1964, p. 24). Approaching
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his subject from a different standpoint than Tesconi and Morris with

their "anti-culture man," Gallup nevertheless secs a vital role for the

eclucation profession. He-asks for an educational system that will arouse

the intellectual curiosity of the students and will cause diem to become

dedicated to the cause of self-education and subsequent informed

political activity (Ibid., p. 40).

Present-day education is simply not providing a sufficient quantity

of humanness or a concern for fellow manhighlighting the true per-

sonal significance .of the individual! "If an experience expands aware-

ness and intensifies personal significance, is educational" (Tesconi

and Morris 1972, p. 208). This is the plight of education in North

America, and it is most certainly the plight of overly organized 4sport

in educational institutions. Individual freedom will becomit a hopeless

dream unless a reordering of educational 'priorities, takes place. Sitch

a dream is difficult enough to envision for those aspects of the edu-

cational program that are deemed educational, but how farfetched is

it to hope for such a goal in competitive s rt which is so often desig-

nated as extracurricular? To further com lcate the problem, we have

Etziopi's recent statement that social scientists are beginning to re-

examine their core assumption "that man can be taught almost anything

and quite readily." He states further that "we are itol.7:7 confronting the

uncomfortable possibility that human beings are at very easily changed

after all" (Etzioni 1972, p. 45).

However, the intent here is not to make the situation appear hopeless.

As mentioned earlier, there are a number of colleges and universities

in the United States where programs of competitive sport 'have be,en

kept in educational petspective with a resulting modicum of individual

freedom for the athlete. Further, this condition of educational sport

actually still exists throUghout Canadian higher education. Still further,

there are many individual sports functioning reasonably well even in

those large unitersities where competitive sport has been taken out of

the hands of thlsWucators. Thus, there_ are many athletes today who

still believe that they are "self-posturing"
individuals. They range from

the body-builder seeking a perfectly developed physique, to the long

distance runner who trains himself, to the _skier, the mountain climber,

the surfet, the parachutistand, of course, tlke tough-minded athlete

who still makes many key decisions for himse11. All ..are to beecom-

mended!

Conclusion

Campbell has called to our attention that there has not yet devel-
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oped an adequately functioning mythology for today's world in whichman has acquired what he feels to be a sufficient .explanation of themysterious universe and his place in such a vast enterprise. As a resultCampbell claims that people have not been receiving the necessaryguidance available in the past to assuage the psychological crises thatappear during the life cycle. If it is true that men need new myths,perhaps even more individualized sand small-group-oriented myths(Clarke 1972), then it seems logical that sport, which must be recog-nized as a vital force in culture today, needs to contribute positivelyto the creation of a new myth in the Western 'world. To this end anew myth is recommended--that of free man molding the future incompetitive sport according to his personal values but in keeping withthe values and norms of an evolving, democratic society. This mustbe the new myth promulgated by those guiding competitive 'sport ineducation. There can be no compromise if competitive sport is to serveas a socially useful force leading to a democratic educational ideal.
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Chapter 15

An 'Analysis of the Claim
that "Physical Education"

Has Become a
"Family Resemblance" Term

Introduction

This . investigtiq is designed to discover the different -meanings
(not objectives r ahns) currently applied to the term "physical edu-

. cation." It is based generilly on Wittgenstein's idea that a "family
resemblance" term is radically different from a word or term that has

an essential definition. The traditional way of analyzing a term has
been to find conditions or characteristics applicable in all cases. This
new idea is based on the assumption that there are some words or
terms for which there are no definite lists or sets of characteristics,
even though the term may be emplord relatively correctly in different
circumstances. For example, tWo persons using the term "physical
education" may have srmilar but fundamentally different concepts in
mind, but both uses have a family resemblance inasmuch as there is
some overlapping of characteristics. And thereby hangs the tale of this
presentation.

Such an approach to philosophy is part of a twentieth century de-
svelopmept known as phfiosaphical analysis. In fact, White has said

This chapter is adapted frorn-a paper presented to the First Canadian Congress for the
Multi-Disciplinary Study of Sport and Physical Activity, Montreal, Canada, Oct. 14, 1973.
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that this is the "Age. of -Analysis" for philosophy (1955), and Weitz
has written about "the analytic tradition" in twentieth century phil-
osophy (1966). This is not meant to imply that there is no longer debate
about the exact nature of philosophy--far -from it. Since scientific
method has been used to demonstrate that true knowledge can come
only through controlled experimentation, one might well ask what is
the justification for philosophy.

Three developments in this century have sought to answer this crucial ,
question: logical atomism, logical positivism and ordinary language
philosophy. The underlying tenet behind these approaches was that
philosophy's function is analysis, but each one tended to view analysis
somewhat differently. There was general agreement, however, that
philosophy was to be approached through language analysis (Zeigler
1968, pp. 39-41).

Logical Atomism

Logical atomism involved a new approach, mathematical logic, as
devised by Bertrand Russell (1872-1970) and Alfred North Whitehead
(1861-1947). It had been thought that Aristotle had said the last word
on this subject, but these two great philosophers developed a .much
broader logic because of its inclusion of propositions rather than classes
only. It involved the recommended greater relationship of mathematics
to logicideas which were to a considerable degree brought to Russell's
attention by the work of Peano whom he met at the International
Congress of Philosophy in Paris in July 1900 (Russell 1968, p. 191).

Russell's next step was to show that a language like English has
essentially the same structure as mathematics. Because the language
was not exact enough, however, it was thought that mathematical
logic would help explain the components of language through sentences
designed to offer "world facts." Carried through to its presumably
logical conclusion, the philosopher could then discover everything about
the structure of the world by using this type of philosophical analysis
to rearrange an ambiguous language so that the newly arranged, logical
sentences would become crystal 'dear. This approach, which flourished
for 20 years or more in some quarters, was thought to offer a new
metaphysical system, but it was eventually superseded by logical posi-
tivism which carried mathematical logic a step further.

ea.

Logical Positivism

In the 1920s a group subsequently known as the Vienna Circle came
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to believe that it' was not possible fatiggical atomism to provide the_
world with system of metaphysics. Their answer, logical positivism,
presented philosophy as an activity, not as theories about the univ'erse.
They felt that philosophy's,task was to analyze and explain what state-

, ments meant. Some statements would be able to withstand being sub-
jected to the venfiability principle. This means- that a sentence might
be factually significant to a given person sif he understands those4 ob-
servations which would enable him to accept or reject the prdposition
in the sentence. However, a logically valid, factual sentence must be
confirmable or disconfirmable if one really wishes to say that he knows
what he is talking about. A statement's ,ineaning is inextricably in-
volved with the verification method (Feigl I9, p.

Vat.

Thus, some sentences may be significant factually; others are not
directly applicable to this world although they appear to be analytically
true; and still others are nonsensical or nonsignificant. It can readily
be seen how devastating such 'an approach to philosophical activity
would be to traditionarapproaches. 'Conventional philosophical state-
ments were not empirically verifiable, which means, at least to ad-
vocates of this new approach, that theyrwere mere conjecture and not
really important. Philosophy was thereby awarded a new-roleanalysii
of ordinary language statements into logical consistent form. As n
result it could be determined quickly whether a problematical question
could be answered either through mathematical reasoning or jcientific
investigation. The philosopher does not therefore provide the' answers;
he analyzes the questions to see what they mean.

Ordinary Language Philosophy

Ordinary language philosophy, the third approach to philosophy,
involves a te of language analysis but in a slightly different way. It
was started in the 1930s by Ludwig Wittgenstein who was an originator
and developer of logical atomism. Between the 1930s and 1952 Witt-
genstein decided that it was impossible.to devise a language so perfect
that the world would be reflected accurately. Accordingly, he came to
believe that much of the-confusion and disagreement over philosophy
emanated from misuse of language. With this approach, the task of the
philosopher was not to .transpose the problems of philosophy into cer-
tain language terms; rather, it was to decide what the 'basic words
and terms were and then to use them correctly and clearly so that all
might understand. This is, of course, closer to semantics: the. science
of meanings. Wittgenstein- was more eager to learn hdw terms were
used than to discover how people defined them. With such an approach
philosophers could solve some problems through clarification of the
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meaning of terms which -have been used synonymously albeit often
incorrectly. In this way people might gradually achieve certain knowl-
edge, at least about their reaction to,the world and.how they describe
it, through the medium of ordinary language philolophy, the neviest
type philosophical analysis (sometimes called "Philosophy of lang-
ua

nalytic philosophy has become most influential in the English-
aking world. Where these many achievements will lead...philosophy

(atid usl) remains open to question. The philosopher can use any
language desired but is obligated to make Very clear the language
rules beiog used (Carnap's "principle of tolerance"). Further, the newer
mathematical logic with its scientific inference offers infinitely greater - f
possibility of relating logic more completely to computer technology,
not to mentionthe development of an ideal language for, philosophical
endeavor based on synthetic statements (symbolic or mathematical.
logic). As Kaplan indicates, this may ,provide us with a "rational re-
construction of the language of science" (1961, p. 83), but where will
we then find a philosophy to live by?

Related Literature anol Background

To return directly ,to the topic at handwhether "physical education"
. has become a "family resemblance" termthe writer is quick to admit

that this problem never occurred to him in exactly this way-until rela-
tively recently. For some 30 yeamphysical education has been stumbling
along in .philosophical confusion. This investigator, in the 1940s and
early 1950s, was-as fully imbued and confused by the W-Called "objec-
tives of . physical education" propounded through- the normative
philosophizing of so many,strong, dedicated leaders of the field between
1920 'to-19%).

7

Because of. a highly important experience, in a doctoral program at
Yale with the eminent historian and philosopher of %location, John S.
BrObacherAhe writer began to understand in the mid-1950s the impli-
cations for physical education that the various schools of educational ..
philosophy seemed to possess. At this point he and a few others began
the slow and tedious conversion of this type of philosophizing to physical
educationa move which this writer does 'not regret even though at
'that very time'many in the field of educational philosoph1 began to feel

c the influence of ale movement toward analytic philosophy that 'was-
developing strongly on this continent. In addition, existeotjal philosophy
of vtrying ,t16esrathec, agnostic, Christiarkhad been transported

.
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from the European continent, "and it too was having a considerable
influence (in sharp. contrast InephilaSOPhika_i analnW

It was roughly in the mid-1960s that those in physical education be-
came aware of existential philosophy, and this emphasis is still evident
today. (Some of Metheny's "theory of physical education approach"
and the "movement" eiranosis must have undoubtedly, reflected the
emphasis toward philosophical analysis.)

, hi the late 1960s and early 1970s, this writer was privileged to serve

as thesis committee chairman for 'four people specializing in the
philoiophy of sport and physical education, each of whom used a
different variation of philosophical analysis in trying- to answer, the re-
quirements of their main problems and sub-problems. Each of these
investigations was concerned with th6 Meaning of some aspect of the
term "physical education." The first was an attempt by the,late Peter
Spencer-Kraus to consider the possibility, of the application of Austin's
"linguistic phenomenology" to sport d physical education (1969).
Spencer-Kraus found "that many of thl problems recurring in that area
[the philosophy of physical education aid sport literature] were steeped

in a confusion gesulting directly from The equivocal use of the terms
and idioms employed." He concluded that there was IA great need for
consensus"- in the matter of precise definitioni of Wins employed in '
sport aiid physical education, and he believed strongly that "the applica-
tion of the Austinian technique Might greatly improve the chances of
arriving at ihat consensus" (1969 pp. 56..57).

4.
George Patrick's sstudy, the second of the four projects, was entitled

"Verifiability 1Meaningfulneis) of Selected Physical Education Objec-
tives.". An analitia description was made in terms of form and function
of the stated objeiives, and the normative part of the study was based
on the descriptive apalysis of the objectives and the kind of knowledge
provided by logic, ethics,, philosophy and philosophy of education
Positivism's "princiige of verifiability" ;vas subdivided iniO two fbrmsi'
weak or logical pilssibility of confirmation and strong or operationally\

testable. Objective sunements were viewed as informative, expressive,
directive and perforn%tive. Three functions ofobjectives were stated (I)

as a slogan, (2) as guide to the educative process and (3) as a test., It
was found that objectives functioning as slogans were likely to be ,
meaningless or verifiable in the sec?nd degree (weak); that objectives
functioning as Rides usintinformative-directive language were verifiable

in the first or second degreerand that objectives functioning as a test

must use the informative-directive mode of lanrage before they could

4
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be considered verifiable in the first degree. Thus, "if physical educators
wish to act responsibly, they.should be able to state that for which they
are accountable" (Patrick 1971, p. 94).

The third investigation, conducted b36,Kathleen Pearson, related to
so-called conceptual analysis within whaNta.s more recently been called

, philosophy of language by many. She exatnited (1) the structure of the
multi-concept "integration-segregation" as it pertained to male and
female participants in physical education classes and (2) the functional
aspects of this multi-concept in the intentional, purposive and responsible
actions of persons engaged in the professional endeavor called physical
education (Peafson 1971, p. 2): After extpctillg the various meanings
attached to the concept and describing their extensional features in the
"structural analysis" phase, Pearson pniceeded to a "functional analysis"
stage in which she delineated the reasons for advocating the various
structures or positions rel -to the usage of the concept by writers
in the available literatur.. She considered the assumptions impVt
within each of the reason and the empirical evidence available to sup-
port or cast doubt on the validity'of the hypotheses underlying these
reasons. Last, the question was asked, "Hov-V might one be guided in
making responsible. decisions concerning the multi-concept in ques-
tion?"

Pearson concluded specifically that physical educatorg attach many
aiid varied meanings to the word "coeducation"; that the reasons set
forth for this practice indicate a wide variety of objectives; that these
claims dr objectives have not been subjected to empirical research tech-
niques; and that many contemporary physical educators still hold the

rdubious belief that jumping activities for girls and women cause injury
to pelvic organs. Generally speaking, she concluded that "the field is
almost barren of empirical researcif to support Or cast doyht on the
advisability of integration-segitgation of male and female participants
in physical education'classes" (194, pp. 213-214).P

The final investigation was Robert Osterhoudt's encyclopedic study,
'"A Descriptive Analysis of Research Concerning the Philosophy of
Physical Education and Sport" (19,1). Building uponand, in certain
instances, subtracting froma selected bibliography on sport and`-
physical education developed 'by this writer, Osterhoudt's efforts' resulted
in an organization of the bodyof knowledge in this area and it offered
?a reference for the classification and, treatment of future works"
(1971, p. 227). He analyiep descriptively the selected literature of the
twentieth century and, vex), importantly, revieWed major taxonomies for
research prior to the development:of a spedific one for this partitztliar

(45
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investigation. The broad outline of this taxonomy had been suggested
earlier by Pearson in "Inquiry Into Inquiry" (1970). Osterhoudt built
effectively on this taxonomy when his detailed study of the literature
warranted the institution of certain modifications. Basically; the fitera-
ture vias divided into three categories: construct analysis, system analysis
and coneet analysis. Interestingly eiloughand this finding points up
the significance of this present paper inquiring into "family resemblance"
status for the term "physical education"he found 138 stildies which
he was able to classify as "the analysis of concept construction!" In his '
"Discussion" section he pointed out gently that "a more abiding
consultation with the mother discipline, with philosophy proper, is re-
quiied, so as to avoid the dogmatic espousals, with which the philosophy

4of phySical education and sport has all too lpng been preoccupied"
(1971, p. 235). ,

Methodolay and Findings

Various aspects, .of the "Age of Analysis" are undoubtedly leaving
itheir marks on us. (The reader is referred to the excellent publications

embodying a type of conceptual analysis which were authored by
Harold VanderZwaag and Daryl Siedentop iv 1972.) This writer had
long been concerned with the objectives propounded by traditional
'physical education philosophers of yesteryear, but it Was only in the
late 1960s that he became familiar with the efforts of William K.
Frankena in educational philosophy. In this Michigan philosopher's
work, Three Historical Philosophies of Education (1965, p. 6), he ex-
plained that the term "education" was ambiguous inasmuch as it could
mean any one of four things: . .

(1) the activity of educating ceded- on. by teachers, 'schools, and
. parents (or by oneself),
(2) the process of being educated (or learning) which goes nn in. t

pupil or.ehild,
(3) the result, actual or.intended, cif (1) and (2),
(4) the discipline or field of inquiry that studies ,on or reflects on Al),
- (2), and (3) and is taught in schools of education.

Somehow this *type -of analysis of the term "education" had never
occurred to the writer before and it didn't, seem very important at the
time. After some thought, howelier, the matter became more intriguing
especially when it became apparent that there might be a- fifth over-
looked meaning, namely, the profession of' education. It soon becaMe
evident that a similar approach could be applied to the term "physiCal

;4
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education," no matter whether the term was still considered aceeptable
by the intelligentsia of the field.

Correspondence was initialed with Profeisor Frankena and- on May
21, 1968, he wrote in a letter:

...you suggest that there is a fifth sense of 'education' in which it
refers to a 'profession.' This did not occur to me. I guess I don't
much use 'education' that way. But I suppose it does get used in
that ivay, and that one can add this fifth definition, as you do.

Well, the reader can appreciate that at this point the writer was at
least partially hooked by virtue of his great discovery that had, been
conceded by the chairman of the Department of Philosophy at the Uni-
versity of Michigan!'

The next step was to adapt this approach to the definition of physical
education, and in the processEurekasomehow a sixth meaning of
physical education emergedthat of subject-matter (e.g., tennis or
some physical involvement that is considered part of the physical educa-
tion program).

The writer announced this discovery to the unsuspecting world of b-
physical education in a formal paper presented at the First Canadian
Symposium on the History of Sport and Physical Educatidn held at the
University of Alberta in Edmonton on May 13, 1970. ./he beginning
of the paper it was stated, "As might be expected, ere is great
ambiguity to the term 'physical education.' " To the present it has been
possible to identify six different meanings as follows:

1. The subjecpinatter, or a part"--etit--(e-rgr,---te_unis, or ,some other
stiort-of active game; some type of physical actiVity involving exer7
cise such as jogging or push-ups; a type of dance movement or
activity; movement with purposeprelating to these three types of
activities)

2. The activity of physical education carried on by tfachers, schbols,
parents, or even by oneself

3. The process of being physical educated (or learning) which goes
on in the pupil or child (or person of any age)

4. The result, actual or intended, or (2) and (3) taking place through
tile emtloyment of that which comprises (1),

5. The discipline, or field of enquiry, in which people study and
reflect on all aspects of (1), (2), (3) and (4) above; that which is
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- taught (the "body of knowledge") in departments, schools and
-colleges of physical education, and

6. The profession whose members employ (1) above; practice it (2);
try to obsirve (3) taking place; attempt to measure or evaluate
'whether (4) has taken place; and base their professionarorictice
on the body of knowledge developed by those undertaking scholarlys,
and research effort-in the discipline (5).

(Adapted from W. K. Frankena 1965, p. 6, and the reader shoUld
see also Zeigler and VanderZwaag 1968, p. 8.)

The writer can still hear that hall echoing with thunderous applause
on that morning. The fact that no one has ever mentioned that, bit of
language analysis to its perpetrator since that fateful day, however,
would seem 'to suggest that this type of philosophical analysis has not
yet arrived in the field of physical education despite the relative im-
portance which the present investigator feels it should be accorded.

One further development must be reported. It refolves around the
wOter's subsequent realization .that "physical oducation" might indeed
be a "family reiemblance" term a 4a Wittgenstein. This was an iden\
propounded as a theory of inclining for such general terms ,eas "iee,"
"know," "reason," and "ftee," which havse been used in many different
waysthat .is, the conditions for the. accurate use of the word vary in
different circumstances.

W ith the "family resemblance approach," determining the properties
for the definition of a spedific term is discarded because the term may
be used correctly in different situations even though no one essential
property (or set of properties) appears eveiy timeghe term is used. But
all of the uses bear a "family resemblance" 'to each other, i.e., to a
certain extent elements of characteristics overlap so that every use has
soinething "in common with every other use" even though "there is no'
prOperty which it holdt in common with all of these other uses" (Goch- .
nauer 1973, p. 216):

The question then is, "Can this 'family resemblance approach' be
applied to the term 'physical education?' " The answer at present
'appears to be a resounding "yes and no." Generally speaking, the
answer must be in the negative, but for many,individual groups 'Within
the profession an af1iative might be possible because they see "physi-
cal education" as eah port or play, or exercise or dance. If there
were almost unanimous agreement that human movement or human
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motor performance in these areas is the essential definition, we coulcif,',
dispense with the "family resemblance term" idea, but those in tile '
field are far from consensus.to this point. Thus, the answer to ails
question must be "yes and no," or at best it can possibly be shown at-
the term "phy4sical education" is a family resemblance term partia y or
it is such a term to a greater or lesser extent.

The writer wishes that it were possible to leave you with frIch clarity
and precision! However, the analysis must be pursued ydther. In the
formulas presented below, keep in mind the definityea physical edu-
cation listed on pages 176-177, numbers 1-6.

A = Subject-Matter (Theory and Practice) of Field X (what is presently
called Physical Eiucation by.many)

Thus, A = SM(T+13) of X(PE)
A1 = SM(T)
A2 = SM(P)

B = Teaching of Subject-Matter (Theory and Practice) of Field X
(Physical Education) by /nstructor

Thus, B Tof SMX(T+P) by I
Bi = T of SMX(T) by I
B2 = T of SMX(P) by I

C = Process of Learning of Subject-Matter (Theory and Practice, of
Field X (Physical Education)

-Thus, C P of L of SMX(T+P)
CI P of L of SMX(T)
C2 = P.of L of SMX(P)

D = Result of Teaching of Stibject-Matter (Thebry and Practice) of
Field X (Physical Education) by Iritructor so that the Process
of Learning (Knowledge, Skill, and Competency) occurs in

.
Student 4.

Thus, D =j1 of T of SMX(T+P) by I so that P of L (K, S,
. Valid Co) occurs in S

DI R of T of SMX(T), etc.
D2 R of T of SMX(P), etc.

E = The Discipline of Subject-Matter (theory and PractiePf Field
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X in which Scholars and Researchers investigate all Aspects of
the Subjeet-Matter (Theory and Practice} of -Field X; its Teach-
ing by /nstructor; the Process of Learning by Student; and the
Result of its Teaching by /nstructor which results in a Body of
Knowledge and Theory of the Subject-Matter

Thus, E = The Di of SMX(T+P) in whicl; Schtolars and Re-
searchers investigate all Aspects of the SMX(T+P);
its T by I; the P of L by S; and the R of its T by I
which results in a B of K and Th of the SM

E, = The Di of SMX(T), etc.
E, = The Di of SMX(P), etc.

Note: Subject-Matter of the Discipline of "X" (Physical Educa-
tion) includes currently (1) the History, Philosophy, and
International Aspects; (2) the Sociological and Social
Psychological Aspects; (3) the Motor Learning and Per-

t formance 4spects; (4) the Physiological Aspects; (5) the
Biomechanical Aspects; and others Isuch as Anthropometri-
dal, Cultural Anthropological, and Growth Aspects, etc.)

F = The Profession of "X" (Physical Education) whose Members
emplOy Subject-Matter (Theory and Practice); practice its
Teaching; try to observe the Process of Learning take place; at-
tempt to measure or evaluate whether the Result has occurred;
and base their professional practice on the Body of Knowledge
developed by Scholars and Researchers in the Discipline and
Related Fields

Thus, F = The Profession of X(PE) whose Members employ
SM(T +P); practice its, Teaching(T + P); try to ob-
serve the P of L take place; attempt to measure
whether R has occurred; and base.their professional
practice on the B of K developed by Scholars 'and
Researchers in the Di and Related Fields

F, 7 The Teachers and Coaches of the Profession of
X(PE), etc.

F, Tlie Performers, etc.
F, = The Teachers of Teachers, etc.
F4 =i The Scholars and Researchers

Now that definitions and formulas of physical edUeation have been
offered, the reader is asked to 'Wean that a family reSemblance .term
may be useid correctly in'different situations even though no one essential

I.
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property (or set of properties) appears each and every time it is used. -

All of the uses have at least overlapping characteristics. An example of

this follors:

Q: F,H
R: F,G
S: G,H
T: G,F

Ih this example, Q has F in common with 11 and T, and H in common
with S; R has F incommon with Q and T, and G in common with S
and T, etc. Note that there is no one characteristic (or set of charac-
teristics) which can be found in all of the cases (Q, R, S. T).

The analysis has progressed to the point where a similar analysis can
be made of the claim that "physical education" is a family resemblance
term based on the above example and on The definitions and formulas
prier to that which explain that the term is currently being allotted 'six
meanings or uses. The erm "physical education" is also used to hover
stich-sub-meanings as sort, play,, exercise and dance. Coniider there-
fore uses.U, V, W, X, Y and Z which have overlapping characteristics
as 'well as an essential definition if a person or group of people within
the profession are willing to allot the field of "X" such an essential
definition .(e.g., sport, 'play, dance or exercise):.

The Field of ,C--(Physical Education? Anabaed as a Possible Family
Resemblance Term

fl

U: A
V: B (A)
W: C (AVia B)

X: D (A via B in C

Y: E (A, B C, D)

I.

Z: F CA, B, C, D
usOd by F14)
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Subject Matter (Theory and Practice)
The Teaching of the Subject-Matter
The Process of Learning the Subject-Matter

through the Efforts of the Teacher
) ' The Result of the Subject-Matter Being Taught

by the Teacher so that the Process of Learn-
ing Takes Place in the Student

The Discipline Includes Knowledge of the Sub-

ject-Matter, its Teaching, the Process of.
Ltarning, and the Result

The Profession Includes Teachers & Coaches,
Performips, Teachers of Teachers, and
Scholars & Researchers who Employ the
Subject-Matter; may Practice its Teaching;
Observe whether the Process of Learning
Takes Place; and Evaluate ViThether the
proper Result Occurs.

'akN,
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t Spec& Findings. Ai a result Of this preliminary analysis, the follow-
ing specific findings- may-be stated: - -

1. Each use has something in common with the other five uses.
2. This something can and does vary greatly, however, depending

upon whether theory or practice is being considered, and also
upon whether the term "physical education" is viewed and/or, de-
fined as sport, play, exercise, or dance, etc.

3. Each use has a distinct characteristic separate from each of the
other five uses even though there is general agreement that the
term is being used correctly in each of the six instances described:
A particular use usually includes a combination of one or more of
the meanings and/or characteristics of a different use.

4
Conclusions

As a result of this investigation of the claim that ."physical education"
has become a "family resemblance" term, it is not possible to state
definitively and in clearcut fashion that physical education is such a
type of term or it isn't! The following conclusions, however, can be
made:

1. "Physical education" is a family resemblance term because (1) the
term is relativelY cbrrectly employed in connection with each of

. the uses and/or meanings enumerated; (Z) two persons using this
term at present may have similar but fundamentally different con=
cepts in mind; and'(3) there is smile overlapping of characteristics
from meaning to meaning. (See Specific Finding # 3 above.)

2. "Physical education" vould be a family resemblance term if there
is variance in the meaning from .use to use as explained in Con-
clusion #1 above, but it might net be if there was complete agree-
ment by those concerned about the meaning A (A A2) or SMX.
%Specific Finding #2 above)

3. "Physical education" is not 'a family resemblance term if (1) the
literal meaning of the words "physical" and "education" is ac-
cepted as the "essential definitioe which applies to all cases in
which the term is employed; or (2) if there is consensus that
human movement is at the core of the definition of the .term
whenever it is used, no matter whether human movement is viewed
in a narrow sense (as related only to sport, play, exercise, and/or
dance), or in a broad sense (as related, to man's movement under
all conditions). (Specific Finding #1 above)

Recommendations

The investigator has demonstrated that there is great confusioft re-
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garding the use of the'term "physical education," so much in fact that
it seems to test sorely a philosophy of language approach of philosophical
analysis. Further study is needed of each of the three conclusions offered
above in the hope that further light may be shed on what has been a
vexing problem to many people in physical education arid sport. In the
meantime, if the term "physical education" is still employed by those
whose philosophical persuasion is not offended by such, usage, its use
should be sharply delimited and care should be taken to employ
qualifying and descriptive terms precisely in this connection.
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Chapter 16

A Brief Analysis of the
Ordinary Language Employed

in the Professional
Preparation of Sport Coaches

and Teachers

Introduction

The analysis of concepts undoubtedly started before Socrates, but
it wasn't until the twentieth century that there was such a sharp con-
trast drawn between analysis and other methods of philosophical
endeavor. Interestingly enough, it wasn't untilsthe mid-1950s that edu-
cational philosophers became involved with philosophical analysis, and
then not until the mid-1960s that philosophers of sport and physical edu-
cation began to show even the slightest interest or inclination to move in
this direction. Whether this trend will be lasting remains to be seen.

To the uninitiated it can te confusing.- Although scholats of the
West have engaged in philosophical thought for more than 2,000 years,
there is still controversy over the exact nature gf philosophY. Early Greek
philosophers thought that philosophy should serve a function not unlike
that which we Attribute to contemporary science. Today, scientific

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented at the Pre-Convention Philosophy of
Physical Education and Sport Sessions held in conjunction with the Canadian Association
for Health. Physical Education. and Recreation Convention. Ottawa, May 27-28, 19.74.
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method is employed, of course, and it involves reflective thought and
hypotheses, long-term observation, and experimentation prior to subse-
quent generalization and theory-building. This is how new knowledge
is developed and, unless today's philosophers engage in this sort of
activity, there is serious doubt whether they can claim that their in-
vestigation results in any knowledge. If not, what is the justification for
philosophy?

In the twentieth century there have been three majot, developments,
and several sub-developments, within phihisophy that have sought to
answer this question through language analysis: (1) logical atthnism,
(2) logical positivism and (3) ordinary language philosophy. These are
discussed in detail in Chapter 15. The main idea behind the first two
approaches is that philosophy's function is analysis. The third approach,
ordinary language philosophy or linguistic analysis, or the related group
of pursuits now known as "philosophy of lany,uage," assumes that the
immediate goal of .the philosopher is to ,xplain the use, function or
actual workings of language. Within tit- third category, 'one faction
argues that philosophers should help us efrain from mis-using ordinary
language while another group believesjthat philosophers should help
reconstruct ordinary language.

It is this third approach that will 'be employed in this investigation
in an experimental fashion. The investigator is quick to use the word
"experimental" 'because he has not employed it previously and because
he views this type of philosophizing as important but definite6, as a
"handmaiden" to philosophy.

Between 1930 and 1952 Ludwig Wittgenstein decided that it would be .

impossible to devise a language so perfect that the world would be
accurately reflected. As mentioned in Chapteit 15, he came to believe
that much of the confusion and disagreement over philosophy emanated

---,from the misuse-,of. language. He believed that by deciding what .the
basic...philosophical terms were, it would be possible to use tihem cot:-
redly and, clearly so that all might understand. With this approach
philosophe cyuld solve some problems through clarification of the
meaning of ceftaitt terms whiCh 'have been used synonymously (albeit
often incorrectly). Ittilthis way one could truly achieve certain knowledge
about the world. Philosophy practiced in this way becomes a sort of
logico-linguistic analysis; and most eertainly not a set of scientific truths
or meal exhortations about the good life.

Statement of the Problem. The main problem of this investigation
was to apply the Austinian technique of analyzing ordinary language to.,
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terms typically used in the professional preparation of co'aches and

teachers. The basic assumption is that these words (e.g., knowledge, ex-

\ perience, skills) are usually employed loosely and improperly.

To answer the basic problem-totnprehensively and satisfactorily, the
following sub-problems will be considered initially:

a. What particular area of the language will be considerpd folkstUdy?

(Terms typically employed in the professional preparation of
coaches and teachers)

b. What terms will be recommended by a team using free association
as a technique after the reading of relevant documents has been
completed? (At this point use of a good dictionary is essential.)

c: How does the group decide whether the terms included are ap-
propriate? (By describing circumstances and conducting dialOgues)

d. 'What results may be formulated that are correct and adequate in
relation to the terms' which have been chosen initially, described
clearly and in reasonable detail, and which have been accepted
eventually as correct in the circumstances in which they arc. typi-
callyiused? (The terms selected are defined tlearly, checked care-
fully on the basis of experiences of the group members, and used in

a sequential fashion to describe accurately the total experience
under consiaeration)

Need for the .\'tudy. The need FM, this particular study became ap-

parent to the investigator while serving as a member of an Experimental
Undergraduate Physical Education Committee in the 1963-64 academic

year iat the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, under the chair-
manship of Professors L. J. Huelster and C. 0. Jackson. The group
realized soon that their discussions were accomplishing little because of

a language problem'. They were using the same words to describe the

professional preparation experience of.coaches and teachers of physical
education, but they were using these terms differently (with different
meanings). It became obvious that certain fundamental terms would
have to be selected, defined, used in descriptive statements, re-defined
(perhaps), and then related in a sequential narrative of some type.

.v

Limitations and Qe-lintitations. Obviously, there is a very real possi-
bility that the personal biases of the investigator and othe9 involved
this early commIttee may have affected the way in which the tprms were
chosenKftfined and employed. As a matter of fact, the grouP was not
aware that the Austinian technique was being employed to the "T,- so to
speak; the steps simply made good sense, and they were adopted. Thus,
there was inevitably a certain amount of subjectivity in the analysis and
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the results that were unanimously adopted for further use. One do-
limitation, of course, is that the terms to be collected were only those
used commonly in the professional preparation of teachers and coaches.

Related Literature -
In a brief presentation such as this, no effort will be made A° docu-

ment the related literature from the field of philosophy thaCmight be
otherwise included. -Certainly philosophy is in the midst of an "Age of
Analysis," although no one would claim for a moment that this ap-
proach should be classified as a homogeneous school of thought (White
1955). This present study'seems to be "hovering" at some point in a
category tilat Weitz has defined as "Linguistic, Ordinary Language, or
Conceptual Analysis" (1966, p. 1).

Those who concern themselves with the history of philosophy will
endeavor to determine as acCurately as possible Russell's influence on his
student, Wittgenstein, but none can deny the originality of the latter's
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, first published in 1921 (Wittgenstein
[1921] 1961). The language of philosophical discourse must be phrased
so that its propositions are meaningful and empirical. If one hopes to
understand and solve koblems, language must be used correctly.

Since they were contpmporaries and involved with the same "move-
ment," one would think that Austin would be influenced by such a
powerful and seminal thrust in philosophy as that engendered by Witt-
genstein. "Austin is sometimes counted among the group of philoso-
phers vagiiely labelled 'Wittgensteinians' " (Furberg 1963, p. 62);
however, fhe burden of proof of any .strong relationship still remains
open for some forum scholar. They were approaching philosophy in a
ye), similar fashion, 'but their emphases seem to have differed.

John Langshaw Austibswas a classical scholar who turned to philoso-
phy after earning a degree in classics at Okford. He was undoubtedly in-
fluenced by Mobre indirectly and by Pritchard more directly (Hampshire
1959-60, xii). "Doing" philosophy for Moore, however, was definitely
in the direction of analysis, while for Austin the question of classifying
distinctions within language was uppermost. In the process, Austin was
it "team man" since he believed in the necessity of working in groups to
define distinctions among the language exPressions used by those whose
langnage was beinig

Language Analysis in Physical Education. There has been very little
ordinary language philosophy or conceptual analysis within the field of
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physical education. ,In 1970\when Fraleigh presented his definitive

account and analysis of types of phih:)sophic research thsat had been car-
ried out in the 1960s, he included "three types of research' labeled as
theory building, structural analysis. and phenomenology" (Fraleigh
1971. pp. 29-30). He did not exclude this methodology necessarily be-

cause of the lack of published material in physical education literature,
but he might as well have-taken such a stand. During that time James
Keating of DePaul was beginning to make his' case for the distinction
betven the terms 'Isport" and "athletics" in philosophical journals, but
Re has never ;asreed to classify himself as a philosopher of language
(Keating 1963,M1-210).

To the best of this writer's, knowledge, the only physical education
philosopher to 'consider the application of Austin's "linguistic phenom-
enology' to sport and physical education was the ciate Petr Spencer-
Kraus. a student of this investigator nt the University of Illinois in
Champaign-Urbana (1969). (As a matter of fact, it should be stated
parenthetically that one of the reasons for this paper is to give this
interesting and valuable technique of investigation a bit more mileage

I-in the hope -thai others-will consider employing it further.)

Other approaches of this nature to the philosophy of language were
made t)y two other former graduate students working with the writer,
George Patrick and Kiithleen Peiirson. A summary of their ideas can be
found in Chapter IS.

Methodology and Technique

J. L. -Austin's technique was hot spelled out in great length in.kin-
numerable papers as is sometimes the case with investigators, but the
essence of it may be gleaned from his paper, "A Plea for Excuses," as
well as from his "Ifs and Cans" and from some notes called "Something
About One'Way of Possibly Donig One Pah of Philosophy." (See Aus-
tin, Philosophical Papers, 1961.) He hiMself coined the name "linguistic
phenomenology" in connection with the technique. by-Austin's opinion

there was hope in analyzing,

... our common stock of words [which] embodies all the distinc-
tions men have Found worth drawing, and the connexions they
have found worth marking, in the Iifetimes of many generations:
these surely arc likely 'to be more numerous, more sotind4 since
tlfey have stood up-to the long test of the survival of the fittest, and
more subtle. at least in'all, ordinary 'and reasonably practical mat-
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tors, than any that you or I are_ likely to think up Ii our arm-
chairs of an afttrnooathe most favoured alternative method.
(Ibid., p. 130)

Initially, the committee at Illinois, after a series of meetings during
which time it became apparent to all that they were not talking the same
language, decided which words were relevant to the topic of professional
preparation of teachers and coaches. Even though they used common
sense and professional judgment, they found that tt was necessary to
read litelature on professional preparation In both mend profe§sional
education and in the specialized professional education area of physical
education. Then through the process of free associatia, they elithinated
words and began to delineate shades and nuances of meaning of the
words that remained. When disagreements developed or when fine dis-
tinctions were not known, the group referred to a dictionary.

ferral to a dictionary Was not the final answer b cause it was dis-
cove ed that still other termssynonymswere Vcally available for
considerationsas well. Early corroboration of this type was most helpful
since it provided a cross-check. As a result of this field work stage, the
committee decided to employ a minimum of 12 words and accomiianying
definitions to be used in the ljnal statement that was to be framed to ex-
plain the professional preparation process as caWfully and precisely as
possible.

The committeeiptoceeded to the second stage by trying to relate clear
and detailed exafnples of circumstances in which a particular word was
preferred to another and to explain situations in which the word would
be inappropriate. During this stage all theorizing should be excluded.
Achieving unanimity at this ju,ncture may be difficult, hilt it is less
time-consuming if there are no unusual personalities in the group and
if the members arc relatively inexperienced.

Finally, in the third stage, an effort is Made to formulate the various
terms under consideration into a coherent account that will withstand
close scrut,iny. There will undoubtedly be modllicationv in the pre-
liminary account. The final account can be double-4ecked with
soihe of the literature extunined earlier to see to what extent changes
have been made that will seemingly stand up under detailed examina-
tion. After this was done in the Illinois situation, the final statements
including the terms adbptedwere presented to a graduate seminar for
disinterested examination and evaluation. -
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Find lugs
,As a result of the field work stage, the committee decided to use 'the

following wok's and defiititions:

I. Fact---a real event, occurrence, quality, or relation based on

'evidence
2. Know/edgeacquaintance with fact; hence, scope of Information
3. Understanclingcompreheosithi of the meaning of interpretation

. of kiOwledge
4. AbilitRquality or state of being able; capability; aptitude
5. Competency 'sufficiency without excess; adequacy
6. Skillexpertness in execution of performance; a "quality of

expertness"; a developed ability
7. Appreciation-7-a recognition of the worth of something
8-. A ttitudeposition- assumed or studied to serve a purpose
9. Experiencethe actual living through an event(s) which may re-

sult in skill, understanding, ability, Anpetency, appreciation,
attitudes, etc.

10. Problema question proposed or difficult situation presented
which may be met and/or solved by experience(s)

.11. Resource Areasthose subleet-matters (disciplinary areas) re-

ferred to for facts
12. Functions,the special duties or performances carried but hy

person (or person) in the course of assigned work
-

The cormulation of the various terms into a coherent account that de-

scribes . what might actually occur in an experimental undergraduate
curriculum for teachers and coaches resulted in the following statement:
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A student is offered educational experiences in a classroom and/or
laboratory setting. Through the employment of various types .of
educational methodology (lectures, diScussions, problem-soKiig
situations in theory and practice, etc.), he/she hears facts, increases
the scope of information Iknowledge), and learns to comprehend
and interpret the material. (understanding). Possessing varioft
amounts of ability or aptitude, the student gradually develops
competency and a certain 'Agree or level of skill. It is ,hoped that
certain appreciations about the wortp of his/her profession will be
developed, knd that he/she will form certain attitudes about the
work that lies head in his/her chosen field.

In summary, there are certain special duties or performances which
the student preparing forAhe teaching/coaching profession should



Wact(ons). Throne' the professional cutriculum,the or she
is exposed to both genbral and specific probkms which /mist be met
successfully:Through planned ocperiencer, with a wide variety of
resource areas to serve as "depoiltories" of filets, the prOfessional
stpdent develpps. competencies, skgis, knowkdge,- understandings,
appreciations, and attitudes whicii bnitble hhnther to be an effec-
five physical educator-:coach.' 's

gt.Fouclusion and Disenialon

Based on,this limited experience with the Austinian technique appliell
to ordinary languagein this case, sane terms employed typically in the
prqcessional preparation of teachers and coachesthis investigator was
able t9sconclude that certain probjems that have lreset,those concerned
with professidnal. preparation aro caused by lhIguistic confusion
because of the'equivocal use of many key words and terms.

This is not to say, however, that more det,ailed invesh`gation of a
similar nature would remove basic conflicts tn educlational vhilosop14.
What constitutes education and teacher eductittion ideally will not, in .

this writer's opinion, be resolved by the possible prevention of.turther
ambiguous usage of terms and idioms because such differenees of
opinion are far too deep-rooted and steepea in' hoary tradition to vanish
within the space of a few decades, if ever_

There is absolutely no dpubt, however, that significant strides can be
,made in the near future if those intereSted in sgort and physical edu-
cation philosophy will decrease prevailing difficulties- with language
usage. The late Peter Speircer-(itus was preparing himself for thismtask,
but his life was cut very\-short in a tragic car accident. Patrick and Pear-
son have shown interest and ability alvg a similar, if not identical, lin'e,
and it is hoped that they will continue with this interest$Others are
urged to experiment with Austin's approach as well.. It, i relatively
simple in design, but it may be difficult to bring torther a 4eam of in-
vestigators to carry out simllar studies i,n the specialized area of sport
and physical education. Such investigation would appear to be a neces-
itry cornerstone for any further study in the years irmadiately ahead.
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Chapter47
s-

Metaethical Analysis of
'Work' and 'Play' as Related

to North American Sport )

Introduction

The main problem of this paper is to analyze from a metaethical
standpoint the concepts of 'work; and 'play' and to relate them to the
current sport scene in North America. During my early college dilys
about 40 years itgo I realized the confusion in people's minds about the
uses of thece two terms when they were discussed in more than a super;
ficial Manner. I suppose for most people there really was no problem:
work wa what you did to earn a liviyg or to take care of your basic
needs. Thus, my grandparents and parents viered it as a serious matter,
and a significant amoupt of such arduous endeavor was ifkluded as
part of my upbringing. Play was what you were free to.do after-yau hads
&trried out your work responsibilities. Play was supposed to be fun and
re2creative, trifling and trivial.

While studying 'philosophy of education at Yale with John S. Bru-
bacher in the mid-1940s, he called to my attention the many limitations
inherent inthe typical usage of these two terms. This led to a pre-
liminary analysis which indicated that some people worked at play while

4
others played at their work. Itspecanie apparent there was considerable

This chaptci'is adapied from a paper presented at the Sixth Annual Meeting of-the
Philosophic SoFiety for the Study of Sp9rt, Hartford, Connecticut, Oct. 21-23, 1976. The
original paper appeared in the Canadian Journal qf Applied Sport Sciences. Vol. 3. No. 1,
March 1978,
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edikational value in many structured or semi-structured activities that
were typkally designated its play. And so, for the first time, I became
aware ora sciintific (Deweyan) ethical analysis techniquewith the
reinainder of the trhimvirare being called an authoritarian approach or
a relativistic technique. As explained by Fromm:

The most significant contemporary proponent of a scientific ethics
is John Dewey, whose views are opposed both to authoritarianism_
and to relativism in ethks. As to theformer, he states that the com-
mon feature of appeal to revelation, divinely ordained niters, com-
mands of the state, convention, tradition, mid so on, 'is that th6e is
some voice so authoritative as to preclude the need of inquiry' (.1.
Dewey and J. H. Tufts, Ethics. N.Y.: H. Holt & Co. Rev. ed., 1932,
p. 364). As`to the latter, he holds that the fact that something is en-
joyed is .not in itself 'a judgement of the value of what is enjoyed'
(Dewey, Problems of Men. N.Y.: H. Holt & Co., 1946, p. 254). The
enjoyment is a basic datum, but it has to be 'verified by evidential
facts (Ibid., p. 26Q). (Fromm (1947) 1967, p. 37).

Evel though I understood the educational implications of play based
on pragmatic theory, I recall writing for Ontario's developing recrea-
tion profession in the 1950s that play wAs for children and recreation
was for mature adults. Looking baCk upon that "profound" statement
Stitne 25- years later, I can't comprehend why no one challenged such
pedantic dictum. Can't you just imagine telling people today that adults
should never playjust recreate?

Then id the '1960s James Keating offered his distinction, between the
concepts of 'tpore and 'athletics.' When you analyze this kdea (which
was basically sound albeit impractical in a world which often ignorss
etymologkal distinctions), it turned out that the concepts may be likened
fundamentally to 'play' and 'work' respectively. Thus, hOwever rational
Keating's distinction may have been (Keating 1963, pp. 149, 201-210),
the words "sport" and "athletics" are currently being used interchange-
ably on the North American connent, although in England iind Europe
and perhaps in the rest of the world, the word "athletics" seems to be
tricrifieff more directly with track and field events only.

The concepts 'woirk' and 'play' are still strongly dichotomized just
about everywhere. [here seems to be no trelid toward clarifying that
which is imprecise and muddled in typical usage, even though many
educators holding various ,educationalu pifilosophical stances would
affirm that play under .certain educational conditionr contributes to a
child's educatiomd_experience and growth. And nowhere is the conaSion
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more evident than when we are discussing to what extent ethe nomen-
clature of "work" and "play" may be applied when referring to various
levels of participation in sport and/or athletics on the North American
sane.

To repeat, therefore, the 1)11#111 problem of this paper is to analyze
critically (or inetaeihically) the concepts of 'work' ahd 'play' as they are
currently employed in North America, and to relate such distinctions to
sport and/or athletics as.we know them typically hi society at large or
within the _educational- setting specifically. The following sub-prottins
of the topic, phrased as questions, fill be discussed in this order: (1)
how may some of the fundamental terms being employed be defined

(2).,v1hat is tho status oft sport and/or athle,s in, North---*
America? (3) does such status have a possible relationship to the pre-
vailing social forces at w9rk in North America? (4) would altered con-
cepts of 'work' and 'play'in a democratic culture where individual
freedom is valued highlypossibly exert an influence on the prevailing
pattern in port/athietics? and (5) how may this question be sum-
marized and what reasonable conshision(s) may be drawn from this
analysis? "

Definition of Terms

Work. The term "work" can be used as il,nOun several ways (e.g.,
"something that is or was dont"; "something .t o do or be done"; "a
person's action `bf a particular kind"; "'an action involving effort or
exertion directed to a definite end.7i.e., "one's regular occupation or
employment"; "a particular piece or act of labour; a task, job"; and
"exercise or practi6 in a. sport or game; also, exertion or movement
proper to a particular sport, game, or exercise"). (Word Universal
Dictionary 1955, p. 2449). Used in a second sense as a noun, the term
"work" is "the product of the operation of labour of a person or other
agent' (Ibid.).

The term "work" is used also as both a transitive and intransitive
verb. Some 20 different usages are listed for its employment as a transi-
tive verb (e.g., "to do a deed"; "to effect something or some action";
"to move somlhing into position," etc.). The intransitive verb is used in
approximately 14 ways (e.g., "to do something or to do things gen-
ertilly"; "to pursue 'a regular occupation"; "to perform the work
proper or incidental to one's business or avocation") (Oxford Universal

p. 2499).

. Synonyms for "work" are achievement, -business, drudgery, effort,
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employment, labor, occupation, opus, performance, production, task,
toil and travail. Antonyms are case, leisure, play, remotion and vaca-
tion (Living Webster Encyclopedic Dicdonary of the- English Language
1975, p. HT--34).

Play. The term "play can be used as a noun in many ways (e.g.,
"exercise, free movement or action"; "exercise or action by way of
recreation, amusement, or sport"; and "mimic action") (axford Uni-
vera1 195i, v. 1920)-

The term "play is used as a verb in five general ways: ,(1) "to exercise
oneself, act or move energetically"; (2) "to,exereise oneself in a way of
diversion or amusement"; (3) "to engage in a game, etcH,(4) "to per-
form_,iristrumental music"; and (5) "to perform dramatically, etc."

.(OxArd Universal ... p. 1521).

Synonyms for the noun "play" are listed under the word "recreation."
They are: amusement, diversion, entertainment, fun, game, pastime,
and sport. Antonyms are boredom, labor, toil, and work (listed also
under "recreation") (Liying Webster ... 1975, p. HT-26).

Freedom. The term "ffeedom" is used here to describe the `condi-
tion of being ablq to choose and to carry out puiposes" (Muller 1961,
xiii). Or to be more precise, keeping ip mind that the traditional liberal
meaning of freedom relates to the absence of constraint or coercion, the
following definition appears to describe the term me5re ailequately:

A man is said to be free to the extent that he can.choose his own
goals or course of conduct, can choose between alternatives avail-
able to him, and is not compelled to act as he himself would not
choose to act, orrreveut from acting as he would otherwise choose.
to act, by the will of another man, of the state, or of any- other
authority. (Partridge 1967, vol. 3, p. 222)

Synonyms for "freedom" are exemption, familiarity, immunity,
independence, liberation, liberty. Antonyms are bondage, compulsion,
constraint, necessity, and servitude (Living Webster p. BT-14).

Amateur. An amateur is "one who cultivates any ad or pursuit for the
enjoyment of it, instead of professionally or for gain, sometimes implying
desultory action or crude results; a Aevotee" (Living Webster p. 32).

Synonyms for "amateifr" are apprentice, beginner, dabbler, dilet-
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tante, lparner, neophyte and novide. Aptonwns are authority, expert,
'master and professional (Living lirebner...4),:r13.I\-2).

111Semipro. A semipto (colloquial for a ilmulpro!§sional), is one wh6
engages in some sport or other activity for pay but Only as a part-time
occupation (Living"Webster ... p. 876). The person re.sembles a prt)-
fessional, but his/her performance demands less skill, knowledge, etc.

t

ProfessionaL A professional is a member of any profession, but more
often applied, in opposition to amateur, to persons who make their
living by arts or sports in Which others etilgage 11,1 a pastime (Living
Webster ... p. 761).

1

Sport. A sport is a "diverOon, amusement, or recreation;, a pleasant
pastime; a pastime pursued in the open air or having an rothletk
character, as hunting, fishing, baseball, bowling, or wrestling, etc.
(Living Webster ... p. 942). Further meanings are listed whkh are not
applicable to the present disctission.

Stftonyms for "sport" are listed under "games" as amusement,
contest, diversion, fun, match, merriment, pastime, play and tecreation.
Antonymipentioned are business, drudgery: hardship, labor, and work
(Living lAbster ... pp. BT 14 and 15).

A .4

Athletics. Athletics ,is a pinral 11(11111 that is 'acceptable in usagc..as
either singular or plural in constrnetion. It (tly*may be described as
"athletic exercises: sports .sitai as tenni., -rciWing, bracing, etc. (Living
Webster .. . p. 63). (Note that -Crack and field are not' mentionel, as 171.-

typical examples although they are undoubtedly .considarnci part of the .
-. , ....44,..

sports included under the terni."ati)letics"jn North America.) _ lit0 -,cirtg
. ,..

ln a preliminary inspection, therefore, it is possible to construct a
diagram Wised on the more or less traditional definItions of "play,"
"work," "freedom," "constraint," "sport," "athletics," "ampteur," and
"professional." With each pair of terms there is a sharp dichotomization
in ilorkmitusage except for "sport" and "athletics." Neverthless, in this
diagrap-they' are shnwn as being dichotomized because of Keating's
recon(mendation. Despite whal has just been said, which is presented in

"AN. -1, a more careful consideration gives rise to the idea that the
concetts of 'play' and 'work' could be placed oft a continuum as opposed
to a discontinuum as shown at the top of the table. ln this instance the
continuum would extend from 'frivolity' on the left through play' to the
concept of 'work' and finally to drudgery' on the far right.
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Table 1. A Play-WoiltDeiVtional Diagram Relating to thetoncepts of 'Sport', Fteedom'
and 'Atilatettrism'

Npte: A shirp dichotoinizatiom is typically implied when the concepts Ike considered
initially and typically employed in common. parlaum Even the dictionary deKini-,
tiOnsincluding both synonyms Ind antonymsappgar as a dtscontinnum.

Pfay (as typically used) . Work

Freedom (as typically used) , Cousin:lint

Amateur . (as typically used) Prqiisslonal

. .

Sport (Koaring's etymological . .

analysis stresses dichotomizatiim,.
but the two terms arc typically used-

synonymously in tbis culture.)

Note: The torms "play" and "work," along with "frivothy" and "drudgery," are placed
.on a continuum belowiis opposed to.tho discontinuum.shown above.

Presumably the sameapproach could be employed %:..ith the other terms indicated
as theseveral continua arc extended to their extrtrnities. As J. S. Brubachor indi-
cates in.corresponilenr dated September 27. 1976. d'work and plaS, tend to overlap
toward the middle oftitic continuum'when work can bc pleasant and play can be
toilsome ... Similarly, at thc drudgery end, it is all constraint, end at the frivolity
end of the continuum thc freedom becomes license.-

ContInuum Approach_ ,

Frivolity Play Work Drudgery

E. F. Zeigler
1976

Status of Sport)Athletles

The comments about, the status of amateur, semiprofessional and
professional sport are based upon a half century of personal exivrience
and observation as a performer, eolith, teacher of emiches, professor,
and writer. After my first 10 years of coaching experience in three sports
in two major universities in the United States and Canada and in a
YMCA,.1 began to write about sport in a normative, hortatory, and
co,mmonsense fashion. This type of article was superseded in the 1960s
by an effort to draw implications from current educational philosophical
stances1/4. However, realizing the uncertainty and imprecision of normative
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ethics and ethical relativism, I maintained a continuous flow of material
down to the present time in whicfi I have espoused a Doman scientific
ethic based upon .a Merging of the hiktoric value-facts controversy
(Zeigler 1960; 1962; 19,64; 1965; 1968; 1969; 1971; 1972a; 1972b; 19720; .

1973; 1,974; 1975). More recently I have been following an eclectic
philosophical methodology involving several tecfmiquest including meta-
ethical or critical ada6sis ofi sport and physical ictivity-,-lience .this
present effort to delineate somewhat more carefully problems arising in
the use of such terms as "work," "play," "freedom," "constraint,"
"sport," "athletics," "amateur," "semi-pro," and "professional" when
discussing sport and its myriad problems and contentious issues.

W ;tiling in 1967 (Zeigler, pp. 7-49) about leading a good life, I noted
that:

ti Is not necessary to delineate the various meanings of play too
carefully; so, we will accept the definition that play is an instinctive
form of.self-exptession through pleasurable activity which seems to
be aimless in nature

In discussing work at the same time, I pointed out that "many people
are now choosing leisure instead of more work, because they wanted to
'enjoy

Speaking at ffie Atliietics in America Symposium at Oregon State
University in 1971, I made the point that "North Americans must
ponder the term 'freedom' deeply today as they face an uncertain
future." Here freedom is defined as "the condition of being able to
ehoost; iind carry out purposes" (Zeigler 1972c, p. 79). Subsequently the
statement was made that "the field of athletics and sport seems to be at
least as poorly prepared as any in the educational system to help young
people to get readj, for the future."

For many years also k have beeii attempting the philosophical analysis
of one of the most persistent problems facing higher educationthat of
so-called amateur, semiprofessional and professional eort and its
relationship to our educational system, as well as our entire culture
(Flath 1964). I have argued the necessity for reevaluation of our treas-

, ured basic assumptions about the amateur code in sport. Further, I
have decried the materialistic image of today's professional in_ sport,
the argument:being that the athlete is bcing professional oply in the
limited sense of the wordthat it brought money.,ot him iluickly for
athletic perforTance at a high level, without his commitment as a true
professronal whose primary aim is to serve his fellow-man through
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--contributions to his own sport in particular and to all sport in generil.+

Thus, I have argued that the amateur should ge regarded as the
beginner, not-as the Olympic performer who somehow refrained from
taking cash but who received all kinds of invEduable support along the
way. I have- presented the idea of a logical botia fide, and desirable
progressionif the person wished to progress and was capablethrough
the ranks of the amateur athlete to that of the semipro, and finally to
that of the highly trained, proficient athletic performer--a professional!

4

I would not wish to create the impression that this has been a solitary
effortfar from it. In 1929 the Carnegie Qyndation published a report
entitled American College Athletics which explained that "the defects of
American college athletics are two: commercialism, and a negligent
attitude toward the educational opportunity for which the American
coilegd exists." Additionally, the report stressed that the prevailing
amateur code was violated coiltinually; that recruiting and subsidizing
was "the darkest blot upon American college spore:; that athletic
training and hygiene practices were deplorable and actually jeopardized
health in many instances; that athletes are not poorer academically, but
that hard training for long hours impaired scholastic standing; that
athletics as conducted fail in many cases "to utilize and strengthen such
desirable social traits as honesty and the sense of fair play"; that few of
the most popular sports contributedto physical recreation .after college;
that many head coaches were receiving higher pay than full profe.ssors,
but their positions were dependent upon successful win-loss records; that
the athletic conferences tvere "not abiding by the lettier, much less the
spirit of the established rules and regulations; and that ethletes were not
receiving the opportunity to "mature under responsibility."

In 1974, some 45 years later, the only area that seems to. have
improved is athletic training and hygiene pl-acticesl Evea on this point a
cynic would be quick to point out that improved athletic training could
be expected because of the desire to keep expensive athletie talent
healthy enough to earn its keep. At any rate, in 1974 the American
Council on Education was perceptive enough to discover that "There's

a moral problem in college athletics," and that "the pressure to win is
enormous" (Cady, The New York Times, March 10, 1974). The cog-
noscenti in educational circles have known 'this for decades.. For ex-
ample, The New York Times commissioned a survey of some 40 colleges
and universities and reported in 1951 that the flagrant abuse of athletic
subsidization in many colleges and universities "promoted the estab-
lishment of false values"; "are the bone of existence in American

education"; "lower educational standards generally"; force educators
"to lose out to politicians"; and "do further injury to democracy in,
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education" (Orutzner1 1951). Obviottsly, It serves no good purpose to
enumerate such statements endlessly because volumes could. tk filled
with them before 1929 and up to the present.

EVen though this paper is not designed to prove logically that the
status of ikthletics or sport In United States' edudation is unsound
according th the so-called educational standards or principles upon
w4-ich most colleges and. universities art based, it is essential to justify
the conclusion that inany colleges and universities are conducting inter-
collegiate athletics in -a manner that raises questions .about their e,du-
cational valtw--and the situalion seems to be as bad today as it ever

%was! This'is the reason for inclusion of the section on the -status of
such programs.

'NI Not all colleges and universities conduct their intercollegiate athletic
pr6grams so as fo warrant suCh severe* criticism. One has to go no
further Than. the Little Three in New England, most Ivy League in-
stitutions, a largo university like Wayne State in Detroit, and, the
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, to name just a few. Canada has
been fortunate in university competitive sport, and the prevailing "ama-,
teur spirit" there has definitely influenced the -secondary school outlook
as well. This is not to say that there aren't warning signs on the horizon,
but a recent survey by the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canadp reported that intercollegiate athletics generally has maintained
its amateur spirit and educational balance. As reported by Matthews,

Canadian universities appear to he in a f)osition to strive for a very
high level of athletic and recreational development in international
comparison. University athletic programs mustbe seen as a need of
the people of individuals, of groups, and of the entire university
community . .. (Matthews 1974, p. 3)

Relationship of Status to Prevailing Social Forces

Keeping in mind that our objective is to analyze the concepts of 'work'
and"play' as currently employed and to relate such dislinctions to sport
and athletics in a more prqcise way, we realize it is important to
reiterate at this point (see pages 195-196 above) that litoth terms ("work"
and "play") may be upd correctly in any number of ways. Such correct
usage ranges from."something that is done" to "exercise or practice in a
sport or game" for the concept of 'work.' Similarly the term "play"
ranges all the way from "exercise or action by way of recreation,.
amusement, or sport" to so-called "mimic action" in rt dramatic
performance in the theater. Crucial to the rgument 'p_eing presented
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here Is that in each case those terms (;'work" and "play") have assumed
so-called typical meanings in the language and thought of pooplo
"trfort" or "labor," 'for- example, for "work," and "amusemont" or
"fun" for ttie term "play:" Furthermore-, its is argued that the sharp
dichotomization of these two concepts in everyday usage, when theyt
actually have almost identical, strongly overltipping meanings In a
dictionaryt has often caused conlUsion when -spoft and athletics were
being considAred as part 'of the culturaj configuration of North American
society.

It.seems impossible to state precisely why Snell a sharp dichotomi-
zation of the two concepts of 'work' and 'play' has persisted in everyday
usage, but such a distinction undoubtedly has some relationship to the
influence 'of pivotal social forces on our culture (e.g., values, type of
political state, natinnaltsm, economics, religion, and now ecology). It
was obvious to-people in earlier centuries that work hal a so-called
survival valueand presumably much more of this quality than play.
Indeed it'took so very long for the average man on this continent to earn
and use leisure. There have been so many wars, and nothing is more
devastating to an.economy. A surplus .economy ts absolutely necessary if
people are to have a high standard of education and leisure (Brubacher
1966, p. 76 ff.). Second, the truism that times change slowly must be
mentioned. It is extremely difficult to change the traditions and mores of
a civilization_ The eiisting political system continued to prevail, and it
took a revolution, a civil war, and other conflicts of varying magnitude
before the concept of `political democracy' had an opportunity to grow
(Zeigler 1975, p. 457).

Third, the power of the churchalmost absolute at timeshad to be
weakened before the concept of 'church and state separation' could
become a reality. We all ap reciate the reasons why the church affirmed
the concept of 'work' and lenigrated the ancept 2f 'play.' Fourth, the
many implications of t natural sciences had be consolidated_ into
very real gains befAe a vanced technology coul e, realized and could
lead men into an industrial revolution, the outcomes of which we
possibly still cannot foresee, and whichon this continent at leasthave
lowered many men's working hours down to the point 1,0ere the idea of
play and leisure could loom more importantly in his purview than

heretofore.

Consequent , one could argue that social forces have definitely
influenced ti status of sport iind athletics (if defined identically or even
similarly). If the United States, for example, ean becolne 'Number I in
the world thriSugh a unigne, but probably not ,reproducible, set of
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cireumstances in which the coneNt of 'work' yas'exalted by 'all of the
pivotal social forcesAnd the idea of 'play' was viewed SS frivolous
tefreahment from worthwhile toll and 1§bor-1eis not difficult to undqr-

/stand why suck a sharp dichotomy deAsloped between these two terms.
Accordingly, it is only a short step to the position that piting games or
spits 4 unimportant, extracurricular, and Olust come er effort hai
resulted in achievemeet at any rate. This would seem to be the rationale,
therefore, for,the sham dichotomization and differentiation in, value of
the two torms'in everyday usage.

rough Reiationsklp of Altered Concepts to Sport

Wt4t we are perceiving is a relationship or proposition seemingly
, self-contradictory or absurd, and yet explicable as expressing. a trutbl--

in other words, a paradox. -A paradox is typically inciedible, and -(-as
.Brubacher explains) we have created a situation In wftich our lanidage
or choice of words actually downgrades that which we seem to be seeking
in the sqscalled good life:

The oldest and perhaps most persistent position regards work or
labor principally as the means whereby leisure used in our culture
as a !word synonymous with recreation and' play is purchased to
devote to education. Stated succinctly, thif good life depends on
labor but consists in leisure (Brubacher 1969, p. 34).

The assumption here is that leisure (play) is superior to labor (work).
People must work to stay alive or live, but they have completely free
rein when it comes to the use of their leisure. Leisure (play) is worthwhile
on its own account! Further, any educational thew which does not
encouragT wise use of leisure for so-called educatfonal purposes might
run into difficulty. Hut if students feel an obligation to pursue education
diligently, we are then back to the poSition where education could be
regarded as wolt *gain! Interestingly enough, what'all of this leads 'to is
a position where work becomes subservient to leisure, and this is
just tine for an aristocratic society"; one social class works so that another
class is free to enjoy leisure. If this situ'ation is reversed and the place of
work dominates educational policy, we have a Marxian type of society
which economic theory looms very large in the educational system.
Presumably in-lietween these two extremes is the position of the eiolving
democratic society in which work is a ceontinuing opportunity for mad to
follow an evolutionary pattern onward and upward (whatever that may
mean). Work finds its educational significance in its burnanization of
man, and a child's Active occupation in school, is not regarded as
tedious schoolwork. Work, play and art all relate to the active occu-
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pation of the tloy or girl, and no significant difference cm bt made as to
the educational significance of any of the throe aspects. Art, for ex-
ample, is "work permeated with the play attitude" (Brubacher 1969,

p p. - -
./

N.

Such- a,theortcal approach contradicts the dualistic or dichotomous
th eory of.work d play. Now they are vkwed as possasing overlapping,
nqt separate, entities, Thus (and isn't this the way it really happens?)
somg people take their play very seriously yhile others seem to play at
ben* professional in their work. Where d96 play leave off and become
work (and vice versa)? ThN view has led me to conceive of a "play-work
definitional colgintu,&\ huite diffeyenrterms froiN what was ex-
plained above (see Table I, page198-).`

,

-This newer conception has been called "aspects of a person's 'active
occupation' " (see Table 2) in whkh work, play and a have epistemo-r,
logical and ethietd significance in the realization of the erson's huinani
ity in a social environment. First, -on Level 1, w8 MC the person
conceived, RS a unified orga.nisvi with 'educational and/or recreational
interests of varying nature that will presumably be present ttkroughout
the individual's life. Second, on Level H, is the continuum of short-
rauge, middle-range and long-range goals. It is at this point that such a

Table 2. Aspects of a Person s "Active Occupation-

(t. Play 2. Work)

Freedom-Constraint Freedom Limited Freedom ...Constraint
Continuum

Level IV
A ,

Arnnteur-Profrssional Amateurs Semipro ..... :Professional

Continuum
Levd III

Goals ContMutith Short Range, Middle Range Long Range

Level 11
Categorias of interest The Unified

v Lcc1i Organism

(No Freedom)

1. Physical education-ivereation Interests
2. Social eduention-rcereation intorests
3. "Learning" education-recreation interests
4. Aestlietk education-recreation Interests
5. Communicative education-recrcatIon interests
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) hiffiretttiatioia 1iiiIch Ts VoIng recomtended ollhig
sharply dichotomized definitions of the terms "work" and "Pity."
Presumablyand it is not being proposed) that it is possible or desirable
to reverse peoples lacesage habitf markedky in any direetitinan
teffort could be made to uscf the trim "wOrk" for educational purpors
primarily'when they are middle or Vag range and the term "play" when
the ibals are short Us middle range. Thus, if a boy play baseball
afterschool, his goals areshort range and conceived al 'play.' If this bly

.---continues with his interest in high-school an4ollege, and were to receive
an athletic scholarship, play would quite often -take on the aspeet of
work, Further, at this point he could thee be considered a semipro
because of the time- tlising spent, the mkidle-range goals atttndant to
his athletic tZclivity, and the level .of ability or performance he had
achlevd---11s,well as the fact that he was being paid a certain jmOunt of
money for performing the' baseball skills he gad mastor1xl. Such con-
sideratiqn brings us to the third subdivrsion of Table 2, Llvei III. Now if
this youngonan were to be selected in the draft by the m jpr leagues, he
would then be forced to make- a decision on Level II, the Goals
Continuum. If he did well in his tryouts and were granted a substantive
contract, baseball would then be related to his long-range goals, and he
would be considered a professional in sporL

I This brings us to a brief consideration of Level IV, the Freedom-
Tonstraint ConthAum. Gradually, but steadily as this young mantmoves
up through the various stages of organized baseball, the status of his
freedom of independence changes. This is equally true in most people's
regular lives.

Altering these concepts of 'work' and 'play'not to mentiOn those of
`amateur' and 'professional'would hi my opinion _have a ,positive
influence on the prevailing pattern in North American sport and ath-
letics. For more than 30 years I have been trying to help change, the
United Mates Amateur Athletic Union rules for those Who participate
locally, statewide, regionally, nationally and internationally under their
auspicel. This organization had anoble ideal once in the late 1800s, but
with changing times and increasing role differentiation in soNety the
,current situation is ridiculousl Writing in 1964, in an effort to urge
others to distinguish more carefully between the iyays we use various
terms, 1 stated:

We will have to re-evaluate some .of our 'treasured, basic as-
stanptions about the amateur code in sport. What an; the reasons
today for the continUation of such a sharp distinction between the
amateur and the professional? History tells us where the ideal
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originated', but it tells us also that the conclktions vhich brought it
about do not exist in America today ... And what is so wrong
with a young sportsman'being classified as a semiprofessional? Do
we brand the musician, tho artist, or the actor in our society who
develops his talent sufficiently to receive SOme remuneration for his
efforts as being a "dirty pro"? Why must this idea persist in sport

legitimate.phase of our culture? ... We cannot agree either with
the cynic who says tha#theVe are no more amateur's in,sport. This
is not true. There_are, and ever will be, amateurs in the only logical
sense of the words today. The athateur is the beginner, the dabbler,
the dilettante ... (In Flath 1964, introductory chapter)

I believe that caceful consideratijk of this mattet, includingsceptual
analysis of the ordinary language employed, could have a positive in,
iluence on the prevailing pattern in North Amerilan sport and (athletics.

r

4.

Sununaiy ,and Conclusions .

To 414tri-rt'larize, then, after intro5lucing the topic And placing it in
philosophical perspeetive to the majof approacties to ethical analysis
extant, the main problem of the paper-was indicated as a metaethical or
critical 'analysis of the concepts of 'work' and 'play' as currently em-
ployed in North America. The second phase of the main problem was to
relate the various definkions of the terms reviewed to sport and athletics
as we know them in s6ciety and within the educational setting.

The following sub-problems were analyzed in sequence to serve as
tYlissist with the analysis of the main problem:

1. Definitions of the following words, along with apprdpriate syno-
nyms and antonyms, were enumerated: work, play, freedom, amateur,
semipro, professional, sport, anthathletics.

-These terins were placed in a "traditional" play-work definitional
diagram as applied to sport and athletics.

2. The statul, along with some briel historical data of sport/athletics
in the United 5,?ates and Canada wil5 reviewed (with particular emphasis
on the college and university level).

3. The possible relationship between the prevailing, pivotal social
forces and the status of spOrt was discussed. It was explained why the
terms "work" and "play" had become. so sharply dichotomized.
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4. Prior to the recommendation-9f altered concepts of work and p)ay
as being more appropriate for an evolving.° democratic society, the
relationship of these concepts within communism and aristocracy was
deseited. A modbl entitled "Aspects of a Person's 'Active Occupa-
tion' " was' constructed with play, art, and work (Dewey) includid as
tile three Itppropriate aspeets. These terms were related from the stand-
point tA the "unified organism" and that porson's varied educational-
recreation n rests (Level I) to the Goals Continuum (Level 10, the
Amateur-Profes tonal Continuum (Level III), and the Freedom-Con-
straint Confirm m (Level IV). \A

Finally, it was pointed out that modifying these various concvti---
notably "work," "play," "amateur," and "professional" would in all
probability have a positive influence on-the prevailing pattern in North
American'sport and athletics.

One final conclusion seems justifiable if this argument has ntril: thit
concepts of 'work' and 'play' should be modified, especially in the edu-
cational setting, so that a continuum between them and the oncept
'are is rccogifized rathel' than continuing with the current sharp
dichotomizatiOn. A similar spectrum should be applied to the terms
,Aamateur" 'and "professional" with-the term "semipro" in the middle:.
Such changes could exert a positive influence and help clarify the
language ailmee afflicting sport and athletics in North America. Once
the "disease" t identified, treatment and prognosis may be<possible.
The tipkelo apply such a remedy is long overdue.
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Chapter 18 .

Relationships in
Physical EducatiOn:

Viewpoint.fmm History
and Philosophy

Introduction

Who among usas the opportunities and freedom accorded young
people nowadays occasionally sink into our consciousnesshas not
wordered if he (she) were not born 30 years too soon? Then, to snake
matters worse, we realize the difficulty of maintaining one's anatomy
relatively intact and 'physically fit. If we exercise vigorously, old aches
and .pains come out of the past to plague us, and new sprains and
bruises appear as if to bedevil us even more. But If-we don't exercise,
we know that then the problems will 45 even more numerous and
definitely more serious. So I struggle on with fierce determination to
"wear out before I rust out," but down deepoanything that implies the
cessationof activity, or even of life itself, fills me with considerable
'concern. We cannot forget Tennyson's words, "For men may come and
men may igo, But I go on forever"unfortunately for you and me he
.was talking about a brook! We may wish that we could say, along with
Tennyson, "My s.,trength is as the strength of ten, because my heart is

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented to the annual meeting of the American
Academy of Physical Education, Seattle, Washington, March 23, 1977. The original paper
appeared in The Academy Papers. No. 11, the American Academy of Physieal Eduation,
Washington, DC, 1977.
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pure." And so, one gradually realizes that Are in the Academy are very
rapidly becoming "the Ancients of the 'physical education' earth" and
that our voices will gradually.grow weaker and more difficult to discern
because of the babble of the 1970s and the 1980s to follow.

This introduction may sound somewhat pessimistic to those of you
who view yourselves as timeless creatures, but I truly do not wish to
convey any other idea but that we inu.st still speak out to the best of
our ability both vigorously and forthrightly. This is definitely the, time
to search for relationships, to discover what it is that we are professing,
and then to 'continue with the development of more effective means of
delivery of the knowledge which undergirds our profession.

le has been about 10 years now since I first became aware of, and
then somewhat iriterested in, the fact that "many of the problems re-
curring in that area (physical 'education and sport literature] were
steeped in a confusion resulting directly from the equivocal use of terms
and idioms employed" (Spencer-Kraus 1969, pp. 56-57). Then, in ad-
dition to realizing that we needed to define our terms more precisely

in physical education, it became increasingly apparent to me that "if
physical edncators wish to act responsibly, they should be able to state
that for which they are accountable" (Patrick 1971, p. 94). At that
point one of my associates, Robert Osterhoudt, working with a bibli-
ography of sport and physical education philosophy, concluded that
physical education and sport philosophers should seek "a more abiding
consultation with the mother), discipline, with philosophy proper ... so
as to avoid the dogmatic espdusals with which the philosophy of physical
education and sport has all too long been preoccupied" (Osterhoudt
1971, p. 235).

In the late 1960s I became familiar with the educational philosophy
of William K. Frankcna (065, p. () in which he explained that the
term "education" is ambiguous because it can have four different
meanings. Subsequent endeavor led me to delineate six different mean-
ings for the term, and it was accordingly possible to transpose such
meanings to the term "physical education:' as used currently (Zeigler
1973, p. 345). They are as follows:

1. The subject-matter, or a par( of it (e.g., tennis or some other sport
or active game; some type of physical activity involving exercise
such as jogging or push-ups; a type of dance movement or ac-
tivity; movement with purpose relating to these three types of
actMties);
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dr'',

12, The aorivity qf physfealWuearion carried on by teachers, -schools,
parents, or even by oneself;

3. The process qf being physkagy educated (yr learning) which goes
on lii ihe pOpil or child (or person,of any age);

4. The result, aetual or intended,.of (2) and (3) taking place through
the employment ot' that which comprises (1);

5. The discipline, or field of inquiry, in which people study and
reflect on all aspecti of (1), () , (3) and. (4) above; 'that which is
taught -(the body of knowledge) in departurents, schools, faculties,
and colleges of physical education; and

6. The profession whose metribers employ (1) above; practice it (2);
try to observe. (3) taking place; attempt to measure or evaluate
whethey(4) has taken place; and base their prot*onal practice
on the bOdy of knowledge developed by those undertaking scholarly
and research effort in ithe discipline (5).

4 am sorry to report that, despite the importance of these distinctions
for bbth our verbal and writtlen communication, no one has challenged
these distinctions. What is undoubtedly mien worse, our colleagues in
the profession continue with their daily misuse of the term "physical
education." Aed to bring this polnt to a climax, no one in sport and
physical activity philosophy at present is invtigating problems in
language usage or showing any interest in the phildsophical analysis of
physical education as a social system. (Of course, the same can be
said for the large majority of those disciplinary-oriented people in our
field who usually call themselve sport historians, sociologists of sport,
or whatevq.)

I am 'raising this perhaps .unpleasant topic because we have been
asked to conduct a ''search for relationships""to focus attention on
,the relationships that exist (1) between the emerging subdisciplines in
physical education, 'one with the other, and (2) between each of the
subdisciplines and what goes onor should go onin the basic pro-
grams of physical education for all students in schools and colleges"
(Alley 1977, p. 2). The field of physical edu-eation per se is in very
serious difficelty becaute of the separatist nature of practically every
entity or unit that has had a direct relationship with the field in the
past.

By and large, in the United States at least, health education,,recrea-
. Hon, dance; safety education, athletics, and even our own scholars and
scientists want to get as far away from us physical educators as they
duel Even if they still late their financial support from us, they seek
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to Identify-themselveson -and off --campus_ AS -anything_ but _physical__
educators. Obviously this is a very.grave problem and the American
Academy of Physical Education must address itself to this issue at
every possible opportunity.

Nature and Objectives of Illstery and PhIl000ptry

History and philosophy arc related disciplines from which we in
physical education and sport must se4 guidance, as well as their two
corresponding subdivisionsthe hlstofr and philosophy of education.
Our profession must be aware of whye it has been, how it developed,
what 16 persistent problems are, d what it should do about them.
Sound historical and philosophical kesearch, plus descriptive investiga-
tion of management as a developing social science, is the typo of en-
deavor to which many of our best minds should be devoted in increas-
ing numb.ers. Basic scientific research is most important, but we simply
cannot afford to slight scholarly investigation in the social science and

/ humanities aspects of physical education and sport. A greater amount
of bio-sclentific truth is essential, but people ultimately act according to
their own systems of social, ethical and/or religious values,

Our Body qf Knowledge. Historical occurrences, social forces, scien-
tific discoveries, and Inventions all hold implications for physical edu-

, cation and sport either within or outside of eduCation. In the early
196bs we became concerned about the body Of knowledge upon which
our developing profession is based. The. "knowledge explosion" had
caught up with us and threatened to engulf us all. We were faced
with the absolute necessity of "re:tooling" and upgrading our research
efforts in universities. In the process, some have been able torestructuri
their graduate programs in order to prepare highly competent researi
workers who can understand and assess .the knowledge available from
a multitude of disciplines. Universities that have been unable to make
this adjustment may soon find their units eliminated or relegated to
lesser status in the academic hierarchy at the university level. One has
only to examine the annual output of theses and dissertatjons in the
Research Council's Completed Research, to be reminded of the late
Paul Hunsicker's comment about the quantity and quality of tbese
endeavors never "startling the academic world." Won't we ever learn?
We will only be successful as a profession to the extent that wenot
our students alonecan create this knowledge, develop ordered general-
izations based on these findings, and make this knowledge available
to professional practitioners in physical activity and sport for ithe better-
ment of mankind. This task belongs to us alone. No other discipline
will do this for us, except in a secondary way and belatedly. No other
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generation_ of physical eduoators-hat faced-such an-enormous-problem.-
Aro Academy members aware of the problem, and what we ate doing
to improve the situation through our influence?

History qf Physical' Education and Sport. More than a decade ago I
carrie4 out an assessment of the research status of sport and physical
education historical research as part of the.Big Ten Body of Knowledge
Projeet. I found it necessary to write that the "contributiOn of physical
education historians Is, relatively speaking, quite meager indeed, and
that the quality of this work loaves much to be desired" (1968, p. 5).
I am pleased to report that this situation has improved considerably
because of various professional developments (e.g., the North American
Soeiety.for the Study of Sport History)k There are some problems that
concern ins here, however, that should be mentioned. First, far too
little of the historical investigation conducted contains what M. Adelman
has called an interpretive criterion. Second, those involved do not treat
physical education as a social system to a sufficient extent. Third,
we have not devised mechanisms whereby our professional practitioners
are making adequate use of the material teported in their work. Last,
and there are other criticisms that could be made, we aremnbelievably
provincial in regard to the fine 'material that exists in languages other
than our own.

Philosophy clf Physical Education and Sport. In the late 1950s and
1960s there was an upsurge of interest in physical education and sport
philosophy:x -This seemed to develop concurrently with post-Sputnik
emphasis on research. As scientific and technological progress ac-
celerated, we soon understood, that our knowledge about the physical
fields and the biological processes had vastly exceeded knowledge about
human behavior. It has become increasingly evident that we must
learn quickly to Nrect science in the best possible way to serve human-
ity. At this juncture the question of the values by which people live
enters the pic and we have a rational explanation to explain the
increase in intefes in philosophy, or what was thought to be the subject-
matter of 'philosophy.

However, we find tflat there are almost as many definitions of the
philosophic task as there are philosophers, and any effort to agree Is
doomed to failure at this time. Proceeding from this premise, I can
only say that I see philosdphers as scholars dedicated to, and perhaps
ultimately responsible for, the outlook and values of the various so-
cieties and cultures in which they live. pe philosopher should attempt
to evaluate what we know and believe Ow the universe and our own
sphere of human affairs. Subsequently he may evolve a systematic and
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coherent plan by n.bich a human being may live. Also, he may seek

to justify hi position in various ways against other compeling philo-
sophical "apiiroaches: In the process, hit may analyze these other posi-
tions carefully; he may make comparisons; and he may show what he
believes to be their deficiencies. Further, he may gradually, or even
suddenly, change his own position because of cumulative scientific
evidence which appears to refute what he had previously held to be
true. Finally, he may even abandon the traditional or scientific ap-
proaches to philosophizing completely, if he becomes convinced that up
to now it hasn't been possible "to be clear about exactly what we are
saying or even exactly what the question is that we are asking" (Hos-
pets 1953, p. xii).

More than a decade ago, once again in connection with a body-of-
knowledge report presented to the Western Conference Physical Edu-
cation Directors Meeting (1965), I made an effort to assess the status
of physical education and sport philosophy. -Up to that time .most of
the investigation carried out had been normative and speculative, bur
the beginning of an existential orientation and the first 'traces of analytic-
techniques were appearing in the literature. Fraleigh's excellent analysis
of the status of the subject in regard to three approaches (theory build-

ing, structural analysis and phenomenology) appeared, and shortly
afterward. (1971) there appeared Osterhoudes monumental analysis
and assessment of the literature (which built upon the bibliographic

effort of the present author and associates) and was subsequently
awarded the Carl Diem Prize. In 1974 Harper's review of the literature
carried the topic a bit further chronologicly, while in 1977 the present
author's bibliography was updated through 1975.

What is the status of 'scholarly endeavor in this sub-disciplinary area
of our field? The situation in this area has improved considerably for
a number of different reasons (e.g., the Philosophic Society for the
Study of Sport). However, there are some problems, too. Fiist, few.
of the scholars concerned are willing to analyze the. social system of
physical education in any way. There seems to be a feeling that op-
probrium would result from such involvement. This puzzles me because
I feel that such an attitude is narrow, shortsighted and probably an
overreaction to the presumed inadequacies of most physical educator-
coaches at all educational levels. Continuation of such an attitude
will only widen the gap between these "misanthropic" physical edu-
cators who often still receive their financial support fiym educational
units perceived as physical education by the general public.

Second, I am concerned about the future of this sub-disciplinary
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--area -of -specialization -;within-pkysicaleducailon- -andsport- -beoause-- I
do not know of,one university in North America whore ono can special-
ize in this area at'the doctoral level in a department 'where there aro
a minimum of three producing scholars in physical educatioh and
sport philosophy who employ one or more of the rec9gnized philosoph-
ical research techniques.

Third, my feelings are _mixed about the Philosophic Society for the
Study of Sport. Naturally, I am &lighted that it exists sand pleased
that-many with a physical education orientation have an opportunity
to relate to a somewhat smaller but active group of trained philosophers
who are sincerely interested in sport phenomena. Hoivever, there is
only one educaticonal philosopher in this group and one other who
began with a physical education backgroudd from Springfield. Also,
I don't think this group will be of any assistance to the profession
of physical education in %any way. Further, the membership could
undoubtedly bc increased nationally and internationally if the terms
"movement" or "physical activity" were added officially to the name
of.the Society.

Q

Last, we have not devised mechanisms 'whereby -professional prac-
titioners in our field of physical education and sport can receive any
help whatsoever from the scholarly contributions of the Society's mem-
bers. Nor does the Sodety'sjournal hold any interest for the general

Obviously there is a gap here that .must be bridged in some
way -similar to the recent approach of the Canadian Association of
Sport Sciencesto publish a scholarly but applied magazine that can
be read with interest and profit by the typical professional practitioner.
(it must be said also that there is no evidence either that those func-
tioning in the 8 to 10 other recognizable sub-disciplinary areas of
specialization are really aware of, or are making any use of, the journals
which both the history sbciety and Lthe philosophy society are publish-
ing.)

, Relationship of History and Phil000phy to General Education In
Physical Education and Sport

,

My investigation over a period of years has been accomplished by
recasting unilateral historical narrative into an approach to physical
education and sport history that delineates the persistent, recurring
problems that have emerge since man's history has been recorded
in sufficient quantity for reasonely intelligent qualitative analysis.
This pragmatic orientation features an approach in which an.inquiry
is conducted to ascertain, for example, what influence R type of poll-
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AMIN,

ical system\in a culture had on the structure and function of its edu-
eational systemand concurrently on the program of physical edu-
cation and sport offered. All history can, therefore, be viewed with an
oye to the persistent problems (i.e. social forces or professional con-.
cerns) that have revealed themselves as. a result of an in-depth analysis.
Thus, no Matter which of a number of historical theories or approaches
is employed, such a "persistent problems" approach guides bne to
search for the interpretive criterion; to seek out underlying hypotheses;
to ask how this or that historical treattnent aids in the analysis of past
problems; and to inquire whether new insight has been afforded in
the search for solutions to problems that people will perhaps always
face. This approach has been adapted to our specialized field from
educational history, and this adaptation is my own contribution to a
very large extent (13rubacher 196(,; Zeigler 1977a). (See Figure 1.)

This approach to historical analysis makes history much more in-'.

(cresting and exciting in the general education of college students,
not to mention the insight that jt offers to the professional physical
education student. it is based completely on an individual presentation
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Figure 1. Selected persistent historical problems of physical education and sport.
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bt-tht -pr-Oble-miffeil.-9515-rsbtftt -or -ftnft1M pro-b1ows-U-11e -present
day that have been of concern to men and women over the centuries.
A conscious effort ts made to keep the student Milli, thinking that
history is of antiquarian interest only. The.student ean niovo back and
forth from early times to the present as different aspects of a particular
persistent problem (e.g.Irthe concept of 'the healthy body') are treated.
This longitudinal treatment of history is in contradistinction to a strictly
chronological one (as interesting as that often 1s). These persistent
problems, then (i.e., the Influence of values, nationalism, etc.), are
the ones that recur again and again down through the, agesand *ill
in all probability continue to mem in the future along will others.
A problem used in this sense (based on its eatly Greek derivation)
would be "something thrown forward" for people to understand or
resolve.

Physical Education and Sport ONectives for the Future. In addition
to providing young people with a general education that includes phys-
ical education and sport histoty developed through the use of an inter-
pretive criterion, I have' been concerned with philosophical analysis
employing several different research techniquet. One of thetse techniques
Is structural analysis. Even when fortified by, the results of .scientific
investigations, the resultant nalyses have been criticized by some who
claimed that I had èomzn,ltted the naturalistic fallacy (Le., deriving
an "ou ht" from an "is" .' Nevertheless, there are still philosophers
who believe that the most fundamental goal of philosophy is to lielp
man "assimilate the Impact of science on human affair" (Kaplan
1961, p. 16). Followini up on his concern with whether man is to be
the "master of the maellit" Kaplan states that "the business of
philosophy is to provide a system of ideas that will make an integrated
whole 'of our beliefs about.the nature of the yvorld and the values we
seek in the world in fidfillment of our human nature" (Ibid.).

I believe most fervently that- this function, 'among others, is largely
the philosopher's task. Thus, I have developed a set of aims end ob-
jectives for physical education and sport that relate to the general
education of all students (including our own majo4 in physical edu-
cation),

'As we move tthvard the next century, it will be absolutely necessary
to affirm the priority of man and woman over athletics and physical
activity of all types. As was so well stated by the late Arthur Steinhaus,
"sport was made for man, not man for sport." As important as phys-
ical fitness is, it will be very important to .promote total fitness. Sport
and physical education can provide excellent problem-solving
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epees to children and young people; hence, students should have the
opportunity to select a wide variety of useful activities, many of which
can help to develop 'social intelligence' (as defined by Dewey). The
activities offered should bring natural impulses into play in physical
education. Such classes and intramural sports and physical recreation
are more important to most students than interscholastic or intercol-
legiate athletics and deserve priority if conflict irises over budgetary
allotment, statT availability and facilities. However, provided the above
needs and interests have been met, full -support should be given to
team (as well as individual and dual) experiences at as high a competi-
tive level as possible in keeping with the overall caucationtil aim (Zeig-
ler l977b).

To create the ideal situation in the future, the concept of 'universal
man and 'universal woman' should be promoted as the aim of general
education for all. We must keep firmly in mind the idea of 'individual
freedom'the absolute necessity of the person to have the opportunity
to choose for himselOerself just as soon as "awakening awareness"
makes such individual freedom Possible. Such choice should be based
on knowledge, skills and attitudes as determined by self-evaluation.
The child should be made ,to reel at home in the activities proiram
while striving for actualization of self. It is vital that the person select
the values that are being sought in the activity. The physical skill of
modern dance should be included in the program prominently so' that
the young person may explore bodily movement creatively as desired.

The ideal of social-self-realization in a world culture is basic in a-
world. living as dangerously as ours seems to be at present. There can

cation and s ort. It should be developed through the employment of
\s,s.be no such thing as a fixed or universal curriculum in physical edu-

shared planning. Wholesome physical recreational skills should be
stressed, while at the same time relaxation techniques should be learned
to combat lite's many fensions. Mental higiene and sex education
should be included as integral aspects of a total program. While ap-
preciating the importance of self-expression, there should be strong
emphasis on democratic method to help the group achieve goals arrived
at through democratic consensus. Last, the field of educationand
that includes sport and physical education within the schoolsmust
pip 'a vital role in the development of ecrilogical awareness. Our stu-
dents must develop and mainthin physical fitness within a concept of

-,
'total' fitness based on a goal of international understanding and broth-
erhood. The field of physical education and sport must assist the
process of general education for all so that the urgent need to take
care of the manifold 6systems on this "closed" planet are fully under-
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stood: We must help -to-teach the -young person the vital necessity -of
assisting with the basic recyciing needed so that a "reconstituted"
oarth will be transmitted to future generations.
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Chapter 19

The Behavioral Sciences and
Physical Education

This chapter deals with the behavioral sciences and physical edu-
cation (as opposed to those fields typically identified as the social
sciences). There were three reasons why such a request was made; (1)
the concept of the behavioral sciences, of which sociology is a sub-
divisibn, was not included in the overall projection for this program
and seemed necessary; (2) most of those who have a sociolnOcal orien-
tation (a) seem unwilling to identify themselves with physical -Afication,
(b) have carried out very little investigation relative to physical ,edu-
cation that can be recognized as evidence, and (c) have yet been unable
to postulate even fairly elementary theories about the origins, structures,
and functions of the various elements of sport within social life; and
(3) the limitation of this paper to "444e4i,ce from sociology" would
have made it difficult for the writer lo place the topic into some philo-

sophical perspectivs.

By the behavioral sciences is meant the following:

The disciplines of anthropology, psychology, and sociologyminus
and plus: Minus such specialized sectors as physiological psy-
chology, archaeology, technical linguistics, and most of physical
anthropology; plus social geography, some psychiatry, and the

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented at the American Academy of Physical
Education, Anaheim, California, Mar. 27, 1974. The original paper appeared as "Support-
ing Evidence from the Behavioral Sciences" in The Academy Papers. No. 8, The American

Academy of Physical Education, Washington, DC, 1974.
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behavioral parts--of-vconomica, politleni sele-oce-,--aild. law Ortre--
son & Steiner 1964, pp. 10-11)

Do the behavioral sciences el slefined tend to support the wf*ark of
the physical education professiont Is there eitdenee to prove or dis-
prove the claims usually made by physical educators M tO the objectives
of the field? We are told that it is vital to consider these questions
right now because, as Mceristal has pointed out: (1)i, 'education is in a
period of turmoil at practically every level"; (2) "flnkncial support has
grown tighter"; (3) "administrators are talking about program account-
ability"; (4) "reallocation of resources is being directed toward the
Support of more relevant and efficient programs"; 1110 (5) "physical
education, among other subjects, will probably continue to be one of
education's 'whipping boys' " (1973, p. 1).

Recent DeYelopments

Space limititions prevent definitive treatment of this subject in a
similar manner to either Cowell's "The Contributions of Physical Ac-
tivity to Social Development" (1960) or Scott's "The Contributions of
Physical Activity to Psychological Development" (1960). Cowell explained .

that:

Culture consists of the things that we have learned to do, to make,
to believe, to value, and to enjoy in our lifetime. Our culture
expresses the basic values of our society. The forces which interact
on the playing fields, in the gymnasium, and elsewhere provide
for children a steady flow of motivations and feelings which gradu-
ally shaPe the personality. In th6 sense that we as teachers have
a part in controlling or influencing to some extent these factors
in our culture, we become guardians and developers of personality
by influencing the dominant attitudes and goals of that part of
our culture related . to games, sports, and recreation in general.
(1960, p. 287)

At this same time, Scott substantiated with the best available evi-
dence of the time certain, claims being made for physical education in
regard to ,(1) changing attitudes, (2) improving social efficiency, (3)
improving sensory perception and responses, (4) develoPing sense of
well-beingmental health, (5) promoting relaxation, (6) providing
psychosomatic relief, and (7) acquiring skill (1960, p. 308). She con-
cluded that "there is perhaps no area of our professional backgroynd
that offers more challenge to us than psychological development"
(1960, p. 317).
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It_may tie Asked If anyone really foresaw the disciplinary thrust that
began in the 1%0s-----a development undoubtedly occasioned by I variety
of social forces. We can all recall McCloy's warning about the quality
of graduate study, Sputnik, Conant's condemnation, Esslinger.'s efforts
with others to marshal our forces in response, and Henry's early
effort to define the discipline in 1964. Somehow, however, there was

no comparable "10 years later" publication updating the AAHPER
Research Council's work on "The Contributions of Physical 'Activity
to Huthan Well-Being" (Research Quarterly, May 1%0).

Individual scholars began to develop their own retrieval systems with
particular sub-disciplinary areas,,, and there has been the annual pub-
lication of completed research by the Research Council. Fortunately,
there will soon be an Encyclopedia of Physical Education, Fitness and
Sports, published through the efforts of members of the Research
Council with Professor T. K. Cureton as chief editor. However, it does

seem that five volumes will be necessary to include all of the evidence
regarding physical education that has been assembled. Much of this
material is of a bio-science orientation, and we should be. alert also
to the evidence accruing from the social science and humanities aspect4

of the field. (According to present plans, one volume will cover sociology

and psychology.)

An example of the increasing number of sub-disciplinary areas im-
pinging on, or being included within, the field of physical education,
kinesiology, and related areas has been made available by the Physical
Education Discipline.Group in Ontario which includes representatives
from 11 universities planning for the next decade in graduate study
and research. The group has listed the following sub-disciplinary areas
or subdivisions as being "viable" at the present time:

I. Sport and physical activity history
2. Sport and physical activity philosophy
3. Sport and physical activity sociology
4. Sport and physical activity social psychology

5. Sport psychology and psychomotor learning
6. Administrative theory
7. Sport and exercise physiology
8. Growth and development (related to physical activity)
9. Biomechanics and kinesiology (Physical ,Education Discipline

Group 1974)

Note: A tenth category was included under the heading of "Profes-
sional Studies.",
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----Additional -sub-areas-of-specialization have-been-listed by- the- phys-
kat education faculty of the University of Western Ontario as follows;

1. Comparative and international physical education and'sport
2. Sport and games anthropology
3. Anthropometry applied to physical education and sport
4. Scientific sport training
5. Health problems in sport and physical education
6.. Research in dance (Western Ontario, 1971)

Evidence from the Behaviors' Sciences

Keeping in mind the disciplines included within the behavioral
sciences, as listed on pages 224-225, a few observations will be made re-
garding (1) behavioral development, (2) learning and thinking, (3)
motivation, (4) small group relations, (5) organizations, (6) institutions,
(7) social stratification, (8) ethnic rdations, (9) mass communication,
(10) opinions, attitudes and beliefs, (11) society and (12) culture.

.-
Behavioraevelopnent. We employ adaptive behavior to satisfy

our needs and to cope with problems we encounter in our environment.
Some of these responses are instinctual, but certain adaptation is to
fulfill subjective desires. Maturation describes bodily development,
whereas the term development is more general, applying to normal,
orderly change that may occur between birth and death. Socialization
is the means by which society prepares an individual for membership.

Support for physical activity and physical qducation as an integral
aspect of this development is both implieit and explicit. luman be-
havior is unpredictable and shows greater variability tha that of all
other creatures. Lower animals rely greatly on innate havioral pre-
dispositions, whereas humans rely strongly on the trning procesL
Adaptive human behavior resulting from learning depends upon com-
munication, and such learning is cumulative. For better or worse, we
have reached the point where much of our daily striving is unrelated to
physical welfare and survival. This has direct implications for the field
of physical education and sportimplications which are not readily
perceived by most people.

The sequence of development within children is quite general to
the species of man. Some children do develop faster than others, but
this does not mean that the sequence of development is different.
Bright children are, and remain, superior to others in such attributes
as health, physique, personality and character traits, etc. As the child
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grows older, his behavior typically becomes more differentiated. En-
couraging a child to perform a skill prior to 'physical readiness may
retard development of the desired ability. interestingly, the correlation
between verbal aptitude and many other capacities is high, and mental
growth through ttdolesconce shows similarity to physical growth
rapid initially with a decline at puberty). (See Martin 8c Stenciler 19S9.1

Various types of physical, mental and social contact arc vital for
what is considered to be normal development in humans. Socialization
will probably take place more erratically if conflicts exist among the
usual socializing agencies. However, even though cultures ditTer mark-
edly, there arc similarities in the socialization processes cross-culturally.
General personality development needs an environment in which there
is affection and satisfaction of dependence. Punishment as a technique
is not recommended, even though isolated traumatic events typically
do not damage personality permanentlY. To be effective, moral values
should be taught consistently and definitely by exampre. If a child
identifies favorably with his or her parents, and has an opportunity
for early and regular succegs, a higher need for achievement tends to
result after maturity. Quite obviously, almost every one of the above
statements has strong implications for physical activity, physical edu-
cation,, and physical recreation!

Learning and Thinking. Learning usually refers to the changes that
take place in individuals based on theli experiences. .Somehow the
human motor perfbrmance or movement 4per1ence aspect of education
has been slighted. Huxley has designated this as the "education OT the
non-verbal humanities"the education of the "psycho-physipl instru-
ment of an evolving amphibian" (1964, p. 31). If our kinesffictic sense
were prepared more efficiently through.)the educational process, the
effects of such experience would inevitably influence our subsequent
behavior. Thinking, and who can deny that we think with our whole
body, is best characterized as symbolic experience, the assumption
being that the formation of habits results from direct experience.
An interesting finding is that thinking tends to be facilitated when
there is a general increase in muscle tone. In addition, as thought
becomes more concentrated general muscle tension becomes even
greater.

Motivation. This term usually describes a person's various inner
strivings. It tends to activate an individual and channel behavior so
that objectives are realized. A sample finding here which helps in-
dividuals achieve goals is that a moderate level of tension is necessary
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for efecient TerformanCe, but when motivation becomes too high, a
person's physical performance will probably deteriorate rapidly.

Relations in Small Groups. A `sntall group it a cluster of people
that Yule* from 2 to perhaps 20. An example of a finding here that
is usefkil to physical education IS that the small group may be used
by the teacher or coaCh to set and help enforce norms or standards of
'desired behavior. The group provides individual mCmbers with security
and encouragement.

Organizations, Otjranization typically means a group of people who
have joined Mother to achieve a stated goal together through the
execution of certain functions, A finding of importance here to the
physical educator is that his approach to leadership usuallyis influenced
by the lOadership techniques that move him to follow a lesider. People
te odel themselves after those who are rated higher within the
social system.

Institutions. As used here, institution refers to a complex normative
pattern or matrix that tends to govern the behavior of people in a
recurring fashion in fundamental matters. The typical institutions
within modern societies are religious, economic, political, educational
and military. In referring to educational institutions, an important
finding for physical education is that the effect of teaching style on
teacher-student relations and oikteaching effectiveness is still an open
subject. There is some evidencethat teaching method and curriculum
content (presumably based on objectives) go hand in hand.

Social Stratification. There is stratification within a society when
people rank others socially according to some standard based on the
possession of certain attributes, goods, etc. The physical educator-
coach should stress to young people that a college education can pro-
vide an opportunity for a higher-dos position and, accordingly, that
an ivlividual's self-evaluation is stro y influenced by the class status
which he is able to achieve (e.g. ording to one poll a 'used car
salesman may now feel more prou himself than a politician).

Ethnic Relations. Ethnic origin usualky relates to the individual's
generic background and it therefore cannot be changed. Major ethnic
groups are' differentiated by race, religion or nationality. The question
of possible ethnic differences is difficult to attack, and probably should
be deernphashed at the present because of its relative unimportance
and tendency to inflame emotions in a tense society. The question of
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inherent differences in temperament by virtue of race or body type
cannot be resolved without refining currently Available testing instru-
ments and improving statistical techniques. Physical educators and
coaches should understand clearly that prejudice and discrimination
are usually learned early in lifei but that they art not innate. Further,
it is the quality of personal contact between ethnic groups that may
reduce social tensions. This evidence imposes a great liadership respon-
sibility upon the physical educator-coach.

Mass Communication. People communicate with one another in
various ways (by expression of emotions, ideas, etc.). The mass media
television, books, newspapers, radio, movieshave steadily and per-
haps permanently influenced the quality of life on earth (and the
stratospheric satellite is becoming an enormous influence). The effect
of such communication on the audience depends upon the predis-
position of those receiving messages as well as upon the quality and
quantity of the information provided. Teacher-coaches need to become
"communications pro's" in all possible ways in' order to maximize
their influence on children and young people. Physical educators must
understand bettor the *dispositions held by their students apd should
include subject-matter that is perceived as interesting and vital. People
misperceive and/or misinterpret various types of communication if
they are not psychologically ready to receive it; yet, attitudes of young
people tend to change readily when the majority of their peer group
seems to be in agreement with a different position or stance. If students
themselves are actively involved in the communication process, reten-
tion of information and attitudes is promoted. The involvement of
opinion leaders serves as a mechanism for the dissemination of infor-
mation arid influence.

Opinions. Attitudes and Beliefr. Opinions, attitudes and beliefs may
be either emotional or rational judgments (or both) and usually refer
to the position of a person on a controversial issue. The more complex
the society involved, the more such beliefs and opinions are differen-
tiated (i.e., acquire special or discriminating characteristics). People's
beliefs are acquired early in life and tend to change slowly depending
upon subsequent group memberships. The potential of the team or
sports club is immediately obvious insofar as attitude development
is concerned, and such influence may be exercised particularly by the
respected members of the group. Obviously, the social strata in which
these experienc6 occur condiffion a young person's outlook greatly
(e.g., the urban, suburban or rural location of the larger geographical

region). It is practically impossible to change opinions and beliefs
significantly if steady support has been received throughout life from
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Pirouttil. MAn±:1 Othg_09.1a__91 roups. lu fact, beliefs tend to. clang%
mote slowly than actual hehavior, although ortain change may moor
when patterns of beliefs /seem to be illogieal or inconsistent to those
holding them. Since there often is intense psycho-physical involvement
of the young man or wonian ha a sport or physical education expori,
once, the potential tor ehange in attitudes and beliefs should be an
ever-present factor in the mind of the physical educator-coach.

SocieV A. group of people' living together An a particular location
for a fairly long period of time may eventually become able to sustain
themselves and develOp a "way of life." At that point, such a group
may rightly be called ,a "soolety." Physical education may use its in-
fluence to effect desirable social change. However, sooial changes in a
society haire rarely been the result of influence by any group, or part
of a group, that has traditionally been in control (e.g., the physical
edAitor-coach). Physical educators could consider whether social
conflict inihe United States seems tort)+, challenging the value structure
of the so&ty. lf so, the profession Should decide whether it thinks
there is a crisis and whether it is advisable to intensify the crisis with
the hope of changing the value structure or whether it wishes to al-
leviate the crisis as hest possible in the belief that the present value
structure should remain.

Culture. Everything discussed to this point has been influenced by
the culture in which we live. A precise yet encompassing definition of
culture is extremely difficult, if not impossible. When people within
a social order achieve eertain changes Ju their way of life, the resultant
social chaRleristics may be loosely Identified by the term "culture."
'Culture may be viewed implicitly or explicitty based upon its conscious
or unconscious manifestations. It shared, it is cohesive and it is
behavior qat is learned. Physical education and sport help to shape
a culture Ind, in turn, are inevitably Influenced by the culture. We
should now seek to discover whether cultural universals exist within
physical education and sport, and, if so, to what extent. Such investiga-
tion could be carried out with the 'understanding that, even though
specific cultures have differed significantly, man's culture viewed as a
whole has undergone veers stages of aevelopment.

Summary and Conclusions

In this brief presentation the behavioral sciences' of anthropology,
psychology and sociology were considered by a physical education and
sport philosopher in regard to their possible supiSort for the field of
physical education. It was pointed out that Cowell and Scott, in separate
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papers, had considered the. contributions of phyaical tethity to SOCial
development and psychological development in 1960, but that the many
social changes and profbssional devdlopments of the 1960s have probably
altered our idea of "behavioral science man" since that time. A nUmber
of sub-flisciplinary areas aro in the process of formation within physical
education and its affiliated fields. -10

The behavioral, sciences tend to provide substantive support for
physical activity and sport conducted with an eye to a "physical edu-
cation outcome," but the obvious nevi for the finest typo of leadership
is everywhere apparent. This statement would appear to be true whether
the topics of motivation, organizations, ethnic relations, attitudes and
beliefs, or what-have-you are being considered. Indications suggest that
the profession of physical education is not greatly concerned about
providing for scientific investigation in the behavioral aspects of its
disciplinary thrust, although many unproved claims are made regularly
regarding the social and psychological benefits to be derived from such
activity. To make matters worse, the younger, still relativdly unproved
WOO scientists within the field typically avoid identification with the
term "physical education" whenever possible. For example, what uni-
versity specializes in graduating men and women with a behavioral
silence orientation in the sotiological, social psychological or cultural
anthropological aspects of physical education and. sport? (By specializa-
tion is meant that there are two or three productive scholars in each
of these areas funhioning with the physical education unit.)

The final conclusion should be obvious: quite a few in the field pay
lip service to the importance of behavioral scienCe investigation within
physical education, but rew have accomplished anything tangible to
improve the present situation, What is the difficulty that is holding
baek reasonably rapid and substantive development in the behavioral

*science, sub-disciplinary areas of the physical education field? Dart
we answer this question honestly?
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-Chaptdf20

Should "East Meet We.st" in.
Physic41 Ed4cation

Philosophy?

It was my groat pleasure to receive recently a Japanese edition of a
book I wrofe 12 years ago, Philosophical Foundations for Physical
Health, and Recreation Education (Prentice-Hall, 1964). In the preface
of the original edition I suggested that there was a great need for an im-
plications approach to the understanding of h4alth, physical education,
and recreation. I still Plink this need exists becaute the idea that
we 'should indoctrinate our students with a certain set of principles
depresses me greatly. Teach them how.to thinkyes; teach them what
they must ;thinknever! Generally, my points in the original preface still
stand. There are so many ideas that come to mind when I think of our
Japanese colleagues, however, that I am pleased to state them here
briefly.*

First, I am so happy to express my sincere appreciation to Professor-
emeritus Sokichi Yoshizawa of the University of Saitama for his unself-
ish devotion to the task of translation. Second, I must point out that if
this book were being rewritten now, existentialism and language analysis
'would be treated much more extensively.

*What follows Is adapted from the preface of tho Japanese edition of i. F. Zeigler's 1964
Prentice-Hall text it was published In Tokyo In 1976 through cooperation with the original
publisher.
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Of coutte, the English version was designed for the Western world,
and one realizes how difficult, if not impossible, it is to transfer some-
thing in the philosophical realm from one culture to another. For
example, I feel that philosophy and religion arejnextricably inter-

woven. Although this is a controversial issue for many in the U.S., a
harmonious relationship betWeen the two seems to exist in the East.

One may define religion broadly or narrowly, and the Western world
tends to follow the latter approach. It would seem that the very foun-
dation of a world order is predicated by man's beliefs and understand-
ings about the universe. Many have a theology they cannot explain. Al-
though the nature of the universe has not changed and likely will not
change in the future, man's attitude toward the world has changed.

In the Western world, for example, there have been at least five
phases in man's evolving religious beliefs. Initially, the primitiVe was
filled with fear and apprehension. Then came a period of polytheism
after which monotheism emerged in certain instances. Then God was
viewed as an all-powerful kinga pOwer to be feared. About 3,000
years agd the concept of God as The Heavenly Father developed in which
man was considered as a child. An extension of this fourth position
has emerged in which man looks at reality (which he may call God) and
conceives that some sort of friendly partnership is in the process. A
possible fifth approach with corollaries it current nowa religious
liberal and/or existentialistic approach. The ideal of the liberal is a free
spirit who gives allegiance to truth as he sees it. He is eager to join
other liberals no matter to which of the world's 12 great religions they
nominally belong. Atheistic and agnostic existentialists have also rejec-
ted the transcendent ideals of the Church as nonsense. In their eyes,
man's task is to create his own ideals and values since he is- aesponsible

only to himself.

Thus, a variety of religious positions are open to man. Some say he
should begin a viler intensive search for God, while others turn toward
rational humanism or outright atheism which gives them a much greater
power of self-determination than ever before.. In a century that has seen
one devastating war after another, it is obvious that religion and philoso-
phy need to be brought to bear on the matter of man's ability to get
along with his fellow man. Still further, increased educational op-
portunities should be made avaihible, and behavioral science research

should be encouraged.

The remainder of this presentation will describe possible adaptations
that can be made by my Japanese colleagues in the light of universals
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_thatare becoming increasingly ;aPparent. In -my-opinion- yot.j -arc-so irise
to avoid the provinciality that is often apparent in the world today. The
maxim "neither a borrower nor a lender be" most certainly should not
appty to the matter at hand.

We are recommending a rather specific sequence of courses and
experiences for those who are being prepared professionally in this
field. First, we believe that new students should be given an orientation
to health, physical education and recreation as a profession. Following
this, we recommend study of the historical background of the field
both from the standpoint of the chronology of events1 as well as the re-
curring problems which have persisted over the' centuries (e.g., the in-
iltince of the type of political state extant on the program and method-
ology of teaching in our field); At this point we suggest that the pro-
fessional student be introduced to the varied philosophical foundations
prevailing in his culture because a% person's philosophical and religious
learnings tend to guide one's approach to life, particularly if the person

intends to be a teacher who will influence youth. With such a back-
ground of reading and discussion, it would then seem appropriate to
offer a course in organization and administration of physical education
and sport. An administrative revolution is taking place in the world, and
we must be prepared to manage our organizations extremely well.

A philosophy must "speak" to people in order to be effective. If only
philosopbers understan.d it, what good is 1t2 Furthermore, one should
live accorpnicto a personal philosophy, not merely profess it. Many who
advocate the newer analytical tradition of philosophy feel there are great
limitations to the "implications approach" in philosophythat one can
deduce logically, from metaphysical and normative philosophizing
that which should be followed in life and in educational practice. I
appreciate the impossibility of an argument in which one's belief about
the nature ot God is said to give specific direction tosay--one's teach-
ing Methodology. Yet I believe strongly that,a knowledge of philosophy
is needed if a teacher is to inStruct adequately, help shape the purpose
and direction of the educational program, keep educational concepts as
clear as possible, and examineeducational problems carefully as he or she
looks to the future.

If one looks ahead to the last third of the twentieth century, one soon
realizes that the educated people in all countries understand the com-
monality of many human concerns. Ile* that anthropologists have thor-
oughly exploded the theory of pure race, we shouldn't be surprised that
a great many people the world over posit the'presence of some sort of
systematic unity in the world. Man is expected to use his reason to gain
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understanding and then to act as a result of the knowledge he has
acquired. Evolutionary theory has provided evidence about the con-
tinuity of man and nature. A growing humanism has not lessened our
co2cern about moral and spiritual vaitles, although the dilemma of

ablolutism versus subjectivism cannot yet, and may never, be resolved

satisfactorily. I cannot agree with those who recommend .a diet of
philosophical hash as an acceptable substitute for the seemingly more

°stable diet of a reasonable adherence to a particular philosophical
tendency or approach. Having said this, I hasten to idd that I am greatly
concerned with the promotion of a concept of individual freedom and
envision a world in which both individual and cultural dissimilarities
may be possible within the prevailing political entities.

Thus, there is a need for adaptation of this material to the Japanese
culture. The author has delineated 14 persistent problems that need
careful analysis. Does Japan face the same or similar problems? Are

some more peculiar to the U.S. and others to Japan? To answer this

question, one needs a deep understanding of the culture being ana-
lyzed. Certainly many, and perhaps all, of these problems are uni-
versal. At any rate, you will have to make these decisions for your-
selves. For example, what influence is the type of political state and
nationalism having on physical education and sport in Japan today?
Are the religious patterns ist_your country influencing youth? How do

Japanese view the concept of "the healthy body?" Is there too much
emphasis on mastery of subject-matier in schools with the almost in-
evitable de-emphasis of physical culture that always follows? Has your
advanced technology forced people of all .ages to become more inactive

I physically? How are the Jajiancse using their leisure? Is there a prevail-

-t ing philosophy and/or reli ion in Japanese life at present? Are multiple

philosophies of education possible or desirable in sis:rur culture? All of

these questionsand there are, of course, many more possiblewill
need to he answered by you as educators anxiowel; promote the
finest possible programs of physical education and sport for your
youth.

As indicated earlier, further statements are needed in my (1964)
book about existentialism and language analysis. I would strengthen
the first chapter which treats pragmatism (experimentalism and prag-
matic naturalism). Still further, I might now look into possible implica-

tions from Freudian thought for the main aspects of contemporary
philosophyepistemology, esthetics, ethics, social philosophy and

philosophy of rlIgion. Under the chapters relating to realism, I would

probably incluc. e a section on Communismnot as a traditional
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philosophyi-of -courser-but-More-as 4-soolal -forco-in- tho-world -that---is -
competing for men's minds quite sutvesstillly.

Thinking. about the East, and the Near East, I would include a
consideration of Islam as ti living religion -that; ranks with Buddhism
and Christianity. Indian philosophy should be reviewed because of the
great need, in the Western iyorld at letist,, to recognize other parts of the
world culturally and politically. We should also include Confucianl
and Taoism of Chinaa country in which philosophy has played
haps the greatest role in the hbtory of mankind.

hast, it would be absolutely essential to Viscuss both Buddhism
and Zen. Buddha, viewed today, could perhaps be classified as a
naturalistic realist with an awareness of the.element which Freud intro-
duced in the twentieth century. Westerners have great difficulty under:
standing why Buddhists are not entangled in the religious conflict of
faith and reason. Sn many of us have no backgrodnd -With naturalistic
truth about the human state or condition. The living philosoplky of
Zen, omnipresent in your,culture, is not understood. by most-prester-

}tors either--even less than Buddhism! This is probably because it Is
not a religion in thVusual Western sense. The Zen solution to life
is fascinating and most appealing to one who has studied life and
realizes the futility of battling endlessly with so complete a reality
principle as seems to exist.

Japanese readers, especially professors who might use this book with
professional classe, will have to assess to what extent existentialism,has
permeated the Japanese eultute. Sartre has indicated that the world
contain's two types of people other than true existentialists: people who
strive to escape from man's freedom, and those who-simply will not
assume any responsibility. How many Japanese fall into these categories?
If man -does de2ne his own essence, are the Japanese people searching
for the autheatiaty that is possible within a free society?

Furthermore, to what exteAs.the Japanese culture ready for analytic
philosophy? Is the Japanese language sufficiently exact to formulate I
theses of a philosophical nature accurately? Or does your language have
deficiencies similar to those of the English tongue"ffinctional dis-
orders" that need to be remedtbd by,"therapeutic linguigtic's?" Naturally,
no one should attempt to tell d philosopher what language he should use,
but the philosophical scholar, has a responsibility to explain the rules
of language he uses. How can the scientist discover the answer to a
theoretical proposition, for example, if the premisvs (or statements) in
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the proposition itself have no true meaningare literally non-sense?
Proceeding from this premise, therefore, analytic philosophers (of the
language-analysis Artdn) are striving to construct a language of sym-
bols or mathematics that can be employed in the finest typo of scientific
investigation.

Sigmund Freud attempted to understand human behavior by scientific
method. Psych analy0s has been a significant social force, and philoso-
phy can't hel but be affected by its influence. Traditional religioni have
truly' been ehmIJlengd by a position in which human nature is morally
neutral. The ar ent is that man needs an Internal source of personal
integrity, not the typo of quicksand provided by theistic approaches to
religion in which unworthy man is cared for and forgiven by a benevolent
father! Such thought has obvious implications for philosophy and for
philosophy of religion.

No one can argue that Communism is a philosophy in the traditional
sense, but the evidence is readily available that Communistic ideology is
influencing untold millions of people on earth. It is not, of course, the
pure dialectical materialism of Marx, Mit a doctrine which purports to
do -for people all of those things we in the U.S. claim that our brand of
democracy Is accomplishing. Our social democratic values are their
utopian ideals. They criticize us, perhaps rightly so, when we seem to
be imperialistic or when we have racial difficulties. You in Japan must de-
termine for yourselves whether the Communists have explained clearly,
the step-by-step means by which' they hope to arrive at their ideal-stage of
development. Communism prognosticates a classless society, and democ-
racy postulates certain ideals about social organizations individual free;
dom and equality (and quality tool) of opportunity. As a free nation,
Japan will evolve a type of political state suifed to' its' people and culture.

The history of civilizations has been characterized by struggle and
conflict both within nations and among neighboring countries. Yet there
have been many splendid examples, of international cooperation, and we
would do Well to examine regularly the many aspects of our society
which are similar to those of other lands. It-is hoped that American society
will be basedon the assumption that the,state shonla.serve Its citizens, but
there is a very delicate balance to be maintained in this matter. Can
we agree that the history of individual freedom has not been charac:
terized by steady improvement? Still further, it would seem that the
dignity of human beings is still frequently abused in all countries even
today. Almost eternal vigilance would seem to be required in Ithe tears
immediately ahead.
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---------Indian pftilosophyd)sn't -make-the-same-disthiction beSeen-religion
and philosophy that is typical in the Western world. India's neutralism
in the world typically may well have occurred bwause Indians have a
tolerance for conflicting points of vieV the world ovt*--a feeling that
despite their differences, people have a great deal In connnon. Different
philosophies are, after All, human points of vlew.

In the Western world it is stressed continually that ethics may be de-
rived from the leading traditional religious belle& of Protestantism,
Catholicism and Judaism. But in the East (in India, for etample), one
is expected-to lead a moral life. Adherence- to common moral principles,
then, is viewed ak a means whereby the eventual goala religious life--
may be reached. Maybe we in the West have it backwards! One of the
most difficult prohlems fami by Japan today, if I may Venture an opinion,
is establishing a balance between Westernizing and proceeding along the

1; of culturaWadition. Similarly, but perhaps to a lesser degree, we
in Canada and the United States should Easternize to a greater ex-

tent than previously while contirming to modernize.

I have purposely saved a few comments about Buddhism until last.
I am impressed with-the humanistic 'naturalism of this faith because it
emphasizes that it is up to us to become as enlightened as possible in
this lifethe only place where we can ever hope to find any truth. The
four noble truths of Buddhist* have 'great appeal. The incomplete-
ness and pain of lifea life characterized by change--state the very
limitation that we face in.thc first truth. knd yet the law of causality
(second truth) explains that things change according to principle in the
world process. There Is universalitypresent also in the third truth which
explains that man must be readx to lose his life in order to find it--tisat
it is the striving which is fundamental. We then realize that happiness is
not the end; it is indeed a by-product.

It is in relation to the fourth noble truth th most people in the West
would run into difficulty. The Eightfold Nohle Path itself is most laud-
able. it statea that the truth aboth mats's. condition is to be found in
this life on this earth, The ideals of the moral code (the Dharma) are
excellent, and we can appreciate.the ultimate goal of Nirvana in which
desire and hate are eXtinguished. One does .wonder, howevet whether
faithful adherence to these principles would lead man to complacency
about progress in the social and political arenas of life.

Utile Western world is generally ignorant about Buddhism, it is even
more ignorant about Chinese philosophy. Philosophy has perhaps played
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a greater role in China than in any other country. Confucius.felt that we
should live in harmony with nature: His philosophy was basically
humanistic, and it eventually developed with an idealistic whit; (Mencius) -

and a realistic wing (Hsuntzu). Taoism, on the other hand, has been
much more spiritual and unworldly. Although an outsider would find it,
difficult to comprehend how the Chinese combine elements of Buddhism,
Cohfucianism and Taoism in one, life successfully, the intermingling of
these strands of thought is a living reality in the. traditional Chinese ap-
proach.

Last, the question of Zen arises. It is, of course, a living philosophy
and is omnipresent in your culture, playing a vital and personal role for
many millions. You must answer what significance this philosophy holds
for education and for the specialized field of physical education and
sport. The simple and natural lives that are recommended in keeping
with the reality principle are simply not understood by so many in our
Mideap society. One wonders how citizens of Japan.in the 1970s will
continue to be successful in their rejection of the pleasure principle that
so often dominates the materialistic culture of Westernized societies. But
everyone in Japan doesn't live in Tokyo, just as everyone in the U.S.A. or
Canada doesn't live in New York City or Montreal. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the problem is going to get worse before it gets better. It may well be
that life is nonsense and that we should not try to find meaning in it. The
temptations and pressures are there, of course, and we are expected to
conform to society's prevailing values and norms. How can we help people
understand that they are already free and that "salvation" lies waiting
within themselves?

Well, so much for my brief excursion into the philosophic quest as
it might relate to you and your associates in Japan (and perhaps olhers in
the Far East). My original question was, "Should 'East Meet West' in
Physical Education Philosophy?" My response is in the affirmative, but
I know that you will carry out such a meeting very carefully with your
eyes wide open to any possible pitfalls in such an encounter. We have
much to teach each other!

May I close by reiterating my personal desire to know more about you
and you programs of physical education and sport in your great countty.
There 1 so much'for all of us to do as we work for the betterment of our
profess on as it seeks to advance a disciplinary body of knowledge for
subsequent greater service to mankind. I trust that the years immediately
ahead will be filled with peace and the opportunity for innumerable ex-
changes of all types. The philosophic quest is probably never-ending. It
is quite possible that we will all find our greatest fulfillment in the pursuit.
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Chai:oter 21 ;

The Educition of
"Ecological Man":

Implications for Sport and
Physical Education

Introduction

The influence of ecology has only been felt significantly for the past 5 or
10 years by North American society; so, it is not unusual that very little
attention has been paid to the environmental crisis by those related to
sport and physical education. Our field cannot be especially, criticized for
this failing; as a matter of fact, most people conduct their lives in a
manner which quite clearly indicates that they still don't appreciate the
gravity of man's situation on Planet Earth. Very recently the writer has
come to realize that this topic also can be considered a persistent problem

- to the field in the same way as the other five social forces of values,
pblitics, nationalism, economics- and religion: The influence of ecOlogy is
now with us on a ssemingly indefinite basis. No longer can we simply move
elsewhere to locate another abundant supply of game to hunt, water to
drink, orfor that mattermineral resources to exploit for our purposes.

Ecology is usually defined as the field of study which treats the relation-
.

This chapter is adapted from a paper presented at the Annual Metting Gf the Canadian
Association of Sport Sciences, Ottawa, Ontario, Sept. 29-Oct. 1, 1975. The paper originally
was published in Physicol Educationl and Sport, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ,
1977.
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ships and interactions offirnan and other living organisms with each other
and with the natural (or physical) environment in which they reside. Until
recently few scientists were known as ecologists; they were blentified as
biologists or zoologists. Now many of theSe scientists are being asked to
consider our situation,(plight?) in relation to our environment in a much
broader perspective than that in which an experimental scientist tYpically
functions. The scientist's outlook must of necessity become macroscopic
rather than microscopicand very few people are prepared to make this
transition in such a relatively short span of time.

For a variety of reasons we no longer can proceed on the assumption
that our responsibility is to "multiply and replenish the earth." In the past
we have been exhorted both to increase the population and to develop an
economy to cope pith the various demands. Now there are close to four
billion people on earth, awl approximately four babies are being born
somewhere in the world every second! It has also become starkly obvious

to reflective people that strong attitudes favoring population control must
be developed, or it is quite possible that some version of Malthusian Law
will soon be operative on a massive scale. (Although there are some who
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disagree with this statement, the readec will recall that Thomas R.
Malthus theorized in 1798 that the population tends to increase more
rapidly than the food supplya question of geometric progression as
opposed to arithmetical progression. This idea still seems valid today with
the only possible checks being war, disease, natural catastrophes, famine

Wirth control.)

Moving more directly into the realm of economics, it has been pointed
out strongly that the United StatesAg opposed to Canada, for example
has some extremely difficul choices to make in the next few decades; in
fact, a number of these ch -es may have to be made because of the
severe crises that the nation 11 encounter. Those who' look ahead
optimistically seer/Ogling to allow a contintious-growth economic system,
while those who will undoubtedly be classified as pessimists by many
argue tbr the wisdom of a no-growth economic system (Murray 1972, p.
38).

. The forecasting models developed by economists and ecologists differ
starply. Certainly all are aware of contradictory economic theories that
appear in the daily press, but it is also obvious that very few people,
relatively speaking, are aware of the collision course seemingly being
taken if the ecologic models have any validity at all.

In an article entitled "The Ecologist at Bay," Grahame Smith explains
that "the decline in quality of 4his planet and the precarious aspect of
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continued existence of life on_ Earth are largely the results of this
comfortable shell of consftmer technology with which each Anteiican is
surrounded" (1971, p. 69). Thus, the ecologist finds himself in a situation
where he comprehends fully the dangeroui Position in which :ionle geofile 4

on Earth=a relatively' few million as a matter of factare ensconced.
However, for the ecologist to cry out in alarm to the general populace in
the favored countries any more vigorously, and to have them truly under-
stafid the reality of the precarious approach being followed generally, is to

risk being ridiculed and branded as a pessimist and doomsayer. Never-
theless, the problem is' definitely here and cannot be escaped by closing
one's eyes. As Pogo, the cartoon possum, has statedand it is a remark
which we must accept ruefully"walave met the enemy, and he is usl"

To place this problem jn some perspective for educatorsspecifically
those involved with sport and physical educationthe writer will (1)
offer a few definitions; (2) present a brief historical background; (3) high-

light the problemits it is faced in modern society; (4) analyze it from a $
particular philosophical perspective with implications for education
generally and for sport and physical education specifically; and (5) offer a

concluding statement.

Definitions

As a result of the development of ecology and what has been called
environmental science, many new words and phrases have been added to
our vocabulary. Ecology itself "is the science of the mutual relations of
organisms with their environment and with one another (Huxley 1963,
p. 6). More precisely, "ecologists study competition between "indiViduals
and between populations for resources, the growth of populations and the
movement of materials (e.g., water and minerals) in ecological systems
(eco-systems)" (Murray 1972, p. 36). It is not possible or pertinent to
define even the most common terms usually employed in this area of
study here, but it should be understood that man has polluted the earth
and is doing so now and miy continue to do so in the futurein both the
biosphere (the zone of life) did in the remainderof the atmosphere. This
includes that area from 35,00p, feet up to perhaps 600 miles above the
earth. The term "biosphere" explains "that envelope made up of the
Earth's waters, land crust, and atmiiskhere where all organisms, in-
cluding man, live" (Kunz 1971, p. 67). An ecosystem is "an integrated
unit or 'system' in nature, sufficient untO itself, to be studied as a separate
entitye.g., a rotting log in the forest, a coral atoll, a continent, or the
Earth with all its biota" (Ibid.). Fortunately, many of- these common
teims are already recognizable at least, and I hope their 'continued use in

the various communications media will make them part of one's every-
,.
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,day vocabulary. A few such terms are as follows: allowable release level,
bictdegr8dab1e, biota, carcinogen, coliform bacteria, compost, decibel,
demography, effluent, energy cycle, green revolution, greenhouse effect,
herbicide, atmospheric inversion, non-reneWable resources, recycling,
smog, sonic boom, symbiosis, thermal Pollution, etc. (Ibid.).

Brief Historreal Background

As reported abtove, there are now approximately four billion (1) people
on earth. At the beginning of the so-called Christian era that figure was
only(1) 250 million. By the time America was settled by Europeans, that
total had doubled to about 500 millionin a period of only 1,609 years.
Then by 1830 the figure bad increased twofold again to a billion people
in less than 200 years. Next in 100 years they amount doubled again to
two billion, and now, in about only 50 years, the populatio s ap,
proaching four billion. As Huxley sap, "By the year 2000; unless o
thing appallingly bad or miraculously good should happen in the i
terval, six thousand millions of us will be sitting down to breakf t
every Morning" (1963, p. 2). And to make matters worse, if such did
happen, it would be in the underdevelop4 countries (e.g., India) where

s the rate, 4 increase is so much higher,- than the average. It would
practically be impossible for those nations to become fully industrialized
because of the inevitable drain upon their basic resources by such rapid
growth.

In another realmthat of poor husbandry insofar as land and animal
abuse are concernedrman's careless and ignorant abuse of the planet
probably goes as far back as 8,000 yealrs ago, when he first began, to
farm the land. There are today innumerable archeological sites that weite
once thriving civilizations. For u variety of reasons, including poor use of
the land, most of these locations are now dusty and desolate ruins. An
example is North Africa, once exploited extensively by the powerful
Romans. The valuable topsoil there was undoubtedly eroded by poor
farming techniques, incorrect grazing by livestock and flagrant abuse of
timberland.

One can go baek further _to ancient Greece to find 'another example of
once fertile land with an abundant supply of water and forested hills. Now
much of the area seems blighted by rocky hint 'and barren lowlands
,denuded of their former topsoil. Wildlife is almost extinct as well.

Much the same story can be related about Turkey. Early port cities',
such as Ephesus and Tarsus, ofer no eviflence today of their early history
as valuable trading ports. The former fertile crescent of Biblical times has

,
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long since gone;and the "land between,the ritrers" (the Tivis and the
Euphrates) shows almost no ividence.of its former luxuriant stite.. Thus,
turn where one whl, to the areas desolated by fifteenth century sheep-
raisers in Spaitii to the pre;Columbitn-American -civilization-on -Monte
Alban in Mexico, or to other formerly highly desirable locations in the
world, one is apt to find further examples of poor management and land
and forest degradatiom Obviously, there are somtpexamples of wise
endeavor by the peOple of different nations. The Nlherlands (Holland)
and Japan are two s ountries, and such shining examplei-sttnd out
like beacons in an o erwise often seriously ravageid landieaPe. The
following discussion will describe concisely why the coming century will
need to be characterized by a concern f r this vital problem :thathas never
been shown before. .

Problem of Modern Society
4

What is the extent of The environmental crisis in modern society?
Very simply, we have achieved a certain mastery over the world because of
scientific achievements and subsequent technological advancements. We
are "at the top of the food chain" (Mergen 1970,.p. 36) by our mastery of
much of the earth's flora and fauna. Because of the, eXponentilil (geo- '

metric) explosion of the human population, increasinglyigreater "pres-
sures will be placed on our lands to provide shelter, food, recreation and
waste disposal areas. This will -valise a greater pollution of the atmos-
phere, the rivers, the lakes, the land and the ocea- ns" (Ibid.).

All of this has been explained by the National Geogfaphic Society in a
chart entitled "How Man Pollutes His World" (1970), in which the earth is
"divided" into air, land and sea. Although the earth is self-sustaining, it
possesses only a -finite quanS0 of oxygen, water and land and has no
means of reconstituting itself with Turther natural resources once .the
present supply- is exhausted. This means that we must give immediate
attention to such matters as: the effect of supersonic jet aircraft on the
atmosphere at various levels; what increasing urbanization will mean,
insofar as strain on the physical environment is concerned; how sig-
nificant the stripping of vegetation is to the earth's soil sspply and to its
ability to produce oxygen; how dangerous the effects'of the mercury
waste, the harmful pesticides, the chemical fertilizers, and the trash and
sewage disposal are to the natural environment; and, what the oil spills
and dumping at sea will mean to the earth's great bodies of water and
their ability to sustain fish, bird, and bottom life. We need to ask our-
selves questions about the extent to which pature's self-renewing cycles
are being disturbed. In other words, whatsort of world will the more than
six bilSon people of the year 2000 inherit?

2qz.
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In the United States alone, many rivefs, lakes and streams ate being
used as sewers; the air in some cities is so polluted that one might as well
be smoking a pack or so .Of cigarettes daily; New York City alone is
estimated to have as manytiatsas people (more than 8 million); 31/2 billion_
tons of garbage are producedeaeh yeat;.. more than four-fifthk..,of the
original forests have been comierted for -other purposes, as have 280
million acres of crop and range land; at least3,000 acres-a day are'covered
with concrete and other blacktop substances; and various othei types of
"parasitic action" are taken by-man. Other nations are following the same
path, not to mention the underdeveloped countries- that are awaiting their
opportunity for the good life. Further, if. all -of this sounds a bit
melodramatic, as these words aresbeing written there are news stories in
the press explaining how "a global network of international agricultural
research centers, none of them more thati120 years old, is facing an
'explosion' of demands from individual nations for help in incteasing '-

food production to meet rapid increases in population (New York Times,
-Aug. 3, 1975, .p. 20). And "air pollution -plagued several large and
populous areas along the Eastern. seaboard toAay, causing serious pa
tential hazards far people with respiratory or othettealth,problems and at:'
least some discoMfort for -countless others" (Ibid., 0.,,-37).

.1 . -,
Interestingly enough, Protestant theologians attending4 confereme

'theology of survival" asserted that "Christianity;b4:plaYed, its 'part in-
provoking the current environmental crisis and thaf ny sohltilon,to it :

would require m'ajor modification of current social and religiNs vatuers :

New York Times, May 1, 1970). 'they stressed that :typical Chii1(4"
:15

attitudes "toward nature had giveg sanction -to exploitation oflbe
environment by science and technology and thus contributed tb air ind
water pollution, overpopulation, and other ecological threats" (Ibi'd`.).
The participants agreed that the desirable changes would have kb, be
brought about by local, regional; national and international' political
action, but such improvements would never be realized without prior
,radical alterations in man's fundamental attitudes toward nature and all
of the flora and fauna therein. All of these thoughts are.encouraging- ind
one hopes that positive,- concerted action will be forthcoming. However,
when an ecologist decries the "fragmented approach-that we tend to take
in seeking solutions." .(Smith 1971, p. 69),- and When noted scientists like
Paul Ehrlich assert 114 The President's Council on Environmental
Quality is "dodging the crisis" through its inability to make available
the beSt Scientific advice to the Priesident (Ehrlich & Holdren, Nov. 7,
1970, p. 73), one cannot be criticiied for shaking his head somberly
ana wringing his hands in silent despair. I hope the reader at this point
will realize the necessity for all of us to be responsible,. enlightened citizens
and promote desirable political action.
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Philosophical Ana Vats

How does one agroach a question such as the influence of ecology or
the "environmental crisis" (phflosophically? Presumably_ no one philo-
sophical position would actually include any tenets designed to cause an
end to life on earth. Of course, some approaches might be so pessimistic
about the future that the inevitability of nian consciously or unconsciously
destroying himself and his fellows is a distinct possibility.

In an interesting article, however, Holmes. Rolstoh has- asked what
might seem like a contradiction-,-"Is There an Ecological Ethic?"
(Jan. 1975, pp. 93-109). He inquires whether an environmental ethicthe
values we hold about our environmentis based on a specific ethical
approach (within a philosophical position) or whether there is actually a
built-in naturalistic ethic in the universe. Commencing from the position
that the dividing line between science and ethics- is dermite if one but
accepts the philoSophical categOries of descriptive law and prescriptive
law as being separate and distinct, Rolston explains that descriptive law,
presented in the indicative mood, is employed in science' and history.
Prescriptive law, on the other hand, is used in ethics, and the imperative
mood is involved implicitly or explicitly.. Thus, in moral philosophy the
quickest way to be accused of committing a naturalistic fallacy is blithely
to assume an "ought" from an "is," at least in the eyes of scientifically
oriented philosophers. Transposed to the discjission of so-called "eco-
logical ethics," environmental science should tell us what we think we
know through observation, experimentation and generalizafion. Environ-
mental eihics, on the other hand, means presumably that man has
applied one or-another set of ethical values to his understanding of and
relationship to the environment.

Interestingly enough, those who adhere to the concept of 'ecological
morality' divide into two grdups: (1) those who equate homeostasis with
morality and (2) those who appear to go even further by arguing that
there is "a moral ought inherent in recognition of-the holistic character of
the ecosystem"which results in an ecological ethic (Rolston 1975,
p. 94). In treating the first, Rolston seeks a "moral translation" from the
paramount law in ecological theorythat of homeostasis (i.e., a closed
-planetary ecosystem, recycling transforinations, energy balance, etc.).
Paul Sears states that "probably men will always differ as to what con-
stitutes the good life. They-need not differ as to what is necessary for the
long survival of man on earth . . . As living beings we must come to terms
with the environment about us, learning to get along with the liberal
budget at our disposal . .. we must seek to attain what I have called a
steady state" (1969, p. 401),. .
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Here the argument appears to be as follows: if you with to preserve
human life, the ecological law (that the life-supporting ecosysteni must
recycle or all will perish) indicates that technically you ought not to
disturb the ecosyktem's capability to recycle itselfand according to
moral law (which equals natural law) you ought to assist su4h recycling
wherever possible. With, this approach (logic), the values are not strictlyrs
inherent in the makeup of the world: they are ascribed to it by,man
attempting to employ careful husbandry with what he has assailed to be
his possession (the earth). Rolston argues that we can call the balance of
minim (and the ends which we seek that are presumably compatible with
an ecosystemic balance) "ultimate values if we wish, but the ultimacy is
instrumental, not intrinsic" (1975, p. 98).

The second major claim, referred to above, allows one to employ the
term ecological ethic without the use of quotation marks because the
assumption is "that morality is a derivative of the holistic character of
the ecosystem" (Rolston 1975, p. 98). Rolston recognizes this as a radical
idea that will not receive ready acceptance. It endows nature and its
integral ecosystem with value. This proposal broadens the concept of
valuenature in and of itself would have value whethes or not man was
here to appreciate it and employ it for his purposes. The leap is made
froni "is" to "ought" because "the values seem to be there as the facts are
fully in" (Ibid., p. 101).

Because of past philosophical and religious speculation, not to mention
so-called philosophy of science, it is extremely difficult to find a logical
place for a __primary ecological ethic in which man's long-standing
"classical ought4has been transformed, stretched, coextensively with an
ecosystemic ought" (Rolston 1975, p. 104). Are intelligent human beings
ready *to agree that "egoism should be transformed into ecoism" (Ibid.)?
Thus, the self would be identified with nature as one of its components, as
part of the ecosystem. It would not be man and nature; it would be man
in nature. Then man would have a Much stronger obligation to preserve
nature's balance because he is truly a part of the world, and the world is a
part of his body!

With such an outlook,. man would create what might be called
"ecological man," and he might be able to pbstulate an authentic
naturalistic ethic:

Man, an insider, is not spared environmental pressures, yet in the-
full ecosYstemic context, his integrity is supported, by and rises
from transaction with his world and therefore requires a correspond-
ing dignity in his world partner. Of late, the world has ceased to
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threaten, save as we violate it. How starkly this gainsays the aliena-
tion that characterizes modern literature, seeing nature as basically
rudderless, antipathetical, in need of monitoring and repair. More

-modern-mani-for ell -his-technological -prowessi-has -found
himself dislanced from nature, increasingly competent and decrees-
'ugly confident, at once.distinguished and aggrandized, yet afloat on
and adrift in an indifferent, if not a hostile universe. His world is at
best a huge filling station, at worst a prison or "nothingness." Not so
for ecological man; confronting his world with deferenCe to a
community of value. in which he shares, he ig at home_ again.
(Rolston 1975, pp. 107-108)

Implications for Education

Even though the difficulty of moving from an "ii" to an "ought" has
been recognized above in the realm of science and ethics, there are a
number of scientific findings classified as environmental science which
should be made available /to the entire citizenry. Simply making facts
available does not, of courge, guarantee-that strong and positive attitudes
will develop. It is a fact, however, that the passing of legislation in
difficult and sensitive areas must take place through responsible political
leadership, and that attitude changes often follow behindalbeit at what
may seem to be a snail's pace. The field of education 'must play a
vital role in the development of ecological awareness. This is much more
than the former approach which was usually called the Conservation
Movement within forestry and closely related fields that were bent on the
preseriation of this` or that feature of nature. NQW ecology, or eriviron-
mental science, places all of these individual entities in a total context in
which the interrelationship of all parts must be thoroughly -understood.

Sound educational planning should take place at all levelsfrom early
childhood education through tuition-free college courses for elderly
citizens. As Mergcn states:

The knowledge that has been accumulated is vast, and ecological
principles ghould be made part of the educational menu for eco-
nomics, city planners, architects, engineers, the medical profession,
the legal profession, religious groups, and all people concerned with
the public,and private management of natural resources, as well as
politicians and goyernmental employees. (1970, p. 37)

Those concerned professionally with physical education and sport,
health and safety education, and recreation and park administration
have an equally important stake in this total educational process as do
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those mentiold in Mergen's listing. In fact, these last three professions
are more concerned than most with people and with their interrelation-
ship to,their total environment, whether natural or made by people.

Presumably the usual educational struggle will -prevail among those
who will want to introduce a new subject in the curriculum; those who will
demand that .environmental science be taught incidentally as part of
existing subjects within the educational program; and those who will see
no need for the inclusion of environmental. interrelationships in the
basic curriculum. Further, some will want the subject matter taught as
facts and knowledge in a subject-centered curriculum based on a logical
progression from the simple to the complex, whereas others will stress*,
that interest on the part of the learner should dictate if and how the
subject should be introduced because they feel this is the way people
learn best. The urgency of the ecological crisis would seem to warrant
an approach which veers neither to the right or left 'or center. The point
would seem to be that a literally deVastating problem is upon us, and
that we should move ahead rapidly and soundly to see that some of the
basics of environmental science are made available somehow to all.
These other issues have been on .hand for so many centuries that they
will not be solved tomorrow no matter how the crisis is resolved or how
we attempt to resolve it.

It is difficult to state that certain information and attitudes should be
taught to the population of a pluralistic societyand then to look
forward confidently to the effective execution of such a pronouncement
-throughout the land. This is simply not the way that things happen in'
countries like the United States and Canada, for example, where edu-
cation-al autonomy prevails in the many states and provinces, respectively.
All that can be hoped is that knowledge about the several positions of
economic growth will be made available fairly to the people as a contro-
versial issue. It was mentioned that certain ecological and economic
theories indicate that following recoinmended courses of action as
promulgated by these theorists will pxesumably result in a seemingly
impossible position in the near future.

a 13; G. Murray, an ecologist; makes it quite clear that Americans are
being placed in a position where a decision will have to be made between
a continuous-growth economic policy or a no-growth one. This does not
appear to be an "either-or" matter in the eyes of the adherents of each of
these theories about which direction should be taken (1972, p. 38): The
citizens typically are not even aware that some scholars are recommending
such a thing as a no-growth policy. Is this not the land of capitalism and
democraq where a steadily increasing Gross National Product indicates
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econothic prosperity? One wonders-Whether it is a case of the optimists
saying full speed ahead if we ever hope to rednce poverty in the United
States, and the pessimists responding with the idea that population 'and
economic growth must cettainly strive "for - steady-siate by -the next
century (if that is not too late). Whoever heard of such nonsense as a.
steady-state situation? This is the most 'difficult task that educators are'

---- facing as they attempt to carry forward the various forecasting models
developed by scholars in the natural and social sciences.-

In a comparison of these conflicting models between ecology and
economics, Murray examines the concepts of 'growth,' 'movement of
materials' and 'competition.' First, in regard to growth, he explains that
all types of biological growth follow it pattern . which in time reaches a
steady state or equilibrium in which as many organisms are dying as
young are being born into the-system. In Ubited States business, however,
the high standard of material living has been reached by continuously
increasing growth in GNP to meet the needs and deiliands of a continu-
ously increasing population. Question: how long can this growth curve be
maintained, and at what cost to all (including the test of the wiirld)? It
is explained further by Murray that "such continuous growth curves are

not unknown in biolotcal and physical systems" (1972). However, the
consequences are disastrousdeath of the host organism as when uncon-
trolled cell growth takes place, in cancer, or even when the chain reac-
tion of fissioning uranium-235 nuclei result in the "inefficient use of
energy in nuclear explosions" (Murray 1972, p. 39). Thus a systein will

eventually collapse unless it stops growing at some point and recycle.f.
.a

The second concept, the "movement of materials," refers to the ,bio-
geochemical cycles operative within nature"the movement within eco-
systems of minerals, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and other nutrients
'essential for life" (Murray 1972). One example of this process is the
cycle that carbon dioxide follows between the earth's atmosphere and the,

many organisms that inhabit this planet. Interestingly enough, the re-

cycling that takes place is not completely efficient, so the process of "sue=
cession" results in a somewhat different makeup based on the ecosystem's
chemical composition. The serious difficulty created by man is that both
his food requirements and the demands of his vast technological progress

are simply not recycled in such a way as to sustain even a steady-state situ-

ation indefinitely. In other words, the "movement of materials" is all
in one direetionfor the temporary service of the earth's expanding popu-

lation (that is increasing in number exponentially)!

The third fundamental concept of ecology is that competition excludes

some of the competing Species. If two organisms aro competing- for an
/
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exhaustible resource (and which one isn't in a closed system?). one of
the competitors will be dispensed with by its rival "either by beini forced
out of the ecosystem or by being forced to use some other resource"
(Murray 1972, p. 64). Thus, there exists a basic contradiction between
the economic theory that states "competition is supposed to maintain
diversity and stability systems," and the ecological theory of competition.

This issue of conflicting models and resultant theories should have an
overriding priority for inclusiOn somewhere, somehow and very soon in the
educational system. We need to know what all of this means to such
cherished concepts as 'increasing growth,"competition,"capitalism,'
and 'advancing technological revolution.' The merging of tenable prin-
ciples of environmental science with altered values into acceptable and
highly desirable educational theory and practice represents an immediate
challenge for all educators in programs that haire a disciplihary or pro-
fessional education orientation.

Implications for Physical Education and Sport (including
health and safety education and recreation andPark administration)

If the field of education has a strong obligation to present the various
issues revolving about what has rapidly become a persistent problem (or
social force) in North American society (especially in the United States),
this d4ty includes specialists teaching at all educational levels and in all
subject areas. The primary concern in this contpxt is, of course, with those
who teach in physical education and sport (and/or some combination of
health and safety education and recreation and park administration).
(The reader 'will appreciate immediately that these three fields are now
designated as allied 'professions, even though many physical educators
and coaches become involved with duties often carried out by the pro-
fessional practitioners in one or both of the other two allied fields. The
same can be said, of course, for personnel functioning in each of the Iwo
allied fields.)

1The physical educator and sport coach, as do those practicing in the
other two allied professional fields, quite naturally have a certain general
education responsibility to all participants in their classes or their com-_
munity recreation programs. ThuS, he is directly concerned with man's
relationship with himself, his fellow man, other living organisms, and
also the physical environment and the remainder-of the biological en-
virotnnent. A responsible citizen and educator will have an understanding
of worldwide population growth and what problems such growth will pre-
sent to man. Granted that there are conflicting views on this matter,
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the student iliould at least be able to expect the instructor to have a
. reasoned position about this controversial issue. The physical educator

and coach should also understand how continuous-growth economic
theories contradict basic ecthogibartheory. Both popvlatioft growth and
advancing technology seem to be leading earth's population to a position
where some fimdamental changes in attitudes and practices will Probably
necessarily result (or ought to change, at any rate). Although attitudes
toward improved international relations have fluctuated over the decades,
the responsible physical educator and coach will realize that the quality
of life cannot be steadily improved in some countries without con-
sideration given to improving the conditions of al/ people everywhere.
Last; the informed citizen and educator will be aware of the urgent
need to take care of the manifold ecosystems on this "closed" planet and
will do all in his or her power to assiit with the necessary recycling so that
a "reconstituted" earth will be transmitted to future generations.

Now we must consider whether there are any specific implications .for
the physical educator and coach as he/she faces their own professional
tasks. Technologically advanced life in North America has created a
population with a very low level of physjical fitness. What makes matters
so extremely difficult is that the large majority of the population has beIn
lulled into a false sense of complacency by what Herbert Spencer over a
century ago called a "seared physical conscience" that it unable to
"monitor" the body properly and accurately ((18611 1949,. p. 197). Such

, complacency results in an unwillingness to lead a physically vigorous life.
People on this continent are overfed and poorly exercised, whereas a
multitude of people on many other continents are underfed and often
strenuously exercised!,All of this adds up to a world situation that. May
bring disaster b,efore we are barely into the twenty-first century.

Although many professions will undoubtedly focus on this diiemma
soon, it is the profession of physical education and sport that is uniquely
responsible for the exercise programs that will enable "man (and woman)
to be a rugged animal fit to withstand the excessive wear and tear that
life's informal and formal activities may demand" (Zeigler 1964, p. 55).
_It is also the physical educators who become involved with health educa-
tion. Spencer has indicated that "generally, we think, the history of the
world shows that.the well-fed races have been the energetic and dominant
raceetLand that a sound diet is necessary4for -both energy and growth
((J8611 1949, p. 191.). Because physical educators/coacl, teach about
nutrition indirectly in daily practice and often directly in the classroom,
they can, to some extent, advise students about the correct type and
amount of food to eat so that the students may lead a physiCally yigorOus
life and maintain normal health and correct Neight.
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A vigorous exercise program and correct nutritional instnietion relate

directly to two aspects of the ecological crisis discussed earlierthe pol-
lution of the earth and its atmosphere, and adequate nutrition for chil-
dren. Without, getting involved in the moral question of birth control, the
physical educators/coaches should do all in their power to curtail pol-
lution because it will soon make it increasingly difficult for people to
exercise vigorously and maintain so-called physical fitness (implying a
mind-body dichotomy). When the air we breathe and the water we drink
become increasingly impure, how will we maintain fitness?

Second, there is the matter of adequate nutrition for the rapidly in-
creasing population in countries least able to feed their offspring. Al-
though some may believe that the Malthusian principle should be allowed
to take effect (can it be stopped?) and that the favored nations should
take care of their own needs, it is obviously more humane to keep the
world's hungry people as adequately supplied with staples as possible. At
the :!ie time, we in physical education should redouble our efforts to
makeCertain that young people learn correct eating habits to guarantee
relatively lean, fat-free bodies that are capable of vigorous exercise to
ensure physical fitness. So much food is wasted on this continent that our
moral sense should be affronted. How many people could be kept alive
with our garbage? Or to view the question in another wayels it necessary
that millions of dogs and cats be sustainechen human beings are dying
of malnutrition? Perhaps so; however, we might Make an effort to cut
down the breeding of the canine and feline population while we are
exporting human birth control to undeveloped nations.

.In addition, although people at all ages show evidence of a variety of re-
mediable physical defects, the public is unwilling to make exerCise therapy
programs readily available through public and private agencies. Refer-
ence here is not "directed at the many physiotherapy programs available
briefly after operations or accidents. The concern is with the unavail-

, ability of exercise therapy programs in schools and certain private
agencies under the supervision of qualified physical educators upon ex-
ercise prescription by a physician.

With the ecological principle that "competition kills competitors" as
background, it would appear to be the direct responsibility &the physical
elucator/coach to involve all young people, normal or with remediable or
permanent defect, in vigorous physical acticity programs involving sport,-
dance*, exercise, etc., that are interesting, joyful and exuberant. In this
way it is quite possible that interest will be maintained throughout life.
If sucp were the case, sooiety could then b,e possibly characterized as a

. "ntion of good animals" able again to meet the criterion o necessaiy
6
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fir&t condition Km the maintenance of independence and prosperity. We
could be &population characterized by a quality of physical.fitness within

_____a concept of total fitness (Spencer [18fil1 1949, p. 177). (In the process
we should presumably direct young people away from such sporting ac-
tivities as snowmobiling, autoracing and speodboating which pollute the
environment, tend to destroy the ecosystemic balance, and provide a
mechanical means for propelling the bodi, from one point to another!)

Physical education and sport can 'play an important role in human
social tlackpsychological development. As important as competition may
have been 'the pastand may continue to be in the-futureit is now
time to place at least equal emphasis on the benefits derived from co-
operation in the various a/fleets of sport competition. A wholesome
balance between competition and cooperation in a child's education can
develop highly desirable personalitY traits, while offering opportunitiOt for
the release of overly aggressive tendencies seemingly present in many
individuals.

As indicated earlier, physical education teachers often get involved di-
rectly or indirectly with health and safety education and/or recreation
education, and thus have great potential for conveying correct attitudes
about these allied fields through 'effective teaching. Additionally, the
physical educator/coach can set an example Aersonally for all young
people to follow. For example, the area of health and safety education
provides innumerable ways to demonstrate safety practices, personal
hygiene, and attitudes (and practice) toward the use of alcoholx tobacco,
marijuana, and what presumably are more harmful drugs. WIlolesome
attitudes and practice in sex and sex education are also extremely im-
portant. In fact, the entire area of family life education should be taught

. well both by precept and practice.

Similarly, the irea of recreation education offers many opportunities
for education in ways that will promote improved ecologice under-
standing..First, a change in leisure v4lues7--at least as they have been

7-established by manyshould take place. Recreation education should
promote understanding of and respect for the world's flora and fauna and
the concept of ecosystemic balance. Even though so-called post-industrial
society is not reducing working hours for many .at the rate predicted by
some earlier, and many in leadership roles are putting in even longer
hours, there is still an urgent need to promote creative leisure. We need
a return to simple recreational pleasures, perhaps with a few variations to
satisfy the young. The physical educator/coach should promote the con
cept of 'physical recreation' for all,, of course, but by precept and% ex-
ample the idea of the young person getting involved with aesthetic and
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creative activities and hobbies (involving "learning" recreational in-
terests) should be fostered as well.

Concluding Statement

The influence of ecology is now such that it must be ineluded as a
persistent problem along with other social forces of values, politics,
nationalism, economics ana religion. Although if was recognized that
there is a dividing line between science and ethics, perhaps morality
should now be viewed as being derived from the fundamental, all-
encompassing nat of the ecosystem. This plea for the broadening of
the concept of ueperhaps a truly naturalistic ethicwould have -
both direct and indirect implications for education to play a highly
important role in the development of ecological awareness. The physical
educator/coach and those in allied professions have a unique function in
helping us develop and maintain physical fitness within a concept of
'total fitnesi' based on a goal of international understanding and brother-

.
hood. *.
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Chapter 22

The Future as History in
Sport and Physical Education

Introduction

The title of this paper may appear to be contradictory. However, I
offer no apology for the seemingly confusing theme. What I am attempt-
ing to accomplish with this paper is to understand more fully "what it
has been about the recent past for which optimism as a philosophy of
historic expectations has failed to prepare us ... It is an outlook on the
future as history" (Heilbroner 1960, p. 179). I feel that our optimism
in r ard to automatic progress has blinded us so that we have been
unlble to comprehend how such a condition and expectation arose.
More specifically I have been searching for some direct implications
for sport and physical education within this vortex of social forces and
influences. This includes certain specific professional concerns that have
confronted our field and society in the past, and which will undoubtedly
along with the addition of new ones and the possible removal of old
onesbe with us as problems for resolution in the future.

In Ihis papei., 'therefore, I will (1) briefly mention the soaal forces at
work with their concomitant professional concerns; (2) present Heil-
broner's concept of 'the future as history'; (3) discuss the idea of prög-
ress briefly; (4) suggest some implications for sport and physical educa-
tion from peilbroiter's concept, while relating the concept of 'progress'

This chapter is adapted from the Maxwell L. Howell Lecture Oesinted at the Annual
Meeting of the North American Society for Sport History. Eugene, Oregon, June 17, 1976.

II:e original article appeafet in the Canadian Journal of Applied Sport Sciences, Vol. 2, No.

April 1977.
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to the United States;,and (5) draw afew reasonable conclusions liased on
this analysis.

Social Forces .and Professional Concerns

In this section I will present 16 social forces and professional con-
cerris which I ,believe are persistent historical problems that affect hu-
mans moving purposefulq in sport, dance, play and exercise. I view
people involved with sport And games within our culture as part ,of a
social syst2em within society, and similarly, those concerned profes-
sionally with sport and phygical education within our educational system
as part of another, albeit overlapping, sociaLsystem.

For decades I have been concerned with veryChreful. delineation and
description of /what have seemed to, be the persistent historical proe-
lems of physical e4ucation ond sport. (My effort& have been an adapta-
tion, modification arid enlargement of the unique approach developed
by John S. Brubacher, retired professor in the tiistory and philosophy
of education at Yale an&Michigan. At pivotal social forces
(or influences) have influenced societyan meetly or indirectly that
aspect of the culture which has been identified variously as physical
education or sport (or some combination thereof )durin/ different
periods of history (Brubacher 1966; Zeigler 1968 and 1977). To these I
have added what might he considered ty some to be a false problem
from a historical standpointthe influence Of an eCological ethic.
Thus, these social forces (Figure 1, page 220) are viewed as:

4

1. influence of values and norms
2. influence of politics (type of political state)
3. influence of nationalism
4. influence of lEoiSmics
5. influence of religion
6. influence of ecological ethic.

To these six social forces (or influences) have been added 10 pro-
fessional_ant/or general educational concerns, the kat of whichthe
concept of 'progress'could be placed in either of the twd main cate-
gories. These concerns are:

1. curriculum, or what shall be taught
2. methods of instruction, or fiow shall the curriculum be taught

-- 3. professional preparation or training
4. concept of what constitutes a healthy body
5. role of women in physical edrication and sport
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6. role of. dance in physical education and recreation
7. use of leisure
S. amateurism, semiprofessionalism and professionalism in sport
9. role of management (administration)

10. concept of what constitutes progress (as a social force and as a
professional concern)

The Future as History

Heilbroner's concept of 'the future as history' goes something like this:
America gcquired the belief that it had a personal "deity of history";
this led many people to feel blindly optimistic about history's mallow-
bility and compatibility in keeping with American ideals. This op-
timism has turned out to be short-sighted, and significant changes
loom ahead for Amerisins.

How did this come about? First, the development of weapons tech-
nology throughout the world has brought about a weapons stalemate
between the West and the Communists (Heilbroner 1960, p. 176 ff.),
eliminating the possibility of either side bringing about a military solu-

tion to its problem. Consequently, so-called non-military determinants
such as economics and politics, nationalism, ideologies, and tech-
nologies have risen to a position of vital importance in the worldwide .
struggle that is taking place.

Concurrently, an environmental crisis has developed. People have
achieved a certain mastery over the world because of their scientific
achievements and subsequent technological advancements. Because of
the population explosion, increasingly greater "Pressures will be placed
on our lands to provide shelter, food,,recreation, and waste disposal
areas" (Mergen 1970, p. 36). Underdeveloped nztions are moving
rapidly toward economic collectivism, and in the process we are wit-
nessing extreme nationalism and more authoritative forms of govern-
ment.

A further significant trend that has tremendous implications for the -
so-called free world is a gradual shifting away from a. free market
(with practically no regulating market mechanism) toward ,a planned
economy in .which regional planning of a4 socialistic nature is taking
place.

Fonrth the United States, despite its fantastic scientific and tech-
'\nologial advances; is being confronted with Many dependent people
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(the so-called welfare state) and a spiraling military bureaucracy that is
using up over 100 billion dollars a year.

There are additional trends. An economic tecovery seems to be oc-
curring, but one wonders what types of civilian involvement can ever
be created to supplant the gargantuan military establishment before it
encompasses all before it. We will undoubtedly need a greatly improved
internal economic discipline to maintain a more stable economic system
at a time when the traditional market mechanisms are completely out
of phase with th world of the year 2001. Eugen Loebl has asked the
fundamental question succinctly in his book Humanomics: How can we
make the economy servc usnot destroy us? (1976, p. 1).

Finally, we are witnessing collectivist trends that are hastened by a
national policyAcharacterized by an optimistic and probably blind eco-
nomic \thrust that has made 4 extremely difficult if not impossible to
cOhtrol future development. As Heilbroner postulates, "The problem
then ... is ,to respond effectively to the technological, poliii4a1, and
economic forces 'which are bringing about a closing-in of our historic
future" (1960, p. 178). He asserts, albetpikessimistically, that we can
cope with the impending difficult peroiod by changing our "struc-
ture of power" and the "common denominator of values." The im-
mediate years ahead are going to be difficult years. We have eco-
logical problems, a worldWide nutritional problem, an energy crisis,
and the situation where rising expectations of the underdeveloped na-
tions will somehow have to be met. But somehow it has not been
brought home to us forcibly that history is actually going against us
and V IA probably continue to do so for some time to come. "Optimism
as a philosophy of historic expectations can no longer be considered a
national virtue. lt has become a dangerous national delusion" (Heil-
broner 1960). What can we do about this dilemma? What changes do
we need to make in our philosophy sq that we may look to the future
with at least a minimum degree -of optimism?

The Idea of Plogiess

Heilbroner is telling us that the forces that have influenced modern
history have brought about an "unconscious assumption about the'
automatic progress which those forces effect" (1960, p. 179). And,
because we have been unable to recognize the unique quality of this.

- experience, we can't tedapt to all historic experience as a model if °
certain conditions are created or occur naturally.
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Let us consider briefly the concept of `progress.' The definitions of

progress range from "movement toward a goal," to "development" or

"unfolding," to "steady improvement" as related to a society or civili-

zation (American Heritage Dictionary 1970, p.1045). The third defini-

tion appears to be similar to the first one so clarification is needed.

Any study of history forces a person to conjecture about human

.progress. A world-famous paleontologist, George Gaylord Simpson,

after 25 years of research, offered his assessment of the Gconcept of

'progress' in evolution (1949, pp. 240-262). His investigation had con-
vinced him that it is necessary to reject "the over-simple and meta-
physical concept of a pervasive perfection 'principle." That there has

been progression he will- not deny, but is this actual progress toward

perfection or a pre-determined goal? The ,difficulty comes when we

assume that change is progress. We must ask ourselves if we can rec-

ommend a criterion by which progress may be judged.

Immediately we are confrOnted with a possibly insuperable difficulty.

How can we be both judge and jury in this regard? It may be an ac-
ceptable human criterion of progress to say that we are coming closer

to what we think we ought to be and to achieving what we hold to be

good. Simpson doubts the wisdom of assuming that this is "the only
criterion of progress and that it has a general validity in evolution ..."
(1949, pp. 240-262). Throughout history there have been examples of

both progress and retrogression.

We have made progress in adaptability and in our ability to survive

in widely varying environments. Of course, this is progress considered

from the human vantage point. Simpson believes that human progress

is relative, not igeneral, and that it is illogical to argue that man's
ancestry is indubitably the "central line of evolution as a whole" (1949,

pp. 240-262). Ot course, man is undoubtedly one of the very few high-

est prodtV of evolution on one very small satellite, and could be con-

sidered in most respects at the pinnacle to the best of our present
very.limited knowledge.

I wish to refer to what several others have to say or imply about the

question of man's progress. First, Herbert Muller identifiesihe progress
of Man in relation to the achievement of individbal freedom. Through-

out his trilogy, in which he traces the concept of `freedom' through-

out history, freedom is defined as the "condition of being able to
choose and to carry out purposes" in one's life (1961, p. xiii). Second,

the "grahd old man" who dared ip trace the history of mankindWill
Durant-Iasked the question, "Is.) progress a delusion?" as long ago
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as 1928 (Durant 119281 1953, p. 249 ff.). After considering the question
from some 10 standpoints he concludes optimistically that "never was
our heritage of civilization_and culture_so securer and never- wu it half
so rich" (p. 257). Some 50 years later these comments are seemingly
more true than ever for the favored people on earth, and yet we can
all admit that these words have a somewhat hollow ring. At this junc-
ture I suppose you should be reminded that J. B. Bury believed that
the idea of progress is actually of quite recent origin, probably dating
back only to the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (119321
1955).

Ileilbroner's Ideas otProgreu

Heilbroner decries the tendency of our traditional approach to
history that has left us unprepared for history's radical departure from
the "optimistic philosophy [that] equates the movement of history's
forces with the idea of progress." He believes we have held a limited
concept of what progress is and have-mistakenly attempted to "gen-
eralize from these specific concepts of progress to the larger idea of an
all-embracing progress of 'society' " (1960, p. 191). Further, he be-
lieves if-would be impossible for us to .produte evidence that our "pri-
vate morality, level of social ethics, and general nobility are in any
sense superior to much of the recorded past, if indeed they are equal
to the best of American Revolutionary times or to the heights reached
in the golden ages of Greece and Rome" (Ibid.).

Thus, asks Heilbroner, where are the missing attributes that have
somehow been lacking in our "Das Ober Alles" interpretation of history.

The first missing attribute; states Heilbroner, is history's inertia, a
fact typically overlooked as a determining "force" in history because it
is so dull and unobtrusive. Human beings have a very long history of
being almost unbelievably resistant to changewhether it be for good
or bad. The second is the human being's seeming unwillingness to
assess presenfttatus in a truly realistic manner and then to make a
positive effort to improve the situation. And if our society is not willing
to act now to rectify life's innumerable injustices, it can only be hoped,
perhaps in vain, that others less privileged around the wor14 will im-
prove their lot, however, probably not, without violence. Although
there is hope for the improvement of man's lot, such a day \ cannot
even be envisioned at present.

Heilbroner refers to the ambiguity of events as a third aspect of
history which works to confound a philosophy Of optimism (1960,
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pp. 201-204). This idea is similar to the sociological dictum that
"progress is never a straight-line affair upward." Progress is not a
simple matter of heaping one success upon another until Utopia is in-
dubitably within grasp. An a matter of fact, problems seem to become

more complex as objectives are attained.

One might well ask, therefore, whether mankind is going fprward or
backward and find no one who can answer this question in a truly
authoritative manner to the satisfaction of the majority. Heilbroner's
"grand dynamic of history" makes it apparent that it is almost pre-
sumptuou*to speak of "the 'dignity of the individual" (1960, p. 205).

Yet what a tragedy it would be if we were to give up hope for the
achievement of man's dignity simply because so much evidence points to
a difficult period ahead. We can't retreat to a state of isolation in regard
to the rest of the world and thereby lose the capability of being resource
persons, even though we probably won't becalling die shots as was our
prerogative somewhat earlier. The question is whether we will have the
patience and the goodwill to live within history, to be fully aware of it, to
bear someivhat more than our fair share of the burden, and to maintain
integrity as we strive for the long-range goals of human freedom and
dignity.

The Future as History in Sport and Physical Education

The concept of the 'future as history' to me means that it is absolutely
imperative that each of us tries to understand the great movement of and
influences on history; that we understand how the American people
developed a philosophy of history based upon a successful blending of
scientific, technological, geographical, political and economic forces;
tllat we consider the argument that our optimistic view of hiSIory has
been unrealistic and shortsighted -because it cannot be applied to a
general theory of historic 'development; and that we now should make
every effort to promote among our citizens the concepts of 'malleability'
and 'flexibility.'

What implications do these factors have, for sport and physical edu-
cation? I believe not only do pivotal social forces influence sport and
games, but that sWrt and games have reached such a level of acceptance
that they themselves have become social forces to be reckoned with. I
feel that whereas 'physical education has declined as a social system in
the United States, interc011egiate and interscholastic athletics, disguised

as sport and games, have made steadily increasing inroads on the shaky
physical education structure. But I am getting ahead of myself.
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What can be statpd briefly about the six social forces identified on
page Z63 when we keep in mind: 'the future as history' concept which
alerts us to a- realistic appraisal of America's philosophy -of optimism;
the ideas of Simpson and Heilbroner about the vagueness of the term
"prOgress"; and Muller's concept of 'freedom' as the "condition of
bek able to choose and to carry out purposes" in one's life?

Influence of Values and Norms

In explaining the difference between values and norms, Harry Johnson
has stated that "important societal values are the rule of law, the social-
structural facilitation of individual achievement and equality of oppor-
tunity," whereas the shared sanctioned normsrwhich are the sedond
level of the social structureare the institution of private property,
private enterprise, the monogamous conjugal family and the separation
of church and state (1969, p. 48 ff.). We need to examine these two levels
to determine (1) whether stated values and norms are being achieved in
our culture; (2) whether they are still viable in the light of the changing
world situation; and (3) how we can best make them available to others
around the world without being too doctrinaire: In relating the three
factors above to sport and physical education, can we affirm.that people
in sport are living up to the letter and spirit of the various sports' rules
and regulations; that sporf is structured to facilitate individual achieve-
ment; and that all people in our country have eqt4l opportunity to
participate in whatever sports they wish at their level of ability? If the
answer to each is not a strong affirmative, the charge could well be made
that athletics as a social force is working against rather than for the very
values espoused in our culture.

Influence of Politics

The quality and quantity of education has varied throughout history
depending upon whether a country wasra monarchy, oligarchy or democ-
racy. Most democratic sqcieties have made significant efforts to allow
individual development through education. Thus, we may ask whether
education in physical education and sport in our schools and colleges is
consistent with the immediate and long-range aims of an evolving
democratic society in which pluralistic philosophies of education exist.
This is difficult to answer, but my best estimate is that intercollegiate
and interscholastic athletics funclion in such a way that many of the
curricular' aims of a so-called free society are being negated. I believe
most physical education programs (including sport instruction) leave
much to be desired in this regard, although I think the situation has
improved in the past decade. The pendulum, however, seems tq be
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swinging in the wrong 'direction at the moment, and this movement will
inevitably have implications for physical education.and sport that should
be watched carefully.

Influence of Nationalism

It appears to be impossible to promote strong nationalism in physical
education and sport when it must emanate from the goals of a free
society. Such a situation is basically good for physical education and
sport because the federal government cannot take over except during
crises like war. Thus, in our country each state and local system can
promete just about any type of physical education and sport program for
which they can gain support. If the federal government through the
President's Council on Physical Fitness attempted to place a nationalistic
emphasis on the physical fitness of youth, it.would lack power to enforce
its regulations unless a specific community, under the/watchful eye of its
state office, desired to proceed along these lines. Thip is, in my opinion,
fully in keeping with the letter and spirit of the law. I believe that the
situation should remain exactly this way unless war seems imminent.
And, if that were to be the case, any such legislation instituted should
lapse as soon as the crisis was over.

Influence of Economics

Historically, education as a field has prospered when there has been a .
surplus economy and declined when the economic structure weakened.
Educational aims have tended to vary depending upon how people made
their money and created such surplus economies. Advancing technology
has created many advantages as well as many problems. One of these
problems is aa uneven distribution of wealth which provides greater
educational advantages to some. In a democratic society a long-range
goal has been to recognize talent in any person ao matter what his/her
economic status might be, and then to give the individual an opportunity
to achieve his/her potential.

In what some are predicting is rapidly becoming a post-industrial
society and welfare state in which a large percentage of the population
can enjoy a relatively longer period of education, the will of the society

will have to be tested as to what extent available funds will be employed

to support a program that will achieve a minimum level of physical
fitness for people at all ages. Cdtainly rising health costs are causing
leaders to formulate legislation that will provide funds to prom* and
operate programs that might tend in the long run to retard the increas-
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ing demand for health services NW might be avoided if people were
more physically fit.

Insofar as sport is' concerned, there seems to be enough money
through gate receipts, to maintain the rate of growth in professional
sport, but there is evidence that intercollegiate and interscholastic sport
in the. Uhited States is on a financial treadmill, the pace of- which is
increasing while the incline is becoming steeper each year. The economic
situation may soon force some universities to establish departments of in-
tercollegiate football and basketball, while the remaining relatively few
sports they areCirrrently sponsoring will have to' fend for themselves as
club sport with minimal funding. (I tirt help but state here paren-
thetically that the university where I aril serving as an admingtrator
currently has a program of 39 intercollegiate sports-2-2 for men and 17
for womeh.)- The lesson from history is that a prevailing, uneven dis-
tribution of wealth brings about a state in which the wealthy enjoy the
most expensive recreational; pursuits while the rest of the people have
less expensive physical recreational patterns as well as less time in which
to pursue play and recreation.

4<x

Influence of Religion

The Christian contribution to the history of the world has been
enormous, perhaps- because its principles laid the basis for universal
education. Of great significance was the importance placed on the valge of
the individual. In this century, however, the power of the church aver
society and the individual has been declining. Its problem appears to
revolve around its (the church's) inflexibility as a social .organization.
Society needs a unique type of social institution capable of a high level of
intelligent self-direction that could effect necessary changes in the present
social environment.

The church has had a strong influence on educational history. Its
attitude toward sport and games has influenced the groWth or decline of
this play form, even though historically organized religion has offered no
really tangible assistance to sport, games and other types of physical
recreation. Even today, when competitive sport is becoming an in-
creasingly strong social force, relatively few churche support sport arid
other healthful physical activity. Of course, much of their stance in this
regard is probably 'sins of omission" rather than commission. On the
other hand,Mormons, for example, have stressed the need for healthful
physical activity because of their belief about literal resurrection, and
Protestant churches below the Mason-Dixon line have related vigorously
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to the Fellowship- of Christian Athletes Movement. Conversely, rep-
resentatives of. major relisions have rarely spoken out strongly against
many of the evils of profeesional sport or thOse of semi-professional sport
practiced in many universities. In this regard their influence is con-
siderably less than their .predecessors 'tin ancient ROman times who
decried vigorously and then exerted intluence against the terrible ex-
cesses of that period in the arena and coliseum. Those who do not learn
from history may be doomed to rspeat its mistakes.

Influence of Ecology

The social forces of,ecology haVe been felt in North America only
since the past decide, so it is not unusual that very little attention has
been paid to the environmental crisis by Those in sport and physical
education. Although this problem has not been with us over the cen-
turies, as is the case with the other five social forces, it seems to be here to
stay. Ecology is usually defined as the field of study that treats the
relationships and interactions of human beings and other living or-
ganisms with efch other and with the natural (or physical) enxisonmsnt
in which they reside. Very simply, we have achieved a certain mastery
&et' the world because of our scientific achievements and ,technology.
Because of the populatron explosion, increasingly . greaten pressures
are being placed on our lands and resources with a xesultant greater
pollution of the earth'sLatmosphere and %voters. Certainly the gravity of
prevailing patterns is recognized by many, but such recognition., must
become knowledge to a. great manyhmore people who are/in a position to
,take positive action in the immediate future.

Even though the difficulty of moving from an "is" to an "ought" has
been recognized in the .realm of science and ethics, there are quite
pbviouslY mai* scientific findings, classified as environmental science
that should be 'made available to people of all ages whether they are
enrolled in educational institutions or are part of the everyday world.
Simply making the facts available will, of course, not 4 any guarantee
that strong and positive attitudes will -develop on the'subject. Often
legislaiion *Must be enacted before attitude changes follow. However, the
field of education must play a vital role M the development of what
might be called an "ecological awareness" through the transmission of
accumulated knowledge involving sound ecological principles.

c-Obviously, those concerned professionally with sport and physicUl
education, notto mention Itealth and safety education and recreation

4 *,

and-Park Mipirihtrakiilonhove a. very important stake in' this process
both front the standpoint ofterteral education at41 in the area of general.
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and specialized professional preparation for leadership. The coach and
the physical educator need-to understand, for- example, how continuous
growth economic theories contradict basic ecological theory. Further,
although attitudes toward improved international relations- have waxed
and wai4xl over the decades, the responsible coach and physical edu-
cator will be aware of the need to take care of the manifold eco-
systems on this "closed" filitnet and will do everything possible to assist
with the necessary recycling so that a "reconstituted" earth will be
iinnsmitted to future generations.

A vigorous exercise program and coirect nutritional instruction relate
-directly to two aspects of the ecological crisisthe pollution of the earth
and its atmosphere, and adequate nutrition for children. Without get-
ting involved in the moral question of birth control, coaches and physical
educators should do all in their power to curtail pollution because it,
will soon make it difficult for us to exercise vigorously and to main-
taM physical fitness. Keeping in mind ?the ecological principle that
"competition kills competitors," coaehes and physical educators should
take direct responsibility to involve all young people in a vigorous
program of .physical activityhuman movement in sport, dance, and
exercisethat cap be characterized as interesting, joyful, and exu-

.
berant. In this war it is quite possible that interest wilf be maintained
throughout life. The society could then be characterize as a nation of fit
people able to meet the necessary first condition for the maintenance of
'independence and prosperityphysical fitness within a concept of 'total
fiViess' (Spencer 1949, p. 177). (In the process history has .shown the
advisability 'of directing people away from suc "sporting" Activities as
the use of inowmobiles, speedboats, racing cars, and other activities..
which pollute the environment', tend to desttby the ecosystemic balance,
and provide a miic,hanical means for propelling the body from one point
to another.) Additiqnally, sport and physical activity can play important
roles in the social'ard psychological development of the individual. A
wholesome balance 'between competition and cooperation in a young,
person's education can develop highly delirable personality traits, Ovhile ,

at the same time ktfering numerous occasions for the release of the \
overly aggressive tendeicies seemingly present in so many individuals.

Progress

Space does not pernit specific discyssion of the 10 persistent problems
designated as "professionat concera earlier. You will recall, however,
that I explained that, the last 6f concernsthe idea of progress,--could
conceivably 'be considered as a.social.force along with the influence of
economics, religion, etc, Hakprogress in sport and physical' education
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been, made through schools, universities, other educational 'or recre-
ational agencies, or for that matter the professional sport organizations?
In light of the occurrences of the twentietNicentury, one cannot be
blamed for being pessimistic or skeptical arbest about this issue. At
any rate, the way you vieW history and yolk present philosophy will have
much to do with your future plans and hOiProu implement them.

In the realm of education we, find a country in which the people
have developed a great faith in material, progress. An increase in the
population of the United States to 330 million by the year 2000 is not
unthinkable, and these people will have to'be housed, fed, trans-Ported,
cared for medically, entertained and educated jn large supercities arid
their environs. Thus, the stress and strain that will undoubtedly develop
in the United States alonenot to mention the pressures that will be
created by most restless and often,hungry people across the worldloom
large. And despite the fact that some 50 to 60 billion dollars a year are

A

spent to finance this gigantic enterprise, many people are still unhatcy
with the results.

Historically a good education has been based on the transmission of
the cultural heritagt and tle society's particular methods of survival.
Occasionally, philosophers r educational ieaders have.proposed theories
involving ileparture_from previous educational norms. HovSever, such
proposals were rarely if ever fully implemented, and Ole school has
always played "the secondary rather than the primary role ... in periods\
of sbcial trahsition (Brubacher 1966, pp. 584-587). Thus, when a
society declined, those involved in the educational systems rarely had any
ideas about social rejuvenation. If by chance some person or small group
did propose a scheme that could be significant, they were never in a
position to, exert a significant influence.. All of this leads to the con-
clusion that political leaders have never in world history yliewed the
school or university -as an agent of social reconstruction. And, although .

we rarely allow oue impotence to surface, I am forced from time to time
to ask the rhetoigical question: "Hovr l'uch does scholarly publication in
sport history, philosophy, sociology, etc. really influence current thought
and development in sport and physical education?", My reluctant and
somewhat sheepish response must be"very little." All of which urges
me to admonisti you who rely too heavily on historical narrative in your
work without at least drawing a few reasonable conclusions to guide us
in our present endeavcirs.

1

I believe that any evaluation of qualitative as opposed to r\antitative
progress- depends upon lie extent to which tducational practice ap-
proximates a particular philosophical ideal. However, 4he twentth
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century has been designated as the "Age of Analysis." If this is true,
the onset of this_ period heralded an era when the "great systems
approach" to philosophizing began to decline. But Deweyan "prag-
matism, coupled with philosophy of science and an existential-phenom-

.
enological orientation, has not been zverwhelmed by the analytic.thrust
with its many accompanying techniques and variations designed to make

\ the language clear, simple, and concise. I still believe that yin the fmal
\ analysis your personal evaluation shond be based on the phithsophical,

tendency to which you subScribe. Naturally it will be conditioned by your
%, personal background and experiencesincluding the scientific evidence

availablethat have caused yOu to develop a sdt of attitudes. I believe
6\inly that wisdom and professional maturity Upend upon a- sound
philosophical base. 1,n the process, keeping 'in mind the. strife and
struggles of the time at home and abroad, I believe it is vitally imPortant
to search continually for as much consensus in practice with -others as
you poSsilply can. Agreement in theory seems to be much more difficult
to achieve and, in this way, agreement about "moving ahead" will
,probayy 'be consistent with prevailing,societal values and norms.

Concluding Slittement

In this paper I have sought to delineate ,what I feel to be the pivotal
social forces at work in our`culture today, as well as to enumerate some
10 professional concerns. These together make in my opinion some 16
persistent Ifstorical Problems wid which the field of sport and physical
education is faced. FlOw we andfsociety cope with them will determine
whether sport and ph3isical activity are social forces for good or evil,
whether they will serve this culture as socially useful servants or whether
they will' simply develop \nto symptoms arid causes of the society's
eventual downfall. ,

Heilbroner's concept of 'the Nture as history' has alerted us' tO the fa t
that America's seeming blind philosophy of history. has turned up wait
flaws and malfunctions that evidiptly 'could not have been foreseen.
Somehow We must bring ourselves* an analysis and assesswent' that
may well rock our very social foundations while causing us iir.reaffirm
that which was sound, and good in the\traits thaf make up our national

,

'character. Progress is quite probably no Itrger in, the directiori.which we
have been. following. Now whai do we.c1tk? Have we the energy, the
intellect, the foresighf, the attitudes, the cchcein for our fellowman at
home and abroad, and the will to change our COurse a certain number of
degrees so tliat the ship of state will follow the'c\ot courke at a crucial
juncture in the worlirs history?

4
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We can only hope that such will be the case, while we as individuals
and as collectivities within society work to realize a North American
dream in a world setting. Sport and physical activity under highly
professional leadership can be a powerful social force. The future-of
sport and pl4sical education can be shaped by its history. Let's give it a
chance.
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Chapter 23
Fr

The Future in Physical
Education and Sport

I.

.Over the past two decades the affiliate& professioris Of health, Ftsical
'leducation andqecreation have gradually Aid steadily placed greater
emphasis on inielrnational relations. Most people within the professions
would say that this is a good thingr yet, the basis for their opinions
Would undoubtedly varPconsiderably. Only time will tell whether we are
moving rapidly enough to Promote She dissemination of knowledge,
opinions and understanding. In this presentation the -cOncepts of 'com-
municatrOn,"diversity,' andOcooperatioh' will be considered as funda-
mentilly important in the years immediately aheadand perhaps to a
water extent than ever before.

on.

-Glasse theorizes that mankind is moving 'toward a role-dominated
society which he identifies as 4civilized identity society" wherein the

.concern of-humans will again foals on such concepts as 'sclf:identity,'-
:4self-expression7,' and 'cooperation' (1972). Glasser envisions this as the
fourth phase of man's development, the first three being "piimitive
survival society," primitive- identify society, and `'civilized survival
society." He explains how min, after struggling to survive 31/2 'million
years in a most difficult environment, entered a sedond stage about five
million years ago in which he lived relatively peacefully in a somewhat
abundant, much less stressful situation. Then, .during the .ipast several .

thousand years; primitive identity spaieties ended in a great many areas
v.- in the- world as populations increased sharply. Certain societies found it

444
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necessary to take essential resources from neighboring societies. Such
aggression and conflict ieturned in.pkind to a survival situation, even
though many societies could belidentifietLas relatively civilized. Glasser
views this third period as a distortion of an earlier evolutionary heritage,
one which has twended for the past ten thousand years. Now he postu-
lates that mankind is moving 'ioward a fourth phase. He claims that
many men and wtrmen in the western world, and to a certain extent in
the eastern world as well, are working quietly and resolutely for a role-
dominated society in which each person can seek his own identity and
then express it as he sees fit.

Communication

Communication has risep in importance to the point where its signifi-
cance is paramount if world society as we know it is to continue. Asimov
tells us that, along with the increasing tempo of civilization, the "fourth
rev,olution" is now upon us, and it is a different sort of -revolution than
we have been hearing about lately. What is referred to here is the fourth
revolution in the area of communications that will in certain *specific

ways make our earth sort of a "global village." (Asimov 1970, pp. 17-20)
Moving ikom the invention of speech, to the invention of writing, tA the
mechanical reproduction of the printed word, and now to relay stations
in space, all people oti earth will soon be blanketed with a communi-
cations network that Will make possible personal relationships hitherto
undreamed of by man. Because it will have faptastic implications for
physical edncation and sport, it is urgent that we view comparative
analysis of international physical education and sport in a new light.
The world is faced with a "race between the coming of the true fourth
revolution and the death of civilization that will inevitably occur through
growth past the limits of the third." The idea behind this theory is that
we must develop and use these vastly improved means of communica-
tion so effectively that the signs of present breakdown_will be alleviated.

.

Diyersity

Diversity may be defined -as the state or fact of being different, unlike
or diverse. gnch a conCept should be very important to all people on
earth,but especially to people living in countries where freedom and
dignity for the indeclual is a basic aspect of a worldwide ideological

struggle.

B. I. Skinner, . in Walden Two (1948) and his recent best-selling
.Beyond. Freedom and Dignity (197)), outlines a society in whiclwople's
flkoblems are solved by a scientific technblogy designed for hurbitrn'con-

f
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duct (1948; 1971). With this ariproach such prevailing values as freedom
and dignity are reinterpreted to hap bring about a utopian society.
Skinner's "operant conditioning" involves a type of behavior modifica-
ion that would effect a new kind of social and political environment in
which human actions would be regulated more reasonably than hereto.
fore. Thus, this technique is available to improve the lot Of humans on
earth; and it is being recommended for implementation no matter what

tee
fleet it might have on the possibility of diversity within man's life in a

democratic society.

Cooperation

Cooperation implies working or acting together for a common purpose
or benefit. Although healthy competition should have a place in the
world, the field of international relations must increasingly focus on
cooperation among individuals, groups and societies on earth. It is
fortunite as we look ahead that there are certain "recurring elements
in the various world Vhilosophies" (Kaplan 1961, pp; 7-10). If it is
true, as Kaplan postulates, that these recurring themes of rationality,
activikm, humanism and preoccupation with values are present in the
leading world philosophies today, it does offer greater hope for greater
world cooperation in the future.

Readiness for Change

We all know that change is constantly occurring in many aspects of
our life, but what is often not understoodis that even the rate of change
is increasing shatIlly. Such a development requires a readiness or aware-
ness that will enable us to "modify our posture by a considerable numbe
of degrees" if such modification seemi necessary as we plan. for the
inture. The "future shock': described so aptly by Alvin Toffler is not
something our grandchildren will be the first to face. gduCation at all
leve:ls is facing such "shock" right now, ancj 'the educa.tional structure
may be in.for a remodelling that none of us can ant.icipate. And, unfor-
tunately, Lany of us in physical education and sport are seemingly so
rigid in_ cur outlooks that,we don't give evidence of recognizing that
something is taking placel

, The- field of education has been noted historically for.its\great reli-
ance on the 'wisdom of the ages, a stance which most recently can be
characterized as a "marked inclination to the rear." The field of physi-
cal education and sport has nikbeen regarded typically as one which
has led the way within educational circles. Where this leaves "poor. old
PE" in tht hierarchy of educational values typically is obvious. The big
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question for us, however; is Viether this lowly, defensive position is
fully warranted. The thrust of this paper is not to make a number of
value-laden claims for the numerous accomplishments possible through
a fitie program of physical education and sport. Instead, this paper
offers a means whereby you can plan ahead in order to lessen the impact
of the future on our profession.

These ideas do not add uP to a prescription to physical educators
and/or coaches at any educational level las to what they must or even
should do to improve their programs. These plans for improvement on
the "home front" must be developed by those closest to -the scene,
perhaps with some advice from others-7if such counsel is needed and
sought by those who are professionally concerned. In the final analysis,
of course, we all have to answer to some advisory board and legislative
body if it is found that we are not performing our professional duties
well.

A Personalized Approsych
-

The emphasis in the remainder of this paper will focus back and
forth ffom the profession to the individual and vice versa. Every 'day in

your life you express your values through your opinion and belief. How
identical are the idea§ and beliefs you express with those you actually

',practice in your work? Do you have an image of yourself different. from
what others have of you? Succinctly putyou live a philo4hy of life
and are judged much more by your actions.than by your woiVs.

Personally, 1 believe that we all try to create an .image within our.
social system, large or small. I'm frank to say that I don't want to look
like the proverbial clock-work jock any more with the red, white, and
blue key in his head; you know the one with the brush cut, the aggres-
sive leadership traits, and the coaching jacket that was worn whatever
,the occasion. Yes, I have been attempting to create a different image
by developing what is perhaps falsely designated as "mind." I have
been expanding my interest in and knowledge about the aesthetic, crea-
tive, social, communicative and so-called learning aspects of life. Never-
theless, I have also been exercising vigorously to preserve the 'image of
a physically fit person. I do specific exercises-to stretch and strengthen
the large ifiuscle groups and then jog or swim middle distance to main-
tain a mYiiiffiUiil level of circulorespiratoey efficiency. This is supiile-
mented several times a week by paddleball or handball. Putting all of
this togettierthe multifaceted approach-describedcreates what might
be called a "Renaissanee Man'Approach"one that has b&n somewhat
popular two ot itiaybe three times in the history of the world.
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1.1 I am doing 'everything poksible to show my colleagues back home and
_professional associates everywhere that some physical education people
are concerned about what occurs in the world and want to be involved_
as equal partners in the evolving democratic venture that is taking place.
Make no mistake: there is an ideological struggle going on in the world,
and the freedom of the individual to make his or her own decisions is
at stake.

Recent international, national, regional and local occurrences keep all
but ostriches in a whirl. Periodically I feel that a news moratorium
would help very much. Haven't you had that "stop the world I want to
get off' feeling lately? Maybe I am getting old, but there was a time
when God was in heaven; Mien flags weren't used as the wrong kind
of political symbols; when the U.S. seemed to want to make the world
safe for democracyand Canada could get enthusiastic about being
involved in the whole enterprise; and when I saw, myself as indestructible
and timeless. Now God is said to be dead (if indeed He ever did live);
flags are often used incorrectly by those who wish to throttle dissent; the
United States forces many to question her motives;. and I find myself
more introspective and pessimistic. Thus, from a time when I fitted
neatly into that picture of a world getting better day by day in every
way as a happy, optimistic physical educator and coach doing my part
in a relatively happy No0h America, I now find myself so much more
sober, realistic, perplexed, and concerned. One is forced to inquire,
what happened?

The Situation In Public Eck:cation

And what has happened to our schebls and the learning process? We
take that bright-eyed youngster at the age of six or sooneralmost in-
variably eager and ready to learnand thoroughly kill his or her desire
within a few short years. We indbctrinate the child into "the modern
way" with excessive drill, speed, competing, dull leetdres, tests, grades,
memorization, various types of overt and covert discipline. We overem-
phasize the "work hard to get ahead" approach that makes money so
that the young adult who emerges from the system Will eventuallY be
able to buy all of the good things that presumably characterize good
livingcars, color tv sets, fashionable clothes and hair styling, winter
homes, summer homes, ornate churches, whiskey and other alcoholic
depressants, tobacco and pot, divorces, supplemental sex, stocks and
bonds, etc. All of this has added up to the highest standard of 'living
in the world; that's it: the highesi standard of low living in worldl The
motto is, "get an edncition so you can make more money and try to
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achieve that 'high standard' by keeping up with your friends and business

associates."

I say to you today, try to tell a youngster, a high school student, or
even a college man or woman that this pattern I've described Is not
what education is all about in the eyes of the layman in your world and
nay world. Is it any wonder that so many of these young people are
telling us loudly and clearlyand telling us in many countries on many
continents around the worldthat such a world is not of their making,
and that they want to change it so that there will be a different tomor-
row.

This statement applies especially to us in physical education and
sport. We are typically the conformists who help keep order and disci-
pline and rarely if ever rock the boat. We frown on odd hair style and
help to keep minority groups (including women and homosexuals) in
their place. We know what's good ,for kids; haven't we lived through
those immature years and become successes? Just look at usaren't
we on top of the world making things happen?

But the question now/seems to revolve around what we Ait to make
happen. How do we know that it is best in this changing world? What is
it that the world is lacking today, and what can we do about it anyhoW?

Can we help to achieve any such goals through physical education and
sport? What is the purpose of educationof physical education? Is it
to cram knowledge, skills, competencies, win-at-all-costs ideas, muscles,
endurance, and discipline down young people's throats? Must they
respect us because wp say so?

Physical Education's Blurred lmar

To make matters worse, we in physical education and sport have one
of the most blurred images in the entire educational system, probably
because of conflicting philosophies in various educational systems and
considerable confusion withitrthe field. To understand this dilemma, we
must look at our heritage and current philosophical foundations.

For the first time, some scholars in physical education have become
aware of the need to turn to philosophy and 3rociology asittell as to history
for assistance. There is great need to direct the techniques of.normative
and critical philosophical analysis to physical education and sport. Such
endeavor is long overdue when we consider our "bewildered .public" try-
ing to understand a conglomerate term such as health, physical educa-
tion, recreation and athleticsnot to mention safety education, dance,
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driver education, physical fitness, movement educatipn, human kinetics,
-leisure studies, kinanthropologyi--hvman motor perfoimance, kinesiology,
park administration and sport. Can you imagiii* how difficult it wear*
be to put all of this on a sign in front of a building in order to keep
everyone happy?

Sociely Is More Value Conscious

Fortunately there are at feast some signs on the horizon which give
some hope that this mishjnash of names for the field will eventually be
untangled. Some people are beginning to realize that we are actually
attempting to describe a number of different professions. Fulper, we
are making a term such as "physical education" bear too mubli strain
by having it contain literally six different meanings. More important,
however, is that society seems to be more conscious than I can ever
remember about the need for reassessing the values by which we guide
our lives. SuCh 711cern is heartenhig, although I fear it may be super-
ficial because t%f the individual's basicJack of philosophichl foundation.
This failing does appear throughout the western world at least. Ask a
person what he wants out of life, and you are bound to get a vague
response such as "happinessP or "security" or some other innocuous
expression which reflects no deep reflection whatsoever. Moreover, we
are reminded immediately by the skeptic that you can only. learn truly
about the values that a person holds through careful bservation of his
daily practice.

Dilemma of Professional Philosophy

Curiously enough, just at the time that people have becoipe more
value conscious, the professional field of philosophyin the "English-
speaking world at leastseems to have decided to cast the common
man adrift in waters thpt are anything but calm and peaceful. The field
of philosophy has incurred its own "Drang nach Diziplin," and the
assumption of this posture' has left an indelible mark on philosophers of
education and sport and physical education in that order chronologically.

. Although people have engaged in iShilosophical thought for many
centuries, there is still great confusion over the exact nature of philoso-
phy. Developing scientific method has forced many contemporary phi-
losophers to ask, "Irfwhat kind of activity am I .engalcOng?" Many have
decided that philosophical activity does not result in knowledge after
all. And so, if knowledge can only come from carefully controlled scien-
tific experimentation, what is the justification for philosophy? Many
influential western philosophers have therefore turned to various types
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of so-called philosophical analysis. A good share of this effort involves

philosophy of language, such aspects as conceptual analysis,and using
ordinary and specialized language terms more clearly and precisely than
heretofore.

The "Flavoring Influence" of Existential Philosophy

In addition to the massive frontal attack on the traditional philoso-
-

phies of idealism, realism and pragmatism by the entire analytic move-
ment in philosophy, another powerful group of troublesome and ofteii
pessimistic ideas has gradually emanated from the European continent
to become a significant permeating force in North America and else-
where. I am referring to existential philosophyan approach which
many say began as a revolt against Hegel's idealism in the latter nine-
teenth century. Hegelian idealism included the postulate that ethical
and spiritual realities were accessible to man through reason. Atheistic
and agnostic existentialism include the tenet that man's task on earth
is to create his own essencehis own ideals and valuesinasmuch as
science had shown (as explained by Nietzsche) that the transcendent
ideals of Ole Church were actually nonsense. Man is on his own in a
cold, cruel world and-has a responsibility to give meaning and direction to
a world essentially lacking in such qualities. The fundamental question
for the future, according to this positionand one which has great im-
plications or education, including physical education and sport, is
whether man can direct and guide his'own existence so that responsible in-
dividual and social action will result.

Where Can We Find Answers?

Considerable evidence can be mustered to support the position that
we are at the crossroads of deciding which way we should turn in the
years ahead on our way to 2000 A.D. How can we :truly lead.effective
and purposeful lives -if we don't resolve the basic questions confronting
us? This, as I see it, confronts man with the predicament of overcoming
what Walter Kaufmann has recently identified as "decidophobia"the
fear of making autonomous decisions without the aid of "crutches"
such as religions, political ideologies, philosophical positions, and other
"band-aids of life." Thus, perSistent philosophical problems such as the
nature of the world, the problem of good and evil, the possibility of free
will, whether GOd exists, if some values are more important than others,
whether knowledge is really possible to man, -and the possibility of an
unchanging concept of beautyjust to name a few of life's enigmas
need to be answered by each individual mail and woman as he and she
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wend their respective ways through life. It is safe to say, of course, that
no one petson or group has a corner on the market when it comes to
answering these fundamental questiont:

Frankly, unless you are willing to -proceed in a sloppy, haphazard
manner, you are just going-to have to be amateur philosophers. Actually,
I would venture the opinion that your personal life and the work of the
organization in which you work is so important that it may well be
worth the time for you to become semi-professional philosophers. After
all, this is your life in yofir country on yourcontinent in your world that
we are discussing. Unless you intend to follow the approaCh of the
ostrich, you must make determinations fOr the years ahead that you
hope will stand the test of time.

A Plan for Action

May I recommend a plan of action for iur consideration? Basically,
it consists of an orderly progression thr gh a series of stePs which you
and your colleagues can follow: -

1. Re-examine your long range aims and specific objectives in the
light of societal values, educational values, and the values of the in-
dividual concerned.

In attempting to find a position on an educational philosophy spectrum
or continuum, keep in mind that progressivism is greatly concerned
about such attributes as personal freedom, individual differences, stu-
dent interest, individual growth, no permanently fixed values, and that
the process by which the program is implemented is problem- solving
in nature and means ideal living, now.

(OA
Ginversely, re position of essentialism implies typically that thbre areN,

'certain educa -recreational, and physical educational values by
Whieh.the individual must be guided; thlit effort takes precedence over
interests'And that this tends to gird moral stamina; that the experience
of the pagt hakpowerful jurisdiction over. the present; and that the culti-
vation of the in&lkect is, most important in education.

Re-examine the\relationships that exist, and which may develop
amom the various units eoncerned(society, including public and private
agencies; the school; and the familf and individuals involved).

3. Determine, what your institution's persistent, recurring problems
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are the influence of nationalism, politics, economics, religion,
values, ecology, etc.and the specific professional problems such as
curriculum content, teaching methodology, the healthy body, use of
leisure, etc.).

4. Based on the alms and objectives accepted (in 1 above), make do-

cisions as to bow your school will meet, trie persistent problems

identified both generally and specifically what effect #our soals
'and hiérarchy.of vPues will have on the relationships that are established
and maintained in 2 above, and how such acceptance and understand-
ing. ought to influence the process of education and, specifically, the
program of physical education.find sport which your school may wish to

implement).

5. Spell out specifically frorn the standpoint of the agreed-upon
hierarchy of societal and 'educational values accepted what program

I- features you will introduce. and through what process (or method) you

will implement your entire program.

6. After you have gained the kinal approval of your- policy-making

group, includirig your professional and non-professiobal staff (with pos-

sible staff changes where commitment is not present), implement the
revised rogram vigorously reminding one and all r4ularly that this
program (including the process employed to implement it) is theirs

and merits full support.

7. Evaluate the revised program regularly from the standpoint of its
effectiveness in achieving the stated objectives with particular emphasis

on the realization of human values in the lives of your constituents.

Summary and Conclusion-
.

Who will argue that these are not most difficult times in our lives? I

urge you to be the kindof professional people who look to your philoso-
phical foundations so.that there will J)e greater consistency. between your

words and actions. We simply fnust relate dynamically to people's live

if we hope to sce pm program survive. As' teachers of physical education
'and sport, we can't be the sort who simply watclt thiygs happen all
around us. We should be looked to by our colleagues, students and the
comtunity for dedicated leadership based on the wisdom ot philosoPhi,

cal maturitysound ideas developed through. orderly reflegtionAnd dis-

cussion. .1 have every confidence that you as part of a truly hnportant
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profession at this time will make significant progress toward both your
inmodiate and long-range goals.

Grtater understanding and the implementation of the concepts of
communication, diversity, and cooperation in intortiationai relations
seem absolutely necessary if we are to create a bbtter life on earth.
One does not ikave to be too wide-awake today to know that a significant
minority of our youth all around the world is telling the "establishment"
that the world situation is not of their making. It is clear that youth
wants to change things so that there will Indeed be a better world tomor-
row. It seems verysclear that the profession of physical education-and
sport has a unique opportunity to relate to youth on an international
scale through the medium of sport and physical activity (as expressed
in human movement in dance, play, and exercise).

The "large majority of men and women in this, profession have so little
knowledge about what really takes place in physical education and sport
in other countries. This is true even though many colleges 'and universi-
ties are adding compfirative and international course experiences at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels. There is now an urgent need for
a sound body of knowledge about this aspect of the broader disciplinary
approach to the profession. This can be gained through quality under-

. graduate and graduate study and- research based on the employment ot
the variety of research methods and techniques available.

Finally, the words of Bertrand Russell offer a basis unparalleled for
- the continuation of a superior effort in international relatioas:

\) .

I wanted on the one hand to fi id ot.a.whether anything could be
known; and, op the other han to do whatever might be possible

, toward creating, a happier w rld . . . as I have grown older, my
optimism has,groon more sober and the happy issue more diltant

, The causes of kInhappiness in the past and in the present are
not difficult to ascertain. There have been poverty, pestilence, and
famine, which were due to man's inadequate mastery of nature.
There have been wars, oppres§ions, and tortures which have 'been
due to men's hostility to their 'Mow-men. And there have been
morbid miseries fostered by gloomy creeds, which have led men
into profound inner discords ... I may have, thought,the road to a
world qf free and happy humans shorter 'than it isproving to be,
but I wlis not wrong in ihinking that such a world ipossible, and
that it isworth while te(live with a view to bringing it nearer. I have
lived in the pursuit of a vision, both personal and social ... These

I
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things 1 believe, and the world, for all its horrors, has left me un-
'shaken. (1969, pp. 318ff)
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